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AVAILABILITY NOTICE

Availabihty of Referonco Materials Cited !n NP,0 Publications
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20555

2, The Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Offico, P.O. Box 37082,
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National Standards, from the American National Standards Instituto,1430 Broadway, !

New York, NY 10018.
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PREFACE

This DRAFT NUREG presents the results of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC) staff review of the Westinghouse Owners Group (WOG) proposed new
Standard Technical S)ecifications (STS). These new STS were developed based
on the criteria in tie interim Commission Policy Statement on Technical
Specification Improvements for Nuclear Power Reactors, dated February 6,1987.

The new STS will be used as bases for developing improved plant-specific
technical specifications by individual nuclear power plant owners that have
PWRs designed by Westinghouse. The NRC staff is issuing this draft new STS
for a 30 working-day comment period. Following the comment period, the NRC
staff will analyze comments received, finalize the new STS, and issue them for
plant-specific implementation,

,7

k_,) Comments should be submitted no later than March 15, 1991, in accordance with
the following guidance: The exact wording of each proposed change should be
marked in pen and ink on copies of all the affected pages of DRAFT NUREG-1431,
" Standard Technical Specifications, Westinghouse Plants." Each proposed
change should be numbered. Each proposed change should be accompanied with a
separate _ technical justification, cross referenced to the applicable proposed

-change on the marked up pages.

Submit written comments to: David L. Meyer, Chief, Regulatory Publications
Branch, Division of Freedom of Information and Publications Services, Office

|
of Administration, U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC 20555.

' Hand deliver comments to: 7920 Norfolk Avenue, Bethesda, Maryland,' between
( 7:45 a.m. and 4:15 p.m. on Federal workdays.

13
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Reactor Core SLs
B 2.1.1

c

B 2.0 SAFETY LIMITS

B 2.1.1 -Reactor Core Safety Limits (SLs)

BASES

'

BACKGROUND GDC 10 (Ref.1) requires that specified acceptable fuel
design limits are not exceeded during steady-state
operation, normal operational transients,|and anticipated

. operational occurrences (A00s). This is accomplished with a
: . departure from nucleate boiling (DNB) design basis that

corres>onds to a 95% probability at a 95% confidence level.

that DiB will not occur and by requiring that fuel-
centerline ~ temperature stays. below the melting temperature.

The restrictions ~of this SL prevent overheating of the fuel4

and cladding, as well as possible cladding perforation that
would result in the release of fission products to the
reactor. coolant. Overheating of the fuel is prevented by
maintaining the steady-state peak _ linear heat rate.(LHR)
below the leveltat which centerline fuel melting occurs.
Overheating'of the fuel cladding is prevented by restricting-

9 fuel operation to within the nucleate boiling regime, where
the heat-transfer coefficient is large and the cladding-J ,-

U surface temperature is slightly above the coolant-saturation
temperature.

Centerline fuel melting occurs when the local LHR, or power
'

peaking, in a region of the fuel;is-high enough to cause the
fuel-centerline temperature to~ reach the melting point.of
the fuel. Expansion of the pellet upon centerline' melting
may cause the pellet to stress-the cladding to_ the point of-
failure, allowing an uncontrolled release of activity to the
reactor coolant.

Operation above the boundary of the nucleate boiling regime
could result in excessive cladding temperature because of
the onset of DNB and the resultant' sharp reduction in heat- -

transfer coefficient. Inside the steam film, high cladding
temperatures are reached, and a cladding-water (zirconium-

. water) reaction may--take place. This chem'ical-reaction
results in -oxidation of the fuel" cladding to a structurally
weaker form. This weaker form may lose its integrity,
resulting in an uncontrolled release of activity to the
reactor coolant.

(continued)

(continued)
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Reactor Core SLs
B 2.1.1

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND The proper functioning of the Reactor Protection System
(continued) (RPS) and steam generator (SG) safety valves prevents

violation of the reactor core SLs.

APPLICABLE The fuel cladding must not sustain damage as a result of
SAFETY ANALYSES normal o>eration and A00s. The reactor core SLs are

establisled to preclude violation of the following fuel
design criteria:

a. There must be at least 95% probability at a 95%
confidence level that the hot fuel rod in the core does
not experience DNB (this is referred to hereafter as the
95/95 DNB cri_terion); and!

b. The hot fuel pellet in the core must not experience
centerline fuel melting.

The RPS setpoints (Ref. 2), in combination with all the
LCOs, are designed to prevent any anticipated combination of
transient conditions for Reactor Coolant System (RCS)
temperature, pressure, and THERMAL POWER level that would
result in a oeparture from nucleate boiling ratio (DNBR) of
less than the DNBR limit and preclude the existence of flow
instabilities.

Automatic enforcement of these reactor core SLs are provided
by the trip setpoints for the following functions:

a. High pressurizer pressure reactor trip;

b. Low pressurizer pressure reactor trip;

c. Overtemperature AT reactor trip;

d. Overpower AT reactor trip;

e. Power range high neutron flux reactor trip; and

f. SG safety valves.

The limitation that the average enthalpy in the hot leg be
less than cc equal to the enthalpy of saturated liquid also
ensures that the AT measured by instrumentation (used in the

(continued)

(cortinued)
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Reactor Core SLs
B 2.1.1

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE RPS design as a measure of core power) is proportional to
SAFETY ANALYSES core power.

(continued)
The SLs represent a design requirement for establishing
the RPS trip setpoints identified previously. LCO 3.4.1,
"RCS Pressure, Temperature, and Flow DNB Limits," or the
assumed initial conditions of the safety analyses (as
indicated in the FSAR, Ref. 2) provide more restrictive
limits to ensure that the SLs are not exceeded,

o

SAFETY LIMITS The curves provided in Figure 2.1.1-1 show the loci of
points of THERMAL POWER, RCS pressure, and average
temperature for which the minimum DNBR is not less than the
safety analyses limit, that fuel centerline temperature
remain below melting, that the average enthalpy in the hot
leg is less than or equal to the enthalpy of saturated
liquid, or that the' exit quality is within the limits
defined by the DNBR correlation.

The curves are based on enthalpy hot channel factor limits
(m provided in the CORE OPERATING LIMITS REPORT (COLR). The
\ dashed line of Figure B 2.1.1-1.shows an example of a limit

curve at 2235 psig. In addition, it illustrates the various
RPS functions that are designed to prevent the unit from
reaching the limit.

The SL L higher than the limit calculated when the AX1AL
FLUX DIFFERENCE (AFD) is within the limits of the F (AI)3

function of the overtemperature AT reactor trip. When the
AFD is not within the tolerance, the AFD effect on the
overtemperature AT reactor trips'will reduce the setpoints
to provide protection consistent with the reactor core SLs
(Refs. 3 and 4).

APPLICABILITY SL 2.1.1 only applies in MODES 1 and 2 because these are the
only modes in which the reactor is critical. Automatic
protection functions are required to be OPERABLE during
MODES 1 and 2 to ensure operation within the reactor core
SLs. The SG safety valves or automatic protection actions
serve to prevent RCS heatup to the reactor core SL
conditions or to initiate a reactor trip function (which

(continued)

(continued)
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Reettor Core SLs
B 2.1.1

BASFS (continued)
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(continued)

(continued)
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Reactor Core SLs
B 2.1.1

BASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY forces the unit into MODE 3). Setpoints for the reactor
(continued) trip functions are specified in LCO 3.3.1 and LC0 3.3.2. In

MODES 3, 4, 5, and 6, Applicability is not required
since the reactor is not generating significant THERMAL
POWER.

SAFETY LIMIT W
VIOLATIONS

If SL 2.1.1 is violated, the requirement to go to MODE 3
places the plant in a MODE in which this SL is not
applicable.

The allowed Completion Time of I hour recognizes the
importance of bringing the plant to a mode of operation
where this SL is not applicable. Also, the Completion Time
of I hour ensures that the probability of an accident
occurring during this period is minimal.

L2.d
If SL 2.1.1 is violated, the NRC Operations Center must beO notified within I hour. This is in accordance with
10 CFR 50.72 (Ref. 5).

LL4
If SL 2.1,1 is violated, the appropriate senior management
of the nuclear plant and the utility shall be notified
within 24 hours. The 24-hour period provides time for plant
operators and staff to take the appropriate immediate action
and assess the condition of the plant before reporting to
senior management.

L2.d!

If SLs 2.1.1 is violated, a Licensee Event Report shall be
prepared and submitted within 30 days to the NRC, the senior
management of the nuclear plant, and the utility Vice-
President-Nuclear Operations. This requirement is in
accordance with 10 CFR 50.73 (Ref. 6),

(continued)

(continued)

O
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Reactor Core SLs
B 2.1.1

BASES (continued)

SAFETY LIMIT 2,2,6
VIOLATIONS

(continued) If SL 2.1.1 is violated, restart of the unit shall not
commence until authorized by the NRC. This requirement
ensures the NRC that all necessary reviews, analyses, and
actions are completed before the unit begins its restart to
normal operation.

REFERENCES 1. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50, Appendix
A, General Design Criterion 10, " Reactor Design," 1988.

2. (Unit Name) FSAR, Section [ ], "[ Title)."

3. WCAP-8746-A, " Design Bases for the Overtemperature AT
and the Overpower AT Trips," March 1977.

4. WCAP-9273-NP-A, " Westinghouse Reload Safety Evaluation
Methodology," July 1985.

5. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50.72,
"Immediate Notification Requirements for Operating
Nuclear Power Reactors."

6. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50.73,
" Licensee Event Report System."

|

|

|

9
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RCS Pressure St;-
L B 2.1.2

A i

B 2.0 SAFELY LIMITS

B 2.1.2 Reacter Coolant System (RCS) Pres.nire Safety Limit (SL) '

BASES |

BACKGROUND The SL on RCS pressure protects the integrity of the RCS I
against overpressurization. In the event of fuel-cladding
failure, fission products are released into the reactor
coolant. The RCS then serves is the primary barrier in
. prevent M the release of fission products into the
atmospnere. By establishing an upper limit on RCS pressure,
the continued integrity of the RCS is ensured. According to
10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 14, " Reactor Coolant Pressure
Boundary," and. GDC 15, " Reactor Coolant Systein Design"
(Ref.1), the reactor pressure coolant boundary (RCPB)
design conditions are not exceeded during normal operation
and anticipated operational occurrences (A00s). Also, per
GDC 28, " Reactivity Limits" (Ref. 1), reactivity accidents,
including rod ejection, do not result in damage to the RCPd
greater than limited local yielding.

The design pressure of the RCS is 2500 psia. During normal
(~'s operation and A00s, RCS pressure is limited from exceeding
( ) the design pressure by more than 10%, in accordance with
v Section III of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers

(ASME) Code (Ref. 2). To ensure system integrity, all RCS
components are hydrostatically tested at 125% of design, per
the ASME Code requirements prior to initial operation when
there is no fuel in the core. If repairs or replacements
take place that would require a full hydrostatic test of the
RCS, the fuel would have to be completely offloaded before
exceeding the maximum pressure specified in this St..
Removing fuel from the vessel precludes fission products
from entering the reattor coolant.

Overpressurization of the RCS could result in a breach of
the RCPB. If such a breach occurs in conjunction with a
fuel-cladding failure, fission products could enter the
containment atmospt.ere, raising concerns relative to limits
on radioactive releases specified in 10 CFR 100, " Reactor
Site Criteria."

(continuedi

(v
o
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RCS Pressure SL
6 i,.l.2

l

BASES (continued)
_

APPLICABLE The RCS pressurizer safety valve's, the main steam safety
SAFETY ANALYSES valves (MSSVs), and the reactor high-pressure trip have

settings established to assure that the RCS pressure SL will
not be exceeded.

|
Ine RCS pressurizer safety valves are s, zed +.o prevent )
system pressure from exceeding the design pressur'e by more '

than 10%, as specified in Section III of the ASME Code for
Nuclear Power Plant Ce;;;iMnents (Ref, 2). The transient that
establishes the requked clief capacity, atd f.ence valve
size requirementa and lift settings, is a completo loss of
external had without a direct reactor trip. During the
transient, no control actions are assumed except that the
safety valves on the secondary plant are assumed to open
when the steam pressure re8ches the secondary plant safety
valve settings and nominal feedwater supply is mahtained.

The Reactor Protection System (RPS) trip sitpoints (Ref. 3),
together with the settings of the MSSh (Ref. 4), provida ,

pressure protectinn for normal operation and A00s. The
reactor high-pressure trip setpoint it specifically set to
provido protection against overpressurization (Ref. 5). The
safety analyses for both the high-pressure trip and the RCS
presturizer safety valves are performed using conservative ,

assumptions relathe to pressure centrol devices.

More specifically, no cred;t is taken for operation of the
following:

a. Pressurizer power-operated relief valvos (PORVs);

b. Steam line relief valve;

c. Steam Dump System;

d. RCS;

e. Pressurizer Level Control System; or

f. Pressurizer spray v.tive.

SAFETY LIMITS The maximum transient pressure illowed in the RCS pressure
vessel under 'the ASME Code, Section Ill, is 1]O% of design

-

(cnntinued)

(continued)

WOG STS 8 2.0-8 1/4/91 2:51pm
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RCS Pressure SL
B 2.1.2

ME P.9ntinued)

WE?Y LIMI .9 pressure. The maxinum transient pressure allowed in the RCS
piping, valves, and fittings under [USAS, Section B31.1,
Pef. 6) is 120% of design pressure. The most limiting of
these two allowances is the 110% of design pressure;
therefore, the SL on maximum allowable RCS pressure is
2735 psig.

_

APP &'CABILITY SL 2.1.2 applies in MODES 1 through 5 because this SL codd
be approached or exceeded in these modes dut to
onrpressurization events. The SL is not applicable in
MODE 6 since the reactor vessel head closure bolts are not
fully tightened, making it impossible to pressurize th', !!?.

|9FFT" LIMIT 2.2.2.1
IVIOLMIONS

If the RCS pressure SL is <iolated when the reactor if 'n
MODE 1 or 2, the requirement is e' S ; tore m pliance within
15 minutes rnd be in MODE 3 within 1 accr.

l
If the RCS pr-assure SL is violated while in MGDE 1 or 2, the
reactor vessel temperature is wall above the tran ! tion
tenperature, at which the reactor vessel metal goes from
being duct N to being nonductile. Given that the reactor
vassel metal is ductile, a tressure increase above 110% of
design pressura does not r2present nearly the challenge to
RCS int tgrity i. bat it would if the reactor vessel were in a
non-ductile state; therefore, 1S minutes to restore pressure s

implies immediacy. -

The allowable Completion Time of 1 hour recognizes the
importar,ce of reducing power level to a mode of operation
where the potentill for thallenges to safety systems is
fa lnim i'z ed .

~

L/.M

h the RCS pressere SL is exceeded in MODE 3, 4, or 5, RCS
pressure must be rc.;tored to within the SL value within
S minute:. Exceeding the RCS pressure SL in MODE 3, 4, or 5
is more severe than exceeding this SL in MODE 1 or 2, since
the reas. tor vessel temperature may be lower and the vessel

(continued)
. .. _ ._. _ _ _ _ _ _

(continued)
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RCS Pressure SL
B 2.1.2

BASES (continued)

SAFETY LlHIT material, consequently, less ductile. As such, pressure
VIOLATIONS must be reduced to less than the SL within 5 minutes. The

(continued) action does not require reducing MODES, since this would
require reducing temperature, which would compound the
problem by adiing thermal gradient stresses to the existing
pressure stress.

LILd

if the RCS pressure SL is violated, the NRC Operations
Center must be notified within 1 hour. This is in
accordance with 10 CFR 50.72 (Raf. 7).

LLA
If the RCS pressure SL is violated, the appropriate senior
management of the nuclear plant and the utility shall be
notified within 24 hours. The 24-hour )eriod prevides time
for the plant operators and staff to ta(e the appropriate
immediate action and assess the condition of the plant
before :eporting to senior management.

LJ.d

if the RCS pressure SL is violated, a Licensee Event Report
shall be prepared and submitted within 30 days to the ,1RC,
the senior management of the nuclear plant, and the utility
Vice-President-Nuclear Operations. This requirement is in
accordance with 10 CFR 50.73 (Ref. 8).

LLS
If the RCS pressure SL is violated, restart of the unit
shall not commence until authorized by the NRC. This
requirement ensures the NRC that all necessary reviews,
analyses, and actions are completed before the unit begins
its restart tn normal operation.

REFERENCES 1. Title 10, Code of federal Regulations, Part 50, -

Appendix A, General Design Criterion 14. " Reactor
Coolant Pressure Boundary"; General Design
Criterion 15, " Reactor Coolant System Design"; and
General Design Criterion 28, * Reactivity Limits."

(continued)

(continued)
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RCS Pressure SL
B 2.1.2

I

BASES (continued)

REFERENCES 2. American Society of Mechanical Engineers, Boiler and
(continued) Pressure Vessel Code, Section Ill, " Nuclear Power Plant

Components," Article NB-7000. " Protection Against
Overpressure."

3. (Unit Name) FSAR, Section ( ), "[ Title)."

4. (UnitName)FSAR,Section(),"[ Title)."

5. (Unit Name) FSAR, Section ( ), "[ Title)."

6. OSAS B31.1, '' Standard Code for Prenure Piping,"
American Society of Mechanical Engineers, 1967.

7. Title 10, r. ode of Federal Regulations, Part 50.72,
"Immediate Notif! cation Requirements for Operating
Nuclear Power Rractor "

8. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50.73,
" Licensee Event Report System."

_ _ _
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B 3.0

( B 3.0 APPLICABillTY

B 3.0 Limitina Conditions for ODeration (LCO) Acolicability

BASES
- _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ - . _ _ _ _

LCO 3.0.1 LCO 3.0.1, LCO 3.0.2 LC0 3.0.3, LCO 3.0.4, and LC0 3.0.5
LC0 3.0.2, establish the general requirements applicable to all
LCO 3.0.3, specifications unless otherwise stated. This includes
LCO 3.0.4, and specifications regarding the programs in Section 5.7.4
LCO 3.0.5 " Programs and Manuals," as well as LCOs contained in

Sections 3.1 through 3.9.

LCO 3.0.1 LCO 3.0.1 establishes the requirements to meet LCOs when
the unit is in the MODES or other specified conditions of
the Applicability statement of each specification.

LCO 3.0.2 LCO 3.0.2 establishes that upon discovery of a failure to
meet an LCO, the associated ACTIONS shall be met. The
Completion Time of each Required Action for an ACTIONSp) Condition is applicable from the point in time it is('u discovered that :'n inoperable situation exists (i.e., that
the LCO is not met) associated with h Condition, following
this discovery, the associated Condition is entered. The
Required Actions establish those remedial measures that must
be taken within specified Completion Times when the
requirements of an LCO are not met. Concurrent entry into
all applicable ACTIONS Conditions is a requiremen'. *o be
followed in each specification. The Required Action (s) of
each Condition entered must he completed within the
specified Completion Time (s).

There are two basic types of Required Actions. The first
type of Required Action has an associated time limit in
which the entered Condition must be corrected. This time
limit is the Completion Time to place required equipment in
operation, or to restore an inoperable system or component
to OPERABLE status, or to restore variables to within
specified limits. If this type of Required Action is not
completed within the specified Completion Time, a shutdown
may be required to place the facility in a MODE or Condition
in which the specification no longer applies. (Whether

(continued)

O (continued)
b

i
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LCO Applicability
B 3.0

-

BASES (continued)

LCO 3.0.2 stated as a Required Action or not, correction of the
(continued) entered Condition is the first action that is to be

considered upon entering ACTIONS.) The second ty)e of
Required Action specifies the remedial measures t1at permit
continued operation of the facility that is not further
restricted by the Completion Time. In this case,
conformance to the Required Actions provides an acceptable
level of safety for continued operation. This type of
Required Action is common throughoui, the Technical
Specifications (TS).

This specification establishes that performance of the
Required Actions within the specified Completion Times
constitutes compliance with the TS. It also esta'o?ishes,
however, that completing the performance of the R yuired
Actions is not required when an LC0 is met within the
associated Completion Time, unless otherwise stated in the
individual specifications. This is equivalent to stating
that correction of an ACTIONS Condition prior to the
expiration of the specified Completion Time (s) makes it
unnecessary to continue or complete the performance of the
associated Required Action (s).

This specification is written for the more general case
in which more then one of the stated Conditions are
concurrently applicable. As each Condition is resolved,
the Required Action (s) for that Conditlon no longer need
be performed.

A Condition once entered or once applicable is resolved
either by completing corrective measures such that it no
longer exists or by placing the facility outside the
Applicability of the LCO.

The nature of some Required Actions necessitates that, once
begun, their performance must be completed even though the
associated Conditions are resolved. The individual LCO's
ACTIONS specify the Required Actions where this is the case.
An example of this is in LCO 3.8.1, "AC Sources-
Opera t i ng. ''

The above discussion about not having to complete the'

performance of Required Actions once the corresponding
Conditions have been resolved also applies to the category

(continued)

(continued)

O
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LCO Applicability
B 3.0

BASES (continued)

LCO 3.0.2 of Conditions that state, " Required Actions and associated
I- (continued) Completion Times not met."

Usually, the Required Action for a Condition of this type is
to go to an inapplicable MODE or other specified Condition.
The performance of such a shutdown Required Action may be
suspended if the LCO Required Action that was not performed
is completed or if the LCO is restored. If the shutdown had .

>roceeded to the point where a MODE change had occurred,
10 wever, returning to the previously applicable MODE or
specified Condition is not allowed by LCO 3.0.4, unless
otherwise specified.

-It is possible in some LCOs (but unlikely) to enter and exit
two or more ACTION's Conditions repeatedly, in such a manner
that facility operation could continue indefinitely without
ever having restored the LCO (i.e., the facility is always
in at least one of the-Conditions). Because of the risk
associated with extended facility operation with certain
LCOs unmet, Specification 1.3 limits such operation to the
longer of the specified Completion Times for the Conditions
that are concurrently entered. This limitation does not

O apply to Conditions where the associated Required Actions,
if met, permit conti.nued operation for an unlimited period
of time.

The Completion Times of the Required Actions are also
applicaale when a system or component 'is removed from
service intentionally. The reasons for intentionally
relying on the ACTIONS include, but are not limited to,
performance of surveillances, preventive maintenance,
corrective maintenance, or investigation of operational
problems. Entering ACTIONS for these reasons must be done
in a manner that does not compromise safety. It is not
intended that intentional entry into ACTIONS be made for
operational convenience. Intentional entry into ACTIONS
Conditions with shutdown Required Actions (i.e., Actions
requiring a change in MODE) is strongly discouraged and
should be considered only in extreme circumstances. This is
to limit routine voluntary removal of redundant equipment
from service in lieu of other alternatives that would not
result in redundant equipment being inoperable. Individual
specifications may specify a time limit for performing an

i- SR when equipment is removed from service or bypassed for
testing. In such a case, the Completion Times of the.

(continued)

(continued)
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LCO Applicability
B 3.0

BASES (continued)

LCO 3.0.2 Required Actions are applicable when this time limit
(continued) expires, if the SR has not been completed. When a change in

MODE or other specified Condition is required to comply with
Required Actions, the facility may enter a H0DE or other
specified condition in which a new specification becomes
applicable. Upon the new specification becoming applicable,
immediately enter all ACTIONS Conditions that apply, unless
otherwise specified. The Completion Times of t1e associated
Required Actions would apply from the point in time that the
new specification became applicable.

LC0 3.0.3 LCO 3.0.3 establishes the Required Actions that must be
implemented when an LCO is not met; and

a. An associated Required Action and Completion Time is
not met and no other Condition applies; or

b. The Condition of the facility is not specifically
addressed by the associated ACTIONS. This means that
no combination of Conditions stated in the ACTIONS
can be made that exactly corresponds to the actual
Condition of the facility. Sometimes, pcssible
combinations of Conditions are such tnat going to
LC0 3.0.3 is warranted; in such cases, the ACTIONS
specifically state a Condition corresponding to such
combinations and also that LC0 3.0.3 be entered
immediatelv.

This specification delineates the time limits for plecing
| the facility in a safe MODE or other specified condition
| when operation cannot be maintained within the limits for

safe operation as defined by the LC0 and its ACTIONS. It is
not to be used as an operational convenience that permits
routine voluntary removal of redundant systems or components
from service in lieu of other alternatives that would not
result in redundant systems or components being inoperable.
Intentional entry into LC0 3.0.3 for operational convenience
constitutes noncompliance with the TS. Under suitable
circumstances, intentional entry into LC0 3.0.3 for
corrective action or repairs may be justified, but prior
notification of the NRC should be censidered.

(continued),

_

(continued)
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i
LCO Applicability

B 3.0

i

BASES (continued)

I LCO 3,0.3 After entering LCO 3.0.3, I hour is allowed to prepare for
| (continued) an orderly shutdown before initiating a change in facility

operation. This includes time to permit the operator to
! coordinate the reduction in electrical generation with the

load dispatcher to ensure the stability and availability ofi

the electrical grid. The time limits specified to reach
higher-numbered MODES-of operation permit the shutdown to ,

proceed in a controlled and orderly manner that is well
! .within the specified maximum cool-down rate and within the

capabilities of the facility, assuming that only the minimum
required equipment is OPFRABLE. This reduces thermal <

,

stresses on components of the Rcactor Coolant System (RCS)
- and the potential for a plant upset that could challenge

safety systems under conditions to which this specification
,

applies,. The use and interpretation of specified times to
complete the actions of LCO 3.0.3 shall be consistent with

,

the discussion-of specification 1.3, " Completion Times."

A facility shutdown required in accordance with LCO 3.0.3
may be terminated and LC0 3.0.3 exited, if any of the
following occurst.

,

O
- a. The LCO is now met;

,

b. Remedial measures have restored the f acility to an LCOi

Condition for which the Required Actions have now been
performed, where such ACTIONS-permit operation in that
condition for either a limited or unlimited period of

I- time; or

I c. Remedial measures have restored the facility to a
Condition for which the Completion Times of the
Required Action (s).have not expired. For example,
if while in MODE 1, one of the two Containment
Spray System trains is declared inoperable. The
corresponding ACTIONS Condition of the LC0 for one
inoperable train is entered and 72 hours are allowed
to restore the train to OPERABLE status. Then, the
second train is declared inoperable at time 24 hours

; into the Completion Time. Since nc ACTIONS Condition
is provided for both trains being inoperable,
LC0 3.0.3 must be entered.- If one of the trains is,

' made OPERABLE while still in MODE 1, for example.at
time'30 hours (6 hours "nto LCO 3.0.3), then the
shutdown may be halted and operation can continue in

(continued)

. O (continued)
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LCO Applicability
B 3.0

BASES (continued)

LCO 3.0.3 the Condition of one train being inoperable. In
(continued) this example, that would mean operation for another

42 hours. If the train is restored to OPERABLE status
after going to MODE 2, 3, or 4, operation could
continue only in the MODE that the facility is in when
LCO 3.0.3 is exited. This is because LCO 3.0.4 does
not permit MODE changes when the LC0 is not n.at.

The time limits of Specification 3.0.3 allow 37 hours for
the f6cility to be in MODE 5 when a shutdown is required
during MODE 1 operation. If the facility is in a higher-
numbered MODE of operation when a shutdown is required, the
time limit for reaching the next higher-numbered MODE
applies, if a higher-numbered MODE is reached in less time
than allowed, however, the total allowable time to reach
MODE 5, or other applicable MODE, is not reduced. For
example, if MODE 3 is reached in 2 hours, then the time
allowed to reach MODE 4 is the next 11 hours, because the
total time to reach MODE 4 is not reduced from the allowable
limit of 13 hours. Therefore, if remedial measures are
completed that would permit a return to MODE 1, a penalty
is not incurred by having to reach a higher-numbered MODE
of operation in less than the total time allowed.

In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, LCO 3.0.3 provides Required Actions
for Conditions not stated in other specifications. The
requirements of LC0 3.0.3 do not apply in MODES 5 and 6
because the facility is already in the most restrictive
Condition in which that LC0 3.0.3 would require the facility
to be placed. The requirements of LC0 3.0.3 do not apply in
other specified conditions of the Applicability (unless in
MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4) because the ACTIONS of individual
specifications sufficiently define the remedial measures to
be tabn. (This must be verified by review of all LCOs when
finalized.)

The exceptions to LC0 3.0.3 are provided in instances where
requiring a facility shutdown, in accordance with LC0 3.0.3,
would not provide appropriate remedial measures for the
associated condition of the facility. These exceptions are
addressed in the individual specifications.

(continued)

O
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B 3.0

(3
BASES (continued)

*

(d _

LC0 3.0.4 LC0 3.0.4 establishes limitations on changes in MODES or
other specified Conditions in the Applicability when an LCO
is not met, it precludes placing the facility in a
different MODE or other specified Condition when the
following exist:

a. The requirements of an LCO in the MODE or other
specified Conditicn to be entered are not met, and

b. Continued noncompliance with these requirements would
eventually result in a shutdown to comply with the
Required Actions.

Compliance with Required Actior.. that permit continued
operation of the facility for an unlimited period of time
in an applicable MODE or other specified Condition provides
an acceptable level of safety for continued operation.
Therefore, in such cases, entry into a MODE or other
Condition specified in the Applicability is made in
accordance with the provisions of the Required Actions.
The provisions of this specification should not be
interpreted as endorsing the failure to exercise good
practice in restoring systems or components to OPERABLE,

( status before facility startep.

The provisions of LCO 3.0.4 shall not prevent changes in
MODES or other specified Conditions in the Applicability
that are required to comply with ACTIONS.

Exceptions to LC0 3.0.4 are stated in the individual
specifications. Exceptions may apply to all the ACTIONS or
to a specific Required Action of a specification. While
entering or changing MODES or other specified Conditions
during operation of the facility in an ACTIONS Condition, as
permitted by LCO 3.0.4 or where an exception to LC0 3.0.4 is
stated, the ACTIONS define the remedial measures that must
be taken. Surveillances do not have to be performed on the
associated inoperable equipment (or on variables outside the
specified limits), as permitted by SR 3.0.1. Therefore, a
MODE change in this situation does not violate SR 3.0.4 for
those Surveillances that do not have to be performed due to
the associated inoperable equipment, etc. SRs must,
however, be met to demonstrate OPERABillTY prior to
declaring the affected equipment OPERABLE (or variable
within limits) and the associated LCOs met.

(continued)
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LCO Applicability
B 3.0

BASES (continued)

LCO 3.0.5 Special tests and operations are required at various times
over the facility's life to demonstrate performance
characteristics, to perform maintenance activities, and to
perform special evaluations. Because TS normally preclude
these tests and operations, special test exceptions (STEs)
allow specified requirements to be changed or suspended
under controlled conditions. STEs are included in
applicable sections of the specifications. Unless otherwise
specified, all other TS requirements remain unchanged and in
effect as applicable. This will ensure that all appropriate
requirements of the MODE or other specified Condition not
directly associated with or required to be changed or
suspended to perform the special test or operation will
remain in effect.

The Applicability of an STF LC0 represents a Condition not
necessarily in compliance with the normal requirements of
the TS. Compliance with STE LCOs is optional.

A special test may be performed either under the provisions
of the appropriate ST2 LCO or the other applicable TS
requirements, if it is desired to perform the special test
under the provisions of the STE LCO, the requirements of the
STE LC0 shall be followed. This includes the SRs specified
in the STE LCO.

Some of the STE LCOs require that one or more of the LCOs
for normal operation be met (i.e., meeting the STE LC0
requires meeting the specified normal LCOs). The
Applicability, ACTIONS, and SRs of the specified normal
LCOs, however, are not required to be met in order to meet
the STE LC0 when it is in effect. This means that, upon
failure to meet a specified normal LCO, the associated
ACTIONS of the STE LC0 apply, in lieu of the ACTIONS of the
normal LCO. Exceptions to the above do exist. There are
instances when the Applicability of the specified normal LCO
must be met, where its ACTIONS must be taken, where certain
of its Surveillances must be performed, or where all of
these requirements must be met concurrently with the
requirements of the STE LCO.

Unless the SRs of the specified normal LCOs are suspended or
changed by the STE LC0, those SRs that are necessary to meet
the specified normal LCOs must be met prior to performing
the special test. During the conduct of the special test,

(continued)

(continued)
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LCO Applicability
B 3.0

BASES (continued)

LCO 3.0.5 those Surveillances need not be performed unless specified
(continued) by the ACTIONS or SRs of the STE LCO.

ACTIONS for STE LCOs provide appropriate remedial measures
upon failure to meet the STE LCO. Upon failure to meet
these ACTIONS, suspend the performance of the spt.cial test
and enter the ACTIONS for all LC03 that are then not met.
Entry into LCO 3.0.3 may )ossibly be required, but this
determination should not x made by considering only the
failure to meet the ACTIONS of the STE LCO.

(
b)
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SR Applicability
B 3.0

B 3.0 APPLICABILITY

B 3.0 Surveillance Repuirement (SR) Aeolicability

BASES

SR 3.0.1, $R 3.0.1, SR 3.0.2, SR 3.0.3 and SR 3.0.4 establish the
SR 3.0.2, general requirements applicable to all specifications unless
SR 3.0.3, and otherwise stated. This includes specifications regarding
SR 3.0.4 the programs in Section 5.7.4, " Programs and Manuals," as

well as specifications contained in Sections 3.1
through 3.9.

SR 3.0.1 SR 3.0.1 establishes the requirement that SRs must be met
during the MODES or other specified Conditions in the
Applicability of the LCO, unless otherwise specified in the
individrial SRs. This specification ensures that
Surveillances are performed to verify the OPERABILITY of
systems and components, and that variables are within
specified limits. Failure to meet an SR within the
specified frequency, in accordance with SR 3.0.2,

p constitutes a failure to meet an LCO.

V Systems and components are assumed to be OPERABLE when
the associated SRs have been met. Nothing in this
specification, however, is to be construed an implying
that systems or components are OPERABLE when:

a. The systems or components are known to be inoperable,
although SRs are being met; or

b. The requirements of the surveillance (s) are known not
to be met between required performances of the
Surveillance (s).

Surveillances do not have to be performed when the facility
is in a MODE or other specified Condition for which the
associated LCO is not applicable, unless otherwise
specified. The SRs associated with a special test exception
(STE) are only anplicable when the STE is used as an
allowable exception to the requirements of a specification.

(continued)

(continued)
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B 3.0

BASES (continued)

SR 3.0.1 Surveillances, including Surveillances invoked by Required
(continued) Actions, do not have to be performed on inoperable equipment

because the ACTIONS define the remedial measures that apply.
SRs have to ba met in accordance with SR 3.0.2 prior to
returning equipment to OPERABLE status.

Upon completion of maintenance, appropriate post-maintenance ;

testing (which usually includes Surveillance testing) is :

required to declare equipment OPERABLE, Post-maintenance l

testing may not be possible in the MODE or Condition that
the facility is in when the maintenance is completed because
the necessary facility parameters have not been established.
In these situations, proceeding to the appropriate
applicable MODE or other specified Condition may be allowed
as an exception to Sh 3.0.4, provided that such an exception
is stated in the requirements of the affected equipment's
LCO. Such exceptions to SR 3.0.4 are permitted, provided
that the post-maintenance and Surveillance testing to
demonstrate OPERABILITY of the equipment has been
satisf actorily completed to the extent possible and provided
that the equipment is not otherwise tuspected of being
incapable of performing its intended function. Once the
necessary facility parameters have been established,
completion of the excepted tests must be accomplished to
demonstrate OPERABILITY of the equipment.

SR 3.0.2 SR 3.0.2 establishes the requirements for meeting the
specified frequency for SRs, the Required Actions that call
for the performance of a Surveillance, and any Required
Action with a Completion Time that requires the periodic
performance of an action on a "once per..." interval.

SR 3.0.2 permits a 25% extension of the interval specified
in the frequency or periodic Completion Time. This provides
flexibility to Surveillance scheduling by providing the
opportunity for consideration of plant operating Conditions
that may not be suitable for conducting the Surveillance
(e.g., transient Conditions or other ongoing Surveillance
or maintenance activities).

(continued)
._.

(continued)
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SR Applicability
B 3.0

f3
Q BASES (continued)

SR 3.0.2 The 25% extension does not significantly degrade the
(continued) assurance of reliability obtained by performing the

Surveillance at its specified frequency. This recognizes
that the most probable result of any particular Surveillance
being performed is the verification of conformance with the
SRs. The exceptions to SR 3.0.2 are those Surveillances for
which the 25% extension of the interval specified in the
frequency does not apply. These exceptions are stated in
the individual specifications. An example of where SR 3.0.2
does not apply is a Surveillance with a Frequency of "in
accordance with 10 CFR 50, Appendix J, and approved
exemptions." The requirements of regulations take
precedence over the Technical Specifications (TS). The TS
cannot extend a test interval specified in the regulations.
Therefore, there would be a Note in the frequency stating,
" Provisions of SR 3.0.2 are nut applicable."

As stated in SR 3.0.2, the 25% extension also does not apply
to the initial portion of a periodic Completion Time. The
initial performance of the Required Action, whether it is a
particular Surveillance or some other remedial action, is
considered a single action with a single Completion Time.

[]/ One reason for not allowing the 25% extension to this
(" Completion Time is that such an action usually verifles that

no loss of function has occurred by checking the status of
redundant or diverse components or accomplishes the function
of the inoperable equipment in an alternative manner to
ensure that specified limits or Conditions of the LC0 are
mot.

The previous Standard Technical Specifications (STS) also
contained a specification that permitted the 25% extension,
but restricted the combined time interval for any three
consecutive Surveillance intervals to 3.25 times the
specified interval. Generic Letter 89-14 (Ref. 1)
encouraged licensees to request license amendments to remove
the 3.25 restriction, becaus ''' NRC staf f concluded that
the removal would result in .ter benefit to safety.
This line-item improvement t. STS did not extend the
Applicability of the 25% exter.,on to intervals associated
with LC0 Required Actions (including Required Actions to
perform Surveillances) specified for periodic performance.
The NRC staff subsequently concluded, however, that
extending the applicability of the 25% extension to

| (continued)

p (continued),
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SR Applicability
B 3.0

BASES (continued)

SR 3.0.2 periodic Completion Times, as SR 3.0.2 does, was also
(continued) justified because the reasons for doing so were essentially

the same as the reasons that originally justified the 25%
extension (i.e., flexibility for scheduling the performance
of surveillances, etc.) Extencing periodic Completion
Time intervals for performing Surveillances or repetitive
remedial actions specified by ACTIONS can result in a
benefit to safety when the performance is due at a time that
is not suitable because of plant operating Conditions, for
example.

The provisions of SR 3.0.2 are not intended to be used
repeatedly merely as an operational convenience to extend .
Surveillance intervals or periodic Completion Time intervals
beyond those specified.

-

SR 3.0,3 SR 3.0.3 establishes the option to defer declaring affected
| equipment inoperable or an affected variable outside the
| specified limits when a Surveillance has not been completed

within the specified Frequency. A delay period of up to,

| 24 hours applies from the point in time that it is
| discovered that the Surveillance has not been performed, in
: accordance with SR 3.0.2, and not at the time that the

specified Frequency was not met. This 24-hour delay period'

was approved by the NRC as a line-item improvement to the
STS in Generic L.etter 87-09 (Ref. 2). The length of the

i delay period in SR 3.0.3 differs from the 24-hour allowance
i in the generic letter. SR 3.0.3 limits it to 24 hours or

the specified Surveillance interval, whichever is shorter.
Although the 24-hour allowance is not applicable to 611 the
cases apparently provided for in the generic letter, the
intent of the generic letter was to only allow the specified
Surveillance interval in which to complete a missed
Surveillance when the Frequency is less than 24 hours.

,

|

| This delay period provides an adequate time limit to
complete Surveillances that have been missed. This delayI

period ?rovides the opportunity to comalete a Surveillance
that otlerwise could not be completed aefore compliance with
ACTIONS would be required and when compliance with such
ACTIONS would then preclude completion of the Surveillance.

(continued)

(continued)
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; SR Applicability
B 3.0

i

BASES (continued)

:

| SR 3.0.3 The basis for this delay period includes consideration of
i (continued) facility Conditions, adequate planning, availability of

personnel, the time required to )erform the Surveillance,'

) and the safety significance of tie delay in completing the
Surveillance. The delay period is considered appropriate
for balancing the risk associated with delaying comaletion
of the Surveillance for this period against the ris(
associated with the potential for a plant transient and
challenge to safety systems when the alternative is a

i shutdown to comply with ACTIONS before the Surveillance
can be completed.

'SR 3.0.3 differs from the position taken in Generic
; - Letter 87-09 in one other res)ect. Unlike the generic

letter, SR 3.0.3 authorizes tie delay-period option for
performance of missed Surveillances without respect to the
duration of the Completion Time associated with the LC0
Condition that would otherwise be entered.

When a Surveillance with a frequency based not on time
intervals, but upon specified facility Conditions or
operational situations, is discovered not to have been

O performed when specified, SR 3.0.3 allows the full 24-hour
delay period in which to perform the Surveillance.

_An additional application of SR 3.0.3.is to establish a. time.

: limit for completion of Surveillances that become applicable
as a consequence of N0DE changes imposed by Required
Actions, when such Surveillances could not be completed
prior to entering the applicable MODE or other specified

-Condition either because'there was insufficient time or
because plant Conditions were not suitable for performance
of the Surveillance.

'

1

The provisions of SR 3.0.3 exist because it is recognizedo

that the most probable result of the performance of a
particular Surveillance is the verification of conformance-
with the SRs and that a facility shutdown entails some risk -

that ought to be avoided unless a shutdown is actually
warranted, implementation of the provisions of SR 3.0.3,
however, does not imply that a-violation of SR 3.0.1 has not,

| occurred, except in situations where SRs become applicable
'

as a consequence of MODE changes imposed by Required
Actions, as described-above.

(continued)

(continued)
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SR Applicability
B 3.0

BASES (continued)

SR 3.0.3 failure to comply with specified frequencies for SRs is
(continued) expected to be an infrequent occurrence. Use of the delay

period established by SR 3.0.3 is optional and is expected
only under extreme circumstances.

If a Surveillance is not completed within the allowed delay
period, the equipment is considered inoperable or the
variable is considered outside the specified limits and the
Completion Times of the Required Actions for the applicable
LCO Conditions begin immediately upon expiration of the
delay period. If a Surveillance is failed within the delay
period, then the equipment is inoperable, or the variable is
outside the specified limits and the Completion Times of the
Required Actions for the applicable LCO Conditions begin
immediately upon the failure of the Surveillance.

Completion of the Surveillance within the delay period
allowed by this specification, or within the Completion
Time of the ACTIONS, restores compliance with SR 3.0.1.

SR 3.0.4 SR 3.0.4 establishes the requirement that all SRs associated
with an LCO and all applicable Section 5.7.4 program
requirements must be met before entry into a MODE or other
specified Condition in the Applicability of the LCO. Thus,
prior to entry into an applicable MODE or other specified
Condition, all of the SRs associated with all of the LCOs
applicable in that MODE or Condition must be met.

This specification ensures that requirements on system and
component OPERABILITY and variable limits that are necessary
for safe o)eration of the facility are met before entry into
an applica31e MODE or other specified Condition to which the
requirements apply. This specification applies to chanaes
in MODES or other specified Conditions in the Applicability
associated with facility shutdown as well as startup.

The provisions of SR 3.0.4 shall not prevent changes in
MODES or other specified Conditions in the Applicability
that are required to comply with ACTIONS.

(continued)

(continued)
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SR Applicability
B 3.0

BASES (continued)

SR 3.0.4 Exceptions to SR 3.0.4 are needed in several situations.
(continued) Because the concerns of each situation are not the same,

the Conditions under which the exceptions are permitted
are different. Briefly, these situations are as follows:

a. When there is insufficient time to complete a
Surveillance prior to the associated LCO becoming
applicable as a result of complying with ACTIONS, j

the provisions of SR 3.0.3 apply; and |

1

b. When an individual exception to SR 3.0.4 is stated
in the individual specification:

1. if the Surveillance is required to be performed,
after entry into an applicable MODE or other
specified Condition, because the specified
Surveillance interval expired, and there is no
other reason to suspect that the affected
equipment (or variable) is inoperable (or outside
limits), then a Completion Time of 12 hours is
specified.

3 Unless otherwise stated, performance of the
,d' Surveillance is not required if the specified

Surveillance interval has not expired.

2. if the Survenlance is required by the specuted
Frequency to be performed every time the LCO
becomes applicable, then, unless an alternative
Completion Time is specified, the 12-hour limit
applies.

3. if the Surveillance must be performed for tht.
additional purpose of restoring the affected
equipment (or variable) to OPERABLE status (or
to within limits), upon entering an applicable
MODE or other specified Condition, the associated
ACTIONS of the LC0 must be entered, unless
specified otherwise in the individual
specification. The ACTIONS specify the
Completion Time allowed.

A more detailed discussion of these situations follows.

(continued)

(continued)

\
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SR Applicability
B 3.0

BASES (continued)

SR 3.0.4 If unable to complete a Surveillance prior to its becoming
(continued) applicable because Required Actions in an LC0 affected

changes in MODES or other specified Conditions, then upon
entering the applicable MODE or other specified Condition,
a delay period within which to complete the Surveillance
is allowed, as specified in SR 3.0.3. This use of the
provisions of SR 3.0.3 is an exception to SR 3.0.4 that
applies only when an exception to SR 3.0.4 is not provided
in the individual specification, as discussed below. The
exception of SR 3.0.3 is not intended to be used
consecutively with exceptions to SR 3.0.4 stated in the
individual specifications.

Individual exceptions to SR 3.0.4 are usually stated with
the SRs. These exreptions are provided to permit

performance of Surveillance testing that otlerwise would
se prevented by compliance with SR 3.0.4. The prerecuisite
Conditions for such a Surveillance (usually specificc in
the Surveillance test procedure) require entry into an
applicable MODE or specified Cond, tion in order to perform
or complete the Surveillance test. If an exception to
SR 3.0.4 is stated in an individual spccification, a
Completion Time of 12 hours, which begins upon entering the
prerequisite MODE or Condition, is specified by SR 3.0.4 for
performing the Surveillance when the specified Surveillance
interval has expired (including the 25% extension), unless
otherwise specified, it is expected that the performance of
such Surveillances will commence soon after entry into the
prerequisite MODE or other specified Condition. Use of the
entire 12-hour Completion Time interval is expected to occur
infrequently. The 12 hours provide sufficient onerational
flexibility, so the 25% extension allosed by SR 3.0.2 is not
needed and therefore does not apply.

This 12-hour Completion Time applies when there is no reason
to conclude that the affected equipment is inoperable, or
the variable is outside specified limits other than the
expiration of the Surveillance interval specified by the
frequency. If still within the Surveillance interval, the

Surveillance is still considered to be met and does not have
to be performed solely because its LCO becomes Applicable.
The 12-hour Completion Time also applies to those
Surveillances that are specified to be performed only one
time af ter the prerequisite Conditions lave been established

(continued)
-

(continued)
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SR Applicability
T< B 3.0

,

BASES (continued)
1

SR 3.0.4 (i.e., Surveillances that do not have a periodic Frequency
(continued) specified). If 12 hours is not an appropriate Completion

Time for a Surveillance that has an exception to SR 3.0.4
stated in the individual specification, then the stated

,

exception to SR 3.0.4 specifies an alternative Completion'

Time, which should be followed. If an alternative1

Completion Time is not specified, then the 12-hour
Completion Time applies. In the event the Surveillance is

. failed, compliance with the ACTIONS of the LCO is required.

~The 12-hour Completion Time does not apply when performance l
of the Surveillance is necessary to establish the affected '

equipment's OPERABILITY as follown

| a. The equipment was declared inoperable for reasons
other than the surveillance interval expired; or

b. It is necessary to establish that the affected
variable is restored to within limits after the
variable was known to be outside limits.

In such situations, prior to entering a MODE or other
specified Condition in the Applicability of the LCO,

- appropriate measures must be taken to provide reasonable ,

assurance that the affected equipment or variable is able
to meet'the requirements of the Surveillance. For example,
post-maintenance testing of equipment may not demonstrate'

OPERABillTY-of the equipment with as much assurance as the
Surveillance testing does, but it could be an appropriate2

-measure-to provide assurance-that the Surveillance will be
passed. in some cases, appropriate measures could include

i partial or complete performance of the~ Surveillance using
suitably revised acceptance criteria, if necessary.

It must be empha:,1 zed that entry into an applicable MODE or
specified Condition, when the affected equipment is known to
be inoperable or when the affected variable is known to be
outside-specified limits, is'not permitted by any exception
~to SR 3.0.4 that is stated in an individual specification.

i There must first be a reasonable _ expectation that
|-

performance of the Surveillance will establish that the
. equipment is OPERABLE or that .the. variable is within

specified--limits. -At the time the associated LCO becomes
applicable (because of entry into an applicable MODE or
specified Condition from a non-applicable MODE or

> (continued)

(continued)
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SR Applicability
B 3.0

BASES (continued)

SR 3.0.4 Conditior-), the ACTIONS of the LCO must be entered for
(continued) the Co Mttion corresponding to the affected equipment or

variatale being inoperable or outside specified limits.
The 54 east be met and the entered Conditions corrected
prlor to expiration of the specified Completion Time. Any
assocte'.ed Required Actions other than the Action to restore
the 04ulpment to OPERABLE status or to return the variable
to within the specified limits must be accomplished within
the specified Completion Times until the entered Condition
is corrected, in the event the Surveillance is failed,
cc.mpliance with the ACTIONS of the LCO is required. The
Completion Time clock (that began when the LCO became
applict.ble and is associated with the Required Action to
ccrrect the entered Condition) does not reset upon failure
of the Surveillance.

_ _ . _ _ . . _

REFERENCES 1. NRC Generic Letter 89-14, "Line-Item Improvements in
TS - Removal of 3.25 Limit on Extending Surveillance
Intervals," August 21, 1989.

2. NRC Generic letter 87-09, " Sections 3.0 and 4.0 of
the Star,dard TS (STS) on the Applicability of Limiting
Conditions for Operation and Surveillance
Requirements," June 4, 1987.
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SDH-T ,, > 2000F
B 3.1.1

B 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

V B 3.1.1 SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM) Tm > 2000F

BASES
=-

BACKGROUND Per GDC 26 (Ref. 1), the Reactivity Control System must be
redundant and capable of holding the reactor core
suberitical when shutdown under cold conditions.
Maintenance of the SDM ensures that postulated reactivity
events will not damage the fuel.

SDM requirements provide sufficient reactivity margin to
assure that acceptable fuel design limits will not be
exceeded for normal shutdown and anticipated operational
occurrences (A00s). As such, in MODES 1 and 2, the SDM
defines the degree of subcriticality that would be obtained
immediately following the insortion or scram of all shutdown
and control rods, assuming that the single rod cluster
assembly of highest reactivity worth is fully withdrawn. In
MODES 3, 4, and 5, the specified SDM continues to provide
for adequate shutdown capability and acceptable fuel design
limits for potential accidents initiated from shutdown
conditions.

; The system design requires that two independent reactivity
N control systems be provided, and that one of these systems

be capable of maintaining the core subtritical under cold
conditions. These requirements are provided by the use of
movable control assemblies and soluble boric acid in the
Reactor Coolant System (RCS). The Control Rod System can
compensate for the reactivity effects of the fuel and water
temperature changes accompanying power level changes over
the range from full-load to no-load. In addition, the
Conrol Rod System, together with the Boration System,
provides the SDM during power operation and is capable of
making the core subcritical rapidly enough to prevent
exceeding acceptable fuel damage limits, assuming that the
rod of highest reactivity worth remains fully withdrawn.
The soluble Boron System can compensate for fuel depletion
during operation and all xenon burnout reactivity changes
and maintain the reactor subcritical under cold conditions.

During power operation, SDM control is ensured by operating
with the shutdown banks fully withdrawn and the control
banks within the limits of LC0 3.1.7, " Control Bank
Insertion Limits." When in the shutdown and refueling
MODES, the SDM requirements are met by adjustments to the
RCS boron concentration.

O'

(continued)
|
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SDl4--T,,, > 2000F
B 3.1.1

BASES (continued)
..

APPLICABLE The minimum required SDM is assumed as an initial condition
SAFETY ANALYSES in safety analyses. The safety analyses (Ref. 2) establish

an SDM that ensures that specified acceptable fuel design
limits are not exceeded for normal operation and A00s with
the assumption of the highest worth rod stuck out on scram.

The acceptance criteria for the SDM are that specified
acceptable fuel design limits are maintained by ensuring
that:

a. The reactor can be made subcritical from all operating
conditions and transients and Design Basis Events;

b. The reactivity transients associated with postulated
accident conditions are controllable within acceptable
limits (departure from nucleate boiling ratio (DNBR),
fuel centerline temperature limits for A00s, and
s 280 cal /gm energy deposition for the rod ejection
accident); and

c. The reactor will be maintained sufficiently
subcritical to preclude inadvertent criticality in the
shutdown condition.

The most limiting accident for the SDM requirements is based
on a main steam line break (MSLB), as described in the
accident analysis (Ref. 2). The increased steam flow
resulting from a pipe break in the main steam system causes
an increased energy removal from the affected steam
generator (SG), and consequently the RCS. This results in a
reduction of the reactor coolant temperature. The resultant
coolant shrinkage causes a reduction in pressure. In the
presence of a negative moderator temperature coefficient,
this cooldown causes an increase in core reactivity. As ROS
temperature decreases, t'e severity of an MSLB decreases
until the MODE 5 value is reached. The most limiting MSLB,
with respect to potentiai fuel damage before a reactor trip
occurs, is a guillotine break of a main steam line inside
containment initiated at the end of core life. The positive
reactivity addition from the moderator temperature decrease
will terminate when the affected SG boils dry, thus
terminating RCS heat removal and cooldown. Following the
HSLB, a post-trip return to power may occur; however, no
fuel damage occurs as a result of the post-trip return to

(continued)

(continued)
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SDM--T,,, > 200'F
B 3.1.1'

i

BASES (continued)

O
APPLICABLE >ower, and the THERMAL POWER does not violate the Safety'

SAFETY ANALYSES imit requirement of SL 2.1.1. 1

(continued) |

In addition to the limiting MSLB transient, the SDM
requirement must also protect against:t

a. Inadvertent boron dilution;

b. An uncontrolled rod withdrawal from suberitical or low
,

power condition;

! c. Startup of an inactive Reactor Coolant Pump (RCP); and
i

d. Rod ejection.

Each of these events is discussed below,

in the boron' dilution ar.41ysis, the required SDM defines the
reactivity difference between an initial subcritical boron
concentration and the corresponding critical boron
concentration. These values, in conjunction with the
configuration of the RCS and the assumed dilution flow rate,
directly affect the results of the analysis. This event is
most limiting at the beginning of core life, when critical

;; boron concentrations are highest.

Depending on the system initial conditions and reactivity
insertion rate, the uncontrolled rod withdrawal transient is
terminated by either a high power level trip, or a high
pressurizer pressure trip. In all cases, power level, RCS
pressure, linear heat rate, and the DNBR do not exceed -

allowable limits.

The startup of an inactive RCP-will not result in a " cold
water" criticality, even if the maximum difference in
temperature exists between the SG and the core. The maximum
positive reactivity addition that can occur due to an
inadvertent RCP start is less than half the minimum required
SDM. An idle RCP cannot, therefore, produce a return to
power from the hot standby condition.

: The withdrawal of CONTROL RODS from subcritical or low power-
conditions adds reactivity to the reactor core, causing both
the core power level and heat flux to increase with

(continued)

(continued)
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SDH--T,,, > 2008F
B 3.1.1

BASES (continued)

OAPPLICABLE corresponding increases in reactor coolant temperatures and
SAFEfY ANALYSES pressure. The withdrawal of rods also

(continued) dependent redistribution of core power. produces a time-

SDM satisfies Criterion 2 of the NRC Interim Policy
Statement. Even though it is not directly observed from the |
control room, SDM is considered an initial condition process
variable because it is periodically monitored to provide
assurance that the unit is operating within the bounds of
accident analysis assumptions.

LCO The accident analysis has shown that the required SDM is
sufficient to avoid unacceptable consequences to the fuel or
RCS as a result of the events addressed above. Shutdown
boron concentration requirements assume that the highest
worth rod is stuck in the fully withdrawn position to
account for a postulated inoperable or untrip;a. ole rod prior
to reactor shutdown.

SDM is a core design condition that can be enmod during
operation through control rod positioning (con *,tM and
shutdown banks) and through the soluble boron conuntration.
To ensure that SDM is behaving as anticipated n shtt the
acceptance criteria are met, the SDM is evaluatt.d : bring
SR 3.1.1.1 and appropriate ections are taken u n ues.sary.

The MSLB (Ref. 2) and the boron dilution (Ref. 30 accidents
are the most limiting analyses that establish na $3M value
of the LCO. For MSLB accidents, if the LC0 is Hohted,
there is a potential to exceed the DNBR limit ar.d ;c exceed
10 CFR 100, " Reactor Site Criteria," limits, for the boron
dilution accident, if the LCO is violated, thr minimum
required time assumed for operator action to terminate
dilution may no longer be applicable.

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, the SDM requirements are a)plicable
to provide sufficient negative reactivity to meet tie
assumptions of the safety analyses discussed above, in
MODE 5, SDM is addressed by LC0 3.1.2. In MODE 6, the
shutdown reactivity requirements are given in LC0 3.9.1,
" Boron Concentration."

-

(continued)
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SDM-T,,, > 200*F
B 3.1.1 !

BASES (continued)

O
ACTIONS L1

)
4

If the SDM requirements are not met, boration must be ;

initiated promptly. A Completion Time of 15 minutes is
adequate for an operator to correctly align and start the
required systems and components. It is assumed that
boration will be continued until the SDM requirements are
met.

In the determination of the required combination of boration
flow rate and boron concentration, there is no unique design
basis event that must be satisfied. It is imperative to
raise the boron conenntration of the RCS as soon as
possible.

Therefore, the operator should begin boration with the best
= source available for the plant conditions. Some of the
possible sources of boron originate from either the boric
acid storage tank (BAST), which has a min' mum boron
concentration of [11600) ppm, or the borated water storage
tank (BWST), which has a minimum boron concentration of
[2270] ppm. These sources include:

a. Makeup flow through makeup pumps. from the makeup tank:
-

Makeup pumps are rated at (300] gam at (2400) psig,>

\ The boron concentration of the ma(eup tank varies with
the time.in life and the concentration in the RCS.

b. Makeup flow through makeup pumps from the BWST:;_
Makeup pumps are rated at (300] gpm at (2400) psig. .

_

c. Makeup flow through makeup pumps from the BAST:
Makeup pumps are rated at (300] gpm at [2400) psig,

d .- High pressure injection (HPI) througn makeup pumps
from the BWST: Makeup pumps are rated at [500] gpm at
(600)psig.

e.: Decay heat flow through decay heat _ pumps from the.'
.BWST: Decay heat pumps are rated at;[3000] gpm at
[100) psig.

f. l.ow pressure injoction through decay heat pumps from
tne BsST: Decay heat pumps are rated st (3000] gpm at

| [100]psig'.

(continued).

1 (continued)
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SDH-T. , > 200$F
B 3.1.1

BASES (continued)
_

ACTIONS g. Boric acid through boric a;;td pumps from the BAST: i

(continued) Boric acid pumps are rated at (25) gpm at (100) psig.

In determining the Wratio , flow rate, it should be
t

remembered that tLe most rifficult time in core life to I

increase the RCS toron co, centration is at beginning of
cycle, when the boren conc'ntration may approath or exceed
2000 ppm.

__

n-

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.1.1.1 '

REQUIREMENTS

In MODES 1 and 2. SDM is verified by observing that the
recuirements of LCO 3.1.6, '' Shutdown Bank Insertion Limit,"
anc LCO 3.1.7, " Control Bank Insertion Limit," are met. In
the event that a rod is known to be untripaable, however,
SCM verification must account for the wort 1 of the
untrippabic rod as well as annher rod of maximum worth.

In MODES 3, 4, and 5, the SDH is verified by >crforming a
reactivity balance calculation, considering tie listed '

reactivity effects:

a. RCS boron concentration;

b. Control bank position;

c. RCS average temperature;

d. Fuel burnup based on gross thermal energy generation;

e. Xenon concentration;

f. Samarium concentration; and

9 Isothermal Temperature Coel'ficient (lTC).

Using the ITC accounts for Doppler reactivity in this
calculation because the reactor is suberitical and the fuel
temperature will be changing at the same rate as the RCS.

The Frequency of 24 hours is based on the low probability of
an accident occurring between verifications and the
generally slow change in required boron concentration. This

(continued)

(continued)
'9
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SDM-T ., > 200*F
B 3.1.11

! BASES (continued)-,s
.

( g _ . . - ____ _.

q)
SURVEILLANCE allows time for the operator to c911ect the require-d data,
REQUIREMENTS including a boron concentration caalysis, and complete the

(continued) calculation.

t .
- - -.

REFERENCES 1. Titic 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Pt rt. 50,
;Appendix A, General Design Criterion 26, "Rekttivity

Control System Redundancy and Capability." /
2. (Unit Name) FSAR, Section [ ], "[ Title)." $

3 (Unit Name] FSAR, Section ( ), "[ Title)."
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| SDH-T,,, s 200'F
! B 3.1.2

B 3.1 RCACTIV11Y CONTROL SYSTEMSm\
[V B 3.1.2 SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM)-7m_5.200'F

BASES

BACKGROUND Per 10 CFR 50, GDC 26, Ref.1, the Reactivity Control System
must be redundant and capable of holding the reactor core
subcritical when shutdown under cold conditions.
Maintenance of the SDM ensures that postulated reactivity
ev2nts will not dr. mage the fuel.

SDM requirements provide sufficient reactivity margin to
assure tiiat acceptable fuel design limits will not be
exceeded for normal shutdown and anticipated operational
occurrences (A00s). As such, in MODES 1 and 2, the SDM
defines the degree of subcriticality which would be obtained
immediately following the insertion or scram af all shutdown
and control roA, assuming the single rod cluster assembly
of highest reactivity worth is fully withdrawn. In MODES 3,
4, and 5, the SDH specified continues to provide for
adequate shutdown capability and acceptable fuel design
limits for potential accidents initiated from shutdown
conditions.

,m

(V)
The system design requires that two independent Reactivity
Control Systems be provided, and that one of these systems
be capable of maintaining the core subcritical under cold
conditions. These requirements are provided by the use of
movable control assemblies and soluble boric acid in the
Reactor Coolant System (RCS). The Control Rod System can
compensate for the reactivity effects of the fuel and water
temperature changes accompanying power level changes over
the range frcm full-load to no-load. In addition, the
Control Rod system, together with the Boration System,
providen SDM during power operation and is capable of making
the core subcritical rapidly enough to prevent exceeding
acceptable fuel damage limits assuming that the rod of
highest r a tivity worth ren, ins fully withdrawn. The
soluble Boron Sysum can compensate for fuel depletion
during operation and all xenon bernout reactivity changes,
and maintain the reactor subcritical under cold conditions.

During power operation, SDM control is ensured by operating
- with the shutdown banks fully withdrawn and the control

banks within the limics of LC0 3.1.7, " Control Bank
Insertion limits." When in the shutdown and refueling

(continued)

O)
(continued)
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SDM-T,,, s 200$F
B 3.1.2

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND MODES, the SDM requirements are met by adjustments to the
(continued) RCS boron concentration.

APPLICABLE Th; minimum required SDM is assumed as an initial condition
SAFETY ANALYSES in the safety analysis. The safety analysis (Ref. 2)

establishes a SDM that ensures that specified acceptable
fuel design limits are not exceeded for normal operation and
A00s with the assumption of the highest worth rod stuck out

t On scram. Specifically, for MODE 5, the primary safety
| analysis that rel'is on the SDM limits is the boron dilution

analysis.

The acceptance criteria for the SDM are that specified
acceptable fuel design limits are maintained by ensuring:

a. The reactor can be made subcritical from all operating
conditions and transients and Design Basis Events
(DBE);

I b. The reactivity transients associated with postulated
accident conditions are controllable within acceptable
limits (departure from nucleate boiling ratio (DNBR),
fuel centerline temperature limits for A00s, and
s 280 cal /ga energy deposition for the rod ejection
accident); and

c. The reactor will be maintained sufficiently
subcritical to preclude inadvertent criticality in the

! shutdown condition.

In the boron dilution analysis, the required SDM defines the
reactivity difference between an initial subcritical boron

I concentration and the corresponding critical boron
concentration. These values, in conjunction with the'

configuration of the RCS and the assumed dilution flow rate,
directly affect the results of the analysis. This event is
most limiting at the beginning of core life when critical

,

boron concentrations are highest.

SDM satisfies Criterion 2 of the NRC Interim Policy
Statement. Even though it is not directly observed frem the
control room, SDM is considered an initial condition precess
variable because it is periodically monitored to provide
assurance that the unit is operating within the bounds of
accident analysis assumptions.

(continued)
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SDM-T,,, s 2000F
B 3.1.2

|

BASES (cuntinued)o)'

v
LCO The accident analysis has shown that the required SDM is

sufficient to avoid unacceptable consecuences to the fuel or
RCS as a result of the events addressec above.

SDM is a core design condition that can be ensured during
operation through control rod positioning (control and
shutdown banks) and through the soluble boron concentration.
To ensure that SDM is behaving as anticipated so that the
acceptance criteria are met, the SDM is evaluated during
SR 3.1.1.1 and appropriate actions are taken as necessary.

The boron dilution accident (Ref. 2) is the most limiting
analysis that establishes the SDM value of the LCO. For the
boron dilution accident, if the LCO is violated, then the
minimum recuired time assumed for operator action to
terminate cilution may no longer be applicable.

,

APPLICABILITY In MODE 5, the SDH requirements are applicable to provide
sufficient negative reactivity to meet the assumptions of
the safety analyses discussed above. In MODES 1, 2, 3, and
4, the SDM requirements are given in LC0 3.1.1, "SHUfDOWN
MARGIN (SDM)." In MODE 6, the shutdown reactivityp)

(J requirements are given in LC0 3.9.1, " Boron Concentration."

ACTIONS Ad

If the SDM requirements are not mct, boration must be
initiated promptly. A Completion Time of 15 minutes is
adequate for an operator to correctly align and start the
required systems and components. It is assumed that
boration will be continued until the SDM requirements are
met.

In the determination of the required combination of baration
flow rate and boron concentration, there is no unique DBE
which must be satisfied. It is imperative to raise the
boron concentration of the RCS as soon as possible.

Therefore, the operator should begin boration with the best
source available for the plant conditions. Some of the

(continued)

(continued)
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SDi4---T,,, .s 2000F
B 3.1.2

BASES (continued)
_

ACTIONS possible sources of boron originate from either the boric
(continued) acid storage tank (BAST), whose minimum concentration of

boron is (11600) ppm or the borated water storage tank
(BWST), whose minimum concentration of boron is (2270) ppm.
These sources include:

a. Makeup flow through makeup pumps from makeup tank:
Makeup pumps are rated at (300] gpm at (2400) psig.
Boron concentration of the makeup tank varies with the
time in life and the concentration in the RCS.

b. Makeup flow through makeup pumps from BWST: Makeup
pumps are rated at (300] gpm at (2400) psig.

c. Makeup flow through makeup pumps from BAST: Makeup
pumps are rated at (300] gpm at (2400] psig,

d. High pressure injection through makeup pumps from
BWST: Makeup pumps are rated at (500] gpm at
(600] psig,

e. Decay heat flow through decay heat pumps from BWST:
Decay heat pumps are rated at (3000] gpm at
(100] psig.

f. Low pressure injection through decay heat pumps from
BWST: Decay heat pumps are rated at [3000] gpm at
(100) psig.

g. Boric acid through boric acid pumps from BAST: Boric
acid pumps are rated at (25] gpm at (100) psig,

in determining the boration flow rate, it should be
remembered that the most difficult time in core life to
increase the RCS boron concentration is at beginning of
cycle, when the boron concentration may approach or exceed
2000 ppm.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.1.2.1
REQUIREMENTS

In MODE 5, the SDM is verified by performing a reactivitys-

balance calculation, considering the following reactivity
effects:

(continued)

(continued)
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SDhT,,, s 200'F
e B 3.1.2

V BASES (continued)
. . _ .

SURVEILLANCE a. RCS boron concentration; 1

REQUIREMENTS
'

(continued) b. Control bank position;

c. RCS average temperature;

d. Fuel burnup based on gross thermal energy generation;

e. Xenon concentration; 4

f. Samarium concentration; and

g, , Isothermal Temperature Coefficient (ITC).

Using the ITC accounts for Doppler reactivity in this
calculation because the reactor is subcritical and the fuel
temperature will~be changing at the same rate as the RCS.
The Frequency of 24 hours is based on the low probability of
an accident occurring-between verifications and the
generally slow change in required boron concentration. This
allows time enough for the operator to collect the required
data, including a boron concentration analysis, and complete
the calculation.

REFERENCES 1. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part.50,
Appendix A, General Design Criterion 26, " Reactivity .

-Control System Redundancy and' Capability."

2. (Unit Name] FSAR, Section [ ], "[ Title)."

D
o
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Core Reactivity.
.

)
B 3.1.3 i

|

1B 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

B-3.1.3 Core Reactivity

BASES
_

BACKGROUND Per GGC 26, 28, and 29 (Ref.1), reactivity shall be
controllable such that subcriticality is maintained under
cold conditions and acceptable fuel design limits are not
exceeded during normal operation and anticiaated operational
occurrences (A00s). Therefore, reactivity )alance is used

" C as a weasure of-the predicted versus measured core"~ reactivity during power operation. The periodic
# - confimation'of core reactivity is necessary to ensure that 4

safety antlyses of design basis transients and accidents ,

remain valid. A!1arge reactivity difference could be the
result of unanticipated changes in fuel, or control rod
worth, or operation at conditions not consistent with those -i
assumed in the predictions of core reactivity and could
potentially result"in atloss of SilVTDOWN MARGIN (SDM) or
violation ofcacceptable fuel design limits. Comparing
predicted versus' measured core reactivity validates the

_

nuclear methods used~ in the safety analysis and supports the

.{\ SDM demonstrations (LC0 3.1.1)1 n assuring the reactcr can1

) be brought safely to cold,|subcritical conditions.

When the. reactor core is critical ortin normal power
. operation,i a reactivity balance existsiand the net
reactivity is zero. A comparison of predicted and measured

'

,

reactivity is convenient under-such a balance since
parameters are -being maintained relatively stable under
steady-state )ower conditions. The positive reactivity
inherent in tie core design is balanced:by the = negative
reactivity of. the control components, thermal feedback,

i; neutron leakage, and materials in_ the core that absorb
neutrons, such as burnable absorbers producing zero net
reactivity. Excess reactivity'can be inferred from the-
boron letdown curve (or critical boron curve), which
provides'an indication of the' soluble boron concentration in
the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) versus cycle burnup.-
Periodic measurement of the RCS boron concentration for
comparison with- the predicted value with other variables

,

fixed (such as rod height, temperature, pressure, and
power), provides a convenient' method of ensuring that~ core
reactivity is within design expectations and that the

(continued)

(continued)
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Core Reactivity
B 3.1.3

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND calculation models used to generate the safety analysis are
(continued) adequate.

In order to achieve the required foal cycle energy output,
the uranium enrichment, in the new fuel loading and in the
fuel remaining from the previous cycle, provides excess
positive reactivity beyond that required to sustain steady-
state operation throughout the cycle. When the reactor is
critical at RATED THERMAL POWER (RTP) and moderator
tem)erature, the excess positive rehetivity is compensated
by )urnable absorbers (if any), control rods, whatever
neutron poisons (mainly xenon and samarium) are present in
d e fuel, and the RCS boron concentration.

When the core is producing THERMAL POWER, the fuel is being
depleted and excess reactivity is decreasing. As the fuel
depletes, the RCS boron concentration is reduced to decrease
negative reactivity and maintain constant THERMAL POWER.
The boron letdown curve is based on steady-state operation
at RTP. Therefore, deviations from the predicted boron
letdown curve may indicate deficiencies in the design
analysis, deficiencies in the calculational models, or
abnormal core conditions, and must be evaluated.

APPLICABLE The acceptance criteria for core reactivity are that the
SAFETY ANALYSES reactivity balance limit is such as to ensure plant

operation is maintained within the assumptions of the safety
analyses.

Accurate prediction of core reactivity is either an explicit
or implicit assumption in the accident analysis evaluations.
Every accident evaluation (Ref. 2) is, therefore, dependent|

upon accurate evaluation of core reactivity. In particular,
SDN and reactivity transients, such as control rod
withdrawal accidents or rod ejection accidents, are very
sensitive to accurate prediction of core reactivity. These
accident analysis evaluations rely on computer codes that

i

have been qualified against available test data, operating
plant data, and analytical benchmarks. Monitoring
reactivity balance provides additional assurance that the
nuclear methods provide an accurate representation of the
core reactivity.

(continued)

(continued)
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Core Reactivity
| B 3.1.3

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE Design calculations and safety analysis are performed for
SAFETY ANALYSES each fuel cycle for the purpose of predetermining reactivity

(continued) behavior and the RCS boron concentration requirements for
reactivity control during fuel depletion.

The comparison between measured and predicted initial core
reactivity provides a normalization for the calculational
models used to predict core reactivity. If the measured and
predicted RCS boron concentrations for identical core
conditions at beginning of cycle (B0C) do not agree, then
the assumptions used in the reload cycle design analysis or
the calculation models used to predict soluble boron
requirements may not be accurate. If reasonable agreement
between measured and predicted core reactivity exists at
BOC, then the prediction may be normalized to the measured
boron concentration. Thereafter, any significant deviations

' in the measured boron concentration from the predicted boron
letdown curve that develop during fuel depletion may be an
indication that the calculation model is not adequate for
core burnups beyond BOC, or that an unexpected change in
core conditions has occurred.

The normalization of predicted RCS boron concentration to
(O'j the measured value is typically performed after reaching RTP

following startup from a refueling outage, with the control
rods in their normal positions for power operation. The
normalization is performed at B0C conditions so that core
reactivity relative to predicted values can be continually
monitored and evaluated as core conditions change during the
cycle.

Reactivity balance provides an additional assurance that SDM
is maintained within the limits. Thus, reactivity balance
satisfies Criterion 2 of the NRC Interim Policy Statement.

LC0 This Specification is provided to ensure that c:,re
reactivity behaves as expected in the long term, and to
ensure that significant reactivity anomalies will be
investigated. Long-term core reactivity behavior is a
result of the core physics design and cannot be casily
controlled once the core design is fixed. During operation,

(continued)

(continued)
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Core Reactivity
B 3.1.3

BASES (continued)

LCO therefore, the Conditions of the LC0 can only be ensured
(continued) through measurement and tracking, and appropriate actions

taken as necessary. Large differences between actual and
predicted core reactivity may indicate that the assumptions
of the design basis transient and accident analyses are no
longer valid, or that the uncertainties in the Nuclear
Method are larger than expected. A limit on the reactivity
balance of i 1% Ak/k has been established based on
engineering judgment. A 1% deviation in reactivity from
that predicted is larger than expected for normal operation
and should therefore be evaluated.

When measured core reactivity is within 1% Ak/k of the
predicted value at steady-state thermal conditions, the core
is considered to be operating within acceptable design
limits. Since deviations from the limit are normally
detected by comparing predicted and measured steady-state
RCS critical boron concentrations, the difference between
measured and predicted values would be approximately 100 ppm
(depending on the boron worth) before the limit is reached.
These values are well within the uncertainty limits for
analysis of boron concentration samples, so that spurious
violations of the limit due to uncertainty in measuring the
RCS boron concentration are unlikely.

APPLICABILITY In MODE 1, most of the control rods are withdrawn and
steady-state operation is typically achieved. Under these
conditions, the comparison between predictions and
measurements provides an effective measure of the reactivity
balance. In MODE 2, control rods are typically being
withdrawn during a startup, in MODES 3, 4, and 5, all
control rods are fully inserted, and therefore the reactor
is in the least reactive state where monitoring core
reactivity is not necessary. In MODE 6, fuel loading
results in a continually changing core reactivity. Boron
concentration requirements (LCO 3.9.1) ensure that fuel
movements are performed within the bounds of the safety

| analysis, and an SDM demonstration is required during the
| first startup following operations that could have altered

core reactivity (e.g., fuel movement, control rod'

replacement, control rod shuffling).

|

(continued)
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Core Reactivity
B 3.1.3

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS Ad

Should an anomaly develop between measured and predicted
core reactivity, an evaluation of the core design and safety
analysis is performed. In practice, smaller deviations in
core reactivity (greater than 0.5% ok/k) are generally cause
for concern, and evaluation of both core conditions and the
core design are performed to determine the cause of the
deviation.

When a reactivity deviation is noted, the evaluation of core
conditions typically includes the following steps:

a. Coresonditions and the input to calculational models
are, verified to be consistent;

b. Shutdown capability from both the control rods and the
Boron Injection. System is determined to be adequate;

c. A core power distribution map is obtained to evaluate
peaking factors;

D d. OPERABILITY of all control rods is verified; and

e. Physical changes.in theifuel or_ boron content of the
RCS are considered.

An evaluation of the core. design:and safety analysis
typically includes the followlng steps:

a. Reactivity worth calculations of boron, the control
rods, xenon, and samarium are reviewed;

b. The moderator and fuel' temperature coefficient
calculations are reviewed and verified to be within
the bounds of the safety analysis;

L

c. The fuel depletion calculations are reviewed to
determine that the calculated _ core burnup is
appropriate; and

d. The calculation models are reviewed to verify that
they can adequately represent.the core conditions.

(continued)

(continued)
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Core Reactivity
B 3.1.3 |

,

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS Reactivity anomalies are generally investigated when they |
(continued) are small, so that the evaluations are in progress before

the 1% Ak/k reactivity limit for a deviation is reached, and !
corrective measures may be defined. The required Completion

,

Time of 72 hours is based on operating experience and the '

low probability of a Design Basis Accident occurring during
this period. Also, it allows sufficient time to assess the 1
physical condition of the reactor and complete an evaluation
of the core design and safety analysis.

ILZ

Following evaluations of the core design and safety
analysis, the cause of the reactivity anomaly may be
resolved. If the cause of the reactivity anomaly is a
mismatch in core conditions at the time of RCS boron
concentration sampling, then a recalculation of the RCS
boron concentration requirements may be performed to
demonstrate that core reactivity is behaving as expected.
If an unexpected physical change in the condition of the
core has occurred, it must be evaluated and corrected, if
possible. If the cause of the reactivity anomaly is in the
calculation technique, then the calculational models must be
revised to provide more accurate predictions. If any of
these results are demonstrated and it is concluded that the
reactor core is acceptable for continued operation, then the
boron letdown curve may be renormalized and power operation
may continue. If operational restriction or additional SRs
are necessary to ensure the reactor core is acceptable for
continued operation, then they must be defined.

The required Completion Time of 72 hours is adequate to
orepare whatever operating restrictions or Surveillances
that may be required to allow continued reactor operation.

fld
The unit must be placed in a MODE in which the 1.00 does not
apply if the core reactivity cannot be restored to within
the 1% Ak/k limit by the methods discussed in Required
Actions A.1 and A.2 and their associated Completion Times.
This is done by placing the unit in at least MODE 3 within |

(continued)

(continued)
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L Core Reactivity.
B 3.1.3'-

h BASES- (continued)V -

ACTIONS 6 hours. If the SHUTDOWN MARGIN for MODE 3 is not met,.then
(continued) the boration required by SR 3.1.1.1 would occur. The

allowed Completion Time is reasonable, based on operating
experience, related to the time required to reach the
required plant conditions from full power in an orderly
manner and without challenging plant systems.

SVRVEILLANCE -SR 3.1.3.1
REQUIREMENTS

Core reactivity is verified by periodic comparisons of-
measured and predicted RCS boron concentrations. The
comparison ~is made considering that other core conditions
are fixed or stable, including control rod position,
moderator temperature, fuel temperature, fuel depletion,
xenon concentration, and samarium concentration. The
Surveillance is performed prior to entering MODE I as an
initial check on core conditions and design calculations at :

B00. A Note is included in the SR to indicate that the
normalization of predicted core reactivity to the measured
value must take place within the first 60 effective full
power days (EFPDs) after each fuel loading. This allows

'O, sufficient time for core conditions to reach steady state,
but prevents operation for a-large fraction of the fuel
cycle without establishing a benchmark for the design
calculations. The required subsequent Frequency of 31 EFPDs
after the initial 60 EFPDs after entering MODE 1 is
acceptable based on the slow rate of core changes due to
fuel depletion and the presence of other indicators
(QUADRANT POWER TILT RATIO, AXIAL FLUX DIFFERENCE, etc.) for
prompt indication of an anomaly. Another note is included
in SR to indicate that the provisions of SR 3.0.4 are-not
applicable for this SR for entering MODE 2.

REFERENCES 1. Title 10. Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50,
Appendix A, General Design Criterion 26, " Reactivity
Control System Redundancy and Capability"; General
Design Criterion 28, " Reactivity Limits"; and General

-Desigt. Criterion 29, " Protection Against Anticipated.

4

Operational Occurrences."

2. (Unit Name] FSAR, Section [ ], "[ Accident Analysis.]"

.

O
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MTC
B 3.1.4

8 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

B 3.1.4 tiqderator Temperature Coefficient (MTC)

BASES
_

BACKGROUND Per GDC 11 (Ref.1), the reactor core and its interaction
with the reactor system coolant must_ be designed for
inherently stable power operation, even in the possible
event of an accident. In particular, the net reactivity

~

feedback in the system must compensate for any unintended
reactivity increases.

.The MTC relates a change in core reactivity to a change in
reactor coolant temperature (a positive MTC means that
reactivity increases with increasing moderator temperature;
conversely,sa_ negative MTC means that reactivity decreases
with increasing moderator temperature). The reactor is
designed to, operate with a negative MTC over the largest
possible~ range of fuel cycle operation. Therefore, a
coolant temperature increase will cause a reactivity
decrease, so~that the coolant temperature tends to return
toward its initial--value. Reactivity increases that cause a

p(d
coolant temperature increase will thus be self-limiting, and

- stable power operation will result. The same characteristic
is true when the MTC is positive and coolant temperature ;

decreases occur.

MTC values are predicted at selected _burnups during the
safety evaluation analysis and are confirmed to be
acceptable by measurements. Both initial ud reload cores,

l= are designed so that the beginning of cycle (B0C) HTC is
I. less than zero when THERMAL-POWER is:[95%) of RATED THERMAL

POWER (RTP) or greater. The-actual value of the.MTC is
dependent on core characteristics such as fuel loading and
reactor coolant soluble boron concentration. The core
design may require additional fixed distributed poisons
(lumped burnable poison assemblies) to yield an MTC at BOC
within the range analyzed in the. plant accident analysis.
The-end of cycle (E0C) MTC _is also limited by the
requirements of the accident analysis. Fuel cycles designed
to achieve high burnups or with changes to other
characteristics are evaluated to ensure that the MTC does

i not exceed the E0C limit.
1

(continued)

|
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MTC
B 3.1.4

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE The acceptance criteria for the specified MTC are:
SAFETY ANALYSES

a. The MTC values must remain within the bounds of those
used in the accident analysis (Ref. 2); and

b. The MTC must be such that inherently stable power
operations result during normal operation and
accidents such as overheating and overcooling events.

FSAR Section 15 (Ref. 2) contains analyses of accidents that
result in both overheating and overcooling of the reactor
core. MTC is one of the controlling parameters for core
reactivity in these accidents. Both the most positive value
and most negative value of the MTC are important to safety,
and both values must be bounded. Values used in the
analyses consider worst-case conditions, such as very large
soluble boron concentrations, to ensure that the accident
results are bounding (Ref. 3).

Accidents that cause core overheating (either decreased heat
removal or increased power production) must be evaluated for
results when the MTC is positive. Reactivity accidents that
cause increased power production include the control rod
withdrawal transient from either zero or full THERMAL POWER.
The limiting overheating event relative to plant response is
based on the maximum difference between core power and steam
generator heat removal during a transient. The most
limiting event with respect to positive MTC is a (rod

; withdrawal accident from zero power, also referred to as a
| startup accident (Ref. 4)].

| Accidents that cause core overcooling must be evaluated for
' results when the MTC is most negative. The event that

produces the most rapid cooldown of the Reactor Coolant
System (RCS), and is therefore the most limiting event with

i respect to the negative MTC, is a steam line break (SLB)|

event. Following the reactor trip for the postulated E0C
SLB event, the large moderator temperature reduction
combined with the large negative MTC may produce reactivity

|
increases that are as much as the shutdown reactivity. When
this occurs, a substantial fraction of core power is

| produced with all control rod assemblies inserted except the
most reactive one. Even if the reactivity increase produces
slightly subcritical conditions, a large fraction of core

(continued)

(continued)
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MTC
B 3.1.4

D
BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE power may be produced through the effects of subcritical
GAFETY ANALYSES neutron multiplication.

(continued)
MTC values are bounded in reload safety evaluations assuming
steady-state conditions at BOC and E0C. An EOC measurement
is conducted at conditions when the RCS boron concentration
reaches approximately 300 ppm. The measured value may be
extrapolated to project the EOC value, in order to confirm
reload design predictions.

MTC satisfies Criterion 2 of the NRC-Interim Policy
Statement. Even though it is not directly observed and"

controlled from the control room, MTC is considered an
initial _ condition process variable because of its dependence
on boron concentration.

LC0 LCO 3.1.4 requires the MTC to be within specified limits of
the CORE OPERATING LIMITS REPORT (COLR) (Ref. 5) to ensure
that the core operates within the-assumptions of the
accident analysis. During the reload core safety evaluation,
the MTC is analyzed to determine that its values remainO within the bounds of the original accident analysis during
operation. The limit of [+0.9E-4] ( 2k/k)/F on positive MTC
when THERMAL POWER is less than [95%). of RTP assures that
core overheating accidents will not violate the accident

| analysis assumptions. The requirement for a negative MTC
when THERMAL POWER is [95%] of RTP or greater ensures thato

L core operation will be stable. The negative MTC limit for
L E00 specified in the COLR ensures that core overcooling
L ' accidents will not violate the accident analysis

assumptions. MTC is a core physics parameter determined by
the fuel and fuel cycle design, and cannot be easily
controlled once the core design is fixed. During operation,
therefore, the conditions of the LC0 can only be ensured
through measurement. The surveillance checks at BOC and E0C
on MTC provide confirmation that the MTC is behaving as

|1 anticipated so that the acceptance criteria are met.

|

l
! APPLICABILITY In MODE 1, the limits on MTC must be maintained to assure
! that any accident initiated from THERMAL POWER operation
; will not violate the design assumptions of the accident

(continued)

<( (continued)
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HTC

B 3.1.4

BASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY analysis. In MODE 2, the limits must also be maintained to
(continued) ensure that startup and subcritical accidents (such as the

uncontrolled CONTROL R00 assembly or group withdrawal) will
not violate the assumptions of the accident analysis. In
MODES 3, 4, 5, and 6, this LC0 is not applicable, since no
Design Basis Accidents (DBAs) using the MTC as an analysis
assumption are initiated from these MODES. However, the
variation of MTC with temperature in MODES 3, 4, and 5 for
DBAs initiated in MODES 1 and 2 is accounted for in the
subject accident analysis. The variation of MTC with
temperature assumed in the safety analysis is accepted as
valid once the BOC and middle of cycle measurements are used
for normalization.

ACTIONS M
If the BOC MTC limit is violated, administrative withdrawal
limits for control banks must be established to maintain the

|
MTC within its limits. The MTC becomes more negative with
control bank insertion and decreased boron concentration. A
Completion Time of 24 hours provides enough time to evaluate
the HTC measurement and compute the required bank withdrawal
limits.

As cycle burnup is increased, the RCS boron concentration
will be reduced. The reduced boron concentration causes the
MTC to become more negative. Using physics calculations,
the time in cycle life at which the calculated MTC will meet

) the LC0 requirement can be determined. At this point in
| core life, Condition A no longer exists, the unit is no
I. longer in the Required Action, so the administrative

withdrawal limits are no longer in effect.

Required Action A.1 is modified by a Note that allows
continued operation if A.1 is completed and the requirements
of LCO 3.1.7 are met.

M
If the required administrative withdrawal limits at BOC are
not established within 24 hours, the unit must be placed in
MODE 2 with K,,, < 1.0 to prevent operation with an HTC which
is more positive than that assumed in safety analyses.

(continued)

(continued)
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B 3.1.4

i

-

(v) BASES (continued)

ACTIONS The allowed Completion Time of 6 hours is reasonable, based
(continued) on operating experience, to reach the required MODE from

full power in an orderly manner and without challenging
plant systems.

,

1

C.d

Exceeding the E0C MTC limit means that the safety analysis
assumptions for the EOC accidents that use a bounding
negative MTC value may be invalid. If the E00 MTC limit is
exceeded, the plant must be placed in a MODE or Condition in
which the LCO requirements are not applicable. This is done
by placing the plant in at least MODE 4 within 12 hours.

The allowed Completion Time is reasonable, based on
operating experience, to reach the required MODE from full
power operation in an orderly manner and without challenging
plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.1.4.1, SR 3.l.4.2 and SR 3.1.4.3 are modified by a Note
~

'Q REQUIREMENTS identifying that the provisions of SR 3.0.4 are not
sy applicable since the unit must be in MODE 1 or 2 to measure

the HTC.'

SR 3.1.4.1

This SR requires measurement of the MTC at B0C prior to
entering MODE 1 in order to demonstrate compliance with the
most positive MTC LCO. Meeting the limit prior to entering
MODE I assures that the limit will also be met at higher
power levels.

The B0C MTC value for all rods out (AR0) will be inferred
from isothermal temperature coefficient measurements
obtained during the physics tests after refueling. The AR0
value can be directly compared to the BOC MTC limit of the
LCO. If required, measurement results and predicted design
values can be used to establish administrative withdrawal
limits for control banks.

(continued)

(continued)
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MTC
B 3.1.4

CASES (continued)

SVRVEILLANCE SR 3.1.4.2 and SR 3.1.4.3
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) In similar fashion, the LC0 demands that the MTC be less
negative ti>&n the specified value for EOC full power
conditions. This measurement may be performed at any
THERMAL POWER, but its results must be extrapolated to the
conditions of RTP and all banks withdrawn in order to make a
proper comparison with the LC0 value. Because the RTP MTC
value will gradually become more negative with further core
depletion and boron concentration reduction, a 300 ppm SR
value of MTC should necessarily be less negative than the
EOC LCO limit. The 300 ppm SR value is sufficiently less
negative than the E0C LC0 limit value to provide assurance
that the LCO limit will be met when the 300 ppm surveillance
criterion is met.

SR 3.1.4.3 is modified by a Note that includes the following
requirements:

a. If the 300 ppm surveillance limit is exceeded, it is
possible that the E0C limit on HTC could be reached
before the planned end of the cycle. Because the MTC
changes slowly with core depletion, the surveillance
frequency of 14 effective full power days is
sufficient to avoid exceeding the EOC limit,

b. The surveillance limit for RTP boron concentration of
60 ppm is conservative. If the measured MTC at 60 ppmg

' is more positive than the 60 ppm surveillance limit,
the EOC liait will not be exceeded because of the
gradual manner in which MTC changes with core burnup.

!

L

REFERENCES 1. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50,
| Appendix A, General Design Criterion ll, " Reactor
| Inherent Protection."
|

| 2. [ Unit Name] FSAR, Section [15], "[ Title]."

3. WCAP 9273-NP-A, " Westinghouse Reload Safety Evaluation
Methodology," July 1985.

4. [ Unit Name), FSAR, Section [ ], "[ Title]."

5. [ Unit Name] Core Operating Limits Report, "[ Title]."
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'
Rod Group A)ignment Limits

B 3.1.5
:

-B 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

B 3.1.5 Rod Group Alianment Limits

BASES
a

BACKGROVHD The OPERABILITY of the shutdown and _ cont ol rods are initial
assumptions in all safety analyses which assume rod
insertion upon reactor trip. Maximum rod misalignment is an
initial assumption in the safety analysis which directly
affects core power distributions and assumptions of
available SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM).- The applicable criteria

.'

for these. reactivity and power distribution design
raquirements are 10 CFR 50, Appendix A,' GDC 10. " Reactor ,

Design," GDC 26, " Reactivity Limits" (Ref. 1), and 10 CFR !

Part 50.46, _ " Acceptance Criteria for Emergency Core Cooling
Systems for Light Water Nuclear Power Plants" (Ref. 2). ;

Mechanical _or electrical failures may cause a control rod to
'

;

become inoperable or to become misaligned from its group.
control rod inoperability or misalignment may cause
increased power peaking due to the asymmetric reactivity
distribution and a reduction in the total available rod
worth for reactor shutdown. 'Therefore control rod alignmentp

(v) and OPERABILITY are related to core operation in design
power peaking limits and the core design requirement-of a
minimum SDM.

'Limits on control rod alignment and OPERABILITY have been
established, and all rod positions are monitored and
controlled during power operation to ensure that the power
distM bution and reactivity limits defined by the design
power peaking and SDM limits are preserved.

Rod cluster control assemblies (RCCAs), or rods, are moved
by their control rod drive mechanisms (CRDMs). -Each CRDM ,

moves its RCCA one step (approximately j inches) at a time '

but'at varying rates (steps per minute) depending on the
| signal. output from the Rod. control System.

The RCCAs are divided among control banks and shutdown
banks. Each-bank may be further subdivided into two groups
to provide for precise reactivity control. A group consists
of two or more'RCCAs that are electrically paralleled to

(continued)

(continued)
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Rod Group Alignment Limits
B 3.1.5

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND step simultaneously. A bank of RCCAs consists of two groups
(continued) that are moved in a staggered fashion, but always within

one step of each other. All units have four control banks
and at least two shutdown banks.

The shutdown banks are maintained either in the fully
inserted or fully withdrawn position. The control banks are
moved in an overlap pattern using the following withdrawal
sequence: When control bank A reaches a predetermined
height in the core, control bank B begins to move out with
control bank A. Control bank A stops at the position of
maximum withdrawal and control bank B continues to move out.
When' control bank B reaches a predetermined height, control
bank C begins to move out with control bank B. This
sequence continues until control banks A, B, and C are at

; the fully withdrawn position and control bank D is
approximately halfway withdrawn. The insertion sequence is'

I the opposite of the withdrawal sequence. The control rods
| are arranged in a radially symmetric pattern so that control

bank motion does not introduce radial asymmetries in the
i

| core power distributions.
,

The axial position of shutdown rods and control rods is
indicated by two separate and independent systems, which are

,

the Bank Demand Position Indication System (commonly called|
group step counters), and the Digital Rod Position
Indication (DRPI) System.

The Bank Demand Position Indication System counts the pulses
from the rod control system that moves the rods. There is
I step counter for each group of rods. Individual rods in a
group all receive the same signal to move and should,
therefore, all be at the same position indicated by the
group step counter for that group. The Bank Demand Position
Indication System is considered highly precise ( l step or

jinch). If a rod does not move I step for each demand
pulse, the step counter will still count the pulse and
incorrectly reflect the position of the rod.

The DRPI System provides a highly accurate indication of
actual control rod position, but at a lower precision than
the step counters. This system is based on inductive analog
signals from a series of coils spaced along a hollow tube

(continued)

(continued)
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Rod Group Alignment Limits
.B 3.1.5

I

BASES (continued)b ._____

BACKGROUND with a tenter-to-center distance of 3.75 inches, which is
(continued) 6 steps. To increase the reliability of the system, the

inductive coils are connected alternately to data system A
or B. Thus, if one system fails, the DRPI will go on half-
accuracy with an effective coil spacing of 7.5 inches, which
is 12 steps. Therefore, the normal indication accuracy of
the DRPI system is i 6 steps (i 3.75 inches), and the
maximum uncertainty is i 12 steps (1 7.5 inches). With an
indicated deviation of 12 steps between the group step
counter and DRPI, the maximum deviation between actual rod
position and the demand position could be 24 steps, or 15
inches.

APPLICABLE Control rod misalignment accidents are analyzed in the
SAFETY ANALYSES safety analysis (Ref. 3). The acceptance criteria for

addressing control rod inoperability or misalignment is
that:

a. There be no violations of:

O 1. specified acceptable fuel design limits,

2. centerline fuel temperature, and

3. Reactor Coolant System (RCS) pressure boundary
damage; and that

b. The core must remain suberitical after accident
transients.

Two types of misalignment are distinguished. During
movement of a control rod group, one rod may stop moving
while the other rods in the group continue. This condition
may cause excessive power peaking. The second type of
misalignment occurs if one rod fails to insert upon a
reactor trip and remains stuck fully withdrawn. This
condition requires an evaluation to determine that
sufficient reactivity worth is held in the control rods to
meet the SDM requirement with the maximum worth rod stuck
fully withdrawn.

(continued)

(continued)
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Rod Group Alignment Limits
B 3 1.5

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE Two types of analysis are performed in regard to static rod
SAFETY ANALYSES misalignment (Ref. 4). With control banks at their

(continued) insertion limits, one type of analysis considers the case
when any one rod is completely inserted into the core. The
second type of analysis considers the case of a completely
withdrawn single rod from a bank inserted to its insertion,

limit. Satisfying limits on departure from nucleate boiling
ratio in both of these cases bounds the situation when a rod
is misaligned from its group by 12 steps.

Another type of misalignment occurs if one RCCA fails to
insert upon a reactor trip and remains stuck fully
withdrawn. This condition is assumed in the evaluation to
determine that the required SDM is met with the maximum
worth RCCA also fully withdrawn (Ref. 5).

The Required Actions in this LC0 assure that either
deviations from the alignment limits will be corrected or
that THERMAL POWER will be adjusted so that excessive local
linear heat rates (LHRs) will not occur, and that the
requirements on SDM and ejected rod worth are preserved.

Continued operation of the reactor with a misaligned control
rod is allowed if the heat flux hot channel factor (F (Z))n
and the nuclear enthalpy hot channel factor (Ff ) are
verified to be within their limits in the CORE bPERATING
LIMITS REPORT, (Ref. 6) and the safety analysis is verified
to remain valid. When a control rod is misaligned, the
assumptions that are used to determine the rod insertion
limits, AXIAL FLUX DIFFERENCE limits, and quadrant power
tilt limits are not preserved. Therefore, the limits may
not preserve the design peaking factors, and F,(Z) and F4
must be verified directly by incore mapping. Section L 3.2
(Power Olstribution Limits) contains more complete
discussions of the relation of F,(Z) and Ffs to the
operating limits.

Shutdown and control rod OPERABILITY and alignment are
directly related to power distributions and SDM, which are
initial conditions assumed in safety analyses. Therefore
they satisfy Criterion 2 of the NRC Interim Policy
Statement.

(continued)
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Rod Group Alignment limits ';

-B 3.1.5 a
4

'
-9 -BASES (continued)g

i

LC0 The limits on shutdown or control rod alignments assure that
the assumptions _in the safety -analysis will _ remain valid.i'

The requirements on operability assure that upon. reactor
.

trip, the assumed reactivity will be available and will be
inserted. The operability requirements also assure that the
RCCAs and banks will move correctly upon command, to
maintain the correct power distribution and rod alignment.

The requirement to maintain the rod alignment to within plus
or minus .12 steps is conservative. The minimum misalignment. :
assumed in safety analysis is 24 steps'(15 inches), and in
some cases _ a total misalignment from fully withdrawn to
fuily. inserted is assumed.

1

Control rods are OPERABLE- when they meet the surveillance ;

requirements of this 'LC0 and can be inserted and withdrawn
to meet the alignment limits, sequence and overlap

-

withdrawal requirements, rod drop times, and position
indication requirements.

'[For_this-facility, an OPERABLE Bank Demand Position i

Indication System and Digital Rod Position Indication System
constitute the following:]

[For this facility, the following support systems are
required to be OPERABLE to ensure Rod OPERABILITY:]

[For this facility, the required supportisystems, which upon
thoir failure do not_ declare the' rod inoperable, and their
_ justification.are as-follows:)_

Failure-to meet the requirements of this LC0 may. produce-
unacceptable power peaking factors and-LHRs, or unacceptable

| - SDMs, all of which may constitute initial conditions '

L inecrulent with the safety analysis.
,

m
y

b APPLICABILITY- The requirements on RCCA OPERABILITY and alignment are
" applicable in MODES 1 and 2 because these are the .only modes,

in which neutron (or fission)-power is generated, and.the
^

OPERABILITY and alignment of rods has the-potential to
affect the safety of _the plant, In MODES'3, 4, 5, and 6, *

. the alignment limits do.not apply because the control rods >

are bottomed-and the reactor'is shut down and not producing
u

(continued)-u -

s, (continued)X
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Rod Group Alignment Licits
B 3.1.5

BASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY fission power. In the shutdown H0 DES, the OPERABILITY of
| (continued) the shutdown and control rods has the potential to affect

the required SDM, but this effect can be compensated for by
| an increase in the boron concentration of the RCS, See
| LC0 3.1.1 for CDM in MODES 3, 4, and 5 and LC0 3.9.1 for
; boron concentration requirements during refueling.
|

ACTIONS A.1.1 dM
WN, wmlone ora more rods are inoperable to the extent that theyw
are'tfanovabW andluntrippable, there is a possibility that

! the reqsired . SON mayjbe adversely affected. Under these
conditionsajtys im optant to determine the SDM, and if it
is less than the? required value, initiate boration until the
required SDM is recov s ed. The Completion Time of 1 hour is
adequate to detemine SDM and, if necessary, to initiate

i emergency boration anda restore SDM.

Inthissituation,k SDM?verNicationmustincludetheworth
.

of the untrippable rod"as!well asia rod of maximum worth.
<

.

If the inoperable rod (s) cannoi ae restored,to OPERABLE
status, the plant must be placed in a M00 Eor condition ins
which the LC0 requirements are not applic6ble. This is done

| by placing the plant in at least MODE 3 within 6 hours.

The allowed Completion Time is reasonable, based on
operating experience, to reach MODE 3 from full power in an
orderly manner and without challenging plant systems.

Ed

When a rod becomes oisaligned, it can usually be moved and
is still trippable. If the rod can be realigned within the
Completion Time of 1 hour, local xenon redistribution during
this short interval will not be significant and operation
may proceed without further restriction.

(continued)
_

(continued)
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Rod Group Alignment Limits
i 8 3.1.5i

,
,

( ) BASES (continued)
-

u ./

ACTIONS B_d
(continued) An alternative to realigning a single misaligned RCCA to the

group average position is to align the remainder of the
group to the position of the misaligned or ino>erable RCCA.
However, this must be done without violating tie bank
sequence, overlap, and insertion limits specified in
LC0 3.1.6, '' Shutdown Bank Insertion Limit," and LCO 3.1.7,
, Control Bank Insertion Limits." The Completion Time of"

AEhouhgives the operator sufficient time to adjust the rod
4$$ posit. ions in an orderly manner.
4 |r7YhB.1 ld;rand th3,1.2

%v ,y_,

With ,a$1salighed rod, SDM must be verified within limit or
boratjeh musg,be ' initiated to restore SDM within limit.,

:
In many cases, realigning the remainder of the group to the
misaligned ' rod may, not be desirable. Forexam'>ie,
realigning control bank B to a rod that is misaligned
15 steps from~the top of the core would require a
significant power reduction,1since control bank D must be

,e m moved fully in and contrel: bank /C must be moved in to

(v) approximately 100'te 115' steps." .
, m

Poweroperationmaycontinue?withontRCCA trippable but'

inoperable or misaligned, provided!th < SDM is verified
within I hour. The Completion , Time'of thour represents the
time necessary to determine the; actual unit SDM and, if
necessary, align and start the necessary systems and
components to initiate boration.

B.3.2. B.3.3. B.3.4. B.3.5. B.3.6 and B.3 d

For continued operation with a misaligned rod, RATED THERMAL
POWER (RTP) and associated trip setpoints must be reduced,
SDM must periodically be verified within limits, hot channel
factors (Fa and Ff, ) must be verified within limits, and
the safety analyses must be re-evaluated to confirm
continued operation is permissible.

Reduction of power to 75% of RTP ensures that local LHR
increases due to a misaligned RCCA will not cause the core
design criteria to be exceeded (Ref. 7). The Completion

(continued)

(continued)
_\[G
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Rod Group Alignment limitt
B 3.1.5

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS Time of 2 hours gives the nperator sufficient time to
(continued) accomplish an orderly power reduction without challenging

the Reactor Protection System.

When a rod is known to be inoperable or misaligned, there is
a potential to impact the SDM. Since the core conditions
can change with time, periodic verification of SDH is
required. A Surveillance Frequency of 12 hours is
sufficient to ensure this requirement continues to be n.et.

Verifying that F,(Z) and Fj3 are within the requirod limits
ensures that current operation at 75% of RTP with a rod
misaligned is not resulting in power distributions which may
invalidate safety analysis assumptions at full power. The
Completion Time of 72 hourt allows sufficient time to obtain
flux maps of the core power distribution using the incore
flux mapping system and to calculate F (Z) and Q .o

Once current conditions have been verified acceptable, time
is available to perform evaluations of accident anal;/ sis to
determine that core limits will not % exceeded during a
Design Basis Event for the duration o, operation under these
conditions. A Completion Time of 5 days is sufficient time
to obtain the required input data and to perfonn the
analysis.

L1

If more than one rod is found to be misaligned or bet.omes
misaligned because of bank movement, the unit conditions
fall outside of the accident analysis assumptions. (%ce
automatic bank sequencing.would continue to cause
misalignment, the unit must be olaced in a MODE or Condition
in which the LC0 requirements are not applicable. This is
done by placing the plant in at least MODE 3 within 6 hours.

The allowed Completion Tite is reasonable, based on
operating experience, to reach MODE 3 from full power in an
orderly manner and without challenging plant- systems.

(continued)

(continued)
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Rod Group Alignment Limits

B 3.1.5*

Q BASES (continued)

ACTIONS Rd
(continued) In most cases, when more than one rod is found to be

trippable and aligned but immovable, the malfunction can be
traced to the Rod Control System. Since the majority of Rod
Control System malfunctions can be repaired without reactor
shutdown, ard since the unit conditions are not outside any
accident analysis assumptions, the appropriate action is to
locate the alJinction and restore the rods to an OPERABLE
status. Hawtanling W equence, insertion, and power
limits of LCO 3,1.6 and IE 3.1.7 ensures that core design
lirrits are not ee.eeded. since a Completion Time of
72 hours orovides adeque time to locate the malfunction as
well to o)tain parts and perform the repairs, if the
salfrnction is not corrected in 72 hours it would be
indicative of additional problems and plant shutdown would
be required.

L.l
When Required Actions B and 0 cannot be completed within
their Completion Time, the unit must be placed in a MODE or

[_h Condition in which the LCO requh cents are not applicable.
V This is done by placing the plant in at least MODE 3 within

6 hours, which obviates concerns about the development of
undesirable xenon or power distributions. The allowed
Completion Time of 6 hours is reasonable, based on operating
experience, to reach MODE 3 from full power in an orderly
manner and without challenging. the plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR__3.1.5.1
REQUIREMENTS

Verification that individual rod positions are within
alignment limits at a Frequency of 12 hours provides a
history that allows the operator to detect that a od is
beginning to deviate from its expected position. .f the rod
position deviation monitor is inoperable, a frequelcy of
4 hours accomplishes the same goal. The specified Frequency
takes into account other rod position information that is
continuously available to the operator in the conte al room
so that during actual rod motion, deviations can inmediately
be detected.

(continued)

,q (continued)
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Rod Group Alignment i.imits
B 3.1.5

3ASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.1.5.2 ,

REQUIREMENTS

(continued) Exercising rod groups at a frequency of 92 days allows the
operator to determine that all rods continue to be OPERABLE,
even if they are not regularly moved, as, for example, the
shutdown banks. A movement of 10 steps is adequate to
demonstrate motion without exceeding the alignment limit
when onlycone rod is being moved. The 92-day Frequency
takes isttic.onsideration other information available to the
opera "in'the control room and other surveillances being
p ed more! frequently which add to the determination of
0 ItABILITY<o.4f the rods.

YN$p [.c.
3SR

Yerificaticd6 od drop times allows the operator to
determine that the' maximum rod drop time permitted is
consistent with:the assumed rod drop time used in the safety
analysis. Measuring rod 7 drop; times prior to reactor

jcriticality after,areactof vessel head removal assures that
the reactor internals <andsrod drive mechanism will not
interfere with rod motion or rod, drop time. Also, every
18 months the rod drop times are verified to ensure that nu
degradation in these systems has occurred that would
adversely affect control rod motion or drop time.
Individual rods whose drop timas are greater than safety '

analysis assumptions are not OPERABLE. I
whose drop times are greater than safethndhidual rods
assumptions are not OPERABLE. " ani'efsis

The 12-month Frequency was developed because it was
considered prudent that this Surveillance only be performed
during a plant outage. This is due to the plant conditions
needed to perform the SR and the potential for an unplanned
plant transient if the Surveillance is performed with the
reactor at power. Operating experience has shown that these
components usually pass this Surveillance when performed on
the 18-month Frequency. Therefore, the Frequency was
concluded to be acceptabic from a reliability standpoint.

(continued) l
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Rod Group Aligtment L10tts
B 3.1.5

em
BASES (continued)

REFERENCES 1. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50,
Appendix A, General Design Criterion 10 " Reactor
Design," General Design Criterion 26, " Reactivity
Limits."

2. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50.46,
" Acceptance Criteria for Emergency Core Cooling

. Systems for Light Water Nuclear Power Reactors."'

f l,' [UnitName)FSAR,Section(15),"AccidentAnalysir."

4. (Unit Name) FSAR, Section ( ),"[ Title)."
' '

''5.c~[UnitNase)FSAR,Section( ),"[ Title)."

6. e [ Unit Name)| CORE OPERATING LlHITS REPORT, "[ Title)."

7. (UnitName)FSAR,Section( ),"[ Title)."

, _ _ . _ -
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Shutdown Bank Insertion Limits
B 3.1.6

f) B 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS
d

B 3.1.6 Shitidown, Bank Insertion Limits

2 BASES
-_ , - - - _,

BACKGROUND The insertion limits of the shutcown and control rods are
initial assumptions in a,1 safety analyses which assume rod
insertion upon reactor trip. The insertior, limits directly
affect core power distributions and assumptions at avoilable
SHUTDOWN HARGIN (SDM) and initial reactivity insertion rate.
The appitcable criteria for these reactivity and power
distribution design requirements are 10 CFR 50, Appendix A.

-GDC 10, ' Reactor Design," GDC 26, " Reactivity Limits"
(Ref. 1), and 10 CFR Part 50.46, "Acce)tance Criteria for
Emergency Core Cooling Systems for Ligit Water Nuclear Power
Reactors" (Ref. 2). Limits on control rod insertion have
been estab'ished, and all rod positions are monitored and
controlled during power operation to ensure that the power
distribution and reactivity limits defined by the design
power peaking and SDM limits are preserved.

The rod cluster control assemblies (RCCAs) are divided among
control banks and shutdown banks. Each bank may be further

(nV) subdivided into two groups to provide for precise reactivity
control. A group consists of two or more RCCAs that are
electrically paralleled to ste) simultaneously. A bank of
RCCAs consists of two groups t1at are moved in a staggered
fashion, but always within one step of each other. All
plants have four control banks and at least two shutdown
banks. See LCO 3.1.5 for control and shutdown rod
C9ERABILITY and alignment requirements, and LC0 3.1.8 for
p sition indication requirements.,

The control banks are used for precise reactivity control of
the reactor. The positions of the control banks are
normally automatically controlled by the Rod Control System,
but they can also be manually controlled. They are capable
of adding negative reactivity very quickly (compared to
borating). The control banks must be maintained above
designed insertion limits and are typically near the fullye

withdrawn position during normal full power operations. .

Hence, they are not capable of adding a large amount of
positive reactivity. Boration or dilution of the Reactor
Coolant System (RCS) compensates for the reactivity changes
associated with large changes in RCS temperature. The

(continued)

( (coatinued)
C
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Shutdown Bank lasertion Limits
B 3.1.6

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND shutdown banks are used primarily to help ensure that tht.
(continued) required SDM is maintained. The shutdown banks are

controlled manually by the control room operator. During
normal unit operation, the shutdown banks are either fully
withdrawn or fully inserted. The shutdown banks must be
completely withdrawn from the core prior to withdrawing any
control banks during an approwch to criticality. The
shutdown banks are then left in this position until the
reactor ~is shut down. They add ny stive reactivity to shut
downsthe' reactor upon receipt of a r c: tor trip signal.

.

APPLICABLE On a reactor trip, all RCCAs (shutdown banks and control
SAFETY ANALYSES banks), except;the most reactive RCCA, are assumed to insert

into the core. The shutdown banks shall be at or above
their insertion limits and available to insert the maximumt
amount of negative reactivity _ on a reactor trip signal. The
control banks may be partially inserted in the core as
allowed by LCO 3.1,7 f* Control Bank Insertion Limits." The
shutdown bank insertlon'11mit is established to ensure that
a sufficient amount of negative reactivity is available to
shut down the reactor and maintain the required SDM (see
LCOs 3.1.1 and 3.1.2) following a reactor trip from full
powar. The combination of control. banks and shutdown banks
(less the most reactive RCCA which is assmeed to be fully
withdrawn) is sufficient to take the reactor *from full power
conditions at rated temperature to zero power!'and to
maintain the required SOM at rated no-load temperature
(Ref. 3). The shutdown bank insertion limit also limits the
reactivity worth of an e k.ted shutdown rod.

The acceptance criteria for addressing shutdown and control
rod bank insertion limits an't inoperability or misalignment
is that:

a. There be no violatioris of:

1. specified acceptable fuel design limits,

2. centerline fuel temperature, and

(continued)

(continued)
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Shutdown Bank Insertion Limits
B 3.1.6

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE 3. RCS pressure boundary damage;
SAFETY ANALYSES and i

b. The core must remain subcritical after accident
transients.

As such, the shutdown bank insertion limits affect safety
analysis involving core reactivity and SDM (Ref. 3).

The shutdown bank insertion limit preserves an initial
condition assumed in the safety analyses and, as such,
satisfies Criterion 2 of the NRC Interim Policy Statement.

LCO Thetshutdown banks must be within their insertion limits any
: time the reactor is critical or approaching criticality.
This ensures that a sufficient amount of negative reactivity
is available to shut doa the reactor and maintain the
required SDNrfo11,0wingsa reactor trip.,

The shutdown bank < insertion;11r.its are defined in the CORE
OPERATING LIMITS REPORT < (Ref.- 4).

O-'

[For this facility an OPERABLE shutdown rod is verified is
follows:)

'

[For this facility, the following sup ort systems are
required OPERABLE to ensure shutdown aank insertion limits
are met:- [ List]]

[For this facility,-the required support systems which, upon
.their failure, do not result in shutdown rods not meeting
their insertion limits or in rod inoperability, and their
justification are as follows:)

:

APPLICABILITY The shutdown banks must be within their insertion limits
i with-the reactor in MODE l and MODE 2. The applicability in

,

| MODE 2 begins within 15 minutes prior to initial control "
'

bank withdrawal during an approach to criticality,-and -
continues throughout MODE 2.until all control bank rods are
again fully-inserted by scram or during-shutdown.- This
ensures that-a sufficient amount of negative' reactivity is

(continued)
'

(continued)
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Shutdown Bank Insertion Limits,

'

B 3.1.6

BASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY available to shut down the reactor and maintain the required |(continued) SDM following a reactor trip. The shutdown banks do not
have to be within their insertion limits in MODE 3, unless
an approach to criticality is being made. The reactor is
not critical or approaching criticality in MODE 4, 5, or 6,
and, therefore, the shutdown banks must be fully inserted.

The Applicability requirements have been modified by a Note
that suspends the LC0 requirement during SR 3.1.5.2, which
assures the freedom of the rods to move. This SR requires
the shutdown bank to move below the LCO limits, which would
normally violate the LCO.

-

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2-

When one or more shutdown banks is not within insertion
limits, 2 hours are allowed to rostore the shutdown banks to
within the insertion limits. This is necessary because the
available SDM may be significantly reduced with one or more
of the shutdown banks not within their insertion limits.
Also, initiation of boration within 15 minutes is required
since the SDM in MODES 1 and 2 is ensured by adhering tc the
control and shutdown bank insertion limits (see LCO 3.1.1).

The allowed Completion Time of 2 hours provides an
acceptable time for evaluating and repairing minor problems
without allowing the plant to remain in an unav.eptable
condition for an extended period of time,

in the event that the shutdown rod position indication
systems are found to be inoperable, the shutdown rods are
considered to be not within limits, and Required Action A.2
applies.

1L1

If the shutdown banks cannot be restored to within their
insertion limits within 2 hours, the only other acceptable
action is to place the unit in a MODE where the LCO is not
applicable. The allowed Completion Time of 6 hours is
reasonable based on operating experience to reach the
required MODE in an orderly manner and without challenging
plant systems.

(continued)
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Shutdown Bank Insertion Limits
B 3.1.6

BASES (continued),

.V

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.1.6.1
REQUIREMENTS

Verification that the shutdown banks are within their
insertion limits within 15 minutes prior to an approach to
criticality ensures that when the reactor is critical, or
being taken critical, the shutdown banks will be available
to shut down the reactor, and the required SDM will be
maintained following a reactor trip. This SR and frequency
ensure that the shutdown banks are withdrawn before the
control banks are withdrawn during a unit startup.

Since the shutdown banks are positioned manually by the
control room o>erator, a verification of shutdown bank

requency of 12 hours after the reactor isposition at a r

taken critical is adequate to ensure that they are within
their insertion limits. Also, the 12-hour Frequency takes
into account other information available to the operator in
the control room that monitor the status of shutdown rods.

SR 3.1.6.1 is modified by a Note that allows exception to
SR 3.0.4. SR 3.0.4 is not applicable before entering the
Appilcability Condition of "within 15 minutes prior to
initial control bank withdrawal," because the SR is

s specifically selected to be concurrent with the
Applicability.

(for this facility, an OPERABLE shutdown rod within limits
is verified as follows:)

REFERENCES 1. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50,
Appendix A, General Design Criterion 10. " Reactor
Design," General Design Criterion 26, " Reactivity
limits."

2. Title 10, code of Federal Regulations, Part 50.46,
" Acceptance Criteria for Emergency Core Cooling
Systems for Light Water Nuclear Power Reactors."

3. (Unit Name) FSAR, Section [ ),"(Title)."

4. (Unit Name) COLR, "[ Title]."

w.- -

A

,
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Control Bank Insertion Limits
B 3.1.7

8 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

B 3.1.7 Control Bank Insertion Limiti
|

BASES
._- _

BACKGROUND The insertion limits of the shutdown and control rods are
initial assumptions in all safety analyses which assume rod
insertion upon reactor trip. The insertion limits directly
affect core power distributions and assumptions of available
~$NUTDOW MARGIN (SDM) and initial reactivity insertion rate. I

l
~ The applicable criteria for these reactivity and power

,

Y distribution design requirements are 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, |

!V'GDC10."ReectorDesign,"GDC26,"ReactivityLimits" !(Ref.' 1) Rand 10 CFR 50.46, " Acceptance Criteria for
-

Emergency Core Cooling Systems for Light Water Nuclear Power
Reacters""(Reff t).
Limits on control rod insertion have been established, and
all rod positions are monitored and controlled during power
ope,Ation to ensure that the power distribution and
reactivity limits' defined by the design power peaking and
SDM limits are preserved.

The rod cluster control assemblies (RCCAs) are divided among
coMrol banks and shutdown banks. Each bank may be further'

subdivided into two groups to provide for precise reactivity
control. A group consists of two erimere RCCAs that are
electrically paralleled to step: simultaneously. A bank of
RCCAs consists of two groups that are moved in a staggered

-

fashion, but always within l' step of each other. All plants
have four control banks and at 1 east two shutdown banks.
See LCO 3.1.5 for control and shutdown rod operability and
aligni.. 9t requirements, and LCO 3.1.8 for position
indication requirements.

The control bank insertion limits are specified in the CORE
OPERATING LIMITS REPORT (COLR). An exam)1e is provided for
information only in Figure B 3.1.7-1. 11e control banks are
required to be at or above the insertion ~1imit. lines.

Figure B 3.1.7-1 also indicates how the control banks-are
moved in an overlap pattern. Overlap is the distance
travelled together by two control banks. The predetermined
position of control bank C at which control bank D will-

L (contini:cd)

(continued)
L
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Control Bank Insertion Liaits
B 3.1.7

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND begin to move with bank C on a withdrawal will be at
(continued) 118 steps for a fully withdrawn position of 231 steps. The

fully withdrawn position is defined in the COLR.

The control banks are used for precise reactivity control of
the reactor. The positions of the control banks are
normally controlled automatically by the Rod Control System,
but can also be manually controlled. They are capable of
adding reactivity very quickly (compared to borating or
diluting).

The )ower density at any point in the core must be limited
so tint the fuel design criteria are maintained. Together,
LC0 3.1.5, " Rod Group Alignment Limits," LC0 3.1.6,
" Shutdown Bank Insertion Limits," LCO 3.1.7, " Control Bank
Insertion Limits," LCO 3.2.3, " AXIAL FLUX DIFFERENCE (AFD),"
and LC0 3.R.4, " QUADRANT POWER TILT RATIO (QPTR)", provide
limits on control component operation and on monitored
process variables which ensure that the core operates within
the fuel design criteria.

The shutdown and control bank insertion and alignment
limits, AXIAL FLUX DIFFERENCE (AFD), and QUADRANT POWER TILT
RATIO (QPTR) are process variables that together
characterize and control the three-dimensional power
distribution of the reactor core. Additionally, the control
bank insertion limits control the reactivity that could be
added in the event of a rod ejection accident, and the
shutdowr and control bank insertion limits assure the
required SDM is maintained.

1peration within the subject LC0 limits will prevent fuel
cladding failures that would breach the primary fission-
product barrier and release fission products to the reactor
coolant in the event of a loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA),

i loss of flow, ejected rod, or other accident requiring
l termination by a Reactor Trip System (RTS) trip function.

APPLICABLE The shutdown and control bank insertion limits, AFD, and
SAFETY ANALYSES QPTR LCOs are required to prevent power distributions that

could result in fuel cladding failures in the event of a
LOCA, loss of flow, ejected rod, or other accident requiring
termination by a RTS trip function.

(continued)
'

(continued)
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Control Bank Insertion Limits
B 3.1.7

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE The accestance criteria for addressing shutdown and
SAFETY ANALYSES control aank insertion limits and inoperability or

(continued) misalignment are that:

a. There be no violations of:

1. specified acceptable fuel design limits,

2. :enterline fuel temperatere, and

3. Reactor Coolant System pressure boundary damage;
and

b. The core must remain subcritical after accident
transients.

,

As such, the shutdown and control bank insertion limits
affect safety analysis involving core reactivity and power
distributions (Ref. 3).
The SDM requirement is assured by limiting the control and
shutdown bank insertion limits so that allowable inserted
worth of the RCCAs is such that sufficient reactivity isO, available in the rods to shut down the reactor to hot zero
power with a reactivity margin which assumes the maximum
worth RCCA remains fully withdrawn upon trip (Ref. 4).

0)eration at the insertion limits or AFD limits may approach
tie maximum allowable linear heat generation rate or peaking
factor with the allowed QPTR present. Operation at the
insertion limit may also indicate the maximum ejected RCCA
worth could be equal to the limiting value in fuel cycles
which have sufficiently high ejected RCCA worths.

The control and shutdown bank insertion limits ensure that
safety analyses assumptions for SDM, ejected rod worth, ar.d
power distribution peaking factors are preserved (Ref. 5).

The insertion limits satisfy Criterion 2 of the NRC Interim
Policy Statement, in that they are initial conditions
assumed in the safety analysis.

(continued),

|
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Control Bank Insertion Limits
B 3.1.7

BASES (continued) '

LC0 The limits on shutdown and control banks sequence, overlap,
and physical insertion as defined in the COLR (Ref. 6) must
be maintained because they serve the function of preserving
power distribution, ensuring that the SDM is maintained,
ensuring that ejected rod worth is maintained, and ensuring
adequate negative reactivity insertion on trip. The overlap
between control banks provides more uniform rates of
reactivity insertion and withdrawal and is imposed to
maint* acceptable power peaking during control bank
motion,

[For this facility, the following support systems are |

required to be OPERABLE to ensure control bank operability:]

[For this facility, the required support systems, which upon
their failure do not result in the inoperability of the
control bank rods, and their justification are as follows:]

APPLICABILITY The shutdown and control bank sequence, overlap, and
physical insertion limits shall be maintained with the
reactor in MODE I and H0DE 2. These limits must be|

maintained since they preserve the assumed power
distribution, ejected rod worth, SDM, and reactivity rate
insertion assumptions. Applicability in MODES 3, 4, and 5
is not required, since neither the power distribution nor
ejected rod worth assumptions would be exceeded in these
MODES.

This LCO has been modified by a Note that aermits the
requirements uf this LCO to be not applica)le during the
performance of SR 3.1.5.2. This SR requires that the RCCAs
se moved at least every 92 days to verify their OPERABILITY.
The individual RCCAs are moved at least 10 steps and then
returned to their original position.

ACTIONS A.l. A.2. B.1. and B.2

When the control banks are outside the acceptable insertion
limits, they must be restored to within those limits. This
restoration can occur in two ways:

(continued)

(continued)
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Control Bank Insertion Limits
B 3.1.7 ,

BASES (continued)
,

ACTIONS a. Reducing power to be consistent with rod position; or
(continued)

b. Moving rods to be consistent with power.

Also, immediate initiation of bnration to regain SDM is
required since the SDM in MODES 1 and 2 normally ensured by
adhering to the control and shutdown bank insertion limits
(see LCO 3.1.1) has been upset.

Similarly, if the control banks are found to be out of
sequence or in the wrong overlap configuration, they must be
restored to meet the limits.

Operation beyond the LCO limits is allowed for a short time
period i;# order to take conservative action because the
simultaneous occurrene: of either a LOCA, loss of flow .

accident, ejecta * aat, or other accident during
v ther with an inadequate powerthis short t h ,,t e

distribution sr .eactivity capability, has an acceptably low
probability.

The allowed Completion Time of 2 hours to restore tbo banks
to within the insertion limits-provides an acce) table timeO for evaluating and repairing minor problems wit 1out allowing
the plant to remain in an unacceptable condition for an
extended period of time.

In the event that a rod group is-found to be inoperable, the
rod group is considered to be not within limits, and
Required Actions A.2 or B.2,' and LC0 3.1.5 apply.

L1
If acquired Actions A.1 and A.2, or B.1'and B.2 cannot be

; completed within the associated Completion Times, the plant
must be placed in a MODE where the LCO is not applicable.
The allowed Completion Time of 6 hours is reasonable based
on operating experience to reach the required MODE in an '

orderly manner and without challenging plant systems. -

(continued)

O
,
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Control Bank Insertion Limits
B 3.1.7

BASES (continued)

SURVEll. LANCE SR 3.LL.1
REQVIREMENTS

This Surveillance is required to ensure that the reactor
does not achieve criticality with the control banks below
their insertion limits.

The estimated critical sosition (ECP) depends upon a number
of factors, one of whic1 is xenon concentration. If the ECP
was calculated long before criticality, xenon concentration
could. change to make the ECP substantially in error.
Convarsely, determining the ECP immediately before
criticality could be an unnecessary burden. There are a
number of unit parameters requiring operator attention at
that point. Performing the ECP calculation within 4 hours
prior to criticality avoids a large error from changes in
xenon concentration, but allows the operator some
flexibility to schedule the ECP calculation with other
startup activities.

SR 3.1.7.&

With an OPERABLE bank insertion limit monitor, verification
of the control banks insertion limits at a frequency of
12 hours b sufficient to ensure OPERABILITY of the bank
insertion limit monitor and to detect control banks that may
be approaching the control bank insertion limits since,
normally, very little rod motion occurs in 12. hours. If the
insertion limit monitor becomes inoperable, verification of
the control bank position at a frequency of 4 hours is
sufficient to detect control banks that may be approaching
the control bank insertion limits.

SR 3.1.7.2 is modified by a Note that allows exception to
SR 3.0.4. SR 3.0.4 is not applicable, since the unit must
be in the applicable MODES in order to perform Surveillances
which demonstrate the LCO limits are met.

! SR 3.1. 7 J

When control banks are maintained within their insertion
limits as checked by SR 3.1.7.2 above, it is unlikely that
their sequence and overlap will not be in accordance with
requirements provided in the COLR. A Surveillance Frequency
of 12 hours is consistent with the insertion limit check

I above in SR 3.1.7.2.
1

(continued)

(continued)
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Control Bank Insertion Limits
B 3.1.7

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.1.7.3 is modified by a Note that allows exception to
REQUIREMENTS SR 3.0.4. SR 3.0.4 is not applicable, since the unit must

(continued) be in the applicable MODES in order to perform Surveillances
which demonstrate the LC0 limits are met.

.-

REFERENCES 1. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50,
Appandix A, General Design Criterion 10. " Reactor
Design," General Design Criterion 26, " Reactivity
limits."

2. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50.46
" Acceptance Criteria for Emergency Core Cooling
Systems for Light Water Nuclear Power Reactors."

3. [ Unit Name) FSAR, Section [ ), "[ Title)."

4. [ Unit Name) FSAR, Section [ ), "(Title)."

5. [ Unit Name) FSAR, Section ( ), "(Title)."

O5
_ . _ _ - - , ,

|
!

(
!
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Control Bank Insertion Liaits '

B 3.1.7

BASES (continued)
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Rod Position Indication
B 3.1.8

'

B 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEM

B 3.1.8 Rod Position Indication

BASES

BACKGROUND According to GDC 13 (Re'.1), instrumentation to monitor
variables and systems over their operating ranges during
normal operation, anticipated oserational occurrences, and
accident conditions must be OPERABLE. LCO 3.1.8 is required

- to ensure OPERABILITY of the control rod position indicators
' to determine control rod positions and thereby ensure

", compliance with the control rod alignment and insertion ;

l imits'. |

The OPERA 81LITY,= including position indication, of the
shutdown and control rods are initial assumptions in all
safety analyses that assume rod insertion upon reactor trip.
Maximum rod misalignment is an initial assumption in the
safety analysis that directly affects core power
distributions:and assumptions of available SHUTDOWN MARGIN
(SDM). Rod position indication is required to assess
OPERABILITY and misalignment.

(' .

Mechanical or electrical failures may cause a control rod to
become inoperable or to become misaligned from its group,
control rod inoperability or' misalignment may cause
increased power peaking due to the' asymmetric reactivity
distribution and a reduction in the' total available rod
worth for reactor shutdown. Therefore, control rod
alignment and OPERABILITY are,related to core operation in
design power peaking limits and the core design requirement
of a minimum SDN.

Limits on control rod alignment and OPEhABILITY have been
established, and all rod positions are monitored and
controlled during power operation to ensure that the power
distribution and reactivity limits defined by the design
power peaking and SDM limits are preserved.

Rod cluster control assemblies (RCCAs), or rods, are moved
out of the core (up or withdrawn) or into the core (down or
inserted) by their control rod drive mechanisms. The RCCAs
are divided among cor, trol banks and shutdown banks. Each
bank may be further subdivided into two groups:to provide-
for precise reactivity control.

| (continued)

(continued)
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Rod Position Indication
B 3.1.8 >

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND The axial position of shutdown rods and control rods are
(continued) determined by two separate and independent systems: the

Bank Demand Position Indication System (commonly called
group step counters) and the Digital Rod Position Indication
(DRPI) System.

The Bank Demand Position Indication System counts the pulses
from the Rod Control System that move the rods. There is
one step counter for each group of rods. Individual rods in
a group all receive the same signal to move and should,
therefore, all be at the same position indicated by the
group step counter for that grou). The Bank Demand Pc ition
Indication System is considered lighly precise (i I step or
1(inch). If a rod does not move I step for each demand
pulse, the step counter will still count the pulse and
incorrectly reflect the position of the rod.

The DRPI System provides a highly accurate indication of
actual control rod position, but at a lower precision than
the step counters. This system is based on inductive analog
signals from a series of coils spaced along a hollow tube
with a conter-to-center distance of 3.75 inches, which is
6 steps. To increase the reliability of the system, the
inductive coils are connected alternately to data system A
or B. Thus, if one system falls, the DRPI will go on half-
accuracy with an effective coil spacing of 7.5 inches, which
is 12 steps. Therefore, the normal indication accuracy of
the DRFI System is 1 6 steps (i 3.75 inches)..and the
maximum uncertainty is i 12 steps (1 7.5 inches). With an
indicated deviation of 12 steps between the group step
counter and DRPI, the maximum deviation between actual rod
p.sition and the demand position could be 24 steps, or
15 inches.

:

APPLICABLE Control rod and shutdown position accuracy is essential
SAFETY ANALYSES during power operation. Power peaking, ejected rod worth,

or SDM limits may be violated in the event of a Design Basis
Accident (Ref. 2), with control or shutdown rods operating
outside their limits undetected. Therefore, the acceptance
criteria for rod >osition indication is that rod positions
must be known wit 1 sufficient accuracy in order to verify
the core is operating within the group sequence, overlap,
design peaking limits, ejected rod worth, and with minimum
SDM (LCO 3.1.6, " Shutdown Bank Insertion Limits,"

(continued)

(continued)
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Rod Position Indication
B 3.1.8

BASES (continued)
t

APPLICABLE LC0 3.1.7, " Control Bank Insertion Limits"). The rod
SAFETY ANALYSES positions must also be known in order to verify the

(continued) verify the alignment limits are preserved (LC0 3.1.5. " Rod
Group Alignment Limits"). Control rod positions are
continuously monitored to provide operators with information
that assures the plant is operating within the bounds of the
accident analysis assumptions. The control rod position
indicator channels satisfy Criterion 2 of the NRC Interim
Policy Statement. The control rod position indicators
monitor control rod position, which is an accident initial
condition.

LC0 LCO 3.1.7 specifies that one DRPI System and one Bank Demand
Position Indication System be OPERABLE for each control rod.
For the control rod position indicators to be OPERABLE
requires meeting the surveillance requirement of the LC0 and
the following:

a. The DRPI System has passed a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL CHECK
within the prescribed interval;

A
b. For the DRPI System there are no failed coils; and

c. The Bank Demand Indication System has been calibrated
either in the fully inserted position or to the DRPI
System.

The agreement between the Bank Demand Position Indication
System and the DRPI System is within the limit, indicating
that the Bank Dema-A *sition Indication System is
adequately calibru measurement of control rod bank.,

position.

A deviation of less than the allowable limit given in the
CORE OPERATING LIMITS REPORT in position indication for a
single control rod ensures high confidence that the position
uncertainty of the corresponding control rod group is within

I the assumed values used in the analysis that specified
l control rod group insertion limits.

(continued)

(continued)
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Rod Position Indication
B 3.1.8

BASES (continued)

LC0 These requirements prove adequate assurance that control rod
(continued) position indication during power operation and PHYSICS TESTS

is accurate, and that design assumptions are not challenged.
OPERABILITY of the position indicator channels ensures that
inoperable, misaligned, or mispositioned control rods can be
detected. lherefore, power peaking, ejected rod worth, and
SDH can be controlled within acceptable limits.

(For this facility, the following support systems are
required to be OPERABLE to ensure the control rod position
indication systems are OPERABLE: (list))

(For.this facility, the required support systems, which upon
their failure do not result in the inoperability of the
control rod position indication systems, and their
justification are as follows:)

APPLICABILITY The requirements on the DRPI and step counters are only
applicable in MODES 1 and 2 (consistent with LCOs 3.1.5,
3.1.6, and 3.1.7), because these are the only modes in which
power is generated, and the OPERABILITY and alignment of
rods has the potential to affect the safety of the plant,
in the shutdown H0 DES, the OPERABILITY of the shutdown and
control banks has the potential to affect:the required SON,
but this effect can be compensated for by an increase in the
boron concentration of the Reactor Coolant System.

ACTIONS tu.1

When one DRPI channel per group fails, the position of the
rod can still be determined by use of the incore movable
detectors. Based on experience, normal power operation does
not. require excessive movement of banks. If a bank has been
significantly moved, the Actions of B.1 or B.2 below are
required. Therefore, verification of RCCA position within
the Completion Time of 8 hours is adequate to allow
continued full sower operation, cince the probability of
simultaneously laying a rod significantly out of position
and an event sensitive to that rod position is small.

(continued)

(continued)
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Rod Position Indication
B 3.1.8

,

( BASES (continued)
{i

ACTIONS L1
(continued)

Reduction of THERMAL POWER to 5 50% of RATED THERMAL POWER
(RTP) puts the core into a condition where rod posftion is ,

not significantly affecting core peaking factors (Ref. 3).

The allowed Completion Time of 8 hours is reasonable, based
on plant operating experience, to reduce power to s 50% of
RTP without challenging plant systems and allowing for rod
position determination by A.1 above.

B.1 mi B. 2

'These' Actions.are to clarify that when one or more rods with-

inoperable position indicators have been moved in excess of
24 steps in one' direction since the position was last

.determinedh the ACTIONS of A.1 and A.2 are still aparopriate
- but must bellnitiated promptly under Action B.1 to >egin *

- verifying that these rods are still properly positioned
relative to their group positions.

If, within 8 hours, the rod positions have not been
determined, THERMAL POWER sust be reduced to less than 50%

O\
of RTP to avoid undesirable power distributions that could
result from continued operation above 50% of RTP if one or
more rods are misaligned by more than 24 steps. The allowed
Completion Time of 8 hours provides an acceptable period of
time to verify the rod positions.

.

C.l.1 and C.I.2

With one demand position indictor per bank inoperable, the
rod positions can be determined by the digital rod position
indication system. Since normal power operation does not
recuire excessive movement of rods, verification that the
roc position indicators are OPERABLE and the most withdrawn
rod and the least withdrawn rod are $ 12 ste)s apart within
the allowed Completion Time of once every 8 lours is
adequate.

'
^L1

Reduction of THERMAL POWER to s 50% of RTP puts the core,
' into a condition where rod position is not significantly
! affecting core peaking factor limits (Ref. 3). The allowed

(continued)

(continued)
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Rod Position Indication
B 3.1.8 ,

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS Completion Time of 8 hours provides an acceptable period of
(continued) time to verify the rod positions per C.l.1 ari C.I.2 or

reduce power to s 50% of RTP.

D_d

if the Recuired Actions cannot be completed within tne
associatec Completion Time, the plant must be placed in a
MODE in which the requirement does not a) ply. This is done
by placing the plant in MODE 3 within 6 ,ours. The allowed
Completion Time is reasonable, based on operating
experience, to reach the required MODE from full power in an
orderly manner and without challenging plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.1. Q_d
REQUIREMENTS

Verification that the DRPI agrees with the demand position
within 12 steps provides assurance that the DRPI is
operating correctly. Since the DRPI does not display the
actual shutdown rod positions between 18 and 210 steps, only
points within the indicated ranges are required in
comparison.

The 18-month Frewency was developed considering it was
prudent that many Surveillances only be performed during a
plant outage. This was due to the plant conditions needed
to perform the SR and the potential for unnecessary plant
transients if the SR is performed with the reactor at power.
Operating experience has shown these components virtually

( always pass the SR when performed on the 18-month frequency.
Therefore, the frecuency was concluded to be acceptable from
a reliability stancpoint.

1

l .

REFERENCES 1. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50,
Appendix A, General Design Criterion 13'

" Instrumentation and Control."

2. (Unit Name] FSAR, Section ( ), "(Title)."

3. (Unit Name) FSAR, Section ( ), "(Title)."
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MODE 1 PHYSICS TESTS Exceptions
B 3.1.9.

[ B 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS
\

B 3.1.9 hQQE 1 PHYSICS TESIji_Luntinni

BASES
w a

BACKGROUND The primary purpose of the MODE 1 PHYSICS TESTS Exceptions
is to permit relaxations of existing LCO to allow the
performance of instrumentation calibration tests and special
PHYSICS TESTS. The exceptions to LCO 3.2.3, " AXIAL FLUX
DIFFERENCE," and LCO 3.2.4, " QUADRANT POWER TILT RATIO," are
most often appropriate for xenon stability tests. The
exceptions to LC0 3.1.5, " Rod Group Alignment Limits,"
LCO 3.1.6, " Shutdown Bank Insertion Limit," and LCO 3.1.7,
" Control Bank Insertion Limits," may be required in the
event that it is necessary or desirable to do special
PHYSICS TESTS involving abnormal rod or bank configurations.

Section XI.of 10 CFR Part 50, A)pendix B (Ref. 1), requires
that a test program be establis1ed to ensure that
structures, systems, and components will perform
satisfactorily in service. . All functions necessary to
ensure that the specified design conditions are not exceeded
during normal operation and anticipated operational

{., occurrences must be tested. This testing is an integral
~ part of the design, construction, and operation of the

plant. Requirements for notification of the NRC for the
purpose of conducting tests and experiments are specified in
10 CFR 50.59 (Ref. 2).

The key objectives of a test program are to (Ref. 3):

a. Provide assurance that the facility has been
adequately designed;

b. Validate the analytical models used in the design and
analysis;

c. Verify the assumptions used to predict unit response;1

d. Provide assurance that installation of equipment at
the facility has been accomplished in accordance with,

| the design; and
|

e. Verify that the operating and emergency procedures
are adequate.

(continued)

(continued)
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H0DE 1 PHYSICS TESTS Exceptions
B 3.1.9

BASES (continued)
. _ . -

BACKGROUND To accomplish these objectives, testing is performed prior
(continued) to initial criticality; during startup, low power, power

ascension, and at-power operation; and atter each refueling.
The PHYSICS TESTS requirements for reload fuel cycles assure
that the operating characteristics of the core are
consistent with the design predictions, and that the core
can be operated as designed (Ref. 4).

Physics Test procedures are written and approved in
accordance with established formats. The procedur'.s include
all information necessary to permit a detailed execution of
the testing required to ensure that the design intent is
met. PHYSICS TESTS are performed in accordance with these
procedures, and test results are approved prior to continued
power escalation and long-term power operation.

The PHYSICS TESTS required for reload fuel cycles (Ref. 4)
in H0DE I are listed below:

a. Neutron Flux Symmetry;

b. Power Distribution-Intermediate Power;

c. Power Distribution-Full Power; and

d. Critical Boron Concentration-Full Power.

The first test can be performed in either MODE 1 or 2, and
the last three tests are performed in MODE 1. These and
other supplementary tests may be required to calibrate the
nuclear instrumentation or to diagnose operational problems.
These tests may cause the o)erating controls and process
variables to daiate from t1eir LC0 requiremt , s during
their performance. The last two tests are performed at
2 90% of RATES THERHAL POWER (RTP).

1. The Neutron Flux Symmetry Test measures the degree
of azimuthal symmetry of the core neutron flux at
as low a power level as practical, depending on the
method used. The flux Distribution Method uses
iacore flux detectors to measure the azimuthal
flux distribution at selected locations with the
core at s 30% of RTP.

(continued)

(continued)
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MODE 1 PHYSICS TESTS Exceptions !
B 3.1.9

,

: BASES (cor,tinued)
,

BACKGR0VND b The Power Distribution-Intermediate Power Test
'

(continued) measures the power distribution of the reactor
4

; core at intermediate power levels between 40%
and 75% of RTP. This test uses the incore flux

' detectors to measure core power distribution.

3. The Power Distribution-Full Power Test measures
the power distribution of the reactor core at
2 90% of RTP using incore flux detectors.

4. The Critical Boron Concentration- Full Power Test
s. imply measures the critical boron concentration
at' greater than 90% of RTP,-with all rods fully
withdrawn.:the lead control bank being at or near'

its fully withdrawn position, and witn the core
at1 equilibrium xenon conditions.

For initial startups, there are two currently required tests
which violate the referenced LCO. The pseudo-ejected rod
tert, performed at.approximately 30% of RTF, and the pseudo-
drupped rod test, performed at approximately 50% of RTP,
require individual rod misalignments which exceed the limits

O specified in the relevant LCO.
,

APPLICABLE The fuel is protected by a Specification LCO, which
SAFETY ANALYSES preserves the initial conditions of the core assumed during

the safety analyses. The methods for. development of the
LCO, which are superseded by this LCO, are described in the
Westinghouse. Reload Safety Evaluation Methodology Re) ort
(Ref. 5). The above-mentioned PHYSICS TESiS, and ntier
tests that may be required to calibrate nuclear
instrumentation or to diagnose operational-problems, may
require the operating controls or process variables to
deviate from their LC0 limitations.

Reference 6 defines requirements for initial testing of the
facility, including PHYSICS TESTS. Tables (14.1-1 and
14.1-2] (Ref. 6) summarize the zero, low power, and power

i : tests. Requirements for reload fuel cycle PHYSICS TESTS are
defined in ANSI /ANS-19.6.1-1985 (Ref. 4). Although these

(continued)

(continued)
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H0DE 1 PHYSICS TESTS Feceptions
B 3.1.9

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE PHYSICS TESTS are generally accomplished within the limits
SAFETY ANALYSES for all LCOs, conditions may occur when one or more LCOs

(continued) must be suspended to make completion of PHYSICS TESTS
possible or practical. This is acceptable as long as the
fuel design criteria are not violated. When one or more of
the requirements specified in

LC0 3.1.5 " Rod Group Alignment Limits,"
LC0 3.1.6 " Shutdown Bank Insertion Limits,"
LCO 3.1.7 " Control Bank Insertion Limits,"
100 3.2.3 " AXIAL FLVX DIFFERENCE (AFD)," or
LCO 3.2.4 " QUADRANT POWER TILT RATIO (QPTR)"

are suspended for PHYSICS TESTS, the fuel design criteria
are preserved as long as the requirements of LCO 3.2.1,

" Heat Flux Hot Channel Factor (Fo(l ) Factor (FL )" are
Z )," and LC0 3.2.2,

" Nuclear Enthalpy Rise Hot Channe
satisfied. Therefore, LC0 3.1.9 requires surveillance of
the hot channel factors to verify that their limits are not
being exceeded.

PHYSICS TESTS include measurements of core nuclear
parameters or the exercise of control components that affect
process variables. Among the process variables involved are
AXIAL FLUX DIFFERENCE (AFD) and QUADRANT POWER TILT RATIO
(0PTR) which represent initial conditions of the unit safety
analyses. Also involved are the movable control com)onents
(control and shutdown rods) which are required to slut down
the reactor. The limits for these variable are specifiou
for each fuel cycle in the CORE OPERATING LIMITS REPORT
(COLR) (Ref. 7).

PHYSICS TESTS meet the criteria for inclusion in Technical
Specifications, since the component and process variable
LCOs suspended during PHYSICS TESTS meet Criteria 1, 2, and
3 of the NRC Interim Policy Statement.

Reference 8 allows special test exceptions to be included as
part of the LCO that they affect. However, it was decided
to retain this special test exception as a separate LCO,
because it was less cumbersome Pnd provided additional
clarity.

(continued)
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MODE 1 PHYSICS TESTS Exceptions
B 3.1.9

,

l

( \

( BASES (continued)
v ,

LC0 This LC0 allows selected control rods and shutdown rods to I

be positioned outside their specified alignment limits and
insertion limits to conduct PHYSICS TESTS in MODE 1, to
verify certain core physics parameters. The power level is
limited to 5 85% of RTP and the power rahge neutron flux
trip setpoint is set at 10% of RTP above the PHYSICS TESTS
power level with a maximum setting of 90% of RTP. Violation
of LCO 3.1.5, " Rod Group Alignment Limits," LCO 3.1.6,
* Shutdown Bank Insertion Limit," LCO 3.1.7, " Control Bank
Insertion Limits,'' LCO 3.2.3, " AXIAL FLUX DIFFERENCE (AFD),"
or LC0 3.2.4, "0VADRANT POWER TILT RA110 (QPTR)," during the
performance of PHYSICS TESTS does not pose any threat to the

' integrity of the fuel as long as the requirements of
LC0 3.2.1, " Heat Flux Hot Channel Factor," and LCO 3.2.2,
" Nuclear Enthalpy Rise Hot Channel Factor,* are satisfied.

The requirevents of LCO 3.1.5, 3.1.6, 3.1.7, 3.2.3, and
3.2.4 may be suspended during the performance of PHYSICS
TESTS provided:

a. THERMAL POWER is maintained s 85% RTP; and

Q b. Power Range Neutron FluxWiigh trip setpoints are

(d s 10% RTP above the THERMAL POWER at which the test is<

performed, with a maximum setting of 90% RTP.

(for this facility, the following support systems are
required to be OPERABLE to ensure that the LCO and SR
conditions are met: (List]]
[For this facility, the required support systems, which upon
their failure do not result in the conditions of this LCO to
not be met, and their justification are as follows: (List]]

APPLICABILITY This LC0 is applicable in MODE 1 when performing PHYSICS
TESTS. The applicable PHYSICS TESTS are performed at s 85%
of RTP. Other PHYSICS TESTS are perforrned at full aower but
do not require violation of any existing LCO, and t1erefore
do not require a PHYSICS TESTS exception. The PHYSICS TESTS
performed in MODE 2 are covered by LCO 3.1.10, 'H0DE 2
PHYSICS TESTS exceptions."

(continued)
L
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' MODE 1 PHYSICS TESTS Exceptions.

B 3.1.9

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2

When THERMAL POWER is > 85% of RTP the only acceptable
actions are to reduce THERMAL POWER to s 85% of RTP or to
suspend the PHYSICS TESTS exceptions. With the PHYSICS TEST
exceptions suspended, the PHYSICS TESTS may proceed if all
other LC0 requirements are met. Fuel integrity may be
challenged with control rods or shutdown rods misaligned and
THERMAL POWER > 85% of RTP. The allowed Completion Time of
1 hour is reasonable, based on operating experience, to
complete the Required Action in an orderly manner without
challenging plant systems. This Completion Time is also
consistent with the Required Actions of the LC0 suspended by
the PHYSICS TESTS. In the event that any withdrawn rod is
found to be inoperable, the Required Actions A.1 and A.2,
and LC0 3.1.5 apply.

B.1 and 8.2

When the Power Range N2utron Flux-411gh trip setpoints are
> 10% of RTP above the PHYSICS TESTS power level or > 90% of
RTP, the Reactor Trip System (RTS) may not provide the
required degree of core protection if the trip setpoint is
greater than the specified value.

The only acceptable actions are to restore 'the trip setsoint
to the allowed value or to suspend the performance of t1e
PHYSICS TESTS exceptions. The Completion Time of I hour is
based on the practical amount of time it may take to restore
the Neutron Flux-High trip setpoints to the correct value,
consistent with operating plant safety. This Completion
Time is consistent with the Required Actions of the LC0

| suspended by the PHYSICS TESTS.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.1.9.1
REQUIREMENTS

Verification that the THERMAL POWER level is s 85% of RTP
| will ensure that the required core protection is provided

during the performance of PHYSICS TESTS. Control of the
reactor power level is a vital parameter and is closely
monitored during the performance of PHYSICS TESTS. A
Surveillance frequency of I hour is sufficient to ensure
that the power level does not exceed the limit.

(continued)

(continued)
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MODE 1 PHYSICS TESTS Exceptions
B 3.1.9

BASES (continued)(

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.1,9.2
I REQUIREMENTS

(continued) Verification of the Power Range Neutron Flun--filgh trip
setpoints within 8 hours prior trs initiation of the PHYSICS
TESTS will ensure that the RTS is properly set to perform
PHYSICS TESTS. Verifying the trip set)oint at a Frequency
of B hours during the performance of tie PHYSICS TESTS
ensures that the RTS will provide the required core
protection.

SR 3.1. 9 J

The performance of SR 3.2.1.1 and SR 3.2.2.1 measures the
core heat flux hot channel factor and the nuclear enthalpy
rise hot channel factor, respectively. If the requirements
of these LCO are met, the core has adequate protection from
exceeding its design limits while other LCO requirements are
suspended. The Frequency of 12 hours is based on operating
experience and the practical amount of time that it may take
to run an incore flux map and calculate the hot channel
factors.

10
U)\

REFERENCES 1. Title 10, Code of federal Regulations, Part 50,
Appendix B, " Quality Assurance Criteria for Nuclear
Power Plants and Fuel Reprocessing Plants," 1988.

2. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50.59,
' Changes, Tests, and Experiments."

3. Regulatory Guide 1.68, Revision 2, " Initial Test
Programs for Water-Coolad Nuclear Power Plants,"

,

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, August 1978.i

4. ANSI /ANS-19.6.1-1985, " Reload Startup PHYSICS TESTS
for Pressurized Water Reactors," American National
Standards Institute, December 13, 1985.

5. WCAP-9273-NP-A, " Westinghouse Reload Safety Evaluation
Methodology Report," July 1985.

6. (Unit Name] FSAR, Section [14), " Initial Test and
Operation."

(continued)

(continued)
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MODE 1 PHYSICS TESTS Exceptions
B 3.1.9

BASES (continued)

l REFERENCES 7. (Unit Name"(Title).") Core Operat11,9 Limits Report (COLR),(continued)

8. WCAP-ll618, ' MERITS Program Phase II, Task 5.
Criteria Application," including Addendum 1,
April 1989.

__
._ _-
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' MODE 2 PHYSICS TESTS Exceptions
B 3.1.10

8 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS8 B 3.1.10 tiQDE 2 PHYSICS TESTS Exceptions

BASES -
_

BACKGROUND The prieary purpose of the MODE 2 PHYSICS TESTS exceptions
is to permit relaxations of existing LCOs to allow certain
PHYSICS TESTS to be performed. Section XI of 10 CFR
Part 50, Appendix B (Ref. 1), requires that a test program
be established to ensure that structures, systerrs, and
components will perform satisfactorily in servir.e. All
functions necestary to ensure that the specified design
conditions are not exceeded during normal operation and
anticipated operational occurrences must be tested. This
testing is an integral part of the design, construction, and .

operatior. of the plant. Requirements for notification of 4
the NRC for the purpose of conducting tests and experiments
are specified in 10 CFR 50.59 (Ref. 2).

The key objectives of a test progriz are to (Ref. 3): g
I
*

a. Provide assurance that the facility has been
adequately designed; '

i ) b. Validate the analytical models 2H in the design and
'# analysis;

c. Verify the assumptions used to predict unit response;
2

d. Provide assurance that installation of equipment in
[ the facility has been accomplished in accordance with

the design; and

e. Verify that the operating and emergency procedure < are ,

adequate.

[ To accomplish these objectives, testing is performed prior
to initial criticality, during startup, during low power
operations, during power ascension, at high power, and after
each refueling. The PHYSICS iEST requirements for reload
fuel cycles assure that the operating characteristics of the
core are consistent with the design predictions and that the
core can be operated as designed (Ref. 4).

(continued)

(continued)
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H0DE 2 PHYSICS TESTS Exceptions
B 3.1.10 j

BASES (continued)

i BACKGROUND PHYSICS TEST procedures are written and approved in'

(continued) accordance with established formats. The procedures include
all information necessary to permit a detailed execution of
the testing required o ensure that the design intent is
met. PHYSICS TESTS as performed in accordance with these
procedures and test results are approved prior to continued
power escalation and long-term power operation.

The PHYSICS TESTS rey ad for reload fuel cycles (Ref. 4)
in MODE 2 are listed beiow:

a. Critical Boron Concentration-Control Rods Withdrawn;

b. Critical Boron Concentration Control Rods Inserted;

c. Control Rod Group Worth;

d. Isotherma.1, Temperature Coefficient (ITC); and<

e. Neutron Flux. Symmetry.

The first four tests are performed in MODE 2, and the last
test can be performed in either MODE 1 or 2. These and
other supplementary tests may be required to calibrate the
nuclear instrumentation or to diagnose' operational problems.
These tests may cause the o)erating controls and process
variables to deviate from t1eir LC0 requirements during
their performance.

.. -
-

The Critical Boron Concentration-Control Rods
Withdrawn Test measures the critical boron concentration
at hot zero power (HZP). With all rods out, the lead
control bank is at or near its fully withdrawn pocition.
HZP is where the core is critical (k. - 1.0), and the
Reactor Coolant (RCS) is at design tW erature and
pressure for zero power, Performance m this test should
not violate any of the referenced LCOs.

The Critical Boron Concentration Control Rods Inserted
Test measures the critical boron concentration at HZP
with a bank having a worth of at least 1% AK/K when fully
inserted into the core. This test ic used to measure the
boron reactivity coefficient. With the core at HZP and
all banks fully withdrawn, the boron concentration of the
reactor coolant is gradually lowered in continuous manner.

_

(continued)

(continued)
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|
MODE 2 PHYSICS TESTS Exceptions

i B 3.1.10

BASES (continued)
(m).v'

BACKGROUND --

(continued) The selected bank is then inserted to make up for the
decreasing boron concentration until the selected bank has
been moved over its entire range of travel. The
reactivity resulting from each incremental bank movement is
measured with a reactivity computer. h e difference
between the measured critical boron concentration with all
rods fully withdrawn and with the bank inserted is
determined. The boroa reactivity coefficient is determined
by dividing the measured bank worth by the measured boron
concentration difference. Performance of this test could
violate LCO 3.1.5, " Rod Group Alignment Limits," LCO 3.1.6,
" Shutdown Bank Insertion Limit," or LC0 3.1.7, " Control
Bank Insertion Limits."

The Control Rod Group Worth Test is used to measure the
reactivity worth of selected control banks. This test is
performed at HZP and has three alternative methods of
performance. The first method, the Boron Exchange Method,
varies the reactor coolant boron concentration and moves
The selected control bank in response to the changing boron
concentration. The reactivity changes are measured with a
reactivity computer. This sequence is repeated for the

(~~N remaining control banks. The second method, the Rod Swap

(V) Method, measures the worth of a predetermined reference
bank using the Boron Exchange Method above. The reference
bank is then nearly fully inserted into the core. The
selected bank is then inserted into the core as the
reference bank is withdrawn. The HZP critical conditions
are then determined with the selected bank fully inserted
into the core. The worth of the selected bank is inferred
based on the position of the reference bank with respect to
the selected bank. This sequence is repeated as necessary
for the remaining control banks. The third method, the
Boron Endpoint Method, moves the selected control bank over
its entire length of travel and then varies the reactor
coolant boron concentration to achieve HZP criticality
again. The difference in boron concentration is the worth
of the selected control bank. This sequence is repeated
for the remaining control banks. Performance of this test
could violate LCO 3.1.5, " Rod Group Alignment limits,"
LC0 3.1.6, " Shutdown Bank Insertion Limit," or LC0 3.1.7,
" Control Bank Insertion Limits."

(continued)

(continued)
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MODE 2 PHYSICS TESTS Exceptions
.B 3.1.10

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND - -

(continued) The ITC Test measures the ITC of the reactor. This test is
performed at HZP and has two methods of performance. The
first method, the Slope Method, varies RCS temperature in a
slow and continuous manner. The reactivity change is
measured with a reactivity computer as a function of the
temperature change. The ITC is the slope of the reactivity
versus the temperature plot. The test is repeated by
reversing the direction of the temperature change and the
final ITC is the average of the two calculated ITCs. The
second method, the Endpoint Method, changes the RCS
temperature and measures the reactivity at the beginning
and end of the temperature change. The ITC is the total
reactivity change divided by the total temperature change.
Tha test is repeated by reversing the direction of the
temperature change, and the final ITC is the average of the
two calculated ITCs . Performance of this test could
violate LCO 3.4'.2, " Minimum Temperature for Criticality."

The flux Symmetry Test measures the degree of azimuthal
symetry of the neutron flux at as low a power level as
practical, depsnding on the test method employed. This
test can be performed at HZP (Control Rod Worth Symmetry
Method or at s 30% of RATED THERMAL POWER (RTP) (Flux
Distribution Method). The Control Rod Worth Symmetry
Method inserts a control bank, which can.then be withdrawn
to compensate for the insertion of a single control rod
from a symmetric set. The symmetric rods of each set are
then tested to evaluate the symmetry of the control rod
worth and neutron flux (power distribution). A reactivity
computer is used to measure the control rod worths.
Performance of this test could violate LC0 3.1.5, " Rod
Group Alignment Limits," LCO 3.1.6, " Shutdown Bank Limit,"
Insertion Limit," or LCO 3.1.7, " Control Bank Insertion
Limits." The Flux Distribution Method uses the incore
flux detectors to measure the azimuthal flux distribution
at selected locations with the core at s 30% RTP,

APPLICABLE The fuel is protected by Technical Specification LCOs that
SAFETY ANALYSES preserve the initial conditions of the core assumed during

the safety analyses. The methods for development of the

(continued)

(continued)
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MODE 2 PHYSICS TESTS Exceptions
B 3.1.10

BASES (continued)
k

APPL'. CABLE LCOs that are excepted by this LC0 are described in the
SAriTY ANALYSES Westinghouse Reload Safety Evaluation Methodology resort

(continued) (Ref. 5). The above-mentioned PHYSICS 1ESTS, and ot1er
tests that may be required to calibrate nuclear
instrumentation or to diagnose operational problems, may
require the operating control or process variables to
deviate from their LC0 limitations.

Reference 6 defines requirements for initial testing of the
facility, including PHYSICS TESTS. Tables (14.1-1 and
14.1-2) (Ref. 6) summarize the zero, low power, and power
tests. Requirements for reload fuel cycle PHYSICS TESTS are
defined in ANSI /ANS-19.6.1-1985 (Ref. 4). Although these
PHYSICS TESTS are generally accomplished within the limits
for'all LCOs, conditions may occur when one or more LCOs
must be: suspended to make completion of PHYSICS TESTS
possible or practical. This is acceptable as long as the
fuel design criteria are not violated. When one or more of
the requirements specified in

LC0 3.1.4 " Moderator Temperature Coefficient,"
LC0 3.1.5' " Rod Group Alignment Limits,"
LC0 3.1.6 " Shutdown Bank Insertion Limit,"
LCf 3. ' " Control Bank Insertion Limits," and

) LCs ' 4. " Minimum Temperature for Criticality,".

are suspenoed for PHYSICS TESTS, the fuel design criteria
are preserved as long as the power level is limited to
s 5% RTP and the reactor coolant temperature is kept
1 531 F.

The PHYSICS TESTS include measurement of core nuclear
parameters or the exercise of control components that affect
process variables. Among the process variables involvet are
AXIAL FLUX DIFFERENCE and QUADRANT POWER TILT RATIO, whith
represent initial conditions of the unit safety analyses.
Also involved are the movable control components (control
and shutdown rods), which are required to shut dowa the
reactor. The limits for these variables are specif ud for
each fuel cycle in the CORE OPERATING LIMITS REPORT (COLR)
(Ref. 6). PHYSICS TESTS meet the criteria for inclusion in
the Technical Specifications, since the components and

- process variable LCOs suspended during PHYSICS TESTS meet
criteria 1, 2, and 3 of the NRC Interim Policy Statement.

(continued)

(continued)
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MODE 2 PHYSICS TESTS Exceptions
B 3.1.10

BASES (continued)

O
APPLICABLE Reference 7 allows special test exceptions (STE) to be
SAFETY ANALYSES included as part of the LCO that they affect. It was

(continued) decided, however, to retain this STE as a separate LCO
because it was less cumbersome and provided additional
clarity.

LCO This LC0 allows the reactor parameters of moderator
temperature coefficient and minimum temperature for
criticality to be outside their specified limits. In
addition, it allows selected control and shutoown rods to be
positioned outside of their specified alignment and
insertion limits. Operation beyond specified limits is
permitted for the purpose of performing PHYSICS TESTS and
poses no threat to fuel integrity, provided the SRs are met.

The requireinents of LC0 3.1.4, 3.1.5, 3.1.6, 3.1.7, and
3.4.2 may be suspended during the performance of PHYSICS
TESTS provided:

a. THERMAL POWER is mainte,ied s 5% RTP, and

b. RCS lowest loop average temperature is 1 [531] F.

[For this facility, the following support systems are';

required to be OPERABLE to ensure that the'LC0 and SR
conditions are met: [ LIST]]

[For this facility, the required support systems, which upon
.

their failure do not result in the conditions of this LC0 tol

not be met, and their justification are as follows: [ list]]

APPLICABILITY This LC0 is applicable in MODE 2 when performing low power
PHYSICS TESTS. The applicable PHYSICS TESTS are performed
in MODE 2 at liZP. Other PHYSICS TESTS are performed in
MODE I and are addressed in LC0 3.1.9, " MODE 1 PHYSICS TESTS
Exceptions."

|

(continued)
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MODE 2 PHYSICS TESTS Exceptions.
B 3.1.10

BASES-(continued)

V
. ACTIONS Aul

When THERMAL POWER is > 5% RTP, the only acceptable action
is to open the reactor trip breakers to prevent operation of
the reactor beyond its-desien limits. Immediately opening
the reactor trip breakers will shut down the reactor and
prevent operation of the reactor outside of its design
limits.

B.1 and B.2

is < 5310F, the appropriate action
-WhentheRCSlowestT,Ithinitsspecifiedlimit.is to restore T,,, to w The
allowed completion Time of 15-minutes provides time to
restore T ., to within limits without allowing the plant to
remain in an unacceptable condition for an extended period
of time. Operation with the reactor critical and with
temperature below 531oF could violate the assumptions for
accidents analyzed in the safety analyses. If the Required
Action cannot be completed within the associated Completion
Time, the plant' must _be~ placed in a MODE in which the
requirement'does not apply.. This is done by placing the
plant'in MODE 3 within an additional 15 minutes. The
additional 15 minutes is reasonable, based on operating

l experience, to reach M00E.3.in an orderly manner and without
challenging plant- systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.1.10.1
REQUIREMENTS

The power-range and intermediate-range neutron detectors
must be verified to be OPERABLE in MODE 2 by LCO 3.3.1. An
ANALOG CHANNEL OPERATIONAL TEST is performed on each power-
range and intermediate-range channel within 12 hours prior--
to initiation of the PHYSICS TESTS. This will ensure that
the reactor trip system is-properly aligned-to provide the
required degree of core protection during the performance of
the PHYSICS TESTS. The 12-hour time limit is sufficient to
ensure that the instrumentation.is OPERABLE shortly before
initiating PHYSICS TESTS.

(continued)

(continued)

!
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MODE 2 PHYSICS TESTS Exceptions
B 3.1.10

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.1.10.2
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) Verification that the RCS lowest loop T,,, is 2 531of will
ensure that the unit is not operating in a Condition that
could invalidate the safety analyses. Verification of the
RCS temperature at a Frequency of 30 minutes during the
performance of the PHYSICS TESTS will provide assurance that
the initial conditions of the safety analyses are not
violated.

SR 3.1.10.1

Verification that the power level is s 5% RTP will ensure
that the fuel design criteria are not violated during the
performance of the PHYSICS TESTS. The Frequency of once per
hour is adequate to ensure that the power level does not
exceed the limit. Unit operations are conducted slowly
during the performance of PHYSICS TESTS and monitoring the
power level at a Frequency of I hour is sufficient to ensure
that the THERMAL POWER does not exceed the limit.

_

REFERENCES 1. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50,
Appendix B, " Quality Assurance Criteria for Nuclear
Power Plants and Fuel Reprocessing Plants."

2. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50.5,
" Changes, Tests and Experiments."

3. Regulatory Guide 1.68, Revision 2, " Initial Test
Programs for Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Plants,"
August, 1978.

4. ANSI /ANS-19.6.1-1985, " Reload Startup Physics Tests
fcr Pressurized Water Reactors," American National
Standards Institute, December 13, 1985.

5. WCAP-9273-NP-A, " Westinghouse Reload Safety Evaluation
Methodology," July 1985.

6. [ Unit Name) Core Operating Limits Report (COLR),
"[ Title]."

|

7. WCAP-ll618, " MERITS Program-Phase II, Task 5,
Criteria Application," including Addendum 1,
April 1989.

O
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SDM Test Exception
B 3.1.11

o

B 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS
I,

B 3.1.11 SHVTDOWN MARGIN (SDM) Test Exceotion

BASES'

BACKGROUND The primary purpose of the SDM Test exception is to >ermit i

relaxation of the requirements of LC0 3.1.1 during tie
measurement of control rod worths in MODE 2 during PHYSICS
TESTS. Section XI of 10 CFR Part 50, Ap)endix B (Ref. 1),
requires that a test program be establis1ed to ensure that
structures, systems, and components will perform
satisfactorily in service. All functions necessary to
ensure that-the..specified design conditions are not exceeded

:during normal operation and anticipated operational
occurrences must be tested. This testing is an integral
part of ~the design, construction, and operation of the
plant. Requirements for notification of the NRC for the

-- purpose of conducting tests and experiments are specified in
10 CFR br 59 (Ref. 2).

The key objectives of a test program are to (Ref. 3):

a. Provide assurance that the facility has been
adequately designed;

b. Validate the analytical- models used in- the design and
analysis;

c. Verify the assumptions used'to predict unit response;

d. Provide assurance that installation of equipment at
-the facility has been accomplished in accordance with-
the design; and

; e. Verify that operating 'and emergency procedures are
adequate.

To achieve these objectives, testing is performed prior to
initial criticality; during startup, low power, power
ascension, and at-power operation; and after each refueling.

! The PHYSICS TESTS requirements for -reload fuel cycles assure
I that the operating characteristics of the core are

consistent with the design predictions and that the core cani

'

be operated as designed (Ref. 4).

(continued)

(continued)
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SDM Test Exception
B 3.1.11

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND PHYSICS TEST procedures are written and approved in
(continued) accordance with established formats. The procedures include

all information necessary to permit a detailed execution of
the testing required to ensure that the design intent is
met. PHYSICS TESTS are performed in accordance with these
procedures and test results are approved prior to continued
power escalation and long-term power operation.

During the PHYSICS TESTS measurements of control rod worth,
it may be necessary to align individual rods and banks in
certain configurations and utilize boron concentrations
which do not provide sufficient SDM to meet the requirements
of LC0 3.1.1. In this situation, it is necessary to invoke
special test exceptions (STEs) to allow the necessary
PHYSICS TESTS to be completed.

APPLICABLE. Special PHYSICS TESTS may require operating the core under
SAFETY ANALYSES controlled conditions for short periods of time with less

than the normally required SDM. As such, these tests are
not covered by any safety analysis calculations.

The acceptance criteria to allow suspension of certain LCOs
for PHYSICS TESTS are that fuel damage criteria are not
exceeded. Even if an accident occurs during PHYSICS TESTS
with one or more LCOs suspended, fuel damage criteria are
preserved because adequate limits on power distribution and
shutdown capability are maintainod during PHYSICS TESTS,

'

Reference 6 defines the requirements for initial testing of
the facility, including PHYSICS TESTS. Requirements for
reload fuel cycle PHYSICS TESTS are defined in ANSI /ANS-
19.6.1-1985 (Ref. 4). PHYSICS TESTS for reload fuel cycles
are given in Table 1 of ANSI /ANS 19-6.1-1985. Although
these PHYSICS TESTS are generally accomplished within the
limits of all LCOs, Conditions may occur when one or more
LCOs must be suspended to make completion of PHYSICS TESTS
possible or practical. This is acceptable as long as the
fuel design criteria are not violated. As long as the
linear heat rate remains within its limit, fuel design
criteria are preserved.

PHYSICS TESTS meet the criteria for inclusion in Technical
Specifications, since the components and process variable

(continued)

(continued)
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SDM Test Exception
B 3.1.11

w: BASES (continued).
,

APPLICABLE LCOs suspended during PHYSICS TFSTS meet Criteria 1, 2, and
SAFETt ANALYSES. 3 of the NRC Interim Policy Statement.

(continued)

LCO- This LC0 provides an exemption to the requirements of.
LC0 3.1.1 under controlled conditions. These conditions
require that at least the highest estimated control rod
worths be avail'able for trip insertion. It is assumed that
this ~available negative reactivity will be sufficient to 4

shut down the core if required, assuming there is not a
concurrent boron dilution or cooldown event. This exemption
is allowed even though there are no bounding safety analyses
because the tests are. performed under close supervision and
provide valuable information on control rod worth and core
SDM.

[For this facility,-the following support systems are
required to.be OPERABLE to ensure'that the LC0 and SR
conditions are met:]

[For this facility, the required support systems, which upon
c. . their failure ao not result in the conditions of this LC0 to

not be-met, and their justification are: [ List]]

-

t
'

' APPLICABILITY This LC0 is only applicable -in MODE 2, 'and then only during. |actual measurement of control rod worths, because this is
the only time the exception is required.

,

ACTIONS A_,1 -

'If one-or more control rods are not fully inserted and the !
'

available trip reactivity from OPERABLE control rods is less
-than the highest estimated control rod worth, the SDM,
assumed for the test conditions, may not be available.-
Under these-iconditions, it is necessary to promptly restore
the SDM-to within limits.

The allowed Completion Time of 15| minutes ensures prompt
action:and:provides an acceptable time to initiate boration ;

'

(continued) 3

(continued)
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SDM Test Exception
B 3.1.11

BASES (continued)

O
ACTIONS to restore SDM, without allowing the core to remain in an

(continued) unacceptable condition for an extended period of time,

iki

If all control rods are fully inserted, and the reactor is
subcritical by less than the highest estimated control rod
worth, the SDM, assumed for the test conditions, may not be
available. Under these conditions, it is necessary to
promptly restore the SDM to within limits.

The allowed Completion Time of 15 minutes provides an
acceptable time to initiate boration to restore SDM, without
allowing the core to remain in an unacceptable condition for
an extended period of time.

( SURVEILLANCE SR 3.1.11.1
1 REQUIREMENTS

In order to establish an acceptable SDM during the
measurement of control rod worths, it is necessary to know|

| the position of each control rod. A test Frequency of
2 hours is reasonable, based on normal control rod motion
during control rod worth measurements.

SR 3.1.11.1 has been modified by a Note that establishes
that the position of only those control rods not

! fully inserted must be determined. It is assumed that the
position and worth of fully inserted control rods is known.

: SR 3.1.11J
!

One'of the assumptions made in granting an STE forI

! LCO 3.1.1, SDM, is that all control rods not fully inserted
will fully insert when tripped. This Surveillance is
performed to verify that fact.

| The Surveillance Frequency of 24 hours prior to reducing the
plant SDM below the requirements of LC0 3.1.1 is acceptable,
based on the assumption that the control rods will remain
OPERABLE and trippable for 24 hours and during the
performance of the test.

SR 3.1.11.2 has been modified by a Note that establishes
that this surveillance is only required for control rods not

(ccntinued)

(continued)
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SOM Test Exception
B 3.1.11

BASES =(continued)
,

SURVEILLANCE fully inserted. During the performance of control rod worth
REQUIREMENTS _ measurements, certain control _ rods remain fully-inserted.

-(continued) Since these rods are not relied on to trip, there is no need
to demonstrato that they will fully insert when tripped.

REFERENCES 1. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50,
Appendix B, " Quality Assurance Criteria for Nuclear
Power Plants and Fuel Reprocessing Plants."

2. Title 10, Code of _ Federal Regulations, Part 50.59,
" Changes, Tests and Experiments."

3. Regulatory Guide 1.68, Revision 2, " Initial Test
Programs for Water-cooled Nuclear Power Plants,"
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, August 1978.=

4. ANSI /ANS-19.6.1-1985, " Reload .Startup Physics Tests
for Pressurized Water Reactors," American National
Standards Institute, December 13, 1985.

5. WCAP-ll618, " MERITS Program-Phase II, Task 5,
criteria Application," including. Addendum 1,
April 1989.

6. [ Unit-Name] FSAR, Section [14], " Testing-
Requirements."

-u

.

L

L
'

.
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(Z))Heat Flux Hot Channel Factor (F,2.lAB 3.

B 3.2 POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS

B 3.2.lA Heat Flux Hot Channel Factor (F,(Z)) (Fn Methodology)
(Constant Axial Offset Control (CAOC) - AXIAL FLUX OlFFERENCE (AFD)
Limits)

BASES.

BACKGROUND The purpose of the limits on the values of F,(Z) is to limit
the local (i.e. pellet) peak power density. The value of
F,(Z) varies along the axial height of the core (Z).

F (Z) is defined as the maximum-local fuel rod linear power
d,ensity divided by the average fuel rod linear power
density, assuming nominal fuel pellet and fuel rod
dimensions. Therefore, F (Z) is a measure of the peak
pellet power within the r,eactor core.

_

During power operation, .the global power distribution is
limited by LCO 3.2.3, AX1AL FLUX DIFFERENCE (AFD), and
LCO 3.2.4,' QUADRANT POWER TILT RATIO (QPTR), which are
directly and continuously measured process variables.
Therefore, these LCOs preserve core limits on a continuous
basis.

F,(Z) varies with fuel loading patterns, control bank
insertion, fuel burnup, and changes in axial power
distribution.

F,(Z)-is measured periodically using the incore detector
system, and measurements are generally taken with the core
at or near steady-state conditions.

Using the measured three-dimensional power distributions, it

However, since this value represents a steady-sl(ateis possible to determine a measured value for F Z).
condition, it will not include variations in the value of
F (Z) which would be present during _a nonequilibriumq
situation such_ as load _following.

To account for these possible variations,-the steady-state
value of the fundamental radial peaking factor (F,,) is
adjusted by an elevation-dependent factor to account for the
variations in F,(Z) due to transient conditions.

(continued)

(continued)

,
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Heat Flux Hot Channel Factor (F (Z))e

B 3.2.lA

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND Core monitoring and control under non-steady-state
(continued) conditions are accomplished by operating the core within the!

limits of the appropriate LCOs, including the limits on AFD,
QUADRANT POWER TILT RATIO (QPTR), and control rod insertion.

-

APPLICABLE This LCO precludes core power distributions from occurring
SAFETY ANALYSES which would violate the following fuel design criteria:

a. During a large-break loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA),
.the peak cladding temperature must not exceed a limit
of 2200'F (10 CFR 50.46) (Ref.1);

i b. During a loss-of-forced-reactor-coolant-flow accident,
there must be at least a 95% probability at a 95%
confidence level that the hot fuel rod in the core'

does not experience a Departure from Nucleate Boiling,

| (DNB) condition;

c. During an ejected rod accident, the fission energy
input to the fuel must not exceed 280 cal /gm (Ref. 2);
and

l d. The control rods must be capable of shutting down the
I reactor with a minimum required SHUTDOWN MARGIN with
| the highest worth control rod stuck fully withdrawn
| (GDC 26) (Ref. 3).

L Limits on F,(Z) ensure that the value of the total peaking
| factor assumed as an initial condition in the accident
! analyses remains valid. Other criteria must also be met

(e.g., maximum cladding oxid:ition, maximum hydrogen
generation, coolable geometry, and long-term cooling).
However, the peak cladding temperature is typically most
limiting.

| F Z', limits assumed in the LOCA analysis are typically
li(miting (i.e., lower) relative to the F,(Z) assumed in
safety analyses for other accidents. Therefore, this LC0

|
' provides conservative limits for other accidents.

L Fo(Z) satisfies Criterion 2 of the NRC Interim Policy
Statement.

(continued)
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Heat Flux Hot Channel Factor (F,(Z))
B 3.2.1 A

i

O(' BASES (continued)

LCO The Fa(Z) shall be limited by the following relationships:

Fo(Z) s % * K(Z) for P > 0.5

Fo(Z) $ * K(Z) for P s 0.5

where: CFQ is the Fa limit at RATED THERMAL POWER (RTP)
provided in the CORE OPERATING LIMITS REPORT (COLR),

K(Z) is the normalized Fo(Z) as a function of core
height provided in the COLR, and

THERMAL POWER
P=

RTP

for this facility, the actual values of CFQ and K(Z) are
given in the COLR; however, CFQ is normally a number on the
order of [2.32), and K(Z) is a function that looks like the
one provided in Figure B 3.2.1A-1.

The Fa(Z) limits define limiting values for core power
't peaking that precludes peak cladding temperatures above

2200*F during either e large- or small-break LOCA.

This LC0 requires operation within the bounds assumed in the
safety analyses. Calculations are parformed in the core
design process to confirm that;the core can be controlled in
such a manner during operation'that it can stay within the
LOCA F,(Z) limits. If F (Z) cannot be maintained within theo
LCO limits, reduction of the core power is required.

Violating the LCO limits for F (2) could produceo
unacceptable consequences should a design basis event occur
while F,(Z) is outside its specified limits.

[For this facility, an OPERABLE [Incore Detector System]
constitutes the following:]

[For this facility, the following support systems are
required OPERABLE to ensure [Incore Detector System]
OPERABILITY:]

(continued)

(continued)
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Heat Flux Hst Channel Factor (F,(Z))
B 3.2.lA

BASES (continued)

| |
DO N OPERATE IN THIS AREA
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|
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Figure B 3.2.lA-1 (Page 1 of 1)

K(2) - Normalized Fo(Z) as a Function of Core Height

(continued)

(continued)
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! Heat Flux Hot Channel Factor (Fo(Z))
B 3.2.lA

I BASES (continued)

LCO (For this facility, those required support systems that upon
(continued) their failure do not declare the (Incore Detector System)

inoperable and their justification are as follows:)

|-
APPLICABILITY The Fo(Z) limits must be maintained while in MODE 1 to

preclude core power distributions from exceeding the limits
assumed in the safety analyses. Applicability in other
MODES is not required because there is insufficient stored
energy in the fuel or energy being transferred to the
reactor coolant to require a limit on the distribution of
core power.

ACTIONS M
Reducing THERMAL POWER by at least 1% for each 1% by which
Fo(Z) exceeds its limit maintains an acceptable absolute
power density. [For this facility, THERMAL POWER is reduced
by the following actions:) The Completion Time of

n 15 minutes provides an acceptable time to reduce power in an

(V) orderly manner and without allowirg the plant to remain in
an unacceptable condition for an extended period of time.

U
When core peaking factors are sufficiently high that
LC0 3.2.3 does not permit operation at RTP, the Acceptable
Operation Limits for AXIAL FLUX DIFFERENCE are scaled down.
This percentage reduction is equal to the amount, expressed
as a percentage, by which F (Z) exceeds its specified limit.o

This assures a near constant maximum linear heat rate in
units of kW/ft at the acceptable operation limits. The
Completion Time of 4 hours for the change in setpoints is
sufficient considering the small likelihood of a severe
transient in this relatively short time period and the
preceding prompt reduction in THERMAL POWER in accordance
with Required Action A.1,

M
A reduction of the Power Range Neutron-High Trip Setpoints
by at least 1% for each 1% by which F (Z) exceeds itso

(continued)

(continued)
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Heat Flux Hot Channel Factor (F,2.lA(Z))
B 3.

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS specified limit is a conservative action for protection
(continued) against the consecuences of severe transients with

unanalyzed power distributions. The Completion Time of
8 hours is sufficient considering the small likelihood of a
severe transient in this period and the preceding prompt
reduction in THERMAL POWER in accordance with Required
Action A.I.

U
Reduction in the Overpower AT Trip setpoints by 1% for each
1% by which Fo(Z) exceeds its limit is a conservative action
for protection against the consequences of severe transients
with unanalyzed power distributions. The Completion Time of
72 hours is sufficient considering the small likelihood of a
severe transient in this period and the preceding prompt
reduction in THERMAL POWER in accordance with Required
Action A.l.

M

Verification that F (Z) has been restored to within itso
limit by performing SR 3.2.1.1 prior to increasing THERMAL
POWER above the limit imposed by Required Action A.1,
assures that core conditions during operation at higher
power levels are consistent with safety analyses
assumptions.

IL1

If the RequireJ Actions of A.1 through A.4 cannot be met
within their associated Completion Times, or if Fo(Z) cannot

! be determined because of incore detector system
inoperability, the plant must be placed in a MODE or
condition in which the LC0 requirements are not applicable.
This is done by placing the plant in at least MODE 2 within
6 hours.

This allowed Completion Time is reasonable based on
operating experience regarding the amount of time it takes
to reach MODE 2 from full power operation in an orderly
manner and without challenging plant systems.

(continued)
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Heat Flux Hot Channel factor (F,2.1A(Z))
B 3.

A
) BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.2.1.1
REQUIREMENTS

Verification that F,(Z) is-within its limit involves
manufacturing tolerance and measure (Z) to allow for
increasing the measured values of F

ment uncertainties and
then making a comparison to the limits. These limits are
provided in the COLR. Specifically, the measured value of
the Heat Flux Hot Channel Factor (F;) is increased by 3% to
account for fuel manufacturing tolerances and by 5% for flux
map measurement uncertainty. This is equivalent to
increasing the directly measured values of Fo(Z) by 1.0815%
before comparing to LCO limits (Ref. 4).

SR 3.2.1.1 has been modified by a Note, which states that
SR 3.0.4~is not applicable. The unit must be in MODE 1
before the surveillance can be performed.

The surveillance Frequency of 31 effective full power days'

(EFPDs) is adequate to monitor the change of power
distribution with core burnup because the power distribution
changes relatively slowly for this amount of fuel burnup.
The surveillance may be done'more frequently if required by
the results of SR.3.2.1.2.,

.t
\ Performing the surveillance prior to exceeding 75% RTP after

each refueling assures that the F,(Z) limit will be met when
RTP is achieved.

SR 3.2.1.2

The nuclear design-includes calculations which predict that
the core can be operated within the F,(Z) limits. Since
flux maps are taken at steady-state conditions, the axial'
variations in power distribution for normal operation
maneuvers such as load following are not present in the flux
map data. These axia?. variations are, however,

i conservatively calculated by considering, in the nuclear
;. . design process, a wide range of unit maneuvers in normal
| operation. F ,(Z) is the radial-peaking factor, which. is
L one-component of F,(Z), and should be consistent between the

nuclear design values and the measured values (F,,(Z)
: multiplied by the normalized average axial power at
L elevation Z gives F (Z)).o

(continued)

(continued)
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Heat Flux Hot Channel Factor (F,(Z))
B 3.2.lA

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE The core plane regions applicable to an F,, evaluation
REQUIREMENTS exclude the following, measured in percent of core height:

(continued)
a. Lower core region, from 0% to 15% inclusive;

b. Upper core region, from 85% to 100% inclusive;

c. Grid plane regions, i 2% inclusive; and

d. Core plane regions, within i 2% of the bank demand
position of the control banks.

The following terms are used in the F,, evaluation:

Fi, The measured value of F,, obtained directly from-

the flux map results.

F|, The measured value, F7, multiplied by 1.0815 to-

account for fuel m.nufacturing tolerances and
flux map measurement uncertainty (Ref. 2).

;

F|" The lim +- of F,, at RTP.-

F",' * ((1 + PFXY * (1 - P): . (The limit of F,, atFI, -

the current THERMAL POWER 'evel).

The power factor multiplier for Fxy.PFXY -
,

| [The fraction of RTP at which Fxy was measured.]| P =

The predicted value of the Heat Flux Hot ChannelF;" -
|

factor.

F"' and PFXY are provided in the COLR. Fly and F|,are
measured and calculated at discrete core elevations. Note

,

| that F,, can be rewritten as F,,(Z) to indicate that F,,
varies along the axial height of the core. Flux map data'

will typically be taken for 30-75 core elevations.

(continued)
i

(continued)
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Heat Flux Hot Channel Factor (F,(Z))
B 3.2.1A

o

(v) BASES (continued);

|

SURVEILLANCE The top and bottom regions of the core are excluded from the
i REQUIREMENTS F,, evaluation because of the difficulty of making precise

(continued) and meaningful measurements in these regions and also
because of the low probability that these regions would be
more limiting than the central 70% of the core in the
accident analyses.

Grid plane regions and rod tip regions are also excluded
because the flux data may give spurious values because of
the difficulty in lining up flux traces accurately in
regions of rapidly varying flux, in addition, these small
>ortions of the core are reduced in local power density
>ecause of neutron absorption in the grids and control rods
and, therefore, cannot be regions of peak linear power.

An evaluation of F,,(Z) is used to confirm that F,(Z) is
within its limits. If Fj,is less than F|' , it is/
concluded that the LC0 limit on F,(Z) is met. This is true
for flux maps taken at reduced power since the F,,(Z) value
will inherently be less as THERMAL POWER is increased. The ,

feedback from the Doppler coefficient and moderator effects
will flatten the power distribution with increased THERMAL

[] POWER.

The first Note of this surveillance provides the action to
be taken, if F|,is greater than Fi, , in this case, the
F,(Z) limit may be exceeded. Prope-tionally increasing the
predicted F"(Z) by the amount that F|,is exceeded gives an
adjusted F,(Z), which is compared with the F,(Z) limit. If

the adjusted F,(Z) exceeds the LC0 limit, the operator must
perform Required Actions A.1 through A.5.

ThesecondNoteinthissurveillancestatesthatifFly is
greater than F|' but less than Fiy, then this surveillance/
shall be repeated within 24 hours after exceeding by
2 20% RTP the THERMAL POWER at which Fj,was last determined,
so as to demonstrate that F,,(Z) is being sufficiently
reduced as power increases. This reduction, because of
feedback from the Doppler coefficient and moderator effects,
should ensure that when RTP is attained, the measured F",(Z)
willbelessthanF"/.

(continued)

(continued)
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Heat Flux Hot Channel Factor (F,(Z))
B 3.2.lA

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.2.1.2 has been modified by s third Note, which states
REQUIREMENTS that SR 3.0.4 is not applicable. The piant must be in

(continued) MODE 1 before the surveillance can be performed.

The surveillance Fret;uency of 31 EFPD is adequate to monitor
the change of power distribution with core burnup because
the power distribution changes relatively slowly for this
amount of fuel burnup. The surveillance may be done more
frequently if required by the results of F,, ev31uations.
Specifically, the F,, evaluation is required by this
surveillance if the evaluation shows that F|' is < Fi and/
todemonstratethattheLC0ismetafterbeingexceeded.

Performirg the surveillance prior to exceeding 75% RTP after
each refueling assures that the F,(Z) limit will be met when
RTP is achieved.

REFERENCES 1. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50.46,
" Acceptance Criteria for Emergency Core Cooling
Systems for Light Water Nuclear Power Reactors."

2. Regulatory Guide 1.77, Rev. [ ], " Assumptions Used for
Evaluating a Control Rod Ejection Accident for
Pressurized Water Reactors," [date].

3. Title 10, CcJe of Federal Regulations, Part 50,
Appendix A, " General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power
Plants," GDC 26, " Reactivity Control System Redundancy

| and Capability."

! 4. [WCAP-7308-L-P-A, Evaluation of Nuclear Hot Channel
factor Uncertainties, June 1988.]'

!

|

|

|

1

I

O
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Heat Flux Hot Channel Factor (F (Z))o
B 3.2.1B

A
B 3.2 POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS

B 3.2.1B llPJLt Flux HoLfAtonel Factor (F (Z)) (f. Methodology)
(RelaxedAxialOffsetControl(h0C)-AXIALFLUXDIFFERENCE(AFD))

BASES

BACKGROUND The purpose of the limits on the values of F (Z) is to limit
the local (i.e pellet) peak power density. $hevalueof
F (Z) varies along the axial height of the core (Z).o

F (Z) is defined as the maximum local fuel rod linear powero
density divided by the average fuel rod linear power
density, assuming nominal fuel pellet and fuel rod
dimensions. Therefore, Fo(Z) is a measure of the peak fuel
pellet power within the reactor core.

During power operation, the global power distribution is
limited by LC0 3.2.3, AX1AL FLUX DIFFERENCE (AFD), and
LC0 3.2.4, QUADRANT POWER TILT RATIO (QPTR), which are
directly and continuously measured process variables. Thes(
LCOs along with LCO 3.1.7, Control Bank Insertion Limits,
maintain the core limits on power distributions on a
continuous basis.

() F (Z) varies with fuel loading patterns, control banko
insertion, fuel burnup, and changes in axial power
distribution.

F (Z) is measured periodically using the incore detectoro
system. These measurements are generally taken with the
core at or near steady-state conditions.

Using the measured three-dimen.c;cnal power distributions, it
is possible to derive a measured .alue for F,(Z). However,
since this value represents r. steady-state condition, it
will not include the variation:: in the value of F (Z) whicho
would be present during nonequilibrium situations, such as
load following.

To account for these possible variations, the steady-state
value of F (Z) is adjusted by an elevation-dependent factor,o
which accounts for the calculated worst-case transient
conditions.

1

i (continued)

(continued)

CT
L.),
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Heat Flux iiot Channe', Factor (F,2.18(Z))
C 3.

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND Core monitoring and control under non-steady-state
(continued) conditions are accomplished by operating the core within the

limits of the appropriate LCOs, including the limits on AFD,
QUADRANT POWER TILT RATIO, and control red insertion.

APPLICABLE This LC0 precludes core power distributions from occurring
SAFETY ANAliSES which would violate the following fuel design criteria:

a. During a large-break loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA),
the peak cladding temperature must not exceed a limit
of 2200*F (10 CFR 50.46) (Ref. 1);

b. During a loss-of-forced-reactor-coolant-flow accident,
there must be at least a 95% probability at a 95%
confidence level that the hot fuel rod in the core
does not experience a Departure from Nucleate Boiling
(DNB) condition;

c. During an ejected rod accident, the fission energy
input to the fuel must not exceed 280 cal /gm (Ref. 2);
and

d. The control rods must be capable of shutting down the
reactor with a minimum required SHUTDOWN MARGIN with
the highest worth control rod stuck fully withdrawn

| (GDC 26) (Ref. 3).

Limits on F (Z) ensure that the value of the initial totalo

i peaking factor assumed in the accident analyses remains
i valid. Other criteria must also be met (e.g., maximum

cladding oxidation, maximum hydrogen generation, coolable
geometry, and long-term cooling). However, the peak
cladding temperature is typically most limiting.,

F Z) limits assumed in the LOCA analysis are typically
ll(miting (i.e., lower) relative to the F (Z) assumed in
safety analyses for other postulated accldents. Therefore,i

this LCO provides conservative limits for other postulated
accidents.

F (Z) satisfies Criterion 2 of the NRC Interim Policyn
Statement.

1

(continued),

O
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Heat Flux Hot Channel factor (F,2.lB(Z))
B 3.

h , BASES (continued)'
O _

,

LCO - The Heat Flux Hot Channel f actor, F,(Z), shall be limited by
the following relationships:

F,(Z) s M K(Z) for P > 0.5
P

F,(Z) s E K(Z)- for P $ 0.5
0.5

+

,where:1 -CFQ is the F,(Z) limit at RATED THERNAL POWER
(RTP) provided in the CORE OPERATING LIMITS'

.,
'

REPORT (COLR),

K(Z) is the normalized F (Z) as a function of core
height provided in the COLR, and

THERMAL POWER
P=

,RTP

For_ this- facility, the actual values of CFQ and K(Z) are
- given in the COLR;:however, CFQ is normally: a number on the-

4 - order of (2.32], and K(Z)-is a functior that looks like the-
one provided in Figure-B.3.2.1B-1.. t

+

For RAOC operation,- F (2) .is approximated by F8(2) and

ll(Z). Thus, both i!(%)-and Fj(Z)_ must meet the aboveFW -

mits on F,(Z)". :

An F8(Z) evaluation requires' obtaining an incore flux map in
-MODE 1. From the:'incore flux map results we obtain the
measured value of F,(Z), called Fj(Z), We then have:

F8(Z) - Fj(Z) * (1.0815)

where-(1.0815) is-a factor that accounts for. fuel
: manufacturing tolerances and flux map measurement
uncertainty.

F8(Z) is an excellent approximation for Fo(Z) when the i

reactor isLat-the steady-state power at which the incore
flux map _was taken.

(continued)

(continued)

nv
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Heat Flux Hot Channel Factor (F,(Z))
B 3.2.1B l

BASES (continued)

f I

DO NOT OPERATE IN THIS AREA

(6.0,1 h)

(10.8, 0.94)

0.8 -

(12 4,0.65)g
W 0.8 - - -

0
0.4

THl3 FIOURE FOR
ILLEISTRATiON ONLY,

DO NOT USE FOR0.2
OPERATION

FT. 0 2 4 6 0 10 12
i c3 % is.e n3 so 0 no.7 au , 100

cone HEmm

L
,

* For cora height of 12 feet

figure B 3.2.18-1 (Page 1 of 1)

K(Z) Normalized F,(Z) as a FunctJon of Core Height

(continued)
-

.

(continued)
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|
Heat Flux Hot Channel Factor (F,(Z))'

B 3.2.18

BASES (continued)
'%/'

LC0 To obtain Fj(Z) we multiply:
(continued)

Fs(Z) - F8(Z) * W(Z)

where W(Z) is a cycle-dependent function that accounts for
power distribution transients encountered during normal
operation. W(Z) is included in the COLR.

The F,(Z) limits define limiting values for core power
peaking that precludes peak c'bdding temperatures above
2200'F during either a large- or small-break LOCA.

This LCO requires operation within tt: ads assumed in the,

safety analyses. Calculations are pc. ,i..ned in the core
design process to confirm that the core can be controlled in
such a manner during operation that it can stay within the
LOCA F,(Z) limits. If F,(Z) cannot be maintained within the
LC0 limits, reduction of the core powar is required.

Violating the LC0 limits for F (Z) could produce
unacceptable consequences should a dssign basis event occur
while F,(Z) is outside its specified limits.

| {For this facility, an OPERABLE (Incore Detector System]
'v constitutes the following:]

[For this facility, the following support systems are
required OPERABLE to ensure [Incore Detector System]
OPERABILITY:]

[For this facility, those required support systems that upon
their failure do not declare the [Incore Detector System]
inoperable and their justification are as follows:)

APPLICABILITY The F,(Z) limits must be maintained in MODE 1 to preclude
core power distributions from exceeding the limits assumed
in the safety analyses. Applicat,Ility in other MODES is not
required because there is either insufficient stored energy
in the fuel or insufficient energy being transferred to the
reactor coolant to require a limit on the distribution of
core power.

(continued)
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Heat Flua not Channel Factor (F,2.1B(Z))
B 3.

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS M
Reducing THERMAL POWER by at least 1% R1P for each 1% by
which F5(Z) exceeds its limit, maintains an acceptable
absolute power density. (For this facility THERMAL "9WER
H redeced by the following actions:
inulcipled by a factor accounting for) man (ufactur :-FgZ)isF"
tolerances and measurement uncertainties. Fj(Z)
measured valm of f (Z). The Completion Time of lu minates
provides an acceptable time to reduce power in an orderly
manner and without allowing the plant to remain in an
unacceptable condition for an extended period of time.

M

A reduction of the Power Range Neutron Flux-High Trip
setpoints by at least 1% for each 1% by which F8(Z) exceeds
its limit is a conservative action for protection against
the consequences of severe transients with unanalyzed power
distributions. he Completion Time of 8 hours is sufficient
considering the small likelihood of a severe transient in
this time period and the preceding prompt reduction in
THERMAt. POWER in accordance with Required Action A.I.

M
Reduction in the Overpower AT Tri) setpoints by 1% for each
1% by which F8(Z) exceeds its lim't is a conservative action
for protection against the consequences of severo transients
with unanalyzed power distributions. The Completion Time of
72 hours is sufficient consioering the small likelihood of a
severe transient in this time period and the preceding
prompt reduction in THERMAL POWER in accordance with
Required Action A.I.

M
Verification that Fj(Z) has been restored to within its
'imit by performing SR 3.2.1.1 prior to increasing THERMAL
r0WER above the limit imposed by Required Action A.1,
assures that core conditions during operation at higher
power levels are consistent with safety analyses
assumptions.

__
(continued)

(continued)

O
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Heat Flux Hot Channel Factor (F,(Z))
B 3.2.18

m
( ) BASES (continued)
LJ

ACTIONS !L1
(continued)

If it is found that the maximum calculated value of F (Z)
which can occur during normal maneuvers, F((Z), exceeds its
specified limits, there exists a potential for Fi(Z) to
become excessively high if a normal operational transient
occurs. Reducing the AFD.by at least 1% for each 1% by

which Fg(2 hours restricts the axial flux distribution suchZ) exceeds its ilmit within the allowed CompletionTime of
that even if a transient occurred, core peaking factors
would not be exceeded.

ful
if Required Actions A.1 through A.4 or B.1 are not met
within their associated Completion Times, or if F8(Z) or
Fg(Z) or both cannot be determined because of incore
detector system inoperability, the plant must be placed in a
mode or condition in which the LCO requirements are not
applicable. This is done by placing the plant in at least
MODE 2 within 6 hours.

This allowed Completion Time is reasonable hsed on
O) operating experience regarding the amount of time it takes(v to reach MODE 2 from full power operation in an orderly

manner and without challenging plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.2.1.1
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.2.1.1 is modiN ed by two Notes. The first Note applies
during the first power ascension after a refueling, it

states that THERMAL POWER may be increased until a power
level for extended operation has been achieved and a power
distribution map has been obtained. This allowance is
modified, however, by one of the frequency conditions for
SR 3.2.1.1 that requires verification that F8(Z) is within
its specified limits after a power rise of more than 10% of
RTP over the THERMAL POWER at which F[(Z) was last verified
to be within its specified limits. Since F8(Z) could not
have previously been measured in this reload core, there is
a second Frequency condition applicable for reloed cores
only that allows a first power ascension after a refueling

(continued)

(continued)

O(m
\
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Heat flux Hot Channel f actor (F,(Z))
B 3.2.lB

BASE $ (continued)

SURVEILLANCE up to 75% of RTP before the first determination of F[(Z) is
REQUIREMENTS required. [For this facility, this is acceptable because:]

(continued)
The second Note states that the provisions of SR 3.0.4 do
not apply because the plant must be in H0DE 1 before the
surveillance can be performed.

Verification that Fj(Z) 's within its specified limits
involves increasing the measured values of F
F;(Z)) to allow for manufacturing tolerance a$(Z) (i.e.,nd measurement
uncertainties in order to obtain F8(Z). Specifically,
F"(Z)

the measured value of F,Z) * (1,0815) (Ref. 4).(Z) obtained from incore
flux map results and F8(Z) Fj(
Fj(Z) is then compared te its specified limits.

The limit to which Fj(th a function called K(Z) provided inZ) is compared varies inversely with
power and directly wi
the COLR.

(for this facility, the surveillance frequency of 31
effective full power days (EFPDs) is adequate to monitor the
change of power distribution with core burnup because:]

[For this facility, performing this surveillance prior to
exceeding 75% of RTP assures that the Fj(Z) limit will be
met when RTP is achieved because:)

If THERMAL POWER has been increased by 10% or more of RTP
since the last determination of F8(Z)' enother evaluation of
this factor is required upon achieving equilibrium

,

conditions at this higher power level to assure that F8(Z)
values are being reduced sufficiently with power increase to
stay within the LCO limits.

SR 3.2.1 2

The nuclear design process includes calculations which are
performed to determine that the core can be operated within
the F Z) limits.
condil(ions, the variations in power distribution resultingSince flux maps are taken in steady-state
from normal operational maneuvers are not present in the
flux map data. These variations are, however,
conservatively calculated b considering a wide range of
unit maneuvers in norma! operation. The maximum peaking
factor increase over steady-state values, calculated as a

(continued)
_.

(continued)
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Heat flux Hot Channel f actor (fo(Z))
B 3.2.10

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE function of core elevation, Z, is called W(Z). Multiplying
REQUIREMENTS the measured total peaking factor, FS(Z), by W(Z) gives the

(continued) maximum F (Z) calculated to occur in normal operation,o

FV(Z).

The limit to which Ff(Z) is compared varies inversely with
! power and directly with a function called VIZ) provided in

the COLR.

The W(Z) curve is provided in the COLR for discrete core
elevations. Flux map data will typically be taken for 30 to
75 core elevations. F8(Z) evaluations are not applicable
for the following axial core regions, measured in percent of
core height:

a. Lower core region, from 0% to 15% inclusive; and

b. Upper core region, from 85% to 100% inclusive.

The top and bottom 15% of the core are excluded from the
evaluation because of the low probability that these regions
would be more limiting in the safety analyses and because of
the difficulty of making a precise nicasurement in these

O regions.

This Surveillance has been modified by Note 1, which may
require that more frequent surveillances be performed. If

Fs(Z) is evaluated and found to be within its 1;mit, an
evaluation of the expression below is .equired to account
for any increase to F;(Z) which could occur and cause the
f ( ) limit to be exceeded before the next required F (Z)o o

eva uation.

If the two most recent F (Z) evaluations show an increase in;

the expression
- _

maximum F8(Z)

over Z K(Z)
-

it is required to meet the Fo(Z) limit with the last Fg(Z)
increased by a factor of [1.0815] or to evaluate F (Z) moreo
frequently, each 7 EFPD. These alternative requirements

(continued)

(continued)
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Heat Flux Hot Channel Factor (F,2.lB(Z))
B 3.

BASES (continued)
_

SURVEILLANCE will prevent F,(Z) from exceeding its limit for any
REQUIREMENTS significant period of timo without detection.

(continued)
Based upon calculations, it is not expected t:.at the Fi(Z)
which is closest to the limit will increase by more than 3

( )% in 31 EFPDs.

The surveillance Frequency of 31 EfPDs is adequata tu
monitor the change of power distrit,ution with core burnup.
The surveillance may be done more frequently if required by
the results of F,(Z) evaluations.

(For this facility, the surveillance Frequency of 31 EFPDs
is adequate to monitor the change of power distribution
because:)

F (Z) is verified at power levels greater than 10% of RTP
above the THERMAL POWER of its last verification after
achieving equilibrium conditions to assure that F,(Z) will
be within its limit-at higher power levels.

(For this facility, performing the surveillance prior to
exceeding 75% of RTP assures that the F,(Z) limit will be
metwhenRTPisachieved,because:)

_ _ _

REFERENCES 1. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50.46,
' Acceptance Criteria for Emergency Core Cooling
Systems for Light Water Nuclear Power Reactors," 1974.

2. Regulatory Guide 1.77 Rev. ( ),"AssumptionsUsed
for Evaluating a Control Rod Ejection Accident for
Pressurized Water Reactors," (date).

3. Title 10, Code of federal Regulations, Part 50,
Appendix A. " General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power
Plants," GDC 26, " Reactivity Control System Redundancy
and Capability."

4. (WCAP-7308-L-P-A, Evaluation of Nuclear Hot Channel
FactorUncertainties, June 1988.]

O
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Nuclear Enthalpy Rise Hot Channel Factor (Fi,)
B 3.2.2m

B 3.2 POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS
|

B 3.2.2 HuclearEnthalovRiseHotChannelfactor(F1,) 1

BASES

BACKGROUND The purpose of this LCO is to establish limits on the power
density at any point in the core so that the fuel design
criteria are not exceeded and the accident analysis
assumptions remain valid. The design limits on local
(pellet) and integrated fuel rod peak power density are
expressed in terms of hot channel factors. Control of the
core power distribution with respect to these factors
assures that local conditions in the fuel rods and coolant
channels will not challenge core integrity at any location
during either normal operation or a postulated accident
analyzed in the safety analyses.

F1, is defined as the ratio of the integral of the linear
power along the fuel rod with the highest integrated power
to the average integrated fuel rod power. Therefore, F"

CN is a measure of the maximum total power produced in a fuel
( rod.

F1 is sensitive to fuel loading patterns, bank insertion
an!!fuelburnup. F" typically increases with control bank
insertionandtypicallydecreaseswithfuelburnup.

F" is not directly measurable but is inferred from a potter
di,stributionmapobtainedwiththemovableincoredetector
system. Specifically, the results of the three-dimensional
power distribution map is analyzed by a computer to

determineF1,fullpowerdays(EFPDs).This factor is calculated at least every
.

31 effective However, during, power
operation, the global power distribution is monitored by
LCG 3.2.3, AXIAL FLUX DIFFERENCE (AFD), and LC0 3.2.4,
QUADRANT POWER TILT RATIO (QPTR), which are directly and
continuously measured process variables.

'

The CORE OPERATING LIMIT REPORT (COLR) provides peaking
factor limits that ensure that the design basis value of the

| Departure from Nucleate Boiling (DNB) is met for normal
operation, operational transients, and any transient!

| condition arising from events of moderate frequency. The
| DNB design basis precludes DNB and is met by limiting the
L

(continued)

U (continued)
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Nuclear Enthalpy Rise Hot Channel Factor (FL)
B 3.2.2

O
BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND minimum local DNB heat flux ratio to 1.3. All transient
(continued) eventsthatmaybeDNBlimitedareassumedtobeginwithaFL

that satisfies the LC0 requirements.

Operation outside the LCO limits could produce unacceptable
consequences should a DNB limiting event occur. The DNB
design basis ensures that there will be no overheating of
the fuel, which may result in possible cladding perforation
with the release of fission products to the reactor coolant.

APPLICABLE Limits on F arevent core power distributions from
occurring w$" c1 would exceed the following fuel designSAFETY ANALYSES
limits:

a. Thers r.ust be at least a 95% probability at a 95%
confidence level that the hottest fuel rod in the core
does not experience a DNB condition, hereafter
referred to as the 95/95 DNB criterion;

b. During a large-break loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA),
the peak cladding temperature (PCT) must not exceed a
limit of 2200'F;

c. During an ejected rod accident, the fission energy
input to the fuel must not exceed 280 cal /gm (Ref. 1];
and

d. The control rods must be capable of shutting down the
reactor with a minimum required SHVIDOWN MARGIN with
the highest worth control rod stuck fully withdrawn
[GDC 26) (Ref. 2).

For transients that may be DNB limited, the Reactor Coolant
System flow and the F", are the core paranseters of most
importance. The limits on FL ensure that the DNB design
basis is met for normal operation, operational transients,
and any transients arising from events of moderate
frequency. The DNB design basis is met by limiting the
minimum DNBR to the 95/95 DNB criterion of 1.3. This value
provides a high degree of assurance that the hottest fuel
rod in the core will not experience a DNB.

{ continued)

(continued)
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Nuclear Enthalpy Rise Hot Channel f actor (F1,)
B 3.2.2,-

(sNs)
BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE The allowable F1, limit increases witn decreasing aower
SAFETY ANALYSES level. ThisfunctionalityinF1,isincludedintie

(continued) analyses that provide the Reactor Core Safety Limits (SLs)
of SL 2.1.1. Therefore, any DNB events in which the
calculation of the core limits is modeled implicitly use
this variable value of F" in the analyses. Likewise, all
transientsthatmaybeDNlimitedareassumedtobeginwith
an initial F1, as a function of power level defined by the
COLR limit equation.

The LOCA safety analysis indirectly models F", Factor (F,(Z))
as an input

prameter. TheNuclearHeatFluxHotChannei
and the axial peaking factors are inserted directly into the
LOCA safety analyses that verify the acceptability of the
resulting peak cladding temperature (Ref. 3).

The fuel is protected in aart by Technical Specifications, a

which provide assurance t1at the initial conditions assumed
in the safety and accident analyses remain valid. The
following LCOs assure this: LC0 3.2.3, AXIAL FLUX

A DIFFERENCE (AFD), LCO 3.2.4, QUADRANT POWER TILT RATIO
I (QPTR), LCO 3.1.7, Control Bank Insertion Limits, LC0 3.2.2,
\ Nuclear Enthalpy Rise Hot Channel Factor (F",), andi

LCO 3.2.1, Heat Flux Hot Channel Factor (F,(Z)).

F1, and F (Z) are measured periodically using the movable
' incore detector system. Measurements are generally taken

with the core at, or near, steady-state conditions. Core
monitoring and control under transient conditions
(Condition 1 events) are accomplished by operatinc the core
within the limits of the LCOs on AXIAL FLUX DIFFERENCE,
QUADRANT POWER TILT RATIO, and Bank Insertion Limits.

F", satisfies Criterion 2 of the NRC Interim Policy
S(atement.

LC0 F1 shall be maintained within the limits of therelationshipprovidedintheCOLR.

The Fi, limit identifies the coolant flow channel with the
maximum enthalpy rise. This channel has the least heat
removal capability and thus the highest probability for a
DNB.

(continued)

(continued)
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Nuclear Enthalpy Rise Hot Channel Factor (F1,)
B 3.2.2

O
BASES (continued)

LCO The limiting value of F" , described by the equation
(continued) contained in the COLR, is the design radial peaking factor

used in the unit safety analyses.

A power multiplication factor in this equation includes an
additional margin for higher radial peaking from reduced
thermal feedback and greater control rod insertion at low
power levels. The limiting value of F" is allowed to
increase 0.3%forevery1%ofRATEDTHkhlPOWER(RTP)
reduction in THERMAL POWER.

(For this facility, an OPERABLE (Incore Detector System)
constitutes the following']

[For this facility, the following support systems are
required OPERABLE to ensure (Incore Detector System)
OPERABILITY:)

[For this facility, those required support systems that upon
their failure do not declare the [Incore Detector System)

| inoperable and their justification are as follows:)

APPLICABILITY TheF1,linitsmustbemaintainediaM00F1topreclude
core power distributions from exceeding the fuel design
limits for CNBR and PCT. Applicability in other modes is
not required because there is either insufficient stored
energy in the fuel or insufficient energy being transferred

, to tfie coolant to require a limit on the distribution of
fore power. Specifically, the design bases events that are

in other u des (MODES 2 through 5) have
sensitivetoF1,intoDNB,andtherefore,thereisnoneedsignificant marg
torestrictFi,inthesemodes.

I ACTIONS Add
With FN, exceeding its limit, the unit is allowed 4 hours
toresforeF1,towithinitslimits. This restoration'

could, for example, involve realigning any misaligned rods
orreducingpowerenoughtobringF1,withinitspower-

(continued)

(continued)
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Nuclear Enthalpy Rise Hot Channel Factor (fi,)
r

B 3.2.2'

\
i

"
BASES (continued)

_

ACTIONS dependent limit. When the F" limits are exceeded, the
(continued) DNBR limit would likely not b,e violated in steady-state

operation, since events that could significantly perturb the
F1, value (e.g., static control rod misalignment) are
considered in the safety analyses. However, the DNBR limit
may be violated if a DNB limiting event were to occur.
Thus, the allowed Completion Time of 4 hours provides an
acceptable time to restore fi to within its limits without
allowingtheplanttoremainlnanunacceptablecondition
for an extended period of time.

(for this facility, the 4-hour Completion Time is acceptable
because:]

Condition A is modified by a Note that requires that
Required Actions A.2 and A.3 must be completed whenever
Condition A is entered. Thus, if power were not reduced
because this Required Action was completed within the 4-hour
time period, Required Action A.2 would nevertheless require
another measurement and calculation of fi, within 24 hours
in accordance with SR 3.2.2.1.zm

However, if power were reduced below 50% of RTP, Required
Action A 3 would require that another determination of F1,
would be required prior to exceeding 50% of RTP, prior to
exceeding 75% of RTP, and within 24 hours after reaching or
exceeding 95% of RTP. In addition, Required Action A.2
would be performed if power ascension were delayed past
24 hours.

A. I . 2.1 and A J . 2. 2

If the value of f" is not restored to within its specified
limiteitherbyadustingamisalignedrodorbyreducing
THERMAL POWER, the alternative option is to reduce THERMAL

| POWER to < 50% of RTP in accordance with Required
Action A.I.2.1 and reduce the Pcxsr Range Neutron Flux-High1

s 55% of RTP in accordance with Required Action A.I.2.2.
i

| The allowed Completion Time of 4 hours for Required
Action A l.2.1 is consistent with those allowed for in'

Required Action A.l.1 and provides an acceptable time to
reach the required power level from full power operation|

without allowing the plant to remain in an unacceptable
condition for an extended period of time because [ ]. The

(continued)
g
( j (continued)
v
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Nuclear Enthalpy Rise Hot Channel factor (F1,)
B 3.2.2

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS Completion Time of 4 hours for Required Actions A.1.1 and
(continued) A.2.2.1 are not additive.

The allowed Completion Time of 3 hours to reset the trip
setpoints per Required Action A.?.2.2 recognizes that, once
power is reduced, the safety analytis assumptions are
satisfied and there is no urgent need to reduce the trip
setpoints. This is a sensitive o>eration which has a l

potential to inadvertently trip tie Reactor Protection
{System.

U

Once the power level has been reduced to < 50% of RTF per |

Recuired Action A.I.1, an incore flux map must be obtained
ianc the measured value of F1, verified not to exceed the |

allowed limit at the lower power level. The unit is
provided 20 additional hours to perform this task over and
above the 4 hours allowed by eitler Action A.l.1 or Action
A.1.2.1. The Completion Time of 24 hours is acceptable
because of the increase in the DNB margin, which is obtained
at lower power levels, and the low probability of having a
DHB limiting event within this 24-hour period. Adottionally,
operating experience has indicated that this Completion Time

i

is sufficient to obtain the incore flux map, perform the
required calculations, and evaluate F1,.

U

VerificationthatF1,iswithinitsspecifiedlimitsafter
an out-of-limit occurrence assures that the cause that led
totheFlu exceeding its limit has been corrected, and
subsequent operation will proceed within the LC0 limit. This

demonstratesthattheF"fRTPandagainpriortoexceedinglimit is within the LC0 limits
prior to exceeding 50% o
75% of RTP, and within 24 hours after THERMAL POWER is
1 95% of RTP.

This Required Action is modified by ?. Note, which states
that THERMAL POWER does not have to be reduced prior to
performing this ACTION.

(continued).

(continued)
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Nuclear Enthalpy Rise Hot Channel Factor (Flu)
B 3.2.2

o

BASES (continued)

AC110NS IL1
(continued)

When Required Actions A.l.1 through A.3 cannot be completed
within their required Completion Times, or if F1, cannot be
determined because of incore detector system inoperability,
the plant must be placed in a mode in which the LC0
requirements are not applicable. This is done by placing
the plant in at least MODE 2 within 6 hours. The allowed
Completion Time of 6 hours is reasonable, based on operating
experience regarding the time required to reach MODE 2 from
full power conditions in an orderly manner and without
challenging plant systems.

SVRVEILLANCE jib 3. 2. 2.1
REQUIREMENTS

The value of Fin is determined by using the movable incore
detector system to obtain a flux distribution map. A data
reduction comauter program then calculates the maximum value

from the measurt>o flux distributions. The measured. ofF1,fF"value o must be multiplied b 1.04 to account for.

menurement, uncertainty before making comparisons to tne(
fin limit.
The 31 EFPDs surveillance frequency is acceptable because
the power distribution will change relatively slowly over
this amount of fuel burnup. Accordingly, this Frequency is
short enough so that the Fin limit will not be exceeded for
any significant period of operation.

. After each refueling, F1, must be determined prior to
! exceeding 75% RTP. This requirement ensures that F

limits are met at the beginning of each fuel cycle.1,

This surveillance is modified by a Note, which St3tes that|

I the requirements of SR 3.0.4 do not apply sino .ne unit
must be in MODE 1 to perform surveillances that demonstrate

| that the LC0 is met.

(continued)

]V
i
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Nuclear Enthalpy Rise Hot Channel f actor (FL)
B 3.2.2

BASES (continued)

REFERENCES 1. Regulatory Guide 1.77, Rev ( ), " Assumptions Used for
Evaluating a Cont,01 Rod Ejection Accident for
Pressurized Water ReaJtors," (date).

2. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50, )Appendix A, " General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power
Plants," GDC 26, " Reactivity Control System Redundancy l
and Capability."

3. Title 10, Code of feoeral Regulations, Part 50.46,
" Acceptance Criteria for Emergency Core Cooling
Systems for Light Water Nuclear Power Reactors,"
[d a*. e] .

O

O
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AFD I
'B 3.2.3A

.

B 3.2 POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS

B 3.2.3A AXIAL FLUX DIFFERENCE (AFD) (Constant Axial Offset Control (CAOC)
Methodology) l

BASES
i

BACKGROUND The )urpose of this LCO is to establish limits on the values .

of t1e AFD so as to limit the axial power distribution |

skewing to either the top or bottom of the core. By
limiting the amount of power distribution skewing, core
peaking factors are consistent with the assumptions used in
the safety analyses. Limiting power distribution skewing
over time also minimizes the xenon distribution skewing
which is a significant factor in axial power distribution
control.

The operating scheme used to control the axial power
distribution, called Constant Axial Offset Control (CAOC),
involves maintaining the AFD within a tolerance band around
a burnup-dependent target, known as the target flux
difference, to minimize the variation of the axial peaking
fector and axial xenon distribution during unit maneuvers.

The target flux difference is determined at equilibrium .

xenon conditions. The contro'l banks must be positioned
within the core in accord ,ce with their insertion limits

and Control Bank D should be inserted near its normal
position (i.e., 2 210 steps withdrawn) for steady-state
operation at high power levels. The power level should be
as near RATED THERMAL POWER (RTP) as practical. The value
of the target flux difference obtained under these
conditions divided by the fraction of RTP is the target flux
difference at RTP for the associated core burnup conditions.
Target flux differences for other THERMAL POWER levels are >

obtained by multiplying the RTP value by the appropriate
fractional THERMAL POWER level.

Periodic updating of the target flux difference value is
nocessary to follow the change of the flux difference at
steady-state conditions with burnup.

TheNuclearEnthalpyRiseHotChannelFactor(FL) dialand

QUADRANT POWER TILT RATIO (QPTR) LCOs limit the ra
component of the peaking factors,

t

(continued)
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AFD
B 3.2.3A

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE The AFD is a measure of axial power distribution skewing to
SAFETY ANALYSES the top or bottom half of the core. The AFD is very

sensitive to many core-related parameters such as control
bank positions, core power level, axial burnup, axial xenon
distribution and, to a lesser extent, reactor coolant
temperature and boron concentrations. The allowed range of
the AFD is used in the nuclear design process to confirm
that operation within these limits produces core peaking
factors and axial power distributions that meet safety
analysis requirements.

The CAOC methodology (Refs. 1, 2, and 3) entails:

a. Establishing an envelope of allowed power shapes and
power densities;

b. Devising an operating strategy for t.e cycle which
maximizes u1t flexibility (maneuvering) and minimizes
axial pcwer .,hape changes;

c. Demonstrating that this strategy will not result in
core conditions that violate the envelope of
permissible core power characteristics; and

d. Demonstrating that this power distribution cordrol
scheme can be effectively supervised with excore

; detectors.

The limits on the AFD assure that the Heat Flux Hot Channel
l Factor (Fo(Z)) is not exceeded during either normal

operation or in the event of xenon redistribution following
power changes. The limits on the AFD also limit the range
of power distributions which are assumed as initial
conditions in analyzing Conditions 2, 3, and 4 events. This
ensures that fuel-cladding integrity is maintained for these
postulated accidents. The most important Condition 4 event

i is the loss-of-coo'lant accident. The most significant
'

Condition 3 event is the loss-of-flow accident. The most
significant Condition 2 events are uncontrolled bank
withdrawal and boration or dilution accidents. Condition 2
accidents, assumed to begin from within the AFD limits, are
used to confirm the aden.uacy of Overpower AT and
Overtemperature AT trip setpoints.

(continued)

(continued)
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(G BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE The limits on the AFD satisfy Criterion 2 of the NRC
SAFETY ANALYSES Interim Policy Statement.

(continued)

LCO The shape of the power profile in the axial (i.e., the
vertical) direction is largely under the control of the
operator through either the manual operation of the control
banks or autcoatic motion of control banks responding to
temperature dsviations resulting from either manual
o)eration of the Chemical and Volume Control System to
c1ange boron concentration or from power level changes.

Signals are available to the operator from the Nuclear
Instrumentation System (NIS) excore neutron detectors I

(Ref. 4). Separate signals are taken from the top and I
bottom detectors. The AFD is defined as the difference in
normalized flux signals between the top and bottom excore

,

detector in each detector well. For convenience, this flux |
difference is converted to provide flux difference units
expressed as a percentage and labeled as %A-flux or %AI.

fm
( Part A of this LCO is modified by a Note, which states the
'

conditions necessary to declare the AFD outside of the
target band. The required target band varies with axial
burnup distribution which in turn varies with the core
average accumulated burnup. The target band uefined in the
CORE OPERATING LIMITS REPORT (COLR) may provide one target
band for the entire cycle er more than one band, each to be

110wed for a specific range of cycle burnup.-

With THERMAL POWER 2 90% of RTP, the AFD must be kept within i

the target band. With the AFD outside the target band with !

THERMAL POWER 190% of RTP, the assumptions of the accident
analyses may be violated, i

Parts B and C of this LCO are modified by Notes, which
describe how the cumulative penalty deviation time is
calculated. It is intended that the unit will be operated
with the AFD within the target band about the target flux
difference. However, during ra)id THERMAL POWER reductions,
control bank motion may cause tie AFD to deviate outside of
the target band at reduced THERMAL POWER levels. This,

(c m inued)

(continued)
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BASES (continued)

LCO deviation will not affect the xenon distribution
(continued) sufficiently to change the envelope of peaking factors which

may be reached on a subsequent return to RTP with the AFD
within the target band, provided the time duration of the
deviation is limited. Accordingly, while THERMAL POWER is
2 50% of RTP and < 90% of RTP (i.e., Part B of this LCO), a
1-hour cumulative penalty deviation time limit, cumulative
during the preceding 24 hours, is allowed during which the
unit n:ay be operated outside of the target band but within
the acceptable operation limits arovided in the COLR. This
penalty time is accumulated at tie rate of 1 minute for
each minute of operating time within the power range of
Part B of this LC0 (i.e., power > 50% of RTP but < 90% of
RTP). The cumulative penalty time is the sum of penalty
times from Part B and Part C of this LCO.

For THERMAL POWER levels > 15% of RTP and < 50% of RTP
(i.e., Part C of this LC0), deviations of the AFD outside of
the target band are less significant. The accumulation of
1/2-minute penalty deviation time per 1 minute of actual
time outside the target band reflects this reduced
significance. With THERMAL POWER < 15% of RTP, AFD is not a
significant parameter in the assumptions used in the safety
analysis and, therefore, requires no limits. Because the
xenon distribution produced at THERMAL POWER levels less
than RTP does affect the [ower distribution as power is
increased, unanalyzed xenon and power distribution is
prevented by limiting the accumulated penalty deviation
time.

The frequency of monitcring the AFD by the unit comruter is
once per minute providing an essentially continuous
accumulation of penalty deviation time which allows the
operator to accurately assess the status of the penalty
deviation time.

Violating the LC0 on the AFD C6Jld produce unacceptable
consequences should a Condition 2, 3, or 4 event occur while
the AFD is outside the limits.

Figure B 3.2.3A-1 shows a typical target band and typic .
AFD acceptable operation lim"s.

[For this facility, an OPERAbiE (Excore Detector System)
co.stitutes the following:)

(continued)

(continued)
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m
( BASES (continued)

LC0 [For this facility, the following support systems are
(continued) required OPERABLE to ensure (Excore Detector System]

OPERABILITY:)

[For this facility, those required support systems that upon
their failure do not declare the (Excore Detector System)
inoperable and their justification are as follows:)

APPLICABILITY AFD requirements are applicable in MODE I above 15% of RTP.
Above 50% of RTP, the combination of THERMAL POWER and core
peaking factors are the core parameters of primary
importance in safety analyses (Ref.1).

Between 15% and 90% of RTP, this LCO is applicable to assure
that the distributions of xenon are consistent with safety
analysis assumptions.

At or below 15% of RTP and for lower operating MODES,
the stored energy in the fuel and the energy being
transferred to the reactor coolant is low. The value of the
AFD in these conditions does not affect the consequences of

Q(3 the design basis events.

For surveillance testing of the power range channels
performed according to SR 3.3.1.6, deviation outside the
target band is permitted for 16 hours and no penalty
deviation time is accumulated. Some deviation in the AFD is
required for doing the NIS calibration with the incore
detector system. This calibration is performed every
92 days.

Low signal levels in the excore channels may preclude
obtaining valid AFD signals below 15% of RTP.

ACTIONS (L1

With the AFD outside the target band and THEPJiAL POWER 2 90%
of RTP, the assumptions used in the accident analyses may be

(continued)

( (continued)

O|Vt

!
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(continued)

(continued)
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BASES (continued)

ACTIONS violated with respect to the maximum heat generation.
,

(continued) Therefore, a Completion Time of 15 minutes is allowed to I

restore the AFD to within the target band because xenon
distributions will change very little in this relatively
short time.

M
If.the AFD cannot be restored within the target band, then
reducing THERMAL POWER to < 90% of RTP places the core in a
condition which has been analyzed and found to be
acceptable, provided that the AFD is within the acceptable
operation limits provided in the COLR.

The allowed Completion Time of 15 minutes provides an
acceptable time to either restore the AFD within its
specified limits or reduce power to < 90% of RTP without
allowing the plant to remain in an unanalyzed condition for
an extended period of time.

M
If either Required Action A.1 or A.2 is not completed within

i their required Completion Times of 15 minutes, the axial
xenon distribution will start to become skewed. In this
situation, the assumption that, when the AFD is outside its
target band for less than I hour with THERMAL POWER < 90% of
RTP but 1 50% of RTP, this deviation will not significantly
affect the xenon distribution, is no longer valid. Reducing
the power level to < 50% of RTP within the Completion Time
of 15 minutes and compliance with LCO requirements for
subsequent increases in TrtERMAL POWER will assure that
acceptable xenon distributions v3 restored.

The Completion Tire,e of 15 minutes is acceptable because the
xenon distributions will change very little in this
relatively short time. In addition, Recuired Action B.2 is
to reduce Power Range Neutron Flux-Higi trip setpoints to
$ 55% of RTP within a Completion Time of 8 hours.

Completion Time because:)ptable Required Action and(For thisfacility, this is en acce

The second part of Condition B concerns excore detector
system inoperability. If the AFD in Condition A cannot be
determit.ad because of excore detector system inoperability,

(continued)

(continued)
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BASES (continued)

ACTIONS then taking the Required Actions B.1 and B.2 is a
(continued) conservative action because it amounts to taking the same

actions one would have taken if the excore detector system
was OPERABLE and it showed that the AFD was not within the
target band,

ful
With THERMAL POWER < 90% of RTP but 1 50% of RTP, operation
with the AFD outside the target band is allowed for up to
I hour if the AFD is within the acceptable o>eration limits
prov'ded in the COLR. With the AFD within tiese limits, the
resulting axial power distribution will be acceptable as an
initial condition for accident analyses assuming the then-
existing xenon distributions. The 1-hour cumulative >enalty
deviation time restricts the extent of xenon redistri)ution
which can occur. Without this limitation, unanalyzed xenon
axial distributions could result from a different pattern of
xenon buildup and decay. The reduction to a power level
< 50% of RTP puts the reactor at a THERMAL POWER level where
the AFD is not a significant accident analysis parameter.

If the indicated AFD is outside the target band and outside
the acceptable operation limits provided in the COLR, the
peaking factors assumed in accident analysis may be exceeded
with the existing xenon condition. (Note that any AFD
within the target band is acceptable regardless of its
relationship to the acceptable operation limits.) The
Completion Time of 30 minutes allows for a prompt, yet
orderly reduction in power.

Condition C is modified by a Note which requires that
Required Actions C.1 and C.2 must be completed whenever this
:ondition is entered.

If Required Action B.1 is not completed within its required
,

Completion Time of 15 minutes, the axial xenon distribution
| will start to become significantly skewed with the THERMAL
| POWER 2 50% of RTP. In this situation, the assumption that

a cumulative penalty deviation +.ime of I hour or less during
the previous 24 hours while the AFD is outside its target
band is acceptable at < 50% of RTP, is no longer valid.

(continued)
._

(continued)
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h BASES (continued)G
ACTIONS Reducing the power level to < 15% of RTP within the

(continued) Completion Time of 9 hours and comsliance with LC0 penalty
deviation time requirements for su) sequent increases in
THERMAL POWER will assure that acceptable xenon conditions
are restored.

This Required Action must ai.;o be implemented either if the
cumulative penalty deviation time is > 1 hour during the
previous 24 hours, or the AFD is not within the target band
and not within the acceptable operation limits or if the ADF
is still not able to be determined because of excore
detector system inoperability.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.2.3.1
REQUIREMENTS

The AFD it monitored on an automatic basis using the unit
process computer which has an AFD monitor alarm. The
r.omputer determines the 1-minute - age of each of the
OPERABLE excore detector outputs ...u prod des an alarm
message imm7diately if the AFDs for two or more OPERABLE

( excore channels are outside the target band and the THERMAL
POWER is > 90% of RTP. During operation at THERMAL POWER
levels < 90% of RTP but > 15% of RTP, the computer sends an
alarm message when the cumulative penalty deviation time is
> 1 hour in the previous 24 hours.

This surveillance verifies that the AFD as indicated by tho
NIS excore channels is within the target band and consistent
with the status of the AFD monitor alarm. The surveillance
frequency of 7 days is adequate because the AFD is
controlled by the operator and monitored by the process
computer. Furthermore, any deviations of the AFD from the
target band which is not alarmed should be readily noticed.

SR 3.2.3.2

With the AFD monitor alarm inoperable, the. AFD is monitored
to detect operation outside of the target band rad to
compute the penalty deviation time. During operation at
2 90% of RTP, the AFD is monitored at a surveillance
Frequency of 15 minutes to provide a high level of assurance
that the AFD is within its limits at high THERMAL POWER

(continued)

(continued)
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BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE levels. At power levels < 90% of RTP, but > 15%
REQUIREMENTS of RTP, the surveillance Frequency is reduced to I hour

(continued) since the AFD may deviate from the target band for up to
1 bour using the methodology of Darts B and C of this LCO to
calculate the cumulative penalty deviation time before'

I corrective action is rertired. This Completion Time of
I hour is acceptable 9 ause [ ].
SR 3.2.3.2 is modified by a Note which states that monitored
and logged values of the AFD are assund to exist for the
preceding 24-hour interval in order to compute the
pellative penalty deviation time. The AFD should be

( monitored and logged more frequently in periods of operation
wMre the power level or control bank positions are changing
to allow corrective measures when the AFD is more likely to
move outside the target band.

SR 3.2.3.3

This surveillance reruires that the target flux difference
be updated at a frequency of 31 effective full power days
(EFPDs) to account for small changes which may occur in the
target flux differences in that period due to burnup by
performing SR 3.2.3.4.

Alternatively linear interpolation between the most recent
measurement of the target flux differences and a predicted
end-of-cycle value )rovides a reasonable update since the
AFD changes due to aurnup will tend toward a zero AFD.
Where the predicted end-of-cycle AFD from the cycle nuclear
design is different from 0%, ^his latter value may be a
better value for the interpo'i tion because [ ].

|

| SR 3.2.3.3 is modified by a Note which states that the
provisions of SR 3.0.4 are not applicable since the unit
must be in H0DE 1 to perform SR 3.2.3.3.

| 1R 3.2.3.4

Heasurement of the target flux difference is accomplished by
taking a flux map when the core is at equilibrium xenon
conditions, preferably at high power levels with the control

!

banks nearly withdrawn. This flux map provides the
equilibrium xenon axial power distribution from which the

| (continued)

(continued)
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B 3.2.3A

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE target value can be determined. The target flux difference
REQUIREMENTS will vary slowly with core burnup.

(continued)
A frequency of 92 EfPD for remeasuring the target flux
differences adjusts the target flux difference for each
excore channel to the value measured at steady-state
conditions. This is the basis for the CAOC. Remeasurement
at this surveillance interval also establishes the AFD
target flux difference values which will account for changes
in incore-excore calibrations which may have occurred in the
n'terim.

$R 3.'i.3.4 is modified by a Note which indicates that the
provisions of SR 3.0.4 are not applicable since the unit
must be in MODE 1 to perform this surveillance.

REFERENCES 1. WCAP-8403 (nonproprietary) Power Distribution Control
and Load Following Procedures, Westinghouse Electric
Corporation, September 1974.

p 2. T.M. Anderson to K. Kniel (Chief of Core Performance
Branch,NRC.), Attachment: Operation and Safety
Analysis Aspects of an Improved Load follow Package,
January 31, 1980.

3. C. Eicheidinger to D.B. Vassallo (Chief of Light Water
Reactors Branch, NRC), Letter NS-CE-687, July 16,
1975.

4. (Unit Name) FSAR, Section [ ),"[ Title)."

1
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B 3.2 POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS

B 3.2.38 AXIAL FLUX DIFFERENCE (AFD) (Relaxed Axial Offset Control (RA00)
Methodology)

BASES
.. . . . . . . . . . .

BACKGROUND The surpose of this LCO Is to establish limits on the valuca
of tie AFD so as to limit the amount of axial power
distribution skewing to either the top or bottom of the
core. By limiting the amount of power distribution skewing,
core peaking factors are consistent with the assumptions
used in the safety analyses. Limiting power distribution
skewing over time also minimizes the xenon distribution
skewing which is a significant factor in axial powcr
distribution control.

ROAC is a calculational procedure which defines the allowed
operational space of the AFD versus THERMAL POWER. The AFD
limits are selected by considering a range of axial xenon
distributions which could occur as a result of large
variations of the AFD. Subsequently, power peaking factors
and power distributions are examined to assure that the

O loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA), loss-of-flow accident, and
Q' anticipated transient limits are met. Violation of the AFD

limits would invalidate the conclusions of the accident and
transient analyses with regard to fuel-cladding integrity.

Although the RAOC defines limits which must be met to
satisfy safety analyses, typically an operating scheme
called Constant Axial Offset Control (CA00) will be used to
control axial power distribution in day-to-day operation
(Ref. 1). CAOC requires that the AFD be controlled within a
narrow tolerance band around a burnup-dependent target to
minimize the variation of axial peaking factors and axial
xenon distribution during unit maneuvers.

The CAOC operating space is typically smaller and lies
within the RAOC operating space. Control within the CAOC
operating space constrc. ins the variation of axial xenon
distributions and axial power distributions which can occur.
RA00 calculations assume a wide range of xenon distributions
and then confirm that the resulting power distributions will
satisfy the requirements of the accident analyses.

(continued)
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BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE The AFD is a measure of the axial power distribution skewing
SAFETY ANALYSES to either the top or bottom half of the core. The AFD is

very sensitive to many core-related parameters such as
control bank positions, core power level, axial burnup,
axial xenon distribution, and, to a lesser extent, reactor
coolant temperature and boron concentration.

The allowed range of the AFD is used in the nuclear design
process to confirm that operation within these lis;ts
produces : ore peaking factors and axial power distributions
that meet safety analysis requirements.

The RAOC methodology (Ref. 2) establishes a xenon
distribution library with tentative, very wide AFD limits.
These limits are labeled tentative because ( ). One-
dimensional axial power distribution calculations are then
performed to demonstrate that normal operation power shapes
are acceptable fer the LOCA, the loss-of-flow accident, and
for initial conditions of anticipated transients. The
tentative limits are adjusted as necessary to meet the
safety analysis requirements.

The limits on the AFD assure that the Heat Flux Hot Channel
factor (Fo(Z)) is not exceeded during either normal
operation or in the event of xenon redistribution following
power changes. The limits on the AfD also restrict the
range of power distributions which are used as initial
conditions in the analyses of Condition 2, 3, or 4 events.
This ensures that the fuel-cladding integrity is maintained
for these postulated accidents. The most important
Condition 4 event is the LOCA. The most important

! Condition 3 event is the loss-of-flow accident. The most
| important Condition 2 events are uncontrolled bank

withdrawal and boration or dilution accidents. Condition 2
accidents simulated to begin from within the AfD limits are
used to confirm the adequacy of the Overpower AT and
Overtemperature AT trip setpoints.

The limits on the AFD satisfy Criterion 2 of the NRC Interim
Policy Statement.

LC0 The shape of the power profile in the axial (i.e., the
vertical) direction is largely under the control of the

(continued)

(continued)
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BASES (continued)

LCO operator through either the manual operation of the
(cor.tinued) control banks or automatic motion of control banks

responding to temperature deviations resulting from either
manual operation of the Chunical and Volume Control System
to change boron concentration or from power level changes,

Signalc are availabic to the operator from the Nuclear
Instrumentation System (NIS) excore neutron detectors
(Ref. 3). Separate signals are taken from the top and
bottom detectors. The AFD is defined as the difference in
normalized flux signals between the top and bottom excore
detectors in each detector well. For convenience, this flux
difference is converted to provide flux difference units
expressed as a pere.cntage and labeled as %A-flux or %AI.

The AFD limits are provided in the CORE OPERATING LIMITS
REPORT. Figure B 3.2.3B-1 shows typical RA00 AFD limits.
The AfD limits for RAOC do not depend on the target flux
difference. However, the target flux difference may be used
to minimize changes in the axial power distribution.

Violating this LC0 on the AFD could produce unacceptable
O consequences if a Condition 2, 3 or 4 event occurs while the
V AFD is outside its spectfied limits.

(For this facility, an OPERABLE (Excore Detector System)
constitutes the following:)

[For this facility, the following support systems are
required OPERABLE to ensure (Excore Detector System)
OPERABILITY:)

(for this facility. those required support systems that upon
their failure do not declare the (Excore Detector System)
inoperable and their justification are as follows:)

APPLICABILITY The AFD requirements are applicable in MODE 1 above S0% of
RATED THERMAL POWER (RTP) where the combination of THERMAL
POWER and core peaking factors are of primary importance in
safety analysis.

(continued)

(continued)
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( BASES (con':inued)

APPLICABILITY For AFD limits developed using RAOC methodology, the value
(continued) of the AFD does not affect the limiting accident

consequences with THERMAL POWER < 50% of PTP and for
lower operating power MODES.

ACTIONS fu,1

When the AFD exceeds its specified limits, the assumptions
used in the accident analyses may not be valid. Therefore,
the allowed Completion Time of 15 minutes provides an
acceptable time to restore the AFD to within its limits
without .llowing the plant to remain in an unteceptable
condition for an extended period of time.

A.2.1 and A.2.2

As an alternative to restoring the AFD to within its
specified litaits, Required Action A.2.1 requires a THERMAL
POWER reduction to < 50% of RTP. This places the core in a
condition where the value of the AFD is not important in the
applicable safety analyses. A Completion Time of 30 minutes-

(xV) of RTP without challenging plant systems.
is reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach 50%

Required Action A.2.2 requires a reduction in the Power
Rango Neutron Flux-iMgh trip setpoints to s 55% RTP within
a Completion Time of 8 hours. (For this facility, this is
an appropriate Required Action end Completion Time he:ause:]

B.l.1 and B.1.2

Condition B is that the AFD cannot be determined h 'use of
excore detector system inoperability. Required Acs a B.1.1
is to reduce THERMAL POWER to < 50% RTP within a Coh... tion
Time of 30 minutes. This is a conservative action that is
consistent with Required Action A.2.1. Similarly Required
Action B.1.2 is to reduce the Power Range Neutron
Flux-High trip setpoints to s 55% RTP. This is a
conservative action that is consistent with Required Action
A.2.2. These are conservative actions because the plant is
taken down to a power level < 50% RTP, which is outside the
Applicability, in the same time as if the AFD had actually
not been within limits (Condition A).

(continued)

(continued), {}
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BASES (continued)

AciDNS Required Actions B.2.1 and B.2.2 are modified by a Note that
(continued) states that Required Action B.I.2 must be completed if

Required Action B.1.1 is completed. (For this facility,
Uls is a requirement because:]

.__.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.2.3.1 b

The AFD is monitored on an automatic basis using the unit
process computer which has an AFD menitor alarm. The
computer determines the 1-minute average of each of the
OPERABLE excore :'etcetor outputs and provides an alarm
message immediately if the AFD for two or more CPERABLE
excore channels is outside its specified limits.

This surveillance verifies that the AFD, as indicated by the
NIS excore channel, is within its specified limits and
consistent with the status of the AFD monitor alarm. With
the AFD monitor alarm inoperable, the AFD is monitored every
hour to detect operation outside its limit. The Frequency
of I hour is b. sed on operating experience regarding the
aaount of time required to vary the AFD, and the fact that
the AFD is closely monite ed. With the AFD monitor alarm
OPERABLE, the surveillanu Frequency of 7 days is adequate
considering that the AFD is monitored by a computer and any
deviation from requirements will be alarmed.

REFERENCES 1. WCAP-8403 (nonpropriets y), " Power Distribution
Control and Load i alloo m,; Procedures," Westinghouse
Electric Corporation, Sr.ptember 1974.

2. R.W. Miller et al., " Relaxation of Constant Axial
Offset Control: F Surveillance Technicalo
Specification," WCAP-10217(NP), June 1983.

3. [ Unit Name) FSAR, Section [ ],"[ Title]."

S ~~
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f

B 3.2 POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS

B 3.2.4 OVADRANT POWER T[LT RATIO (0PTR)

BASES

BACKGROUND The QPTR limit assures that the gross radial power
distribution remains consistent with the design values used
in the safety analyses. Precise radial power distribution
measurements are made during startup testing, after
refueling, and periodically curing power operation.

The QPTR is a defined term in Section 1.1, Definitions.

The power density at any point in the core must be limited
so that the fuel design criteria are maintained. Together,
LCO 3.2.3, AXIAL FLUX DIFFERENCE (AFD), LCO 3.2.4, QUADRANT
POWER TILT RATIO (QPTR), and LC0 3.1.7, Control Rod
Insertion Limits, provide limits on process variables that
characterize and control the three-dimensional power
distribution of the reactor core. Control of these
variables ensures that the core operates within the fuel
design criteria and that the power distribution reciains
within the bounds used in the safety analyses.a

APh.lCABLE This LC0 precludes core power distributions from occurring
SAFETY ANALYSES which would violate the following fuel design criteria:

During a large-break loss-of-coolant accident, thea.
peak cladding temperature must not exceed a limit of
2200'F (10 CFR 50.46) (Ref.1);

b. During a loss-of-foreti-reactor-coolant-flow accident,
there must be at least a 95% probability at a 95%
confidence level that the hot fuel rod in the core
does not-experience a Departure from Nucleate Boiling
condition;

c. During an ejected rod accident, the fission energy
input to the fuel must not exceed 280 cal /gm (Ref. 2);
and

(continued)

(cer.tinued)
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BASES (continued)

| APPLICABLE d. The control rods must be capable of shutting down the
SAILTY ANALYSES reactor with a minimum required SHUTDOWN MARGIN with

(continued) the highest worth control rod stuck fully withdrawn
(CDC 26) (Ref. 3).

The LCO limits on the AFD, the QPTR, the Heat Flux
Hot Channel Factor (F,(Z)), the Nuclear Enthalpy Rise Hot

Channel factor (FL ),de core power distributions fromand control bank insertion are
established to preclu
occurring which would exceed the safety analyses limits.

The QPTR limits assure that FL and F,(Z) remain below their
limiting values by preventing an undetected change in the
gross radial power distribution.

In MODE 1, the FL and F,(Z) limits must be maintained to
preclude core power distributions from exceeding design
limits assumed in the safety analyses.

The QPTR satisfies Criterion 2 of the NRC Interim Policy
Statement.

LCO The QPTR limit of 1.02, where corrective action is required,
provides a margin of protection for both the Departure from
Nucleate Boiling Ratio and linear heat generation rate
(LHGR) contributing to excessive power peaks resulting from
x-y plane power tilts. A limiting QPTR of 1.02 can be
tolerated aefore the margin for uncertainty in F,(Z) and
(FL) is possibly challenged.

(For this facility, an OPERABLE (Excore Detector System]
constitutes the following:]

[For this facility, the following support systems are
required OPERABLE to ensure (Excore Detector System]
OPERABILITY:]

[For this facility, those required suppor systems that upon
their failure do not declare the (Excore ! tector System]
inoperable and their justification are ar 110ws:]

(continued)
: i
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BASES (continued)
v

APPLICABILITY The QPTR limit must be maintained in H0DE 1 with THERMAL
POWER > 50% of RATED THERMAL POWER (RTP) to preclude core
power distributions from exceeding the design limits.

Applicability in HODE 1 s 50% of RTP and in other modes is
not required because there is either insufficient stored
energy in the fuel or insufficient energy being transferred
to the reactor coolant to require the implementation of a
QPTR limit on the distribution of core power. The QPTR
limit in these conditions is, thertfore, not important.
Note that theF" and F,(Z) LCOs still apply, but allow
progressively INgher peaking factors at 50% of RTP or lower.1

ACTIONS /kl

With the QPTR exceeding its limit, a power level reductions
of 3% of RTP for each 1% by which the QPTR exceeds 1.00 is a
conservative tradeoff of total core power with peak linear
power. The completion Time of 2 hours allows sufficient
time to identify the cause and correct the tilt. Note that
the power reduction itself may cause a changt in the tiltedw
condition. Since the QPTR alarm wo@l already be in its

.V) alarmed state, any additional chango. in the QPTR will be
detected by requiring a check of the QPTR once per 12 hours
thereafter. If the QPTR were to continue to increase,
THERMAL POWER would have to be reduced accordingly. [For
this facility, this 12-hour Completion Time is acceptable
because:]

IL2

Reduction in the Power Range Neutron Flux-liigh trip
setpoints is a conservative action for protection against
the consequences of transients with unanalyzed power
distributions. The Completion Time cf 8 hours is allowed
since the reduction in THERMAL POWER is the principal'^

compensation for the tilted condition. Since the QPTR alarm
would already be in its alarmed state, additional changes in
the QPTR would be detected by requiring a check of the QPTR
once per 12 hours thereafter. If the QPTR has increased,
the setpoints would have to be reduced accordingly. [For
this facility, this 12-hour Completion Time is acceptable
because:]

(continued)
._ _

Q (continued)
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BASES (continued)

ACTIONS- 6.J
(continued)

The peaking factors F1, and F (Z) are of primary importancea
in assuring that the power distribution remains consistent
with the initial conditions used in the safety analyses.
Performing SRs on F1, and F (Z) within the Completion Time
of 24 hours will assure tha,t these primary indicators of
power distribution are within their respective limits. [For
this facility, this Completion Time of 24 hours is
acceptable because:] If these peaking factors are not
within their limits, the Required Actions of these
surveillances will provide an appropriate response for the
abnormal condition. If the QPTR remains above its specified
limits, the peaking factor surveillances are required each 7
days thereafter to evaluate F", and F,(Z) with changes in
power distribution. Relativeiysmallchangeswouldbe
expected due to either burnup and xenon redistribution or
correction of the cause for exceeding the QPTR limit.

A.4.1
1

Although F1 and F (Z) are of primary importance as initial
conditions ln the safety analyses, other changes in theo

|

| power distribution may occur as the QPTR limit is exceeded
and may have an wpact on the validity of the safety
analysis. A change in the )ower distribution can affect
such reactor parameters as aank worths and peaking factors
for rod malfunction accidents. When the QPTR exceeds its
limit, it does not necessarily mean a safety concern exists.
It does mean that there is an indication of a change in the

.
gross radial power distribution whic.h requires an

| investigation and evaluation which is accomplished by
examining the incore power distribution. Specifically, the
core peaking factors and the quadrant tilt must be evaluated
because they are the factors whica best characterize the
core power distribution. This reevaluation is required to
assure that, prior to either continued operation at RTP, or
an increase in THERMAL POWER to RTP, the reactor core
conditions are consistent with the assumptions in the safety
analyses.

(continued)
.

(continued)
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IO BASES (continued)V
ACTIONS MLl

(continued)
If the QPTR has exceeded the 1.02 limit and a reevaluation
of the safety analysis is completed and shows that safety
requirements will be met, the excore detectors should be
recalibrated to show a zero QPTR prior to increasing THERMAL
POWER. This is done to detect any subsequent significant
changes in QPTR.

Required Action A.4.2 is modified by a Note which states
that the quadrant power tilt (QPT) should not be zeroed out
until after the reevaluation of the safety analysis has
determined that core conditions at RTP will be within the
safety analysis assumptions (i.e., Required Action A.4.1).
This Note is intended to prevent any ambiguity about the
required sequence of actions.

A.4.3

Once the flux tilt has been zeroed out (i.e., Required
Action A.4.2), it is acceptable to return to full power
operation. However, as an added check that the core power
distribution at RTP is consistent with the safety analy:,isn) assumptions, Action A.3.3 requires verification that F (Z)t oV and FL are within their specified limits within 24 hours
of reaching RTP. As an added precaution, if the core power
does not reach RTP within 24 hours, but is increased slowly,
then the peaking factor surveillances must be performed
within 48 hours of the time when the ascent to power was
begun. These Completion Times are intended to allow
adequate time to return the unit to its RTP but not permit
the core to remain with unconfirmed power distributions for
an extended period of time. [For this facility, these
Completion Times are acceptable because.)

Action A.4.3 is modified by a Noto which states that the
peaking factor surveillances may only be done after the
excore detectors have been calibrated to show zero tilt
(i.e., Required Action A.4.2). The intent of this Note is
to have the peaking factor surveillances performed at
operating power levels, which can only be accomplished after
the excore detectors are calibrated to show zero tilt and
the core returned to power.

(continued)

(continued)
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BASES (continued)

ACTIONS L1
(continued)

If Required Actions A.1 through A.4.3 are not completed
within their associated Completion Times or if the QPTR
cannot be determined because of incore or excore detector
system inoperability, the unit must be placed in a mode or
condition in which the requirements do not apply. This is
done by reducing the THERMAL POWER to < 50% of RTP within 4
hours. The allowed Completion Time of 4 hours is reasonable
based on operating experience regarding the amount of time
required to reach the reduced rwer level without
challenging plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.2.4.1
REQUIREMENTS

This QPTR surveillance verifies that the QPTR as indicated
by the Nuclear Instrumentation System (NIS) excore channels
is within its limits. The surveillance Frequency of 7 days
when the QPTR alarm is OPERABLE is acceptable because of the
low probability that this alarm would be inoperable without
detection.

When the QPTR alarm is inoperable, the surveillance ,

Frequency is increased to 12 hours. This frequency is
adequate to detect any relatively slow changes in QPTR
since for those causes of QPT which would occur quickly
(e.g., a dropped rod), there will typically be other
indications of abnormality such as a loss of reactivity
which would prompt a verification of core power tilt.

SR 3.2.4.2

This surveillance is modified by Note 1, which states that
it is required only when one power range channel is
inoperable and the THERMAL POWER is 2 75% of RTP.

With an HIS power range channel ir. operable, tilt monitoring
for a portion of the reactor corr becomes degraded. Large
tilts would likely be detected with the remaining channels,
but the capability for detectirn of small power tilts in
some quadrants is decreased. Performing SR 3.2.4.2 at a
Frequency of 12 hours proviNs an accurate alternative

(continued)
_

(continued)
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BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE means for assuring that any tilt remains within its
REQUIREMENTS limits. (For this facility, this frequency is acceptable

-(continued) because.) >

. For purposes of monitoring the QPTR when one power range
channel is inoperable, the moveable incore detectors are
used to confirm that the normalized symmetric N wer
distribution is consistent with the indicated QPTR and any
previous data indicating a tilt. The incore detector
monitoring is performed with a full incore flux map or two
sets of four thimble locations with quarter-core symmetry.
The two sets of four nymmetric thimbles is a set of eight
unique detector locations. These locations are C-8, E-5,
E-11, H-3, H-13, L-5, L-ll, and N-8 for 3 and 4 loop cores.

This Surveillince has been modified by Note 2. With one NIS
channel inopera' ole, the indicated tilt may be changed from
the value indicated ><ith all four channels OPERABLE. To
confirm that no change in tilt has actually occurred, which
might cause the QPTR limit to be exceeded, the incore result
may be compared against previous flux maps either using the
tymmetric ".imble$ or a cwplete flux map. Nominally,

O .adrant t W fru,i the serveillance should be within 2% of4

ui, tilt shown by the most recent flux map data.

REFERENCES 1. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50.46,
" Acceptance Criteria for Emergency Core Cooling
Systems for Light Water Nuclear Power Reactors."

2. Regulatory Guide 1.77, Rev [ ], " Assumptions Used for
Evaluating a Control Rod Ejection Accident for
Pressurized Water Reactors," [date].

3. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50,
Appendix A. " General Design Criteria fcr Nuclear Power
-Plants," GDC 26, " Reactivity Control System Redundancy
and Capability."
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RTS Instrumentation |

B 3.3.1 |

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

B 3.3.1 Reactor Trio System (RTS) Instrumentation

BASES

SACKGROUND The RTS initiates a plant shutdown, based upon the values of
selected plant parameters, to protect against violating the
core fuel design limits and Reactor Coolani. System (RCS)
pressure boundary during anticipated cperational occurrences
(A00s) and to assist the Engineered safety Featuras (ESF)
Systems in mitigating accidents.

The_ protection and monitoring systems have been des %9ed to
assure safe operation of the reactor. This is achieved by
specifying limiting safety system settings (LSSS) in terms
of parameters directly monitored by the RTS, as well as LCOs
on other reactor system parameters and equipment
performance.

The LSSS, defined (a this specification as the ALLOWABLE
VALUE, in conjunction with the LCOs, establish the threshold
for protective system action to prevent exceeding acceptable

{_] limits during Design Basis Accidents (DBAs).

During A00s, which are those events expected to occur one or
more times during the plant life, the acceptable limits are:

1. The Departure from Nucleate Boiling Ratio (DNBR) shall
be maintained above the Safety Limit (SL) value to
prevent departure from nuclear boiling;

2 Fuel centerline melt shall not occur: and

3. The RCS pressure Sl of (2750] psia shall not be
exceeded.

Operation within the SLs of Specification 2.0 also maintains
the above. values and assures that offsite dose will be
within the 10 CFR 50 and 10 CFR 100 criteria during A00s.

Accidents are events which are analyzed even though they are
not expected to occur durirg the plant life. The acceptable
limit during accidents is that the offsite dose shall be

,

i- maintained within an acceptable fraction of 10 CFR 100
limits. Different accident categortec are allowed a

(continued)

(contirued)
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B 3.3.1

BASES (continued)

BACKrROUND different fraction of these limits, based on probability of
(centinued) occurrence. Meeting the acceptable dose limit for an

accident category is considered having acceptable
consequences for that event.

The RTS instrumentation is segmented into four dist nct but
interconnected modules as identified below:

[ 1. Field transmitters or c ocess sensors: provide ar

measurable electronic signal based upon the physical
4 characteristics of the parameter being measured;

E', t

2. . Signal ~ Process Control and Protection System,
! including. Analog Protection System, Nuclear
Instrumentation. System (NIS), field contacts, and
protection' channel' sets: provides signal
conditioningrbistable setpoint comparison, process
algorithm actuation, compatible electrical signal
output to-protection system devices, and control
ooard/ control room / miscellaneous indications;

. . . I
3. { Solid State Protection System (SSPS), inc~,ua.ng

input, logic, and output bays:s' i.nitiates proper plant
shutdown and/or ESFfactuation in accordance with the
defined logic which'isihased on tho. bistable outputs
from the signal process control and protection
system); and

,

4. Reactor trip switchgear, including-Reactor Trip
Breakers (RTBs) and bypass breakers: provides the
means to interrupt power to the Control Rod Drive
Mechanisms (CRDM) and allow the Rod Cluster Control
Assemblies (RCCAs) or " rods" to fall into the core and
shut down the reactor. The bypass breakers allow
testing of the RTBs at power.

Field Transmitters or Process Sensors

In order to meet the sign demands for redundancy and
reliability, more than one, and of ten as many as four, field
transmitters or sensors are used to measure plant
parameters. To account for the calibration tolerances and
instrument drift, which are assumed to occur between and
during calibrations, statistical allowances are provided in

(continued)

(continued)
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RTS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1

- BASES. (continued) . j
|

BACKGROUND- the setpoint ALLOWABLE VALUES. The OPERABILITY of each |

(continued) transmitter or sensor can be evaluated when ita "as found"
calibration data are compared against its documented
acceptance criteria.

Sianal Process Control and Protection System

Generally, three or four channels of process control
equipment are used for the signal processing of plant
parameters measured by the field instruments. The process

.

d"eontrolf equipment provides signal conditioning, comparableoutputisignals for instruments located on the main control# .

% boardi and. comparison of measured input signals with ;

Msetpoints;etablishedbysafetyanalyses. These setpoints
are defined iniReferences 1, 2, and 3. If the measured
value{ofsaiplant ' parameter exceeds the predetermined
setpoint,Jan output from a bistable is forwarded to the
(SSPS) for/ decision evaluation. Channel separation is
maintainedJup to and?through the input bays. However, not
all plantiarameters; require four channels of sensor
measurementtandisignale )rocessing. Some plant parameters

provide input only'n'o' tie lSSPS) while others provide inputtt

to the (SSPS], mai controt board, plant computer, hnd one
; or more control systemsif

;, y +

Generally, if-a parddier l'slused only for input to the
protection circuits, .three channelsLwith a i.wo-out-of-three
logic are sufficient to provide the)tequit.ed reliability v.d
redundancy. If one channel failsein the noncenservative
direction, the function-is stOT OPERABLE with a.

two-out-of-two logic. If one^ channel fails in the
conservative direction, a trip will-not occur because of the
single failure; and the function'is still OPERABLE with a"

one-ou t-o f-two -l og i c .

Generally, if a parameter -is used for input to the (SSPS]
and a control function,..four channels with a two-out-of-four
. logic are sufficient to provide the required reliability and
redundancy. The circuit must be able-to withstand-both an
input failure to the control system, which-may then-require
the: protection function actuation, and a single failure in
the other_ channels providing the protection function-:

actuation, Again, a single failure will1neither cause nor_

-(continued)
__

(continued)

-(('
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RTS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND prevent the protection function actuation. These
(continued) requirements are described in IEEE-279 (Ref. 4). The actual

number of channels required for each plant parameter is
specified in Reference 2.

Irio Setp_gints and ALLOWABLE VALUES

The trip setpoints are the nominal values at which the
bistables are set. Any bistable is considered to be
proparly' adjusted when the "as left" value is within the
bar.difor 9 ANNEL CALIBRATION accuracy (i.e., i rack
califationandcomparatorsettingaccuracy).

.+ ,~.

The trip:setpoin_ts used in the bistables are based on the
analytical limits stated in Reference 2. The selection of
these trip'setpoints is such that adequate protection is
provided when all sensor and processing time delays are
taken into account. To allow for calibration tolerances,
instrumentation uncertainties | instrument drift, and severe
environment errors forJth'ose;RTS channels which muste
function in harsh environments as defined by 10 CFR 50.49
(Ref. 6), ALLOWABLE VALUES-specified in To te 3.3.1-1 are
conservatively adjustedtwith respect'to the analytical
limits. A detailed description of the methodology used to
calculate the trip setpoints, ~ including 3their explicit
uncertainties, is provided in Reference '5., The actual

| noninal trip setpoint entered into the bistable is more
;onservative than that specified by thel All0WABLE VALUE, tol

account for changes in random measuremen't err' ors detectable
by an ANALOG CHANNEL OPERATIONAL TEST. One example of such
a change in :aeoiurement error is drift during the
Surveillan.e i.iterval . If the measured setpoint does not
exceed the A'LOWABLE VALUE, the bistable is considered

; OPERABLE.

Setpoints in accordance with the ALLOWABLE VALUE will assure
that SLs of Specification 2.0 are not violated during A00s;
and the consequences of DBAs will be acceptable, providing
the plant is operated from within the LCOs at the onset of
the A00 or DBA and the equipment functions as designed.

.

Note that in LCO 3.3.1, the ALLOWABLE VALUES of
Table 3.3.1-1 are the LSSS. These ALLOWABLE VALUES are
established to prevent violation of the SLs during normal
plant operation and A00s.

(continued)

(continued)
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RTS Instrumentation'

B 3.3.1

( BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND Each channel of the process control equipment can be te*,o
(continued) on line to verify that the signal or setpoint accure y is

within the specified allowance requirements of Reference 2.
Once a designated channel is taken out of service t'or
testing, a simulated signal is injected in place of the
field instrument signal. The process equipment for the
channel in test is then tested, verified, and calibrated.
Surveillance Requirements for the channels are specified in
the Surveillance Requirements section.

- The ALLOWABLE VALUES listed in Table 3.3.1-1 are based upon
the methodology described in Reference 5, which incorporates

x all- of the known uncertainties applicable for each channel.
The magnitudes of these uncertainties are factored into the
determination of.each trip setpoint. All field sensor. and
signal > processing equipment for these channels are assumed
to operate within the allowances of these uncertainty
magnitudes,

(Solid State Protection Sv! tem

The SSPS equipment is used for the decision logic processing
of bistable outputs from the' signal processing equipmentx
bistables. To meet the redundancy requirements, two trains
of SSPS, each performing the same' functions are provided.
I., the event that one train'is taken out of service for

maintenance or test purposes, the.se'cond train will provide
reactor trip and/or ESF actuation-for'the plant. In the
event that both trains are taken out of service or placed in
test, a reacter trip will result. Each train is packaged in
its own cabinet for physical and electrical separation to
satisfy separation and independence requirements. The
system has been designed to trip in the event of a loss of
power,' directing the plant to a safe shutdown condition.

The SSPS provides the decision logic for actuating a reactor
trip or ESF actuation, provides the electrical output signal
that will initiate the required trip or actuation, and
prwides the status, interlock, and annunciator output
signals to the main control room of the plant.

(continued)

(continued)

/O
V)t
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RTS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND The bistable outputs from the signal processing equipment,

'

(continued) are sensed by the SSPS equipment and combined into logic
matrices which represent combinations indicative of various
plant upset and accident transients, if a required logic

i
matrix combination is completed, the system will initiate a

| reactor trip and/or send actuation signals via master and
slave relays to those components whose aggregate function
best serves to alleviate the condition and restore the plant
to a safe condition. Examples are given in the sections on
Appl _icable Safety Analyses, LCO, and Applicability.]

Mactor Trio Switchh.
The RTBs are in the: electrical power supply line from the
contro rod drive motor. generator set power supply to the
CROMs. Opening of the RTBs in W rupts the power to the
CRDMs, which allowsithe shutdo.,,i rods and control rods to
fall into the core by gravity. Each RTB is equipped with a
bypass breaker to allow testing of the RTB while the plant

_

| is at power. During normalcoperation the output from the
[SSPS] is a voltage > signal which energizes the undervoltage'

coils in the RTBs, and by) ass breakers if in use. When they
required logic matrix com1ination'is. completed, :he SSPSi

output voltage signal is' removed, the undervoltage coils are
de-energized, the breakerstrip lever iscact:ried by the
de-energized undervoltage ' coil, and the RTB. and bypass

! breakers are tripped open. This allows.th'e' shutdown rods
and control rods to fall into the cora.o>In4 addition to the
de-energization of the undervoltage coils, ea~ch breaker is
also equipped with a shunt trip device which is energized to
trip the breaker open upon receipt of a reactor trip signal
from the [SSPS). Either the undervoltage coil or the shunt
trip mechanism is sufficient by itself, thus providing a
diverse trip mechanism.

The decision logic matrix functions are described in the
functional diagrams included in Reference 2. In addition to
the reactor trip or ESF, these diagrams also describe the
various " permissive interlocks" which are associated with
plant conditions. Each train has a built-in testing device
which can automatically test the decision logic matrix
functions and the actuation devices while the plant is at
power. When any one train is taken out of service for
testing, the other train is capable of providing plant

(continued)

(continued)

9
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R RTS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1

BA5ES (continued)

BACKGROUND monitoring and protection until the testing has been
(continued) completed. The testing device is semiautomatic to minimize

testing time.

APPLICABLE tie RTS functions to maintain the SLs during all A00s and
SAFETY ANALYSES mitigates the ccnsequences of DBAs in all MODES in which the

RTBg are closed.

Each d the analyzed accidents and transients can be
detacted by one of more RTS functions. The accident
3.nalysis described in Reference 3 takes credit for most

' RTS> trip functions. RTS t'.ip functions not specifically
credited in the~ accident analysis were qualitatively
credited in the f afety analysis ard 3e NRC staff-approved
licensing basis for the plant. l~ x RTS trip functions may
provide pr$tection for cond1tions wnich do not require
dynamic tra'isient;4nalysis to demonstrete function
performance..,Thft ni5 trip functions may also serve as
backups to RTS~ trip functions that wera credited in the
accident analysis'.; ' J

/ \

() The safety analyses applicable' to each RTS function are
discussed below: f

,

.

1. Manual Reactor Trio

The Manual Reactor Trip ensures that the control room
operator can initiate a reactor trip at any time by

~

using either of two reactor trip switches in the
control room. A Manual Reactor Trip accomplishes the
same results as any one of the automatic trip
functions. It is used by the reactor operator to shut
down th? reactor whenever any parameter is rapidly
trending toward its trip setpoint.

2. Power Ranae Neutron Flux

The NIS power range detectors are located externcl to
the reactor vessel and measure neutrons leaking from-
the core. The NIS power range detectors provide inout
to the Rod Control System and the Steam Generator (SG)
Water Level Control System. Therefore, the actuation

(continued)

( (continued),

(
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RTS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE logic must be able to withstand an input failure to the
SAFETY ANALYSES control system (which may then require the protection

(continued) function actuation) and a single failure in the other
channels providing the protection function actuation.
Note that this function also provides a signal to>

prevent automatic ani manual rod withdrawal prior to
initiating a reactor trip. Limiting further rod
withdrawal may terminate the transient and eliminate
thelneed to trip the reactor.

12.a. Power Ranae Net tron Flux--Hiah Setoointn
The' Power Range Neutron Flux--High Setpoint trip,

~ function' ensures that protection is provided,'

fromfall power levels, against a positive
. reactivity. excursion during power operations.
These can be caused by rod withdrawal or
reductions in RCS temperature.

2.b. PowerRanaeN$0~tronFlux--LowSetooint

The LC0 requirement for the Power Range Neutron
Flux--Low Setpoint trip function ensures that
protection is'provided against a positive
reactivity excursion from low power or
subcritical conditions.'> '

2.c. Egwer Range Neutron Flux--f(AN

The f(AI) function is usedin the calculation of
the Overtuperature AT trip. It is a function of
the indicated difference between the upper and
lower N{S power range detectors. This function
meaf ares the nial power distribution. The
Overtemperaturo AT trip setpoint is varied to
account for inbalances in the axial power
distribution as detected by the NIS upper and
lower power range detectors. If axial peaks are
greater than the design limit, as indicated by
the difference between the upper and lower NIS
power range detectors, the trip setpoint is
reducud in accordance with Note 1 of
Table 3.3.1-1.

(continued)
-

(continued)

O
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RTS Instrumentation-
B 3.3.1

( BASES (continued).

APPLICABLE 3. Power Ranae Neutron flux Rate
SAFETY ANALYSES

(continued) The Power Range Neutron Flux Rate trips use the same
channels as discussed for Function 2 above.

3.a. Power Ranae Neutron Flux--Hiah Epsitive Rate

>
.

The Power Range Neutron Flux--High Positive Rate-

g trip function ensures that protection is provided
Me 4 against rapid increases in neutron flux t.hich are
F' N characteristic of an RCCA drive rod housing

(V o
4 rupture and the accompanying ejection of the
V .RCCA. This function compliments the Power Range-

NM# 3 0 tron Flux--High and Low Setpoint trip
fyfunctions to ensure that the criteria are met for
" * "airod; ejection from the power range.

Th:W.

3.bg: Power Rance Neutron Flux--Eliah Neoative Rate
. ao,
"ThatPower Ran#ge Neutron Flux--High Negative- Rate
trip"fenction ensures that-protection is provided
for multiple rod drop accidents. At high power,

levels,fa: multiple rod drop accident- could cause
local flux peaking which would result in an
unconservative local | departure from nucleate

'

boiling ratio-(DNBR). DNBR:is defined as the
ratio of the heat flux required.to cause a
departure.from nucleate" boiling (DNB) at a
particular location. in' the core to the local heat
flux. The DNBR issindicative of the margin to
DNB. No credit is taken for the' operation of
this function for those rod drop accidents in
whi.ch the local DNBRs will be greater than the
limit.

4. Intermediate Ranae Neutron Flux

The Intermediate Range Neutron Flux trip function-
ensures that prote:tionLis provided against an

i uncontrolled RCCA. bank withdrawal accident from a-
subcritical condition during'startup. This trip
function provides redundant protection to the Power'

Range Neutron Flux--Low Setpoint trip function. The
NIS intermediate range detectors are located external-

| (cordinued)
i

(continued)'

$
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RTS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1

BASES (cont -"

APPLICABLC to the reactor vessel and measure neutrons'

SAFETY ANALYSES leaking from the core. The NIS intermediate
(continued) range detectors do not provide any input to control

systems. Note that this function also provides a
;

signal to prevent automatic and manual rod withdrawal'

prior to initiating a reactor trip. Limiting further
rod withdrawal may terminate the transient and'

eliminate the need to trip the reactor,
i

! 5. Source Ranae Neutron Flux

The LC0' requirement for the Source Range Neutron Flux*

ttrip Tunction' ensures that protection is provided4

"against ari uncontrolled bank rod withdrawal accident!

from a subtritical. condition during startup. This trip
functi)n provides redundant protection to the Power

i

Range Neutron; Flux--Low Setpoint and Intermediate Range'

Neutron Flux trip functions. In MODES 3, 4, and 5,
administrative controls.also prevent the uncontrolled

,

I withdrawal''of rods; The NIS source range detectors are
located external.to the reactor vessel and measure
neutrons leaking from the core, The NIS source. range
detectors do not provide any' inputs to control systems.
The source range trip is the only RTS automatic
protective function requiredtin MODES 3, 4, and 5.
Therefore, the functional capability'at the specified
trip setpoint is assumed to be available.

6. Overtemocrature AI

| The Overtemperature AT trip function ensures that
protection is provided to ensure that the design limit

,

DNBR is met. This trip function also limits the range
! over which the Overpower AT trip function must provide

protection. The inputs to the Overtemperature AT trip
include all combinations of pressure, power, coolant
temperature, and axial power distribution, assuming
full reactor coolant flow. Protection from violating
the DNBR limit is assured provided that the transient

i

| is slow with respect to delays from the core to the
; measurement system and pressure is between the
! Pressurizer Pressure--High and --Low trip setpoints.

The Overtemperature AT trip function uses each loop's'

AT as a measure of reactor power and is automatically
varied with the following parameters:

(continued)

(continued)
|
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RTS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1

:

( BASES (continued)
<

. reactor coolant average temperature - the tripAPPLICABLE +

SAFETY ANALYSES setpoint is varied to correct for changes in
(continued) coolant density and specific heat capacity with

changes in coolant temperature,
:

pressurizer pressure - the trip setpoint is+

varied to correct for changes in system pressure,

[ ei axial power distribution (discussed under
Function 2.c, f(AI)), and_' - -

Q
7 + V dynamic compensation is included for system

t g _
'

% ' measurement system., piping delays from the core to the temperature4
n m,

dO bYortenderature AT trip function is calculated for
4
Yeach loo' las described in Note 1 of Table 3.3.1-1. - Atp
somedplants, theipressure and temperature signals are
usedjfor-othericentrol functions. For those plants,
the actuat. ion # logic must be able to withstand an input
failure tosthe1 control, system, which may then require
the )rotectiondfunctiontactuation, and a-single failure
in tie otherichannels^providing the protection function

\ actuation. ^ Note +thatuthis(function also provides a
signal to generat~e'a*turbino yunback prior to reaching
the trip setpoint. A tu'rbinearunback will reduce
turbine power and reactor powoN%A reduction in power
will normally. alleviate th.e.# 0vertemperature AT

~

.

.

condition'and may preventfafreactor trip. +

m-
_ ,

7 .- Overocwer AT
|

The;0verpower AT trip function ensures that protection
-is provided to ensure the' integrity of the' fuel (i.e.,
noEfuel pellet melting'and less than 1% cladding

E strain) 'underiall possible overpower conditions. This
- trip function also limits the required range of the-L

0vertemperature AT trip function and provides a' backup-
to the' Power Range Neutron Flux--High Setpoint trip.
The Overpower AT trip function ensures that;the
allowable heat generation rate (kW/ft) of the fuel-is'
not: exceeded. It uses.the AT-of each loop as a~ measure
of reactor power and is automatically varimi with the-
.following' parameters:

(conti.nued);

(continued);
, .

,
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RTS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1

BASES (continued)
._

APPLICABLE reactor coolant average temperature - the trip.

SAFETY ANALYSES setpoint is varied to correct for changes in
(continued) coolant density and specific heat capacity with

changes in coolant temperature, and

the rate of change of reactor coolant average+

temperature and including dynamic compensation
1.for the delays between the core and the

p temperature measurement system.

'j The Ove/ power AT trip function is calculated for eachi
_ loop as;per Note 2 of Table 3.3.1-1. At some plants,

e thestemperature signals are used for other control
functions 4 Aththose plants, the actuation logic must
be able|to withstand an input failure to the control
system which maf then require the protection function
actuation andTa single failure in the remaining

i channels providing the4 protection function actuatior.
| Note thatithis functionJalso provides a signal to
| generate a'turbinettynback prior to reaching the

ALLOWABLE VALUE'.M A turbine runback will reduce turbinei

i power and reactor power. Asreduction in power will

prevent a reactor' trip g 4normally alleviate the 0<erpowe\ PAT condition and may
Y

F. Pressurizer Pressure <

| The same sensors provide input to e essurizer
| Pressure--High and --Low Setpointitrips 'and the
! Overtemperature AT trip. At some plants, the

Pressurizer Pressure channels are also used to provide
input to the Pressurizer Pressure Control System. For

'

those plants, the actuation 'ogic must t,e able to
withstand an input failure to the control system (which
may then require the protection function actuation) end
a single failure in the other channels providing the
protection function actuation,

8.a. Pressurizer Pressure-- Low Setooint

The Pressurizer Pressure--Low trip function
ensures that p"otection is provided against
violating the f>NBR limit due to low pressure.

(continued)

(continued)

O
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! RTS Instrut..entation
B 3.3.1

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE 8.b. Pressurizer Pressure--Hiah Setooint
SAFETY ANALYSES

(continued) The Pressurizer Pressure--High trip function
ensures that protection is provided against
overpressurizing the RCS.. This trip function
operates in conjunction with the pressurizer
relief and safety valves.to prevent RCS
overpressure conditions.

gt?p,,PFessurizerWaterLevel--Hioh-
j s

9V taa
%. -The~ Pressurizer Water Level--High trip function

% ,pf rovidesta backup signal for the Pressurizer
Vs resser$fligh trip and also provides protection

against water relief through the pressurizer safety
halVeh These valves are designed to pass steam inm
%rder;teenchieve their design energy removal rate. A
reacter trip is. actuated prior to the pressurizer
becoming watense.1Jd, The pressurizer level channels
are usedfES
System M How!1nputito the Pressurizer Level Controleverf the level channels do not actuate the'

safety valvbs N1 ,

o

/d 47 h
10.a. Reactor Coolant-Finw--Low:tSinale Looply cv M $

The Reactor Coo %nt F1M--LoF(Single Loop) trip'

function ensures that protection;ip provided against-
violating the DNBR limit dueit'o low flow in one or more-
RCS loops. Above the P-8Fsetpoint', which is
approximately:48% of "ATED THERMAL POWER (RTP), a loss
of flow in any RCS-loop Will actuate a reactor trip.
Each RCS loop has three flow-detectors to monitor flow.
-The flow signals are not used for any control system-

,

a input. 1

E 10.b. Reactor Coolant Flow--L.cw (Two Loops)

The Reactor Coole.t flow--Lowi(Two Loops) trip function -
ensures-that protection is provided against violating
the DN3R limit due. to low flow in two or more RCS

-loops.- Above the-P-7 setpoint and below the P-8
setpoint, a loss of flow in two~ or more loops will-
initiate a r_eactor trip.: Each loop has_ three- flow-
detectors to monitor flow. The flow signals are not

,'

used for any control system input.

(continued)-t.

'

-(continued)
..
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RTS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE 11. Reactor Coolant Pump (RCP) Breaker Ooen
SAFETY ANALYSES

(continued) Both RCP Breaker Open trip functions operate together
on two sets of auxiliary contacts, with one set on each
HCP breaker. These functions anticipate the Reacter
Coolant flow--Low trips to avoid RCS heat up that would
occur before the low flow trip actuates.

II a. RCP Breaker Open (Sinale loop _).

The RCP Breaker Open (Single Loop) reactor trip
function ensures that protection is provided
against violating the DNBR limit due to a loss of
flow in' one_ RCS loop. The position of each RCP
breaker is monitored. If one RCP breaker is open
above the P-8 setpoint, a reactor trip is
initiated. This trip function will generate a
reactor trip before the Reactor Coolant Flow--Low
(Single Loop)-trip setpoint is reached,

ll.b. RCP Brqaker Ooen (Two Loons)

The RCP Breaker Open (Two; Loops) reactor trip
function ensitres that protection is provided
against violating;the DNBR limit due to a loss of
flow in two or more RCS loops. The position of
each PCP breaker is monitored.1 .Above the P-7
setpotnt and below the P-8 setpoint; a loss of
flow in two or more loops will initiate a reactor
trip. This trip function,will generate a reactor
trip before the Reactor Coolant flow--Low (Two
Loops) trip setpoint is reached.

12. Undervoltaae Reactor Coolant Pumos

The Undervoltage RCPs reactor trip function ensures
that protection is provided against violating the DNBR
limit due to a loss of flow in two or more RCS loops.
The voltage to each RCP is monitored. Above the
P-7 setpoint and below the P-8 setpoint, a loss of
voltage detected on two or more RCP buses will initiate
a reactor trip. This trip function will generate a
reactor trip before the Reactor Coolant Finw--Low
(Two Loops) trip setpoint is reached. Time delays are

(continued)
_

(continued)
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RTS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1

[G,-) BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE incorporated into the Undervoltage RCPs channels to
SAFETY ANALYSES prevent reactor trips due to momentary electrical power

(continued) transients.

13. 1).nderfreauency Reactor Coolant Pumos

The Underfrequency RCPs reactor trip function ensures
that protection is provided against violating the DNBR
limit due to a loss of two or more RCS loops. The
frequency of each RCP bus is monitored. Above the
P-7 setpoint and below P-8 setpoint, a loss of
frequency detected on two or more RCP buses will.

initiate a reactor trip. This trip function will
generate a reactor trip before the Reactor Coolant
flow-Low (Two Loops) trip setpoint is reached. Time
delayst are incorporated into the Underfrequency RCPs
channels to prevent reactor trips due to momentary
elec.trical power: transients.

14. Steain Generator Water Level--low Low

The SG Water Level--Low' Low trip function ensures that
protection is'provided'against a loss of heat sink and

Os actuates the Auxiliary Feodwater (AFW) System prior to
uncovering the. steam generator tubes. The steam-

generators are the heat- sink'for the reactor. In order
to act as a heat sink, the steam generators must
contain a minimum amount of! water,- A narrow rangt
low-low level in any steam; generator is indicative of a
loss of heat sink for the' reactor. The level
transmitters provide input to the SG Level Control
System. Therefore, the actuation logic must be able to
withstand an input failure to the control system which
may then require the protection function actuation and
a single failure in the other channels providing the
protection function actuation. This function also
performs the Engineered Safety Feature Actuation System
(ESFAS) function of starting the AFW pumps on low low
SG level.

15. Steam Generator Water Level--low. Coincident With Steam
Flow /Feedwater Flow Mismatch

SG Water Level--Low, in conjunction with the Steam
Flow /Feedwater Flow Mismatch, ensures that protection

(continued)

(continued)f
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RTS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE is provided against a loss of heat sink and actuates
SAFETY ANALYSES the AFW System prior to uncovering the SG tubes. In

(continued) addition to a decreasing water level in the SG, the
difference between feedwater flow and steam flow is
evaluated to determine if feedwater flow is
significantly less than steam flow. With less
feedwater flow than steam flow, SG level will decrease
at a rate dependent upon the magnitude of the
difference in flow rates. There are two SG level
channels and two Steam flow /Feedwater Flow Mismatch
channels' per SG. One narrow range level channel
sensing'a low level coincident with one Steam

; flow /Feedwater Flow Mismatch channel sensing flow
mismatch.(steam' flow greater than feed flow) will
actuate *a reactor. trip.

16.a. Turbine _ Trio--Low Fluid Oil Pressure

-Low'Eluid Oil Pressure trip function
The Turbine Trip.for' the loss of heat removalis anticipatory
capabilities of the, sec'ondary system following a
turbine trip. This trip function acts to minimize the
pressure / temperature' transient on the reactor. AnyI

I turbine trip from a' power . level below the P-9 setpoint,
; approximately 50% power, will-not actuate a reactor
|- trip. Three pressure" switches monitor the control oil

pressure in the Turbine Electrohydraulic Control
System. A low pressure sensed by1two-out-of-three of
the pressure switches will actuate a reactor trip.
These pressure switches do not_ provide any input to

i

|
the control system. The plant is designed to withstand
a complete loss of load and not sustain core damage or!

challenge the RCS pressure limitations. Core
protection is provided by the Pressurizer Pressure--
liigh trip function and RCS integrity is ensured by the
pressurizer safety valves.

Turbine Trio--Tittit ne Ston Valve Closurei16.b.

The Turbine Trip--Turbine Stop Valve Closure trip
function is anticipatory for the loss of heat removal

,

|
capabilities of the secondary system following a

!

(continued)
|
| (continued)

O
'
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f%

(v) BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE turbine trip from a power level below the P 9
SAFETY ANALYSES setpoint, approximately 50% power, will not

(continued) actuate a reactor trip. The trip function anticipates
the loss of secondary heat removal capability that
occurs when the stop valves close. Tripping the
reactor in anticipation of loss of secondary heat
removal acts to minimize the pressure and temperature
transient on the reactor. This trip function will not

,- and is not required to operate in the presence of a
single channel failure. The plant is designed to
withstand a complete loss of load and not sustain core
damage or challenge the RCS pressure limitations. Core
)rotection is provided by the Pressurizer Pressure--
iigh . trip, function, and RCS integrity is ensured by the
pressurizer safety valves. This trip function is

~ diverse to-the Turbine Trip--Lcw Fluid Oil Pressure
trip function. Each turbine stop valve is equipped
with one limit switch that inputs to the RTS. If all
four limit. switches indicate that the stop valves are
all closed, a' reactor trip is initiated.

17. Safety iniection (Sli Inout from Enaineered Safety

Q(U
Feature Actuation System

<

The SI Input from ESFASsensures that if a reactor trip
has not already+been generated by the RTS, the ESFAS
automatic actuation logic will initiate a reactor trip
upon any signal which initiates SI. This is a
condition of acceptability for the loss-of-coolant
accident (LOCA). However, other transients and
accidents take credit for varying levels of ESF
performance and rely upon rod insertion, except for the
most reactive rod which is assumed to be fully
withdrawn, to ensure reactor shutdown. Therefore, a
reactor trip is initiated every time an SI signal is
present.

18. Reactor Trio System Interlocks

Reactor protection interlocks are provided to ensure
reactor trips are in the correct configuration for the

(continued)

(continued)

v
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1

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE current plant status. They back up operatcr actions to
SAFETY ANALYSES ensure protection system functions are not bypassed

(continued) during plant conditions under which the safety analysis
assumes the functions are not bypassed. These are:

18.a. Intermediate Ranae Neutron Flux. P-s

The Intermediate Range Neutron Flux, P-6
, interlock is actuated when any NIS intermediate

range channel goes approximately one decade above-.

the ininimum channel reading. The LCO requiremente

h forshe P-6 interlock ensures that the following
i . functions are performed:

. s',
.- :on increasing power, the P-6 interlock

- allows the manual block of the NIS
intermediate range channel approximately one
decade above the minimum channel reading, -

r . .

on:decreasingepower, the P-6 interlock.

automatically energizes the NIS source
ranges detectors andsenables the NIS Source
Range Neutron _ Flux reactor trip, and

,
,

on increasing' power,, th'e:P-6 interlock.

provides a backup block signal to the source
range flux doubling circuit.5 Normally, this
function is manually blockedsby the control
room operator during-the ret.ctor startup.

18.b, low Power Reactor Trios Block. P-7

The Low Power Reactor Trip Block, P-7 interlock
:s actuated by input from either the Power Range
Neutron Flux, P-10 or the Turbine Impulse
Pressure, P-13 interlock. The LC0 requirement
for the P-7 interlock ensures that the following
functions are performed:

on increasing pcwer, the P-7 interlock.

automatically enables reactor trips on the
following functions:

Pressurizer Pressure--Low,

(continued)

(continued)

9
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BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE Pressurizer Water Level--High,
SAFETY ANALYSES

(continued) Reactor Coolant Flow--Low (Two Loops),

RCPs Breaker Open (Two Loops),

Undervoltage RCPs, and

Underfrequency RCPs.

These reactor trips are only required when
operating above the P-7 setpoint
(approximately 10% power). These reactor
trips provide protection against violating
the DNBR limit. Below the P-7 setpoint, the
RCS is capable of providing sufficient
natural circulation without any RCP running.

on decreasing power, the P-7 interlock.

automatically blocks reactor trips on the'

following functions:

Pressurizer Pressure--Low,

Pressurizer Water Level--High,

Reactor Coolant Flow--Low (Two Loops),

Reactor Coolant Pump Breaker Open (Two
Loops),

Undervoltage RCPs, and

Underfrequency RCPs.

18.c. Power Ranae Neutron Flux. P-8

The Power Range Neutron Flux, P-8 interlock is
actuated at approximately 48% power as determined
by two-out-of-four NIS power range detectors.
The P-8 interlock automatically enables the
Reactor Coolant Flow--Low (Single Loop) and RCP
Breaker Open (Single Loop) reactor trips on low
flow in one or more RCS loops on increasing
power. The LC0 requirement for this trip

(continued)

(continued)
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BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE function ensures that protection is provided
SAFETY ANALYSES against a loss of flow in any RCS loop that could

(continued) result in DNB conditions in the core when greater
than approximately 48% power. On decreasing
power, the reactor trip on low flow in any loop
is autwtically blochd.

18.d. Power Ranae Neutro_n Flux. P-9

The Power Range Neutron Flux, P-9 interlock is
actuated at approximately 50% power as determined
by two-out-of-four NIS power-range detectors.
The LC0 requirement for this function ensures
that the Turbine Trip--Low Fluid Oil Pressure and
Turbine Trip--Turbine Stop Valve Closure reactor
trips are enabled above the P-9 setpoint. Above
the P-9 setpoint, a turbine trip will cause a
load rejection beyond the :apacity of the Steam
Dump System. A reactor trip is automatically
initiated on a turbine trip when it is above the
P-9 setpoint to minimize the transient on the
reactor.

18.e. Power Ranae Neutron Flux. P-10

The Power Range Neutron Flux, P-10 interlock is
actuated at approximately 10% power as determined
by two-out-of-four NIS power-range detectors.
The LC0 requirement for the P-10 interlock
ensures that the following functions are
performed:

on increasing power, the P-10 interlock*

allows the operator to manually block the
Intermediate Range Neutron Flux reactor
trip. Note that blocking the reactor trip
also blocks the signal to prevent automatic
and manual rod withdrawal,

on increasing power, the P-10 interlock+

allows the operator to manually block the
Power Range Neutron Flux--Low Setpoint
reactor trip,

(continued)

(continued)
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BASES (continued)

on increasing power, the P-10 interlockAPPLICABLE .

SAFETY ANALYSES automatically provides a backup block signal
(continued) to the Source Range Neutron Flux reactor _

trip and also to de-energize the NIS source
range detectors,

the P-10 interlock provides one of the twoe

inputs to the P-7 interlock, and

on decreasing power, the P-10 interlock.

automatically enables the Power Range --

Neutron Flux--Low Setpoint reactor trip and
the Intermediate Range Neutron Flux reactor
trip (and rod stop).

In MODE 1, when the reactor is at power, the
Power Range Neutron Flux, P-10, interlock must be
OPERABLE. This function must also be OPERABLE in
MODE 2 to ensure that core protection is provided
during a startup or shutdown by the Power Range
Neutron Flux--Low Setpoint and Intermediate Range
Neutron Flux reactor trips. In MODES 3, 4, 5, --

and 6, this function does not have to be OPERABLE

O. because the reactor is not at power and the
Source Range Neutron Flux reactor trip provides
core protection.

18.f. Turbine impulse Pressure. P-13

The Turbine Impulse Pressure, P-13 interlock is
actuated when the pressure in the first stage of
the high pressure turbine is greater than
approximately 10% of the rated full power
pressure. This is determined by one-out-of-two
pressure detectors. The LC0 requirement for this
function ensures that one of the inputs to the
P-7 interlock is available.

19. Reactor Trio Breakers

20. Reactor Trio Breaker Undervoltaae and Shunt Trio
Mechanisms

(continued)

(continued)
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APPLICABLE 21. Automatic Trin toaic
SAFETY ANALYSES

(continued) The LC0 requirement for the RTBs (Functions 19 and 20
and Automatic Trip logic (Function 26) ensures that
means are provided to interrupt the power to the
control rod Jrive mechanisms and allow the rods to fall
into the reactor oc'- Each RTB is equipped with an
undervoltage coil a a shunt trip coil to trip the
breaker open ehen n Jed. Each RTB is equipped with a
bypass breaker tc allow testing of the trip breaker
while the plant is at power. The reactor trip signals
generated by the RTS Automatic Trip Logic cause the
RTBs and associated bypass breakers to open and
shutdown the reactor.

The RTS satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC Interim Policy
Statement.

LC0 The LC0 requires all instrumentation performing an RTS
function to be OPERABLE. Failure of any instrument renders
the affected channel (s) inoperable and reduces the
reliability of the affected functions. The specific
criteria for determining channel 0PERABILITY dif fer slightly
between functions. These criteria are discussed on a
function-by-function basis below.

The LC0 generally requires OPERABILITY of four or three
channels in each instrumentation function and two channels
in each logic function. Four OPERABLE instrumentation
channels in a two-out-of-four configuration are required
when one RTS channel is also used as a control system input.
This configuration accounts for the possibility of the
shared channel failing in such a manner that it creates a
transient that requires RTS action. In this case, the RTS
will still provide protection, even with random failure of
one of the other three protection channels. Three operable
instrumentation channels in a two-out-of-three configuration
are generally required when there is no potential for
control sy. stem and protection system interaction that could
simultaneously create a need for RTS trip and disable one
RTS channel. The two-out-of-three and two-out-of-four
configurations allow one channel to be tripped during
maintenance or testing without causing a reactor trip. Two

(continued)

(continued)
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BASES (continued)

LC0 logic channels are required to ensure no single random
(continued) failure of a logic channel will disable the RTS. The logic

channels are designed such that testing required while the
reactor is at power may be accomplished without causing
trip. Provisions to allow removing logic channels from
service during maintenance are unnecesn ecause of the
logic systems designed reliability. Speci:ic exceptions to
the above general philosophy exist and are discussed below.

Only the ALLOWABLE VALUES are specified for each RTS trip
function in the LCO. Nominal trip setpoints are specified
in the plant-specific setpoint calculations. The nominal
setpoints are selected to ensure the setpoint measured by
ANALOG CHANNEL OPERATIONAL TESTS do not exceed the ALLOWABLE
VALUE if the bistable is performing as required. Operation
with a tri) setpoint less conservative than the nominal trip
setpoint, )ut within its ALLOWABLE VALUE, is acceptable
provided that operation and testing ie consistent with the
assumptions of the plant-specifi; 5etpoint calculations.
Each ALLOWABLE VALUE specifiad ts more conservative than the
analytical limit assumed in the transient and accident
analysis in ordct to' account for instrument uncertainties

~ appropriate to each RTS trip function. These uncertainties

Of are defined in the " Plant-specific RTS/ESFAS Setpoint
Methodology" (Ref. 5).

Reactor Trio System Functions

The trip function channels specified in Table 3.3.1-1 ar
considered OPERABLE when the following numbered items of
applicable RTS trip function criteria are met:

1. All channel components necessary to provide a reactor
trip are functional and in service;

2. Channel measurement uncertainties and trip setpoints
are known via test, analysis, or design information to
be within the assumptions of the setpoint calculations;

3. Required surveillance testing is current and has
demonstrated performance within each surveillance
test's acceptance criteria; and

(continued)

(continued)
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l
LCO 4, Associated operational bypasses are not enabled except

(continued) under the conditions specified by the LC0 Applicability
statement for the function.

The following bases for each trip function identify the
items above that are applicable to establish each trip
function OPERABILITY:

1. [1 nual Reactor Trio3

The LC0 requires one Manual Reactor Trip channel per
train to be OPERABLE ir. MODE 1 or 2 and in MODE 3, 4,
or 5 with RTBs closed and Control Rod Drive System
capable of rod withdrawal . Manual Reactor Trip is
OPERABLE when it satisfies OPERABILITY requirements
1 and 3. Two independent channels are required to be
OPERABLE so that no single random failure will disable
the manual reactor trip function.

2.a. Power Ranae Neutron Flux--Hiah Setooint

The LCO requires all four of the Power Range Neutron
Flux--High channels to be OPERABLE in MODE 1 or 2.
Power Range Neutror Flux--High Setpoint is OPERABLE
when it satisfies OPERABILITY requirements 1, 2, and 3.

[For this facility, the basis for ALLOWABLE VALUES is
as follows:)

2.b. Power Ranae Neutron Flux--Low Setooint

The LC0 requires all four of the Power Range Neutron
Flux--Low channels to be OPERABLE in MODE 1 below Power
Range Neutron Flux, P-10 or MODE 2. Power Range
Neutron F'.ux -Low Setpoint is OPERABLE when it
satisfies OPERABILITY requirements 1, 2, 3, and 4.

[For this facility, the basis for ALLOWABLE VALUE is as
follows:)

2.c. Power Ranae Neutron Flux--f(AI)

The LCO requires all four channels of f(AI) to be
OPERABLE in MODE 1 or 2. Power Range Neutron

(continued)

(continued)
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BASES (continued)

LC0 Flux--f(AI) is OPERABLE when it satisfies OPERABILITY
(continued) requirements 1, 2, and 3.

The LCO requirement ensures that if axial peaks ara
greater than the design limit, as indicated by the
difference between the upper and lower NIS power range
detectors, the Overtemperature AT trip setpoint is
reduced in accordanca with Note 1 of Table 3.3.1-1.
Therefore, no trip setpoint ALLOWABLE VALUE is
specifically applied to the f(61) trip function.

3.a. Epwer Rance Neutron Flux--Hiah Positive Rate

The LCO requires all four of the Power Range Neutron
Flux--High Positive Rate channels to be OPERABLE.
Power Range Neutron Flux--High Positive Rate is
OPERABLE when it satisfies OPERABILITY requirements
1, 2, and 3.

[For this facility, the basis for ALLOWABLE VALUE is as
follows:]

3.b. Power Ranae_ Neutron Flux--Hiah Neaative RateO The LC0 requires all four Power Range Neutro'
Flux--High Negative Rate channels to the OPE .ABLE.
In MODE 1 or 2, Power Range Neutron Flux--ili h Negative
Rate is OPERABLE when it satisfies OPERABIL..Y
requirements 1, 2, and 3.

[For this facility, the basis for ALLOWABLE VALUE is as
follows:]

4. Intermediate Ranae Neutron Flux

The LC0 requires two channels of Intermediate Range
Neutron Flux to be OPERABLE. Two OPERABLE channels are
sufficient to ensure no single random failure will
.iisable this trip function. Intermediate Range Neutron
flux is OPERABLE when it satisfies OPERABILITY
requirements 1, 2, 3, and 4.

(continued)

(continued)
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BASES (continued)

LCO Because this trip function is important only during
(continued) startup, there is generally no need to disable channels

for testing while the function is required to be
OPERABLE.

[For this facility, the basis for ALLOWABLE VALUE is as
follows:]

5. Source Ranae Neutron Flux

The LC0 requires two channels of Source Range Neutron
Flux to be OPERABLE in MODE 2 below P6 and in MODE 3,
4, or 5 with RTBs closed and Control Rod Drive System
capable of rod withdrawal. Two OPERABLE channels are
sufficient to ensure no single random failure will
disable this trip function. The LC0 requires two
channels for the Source Range Neutron Flux to be
OPERABLE in MODES 3, 4, or 5 with RTBs open. In this
case, the source range function is to provide input and
indication to the LCO 3.3.5, " Boron Dilution Protection
System (BDPS)." Source Range Neutron Flux is OPERABLE
when it satisfies OPERABILITY. requirements 1, 2, and 3.
An additional requirement is that the channel's control
room readouts are functional and in service.

(For this facility, the basis for ALLOWABLE VALUE is as
follows:]

6. Overtemperature AT

The LC0 requires all four channels of the
Overtemperature AT trip function to be OPERABLE in MODE
1 or 2 for two and four loop plants. LC0 requires all
three channels on the Overtemperature AT trip function
to be OPERABLE in MODE 1 or 2 for three loop plants.
Overtemperature AT is OPERABLE when it satisfies
OPERABILITY requirements 1, 2, and 3. Note that the
Overtemperature AT function receives input from
channels shared with other RTS functions. Failures
that affect multiple functions require entry into the
Conditions applicable to all affected functions.

The Overtemperature AT trip function is calculated for
each loop as described in Note 1 of Table 3.3.1-1.

(continued)

(continued)
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( BASES (continued)

LCO Trip occurs if Overtemperature AT is indicated in two
:(continued) loops.

[For this facility, the basis for ALLOWABLE VALUE is as
follows:]

7. Overoower AT

The LC0 requires four channels (two- and four-loop
plants) and three channels (three-loop plants) of the
Overpower AT trip function to be OPERABLE in MODE 1
or 2. Overpower AT is OPERABLE when it satisfies
OPERABILITY requirements 1, 2, and 3. Note that the
Overpower AT function receives input from channels
shared with other RTS functions. Failures that affect
multiple functions require entry into the Conditions
applicable to all affected functions.

The Overpower AT trip function is calculated for each
loop as per Note 2 of Table 3.3.1-1. Trip occurs if
Overpower AT is indicated in two loops.

[For this facility, the basis for the ALLOWABLE VALUES
is as follows:)

8 a. Pressurizer Pressure--Low Setooint

The LC0 requires all four channels (two- and four-loop
plants) and three channels (three-loop plants) of
Pressurizer Pressure--Low Setpoint to be OPERABLE in
MODE I above P-7. Pressurizer Pressure--Low Setpoint
is OPEP,ABLE when it satisfies OPERABILITY requirements
1, 2, 3, and 4. This trip function ensures that
protection is provided against violating the DNBR limit
due to low pressure.

[For this facility, the basis for the ALLOWABLE VALUE
is as follows:]

8.b. Pressurizer Pressure--Hiah Setooint

The LC0 requires all four channels (two- and four-loop
plants) and three channels (three loop-plants) of
Pressurizer Pressure--High Setpoint to be OPERABLE in

i
(continued)

(continued)
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BASES (continued)

LCO MODE 1 or 2. Pressurizer Pressure--High Setpoint is
(continued) OPERABLE when it satisfies OPERABILITY requirements 1,

2, and 3. This function ensures that protection is
provided against overpressurizing the RCS,

[For this facility, the basis for the ALLOWABLE VALUE
is as follows:)

9. Pressurizer Water level--Hiah

The LC0 requires three channels of Pressurizer Water
Level--High to be OPERABLE in MODE I above P-7.
Pressurizer Water Level--High is OPERABLE when it
satisfies OPERABILITY requirements 1, 2, 3, and 4.
This trip function provides a backup signal for the
Pressurizer Pressure--High trip and also provides
protection against water relief through the pressurizer
safety valves.

(For this facility, the basis for the ALLOWABLE VALUE
is as follows:)

10.a. Reactor Coolant Flow--Low (Sinale Loon)

The LC0 requires three Reactor Coolant flow--Low
channels per loop to be OPERABLE in MODE I above P-8.
Reactor coolant flow is OPERABLE when it satisfies
OPERABILITY requirements 1, 2, 3, and 4. This trip
function ensures that protection is provided against
violating the DNBR limit due to low flow in one or more
RCS loops. Above the P-8 setpoint, which is
approximately 48% of RTP, a loss of flow in any RCS
loop will actuate a reactor trip. Each RCS loop has
three flow detectors to monitor flow.

{For this facility, the basis for the ALLOWABLE VALUE
is as follows:]

10.b. Reactor Coolant Flou--Low (Two Locos)

The LC0 requires three Reactor Coolant Flow--Low
channels per loop to be OPERABLE in MODE I above P-7
and below P-8. Reactor Coolant Flow--Low is OPERABLE
when it satisfies OPERABILITY requirements 1, 2, 3,
and 4. This trio function ensures that protaction is

(continued)

(continued)
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BASES' (continued)

LC0 provided against violating the DNBR limit due to low-
(continued) flow in two or more RCS' loops. Above the P-7 setpoint

and below the P-8 setpoint, a _ loss of flow in two or :

more loops will initiate a reactor trip. Each loop has-
'

three flow detectors to monitor flow, i

(For this facility, the basis for the ALLOWABLE VALUE
is as follows:]

11.a. Reactor Coolant Pumo-Breaker Open (Sinale Looo)

The LC0 requires one RCP Breaker Open channel per RCP
to be OPERABLE in MODE I above P-8. RCP Breakers Open
is;0PERABLE when it satisfies OPERABILITY' requirements
1,-3,.and 4. One OPERABLE channel is sufficient for
this trip 3 function because the RCS Flow--Low trip alone
provides sufficient protection of plant SLs for
loss-of-flow events. The RCP Breaker Open trip serves
onlyLto anticipate the low flow trip, minimizing the
thermal transient ^ associated with loss of a pump.

The RCP Breaker Open.(Single Loop) reactor trip
function ensures that-protection is provided against

Og violating the'DNBR. limit due to a loss of flow in'one
- RCS loop. .The position of each RCP breaker is

monitored. If one RCP b'reaker is open above the P-8
setpoint, a reactor trip is initiated. This-trip
function will generate a reactor trip before the
Reactor Coolant flow--Low (Single Loop)-trip setpoint
is reached. This function measures only the discrete
position (open er closed) of the RCP breaker using a
position-switch. Therefore, the function.has no
adjustable trip setpoint with which to associate ani

; ALLOWABLE VALUE.

II,b. Reactor Coolant Pumo Breaker Open (Two looos)

The LC0 requires one RCP Breaker Open channel per RCP
to be OPERABLE in MODE I above P-7=and below P-8. The
RCP Breaker Open is OPERABLE when it satisfies.
OPERABILITY requirements 1, 3, and 4. One OPERABLE
channel is sufficient for this function because the RCS
Flow--Low trip alone provides sufficient-protection of
plant SLs for loss-of-flow events. The RCP Breaker

'

(continued)'
L

(continued)l

!
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BASES (continued)

-LCO Open trip servet only to anticipate the low flow trip,
(continued) minimizing the thermal transient associated with loss

of an RCP.

The LC0 requirement for the RCP Breaker Open (Two
Loops) reactor trip function ensures that protection is
provided against violating the DNBR limit due to a loss
of flow in two or more RCS loops. The position of each
RCP breaker is monitored. Above the P-7 setpoint and
below the P-8 setpoint, a loss of flow in two or more
loops will initiate a reactor trip. This trip function
will generate a reactor trip before the Reactor Coolant
flow--Low (Two Loops) trip setpoint is reached. This
function measures only the discrete position (open or
closed) of the RCP breaker using a position switch.
Therefore, the function has no adjustable trip setpoint
with which to associate an ALLOWABLE VALUE.

12. Undervoltaae Reactor Coolant Pumos

The LC0 requires three Undervoltage RCPs channels per
bus to be OPERABLE'in MODE I above P-7. An
Undervoltage RCPs channel is OPERABLE when it satisfies
OPERABILITY requirements 1, 2, and 3. The Undervoltage
RCPs reactor trip function' ensures that protection is
provided against violating the DNBR limit due to a loss
of flow in two or more RCS loops.

Above the P-7 setpoint, a loss of voltage detected in
two or more loops will initiate a reactor trip. This
trip function will generate a reactor trip before the
Reactor Coolant Flow--Low (Two Loops) trip setpoint is
reached. [For this facility, describe relay
configuration and how the trip meets single failure
criterion for single-phasing events. If action of
otWr relays, eg., phase differential current, is
raquired to ensure trip in the event of single phasing,
discuss how OPERABILITY of these other relays affects
OPERABILITY of this trip function and identify LCO
covering the other relays.) Time delays are
incorporated into the Undervoltage RCPs channels to
prevent reactor trips due ta momentary electrical power
transients. [For this fac lity, the time delay

(continued)

(continued)
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BASES (continued)

LCO setpoint and justification for not including time delay
(continued) setpoint ALLOWABLE VALUE in the LC0 table are as

follows:]

[For this facility, the basis for the ALLOWABLE VALUE
is as follows:]

13. .U.nderfreauency Reactor Coolant Pumos

The LC0 requires three Underfrequency RCPs channels to
be OPERABLE in MODE I above P7. An Underfrequency RCPs
channel is OPERABLE when it satisfies OPERABILITY
requirements 1, 2, 3, and 4. The Underfrequency RCPs
reactor trip function ensures that protection is
provided against violating the DNBR limit due to the
loss of two or more RCS loops.

Above P-7 setpoint, a loss of frequency detected in two
or more RCP buses will initiate a reactor trip. This
trip function will generate a reactor trip before the
Reactor Coolant Flow--Low trip setpoint is reached.
Time delays are incorporated into the Underfrequency

A RCPs channels to prevent reactor trips due to momentary
g electrical power transients.

[For this facility, the basis for ALLOWABLE VALUE is as
follows:]

14. Steam Generator Water level--Lo1LLs

The LC0 requires four channels of SG Water Level--Low
Low per SG to be OPERABLE in MODE 1 or 2 for four-loop
plants in which these channels are shared between
protection and control. In two , three , and four-loop
plants where three SG Water Levels are dedicated to the
RTS, only three channels per SG are required to be
OPERABLE. SG Water level--Low Low is OPERABLE when it
satisfies OPERABILITY requirements 1, 2, and 3. The SG
Water Level--Low Low trip function ensures that
protection is provided against a loss of heat sink and
actuates the AFW System prior to uncovering the SG
tubes.

[For this facility, the basis for ALLOWABLE VALUE is as
follows:]

L (continued)

(continued)
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BASES (continued)

LC0 15. Steam Generator Water Level--Low. Coincident with Steam
(continued) Flow /Feedwater Flow Mismatsh

The LC0 requires two channels of SG Water Level--Low
coincident with Steam Flow /Feedwater Flow Mismatch.
This trip function is OPERABLE when it satisfies
OPERABILITY requirements 1, 2, and 3.

SG Water Level--Low, in conjunction with Steam
Flow /Feedwater Flow Mismatch, ensures that protection
is provided against a loss of heat sink and actuates
the AFW System prior to uncovoring the SG tubes.

[For this facility, the basis for ALLOWABLE VALUE is as
follows:]

16.a. Turbine Trio--low Fluid Oil Pressure

The LC0 reluires three channels of Turbine Trip--Low
Fluid Oil Pressure to be OPERABLE in MODE I above P-9.
Turbine Trip--Low Fluid Oil Pressure is OPERABLE
when it satisfies'0PERABILITY requirements 1, 2, 3,
and 4. This trip function is anticipatory for the
loss-of-heat-removal capabilities of the secondary
system following a turbine trip. This trip function
acts to minimize the pressure / temperature transient on
the reactor. A low pressure sensed by two-out-of-three
of the pressure switches will actuate a reactor trip.

[For this facility, the basis for ALL0i'ABLE VALVE is as
follows:]

16.b. Turbine Trip--Turbine Stoo Valve Closure

The LC0 requires four Turbine Trip--Turbine Stop Valve
Closure channels, one per valve, to be OPERABLE in MODE
I above P-9. All four channels must trip to cause
reactor trip. Turbine trip stop valve closure is
OPERABLE when it satisfies the OPERABILITY requirements
1, 2, 3, and 4. One OPERABLE channel per valve in a
four-out-of-four logic configuration is acceptable

| because the plant is designed to withstand stop valve
| closure and not sustain core damage or challenge RCS
| pressure limitations. This trip function is

anticipatory for the loss-of-heat-removal capabilities'

(continued)

(continued)
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j BASES (continued)

LCO of the secondary system following a turbine trip. This
(continued) trip function acts to minimize the pressure / temperature

transient on the reactor.

The ALLOWABLE VALVE for this function is set to assure
channel trip occurs when the associated stop valve is
completely closed.

17. Safety Infection Input from Enaineerina Safety Eeature
Actuation System

.

The LC0 requires two trains of SI Input from ESFAS to
be OPERABLE in MODE 1 or 2.

[For this_ facility, an OPERABLE SI Input from ESFAS
constitutes _the following:]

This function ensures that, if a reactor trip has not
already been generated by the RTS, the ESFAS automatic
actuation logic will initiate a reactor trip upon any
signal which initiates St.

(~N 18. Reactor Trio System Interlocks

\
18.a. Intermediate Ranae Neutron Flux. P-6

The LC0 requires two channels of Intermediate
Range Neutron Flux, P-6 interlock to be OPERABLE
in MODE 2 when below the P-6 interlock setpoint.
Intermediate Range Neutron Flux, P-6 interlock is
OPERABLE when it satisfies the OPERABILITY
requirements 1, 2, and 3.

[For this facility, the basis for the required
number of channels and the ALLOWABLE VALUE is as
follows:)

18 b. Low Power Reactor Trios Block. P-7

The LC0 requires one channe~ per train of Low
Power Reactor Trips Block, P--7 interlock to be
OPERABLE in MODE 1. Low Power Reactor Trips,

| Block, P-7 interlock is PERABLE-when it
| satisfies the OPERABILITY requirements 1 and 3.

(continued)

. e (continued)
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-

LC0 .[For this facility, the basis for the required
(continued) number of channels and the ALLOWABLE VALUE is as

follows:)

18.c. Power Ranae Neutron Flux. P-8

The LC0 reouires four channels of Power Range
Neutron Flux, P-8 interlock to be OPERABLE in
MODE 1. Power Range Neutron Flux, P-8 interlock
is OPERABLE when it satisfies the OPERABILITY
requirements 1, 2, and 3.

(For this facility, the basis for the required
r. umber of channels and the ALLOWABLE VALUE are as
follows:)

18.d. Power Ranae Neutron Flux. P-9

| The LC0 requires four channels of Power Range
| Neutron Flux, P-9. interlock to be OPERABLE in

MODE 1. Power Range Neutron Flux, P-9 interlock'

is OPERABLE when it satisfies the OPERABILITY
requirements 1, 2 and 3.

! [For this f acility, the basis for the required
! number of channels and the ALLOWABLE VALUE are as
I follows:]

18.e. Power Rance Neutron Flux. P-10

| The LCO requires four channels of Power Range
Neutron Flux, P-10 interlock to be OPERABLE in'

MODE 1 or 2. Power Range Neutron Flux, P-10
interlock is OPERABLE when it satisfies the
OPERABILITY requirements 1, 2, and 3.

[For this facility, the basis for the required
number of channels and the ALLOWABLE VALUE are as
follows:]

18.f. Turbine impulse Pressure. P-13

The LCO requires two channels of Turbine Impulse
Pressure, P-13 interlock to be OPERABLE in

(continued)

(continued)
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i BASES (continued)

LCO MODE 1. Turbine Impulse Pressure, P-13 is |

(continued) OPERABLE when it satisfies the OPERABILITY
requirements 1, 2, and 3.

(For this facility, the basis for the required
number of channels and the ALLOWABLE VALUE are as
follows:]

19. Reactor Trio Breakers

This trip . function applies to the RTBs exclusive of
individual trip mechanisms. The LC0 requires two
OPERABLE trains of trip breakers. A trip breaker train
consists of all trip breakers associated with a single
RTS logic train that are racked in, closed, and capable
of supplying power to the Control Rod Drive (CRD)
System. Thus the train may consist of the main
breaker, bypass breaker, or main breaker and bypass
breaker, depending upon the system configuration. Two
OPERABLE trains ensure no single random failure car,
disable the RTS trip capability. A trip breaker train
is considered OPERABLE when requirements 1 and 3 are
met. ,

' -20. Reactor Trio Breaker Undervoltaae and Shunt Trio
liechanis.31

The LC0 requires both the undervoltage and shunt trip
mechanisms to be OPERABLE for each RTB that is in
service. The trip mechanisms are not required to be
OPERABLE for trip breakers that are open, racked out,.
incapable of supplying power to the CRD System, or
declared inoperable under function 19 above. RTB-trip '

mechanisms are considered OPERABLE when. requirements 1
and 3 are met. OPERABILITY of both trip mechanisms on
each breaker ensures that no single trip mechanism-
failure will prevent opening the breakers on a valid
signal.

| 21. Automatic Trio Loaic

The LC0 requires two channels of RTS Automatic Trip
Logic to be OPERABLE. Automatic Trip Logic channels
are considered OPERABLE when requirements 1 and 3 are
met. Having two OPERABLE channels ensures that random

(continued)

[] (continued)
( kJ
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BASES (continued)

LC0 failure of a single logic channel will not prevent
(continued) reactor trip.

[For this facility, the following support systems are
required to be OPERABLE to ensure RTS instrumentation
OPERABILITY:)

(For this facility, those required support systems
which upon their failure, do not declare RTS
instrumentation inoperable and their justification are
as follows:) 1

(for this facility, the supported systems impacted by
the inoperability of the RTS instrumentation and the
justification of whether or not each supported system
is declared inoperable are as follows:)

It should be noted that LCO 3.3.1 may need to be augmented
with additional Conditions, if it is determined that the RTS
provides support to other systems included in the STS.

APPLICABILITY 1. Manual Reactor Trja

In MODE 1 or 2, manual initiation of a reactor trip
must be OPERABLE. These are the MODES'in which the
shutdown rods and/or control rods Lare partially or
fully withdrawn from the core. In MODE 3, 4, or 5, the
manual initiation function must'also be OPERABLE if the
shutdown rods or control rods are withdrawn or the CRD
System is capable of withdrawing the shutdown rods or
the contrei rods. In MODE 3, 4, or 5, manual
initiation of a reactor trip does not have to be
OPERABLE if the CRD System is not capable of
withdrawing the shutdown rods or control rods. If the
rods cannot be withdrawn from the core, there is no
need to be able to trip the reactor because all of the

i rods are inserted. In MODE 6, neither the shutdown
' rods nor the control rods are permitted to be ylthdrawn

and the CRDMs are disconnected from the control rods
and shutdown rods. Therefore, the manual initiation

|

| function does not have to be OPERABLE.
L

| (continued)
|

| (continued)
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-BASE 3 (continued)

APPLICABILITY 2.a. Power Ranae Neutron Flux--Hiah Setooint
(continued)

In MODE 1 or 2, when a positive reactivity excursion
could occur, the Power Range Neutron Flux--High
setpoint trip must be OPERABLE. This function will
terminate the reactivity excursion and shutdown the
reactor prior to reaching a power level that could
damage the fuel. In MODE 3, 4, 5, or 6, the Power
Range Neutron Flux--High Setpoint does not have to be
OPERABLE because the reactor is shutdown and a
reactivity excursion in the power range cannot occur.
Other RTS functions and administrative controls provide
protection against reactivity additions when in MODE 3,
4, 5, or 6. In addition, the NIS power range detectors
cannot detect neutron levels in this range.

2.b. Power Ranae Neutron Flux--Low Setooint

In MODE 1,. below the Power Range Neutron Flux, P-10
setpoint and in MODE 2, the Power Range Neutron
Flux--low Setpoint trip must be OPERABLE. This
function may be' manually.. blocked by the operator
when two-out-of-four power-range channels are

(O) greater than approximately 10% of RTP (P-10 setpoint).
V This function is automatically unblocked when

three-out-of-four power range channels are below
the P-10 setpoint. Above the P-'10 setpoint, positive
reactivity additions are mitigated by the Power Range
Neutron Flux--High Setpoint trip function.

In MODE 3, 4, 5, or 6, the Power Range Neutron
Flux--Low Setpoint trip function does not have to be
OPERABLE because the reactor is shutdown and the
NIS power range detectors cannot detect neutron
levels in this range. Other RTS trip functions and
administrative controls provide protection against
positive reactivity additions or power excursions in
MODE 3, 4, 5, or 6.

2.c. Power Ranae Neutron Flux--f( All

In MODE 1 or 2, when the Overtemperature AT trip is
required to be OPERABLE, the f(AI) function must be
OPERABLE as the f(AI)*luattion provides one of the

| inputs to the Overtemperature AT trip.

(continued)

| (continued)
V
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BASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY 3.a. Power Ranoe Neutron Flux--Hiah Positive Rate
(continued)

In MODE 1 or 2, when there is a potential to add a
large amount of positive reactivity from a rod ejection
accident (REA), the Power Range Neutron Flux--High
Positive Rate trip must be OPERABLE. In MODE 3, 4, 5,
or 6, the Power Range Neutron Flux--High Positive Rate
trip function does not have to be OPERABLE because
other RTS trip functions and administrative controls
will provide protection against positive reactivity
additions. Also, since only the shutdown banks may he
withdrawn in MODE 3, 4, or 5, the remaining complement
of control bank worth ensures a sufficient degree of
SHUTDOWN MARGIN in the event of an REA. In MODE 6, no
rods are withdrawn and the SHUTDOWN MARGIN is increased
during refueling operations. The reactor vessel head
is also removed or the closure bolts are detensioned
preventing any pressure buildup. In addition, the NIS
power range detectors cannot detect neutron levels
present in this mode.

3.b. Power Ranae Neutron Flux--Hiah Neaative Rate

In MODE 1 or 2, when there is a potential for a
multiple rod drop accident to occur, the Power
Range Neutron Flux--High Negative Rate trip must be
OPERABLE. In MODE 3, 4, 5, or 6, the Power Range
Neutron Flux--High Negative Rate trip function does not
have to be OPERABLE because the core is not critical
and DNBR is not a concern. Also, since only the
shutdown banks may be withdrawn in MODE 3, 4, or 5, the
remaining complement of control bank worth ensures a
sufficient degree of SHUTDOWN MARGIN in the event of an
REA. In MODE 6, no rods are withdrawn and the required
SHUTDOWN MARGIN is increased during refueling
operations. In addition, the NIS power range detectors
cannot detect neutron levels present in this mode.

4. Intermediate Ranae Neutron Flux

in MODE 1 below the P-10 setpoint and in MODE 2 when
there is a potential for an uncontrolled rod withdrawal
accident during reactor startup, the Intermediate Range
Neutron Flux trip must be OPERABLE. Above the P-10

| setpoint, the Power Range Neutron Flux--High Setpoint
I

| (continued)

(continued)
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( BASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY trip and the Power Range Neutron Flux--High Positive
(continued) Rate trip provide core protection for a rod withdrawal

accident, in MODE 3, 4, or 5, the Intermediate Range
Neutron Flux trip does not have to be OPERABLE because
the control rods must be fully inserted and only the
shutdown rods may be withdrawn. The reactor cannot be
started up in this condition. The core also has the
required SHUTDOWN MARGIN to mitigate the consequences
of a positive reactivity addition accident. In MODE 6,
all rods are fully inserted and the core has a required
increased SHUTDOWN MARGIN. Also, the NIS intermediate
range detectors cannot detect neutron levels present in
this mode.

5. . Source Ranae Neutron Flux

In MODE 2 when below the P-6 setpoint during a reactor
startup, the Source Range Neutron Flux trip must be
OPERABLE. Above the P-6 setpoint, the Intermediate
Range Neutron Flux trip and the Power Range Neutron
Flux--Low Setpoint trip will provide core protection
for reactivity accidents. Above the P-6 setpoint, the

('N NIS source range detectors are de-energized and
y) inoperable.

In MODE 3, 4, or 5 with the reactor shut down, the
Source Range Neutron Flux trip function must also be
OPERABLE. If the CRD System is capable of rod
withdrawal, the Source Range Neutron Flux trip must be
OPERABLE to provide core protection against a rod
withdrawal accident. If the CRD System is not capable
of rod withdrawal, the source range detectors are not
required to trip the reactor. However, their
monitoring function-must be OPERABLE to monitor core
neutron levels and provide indication of reactivity
changes that may occur as a result of events like a
boron dilution. These inputs are provided to
LC0 3.3.5, " Boron Dilution Protection System." The
requirements for the NIS source range detectors in
MODE 6 are addressed in LC0 3.9.3.

6. Overtemperature 6T

in MODE 1 or 2, the Overtemperature AT trip must be
OPERABLE to prevent DNB. In MODE 3, 4, 5, or 6, this

(continued)

p) (continued)| (v;

1
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BASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY trip function does not have to be OPERABLE because the
(continued) reactor is not operating and there is insufficient heat

production to be concerned about DNB.

7. Overoower AT

In MODE 1 or 2, the Overpower AT trip function mest be
OPERABLE. These are the only times that enough heat is
generated in the fuel to be concerned about the heat
generation rates and overneating of the fuel. In
MODE 3, 4, 5, or 6, this trip function does not have to
be OPERABLE because the reactor .is not operating and
there is insufficient heat production to be concerned
about fuel overheating and fuel damage.

8.a. Pressurizer Pressure--low Setooint

In MODE 1, when DNB is a major concern, the Pressurizer
Pressure--Low Setpoint trip must be OPERABLE. This
trip function is automatically enabled on increasing
power by the P-7 interlock (NIS power range P-10 or
turbine impulse pressure greater than approximately 10%
of full power equivalent (P-13)). On decreasing power,
this trip function is automatically blocked below P-7.
Below the P-7 setpoint, no conceivsbie power
distributions can occur that would cause DNB concerns,

8.b. Pressurizer Pressure--Hioh Setooint

In MODE 1 or 2, the Pressurizer Prc sure--High trip
must be OPERABLE to help prevent RCS overpressurization
and minimize challenges to the relief and safety
valves. In MODE 3, 4, 5, or 6, the Pressurizer
Pressure--High trip function does not have to be
OPERABLE because transients which could cause an
overpressure condition will be slow to occur.
Therefore, the operator will have sufficient time to
evaluate plant conditions and take corrective actions.
Additionally, low temperature overpressure protection
systems provide overpressure protection when below
MODE 4.

(continued)

(continued)
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BASES (continvet

j \

l APPLICABILITY 9. Pressurizer Water Level--Hiah
(continued)

In MODE 1 when there is a potential for overfilling the
pressurizer, the Pressurizer Water Level--High trip
must be OPERABLE. This trip function is automatically
enabled on increasing power by the P-7 interlock. On
decreasing power, this trip function is automatically
blocked below P-7. Below the P-7 setpoint, transients
which could raise the pressurizer water level will be
slow and the operator will have sufficient time to
evaluate plant conditions and take corrective actions.

10.a. Reactor Coolant Flow--Low (Sinale Loop)

In MODE .1 -above the P-8 setpoint, when a loss of flow
in one RCS loop could result in DNB conditions in the
core, the Reactor Coolant Flow--Low (Single Loop) trip
must be OPERABLE. In MODE 1 below the P-8 setpoint,- a
loss of flow in two or more loops is required to
actuate a. reactor trip -(Function 10.b) because of the
lower power level and the greater margin to the design
limit DNBR.

10 b. Reactor Coolant Flow--Low (Two Loons)

In MODE I above the P-7 setpoint and below the P-8
setpoint, the Reactor Coolant Flow--Low (Two Loops)
trip must be OPERABLE. Below the P-7 setpoint, all
reactor trips on low flow are automatically blocked
since no conceivable power distributions could occur
that would cause a DNB ccacern at this low power level.
Above the P-7 setpoint, the reactor tr_ip on low flow in
two or more RCS loops is automatically enabled. Above
the P-8 setpoint, a loss of flow in any one loop will
actuate a reactor trip because of the higher power
level and the reduced margin to the design limit DNBR.

ll.a. . Reactor Coolant pumo Breaker Open (Sinale looo)

In MODE 1 above the P-8 setpoint, when a loss of flow
in.any RCS loop could result in DNB conditions in the
core, the RCP Breaker Open (Single Loop) trip must be
OPERABLE. In MODE 1 below the P-8 setpoint, a loss of
flow in two or more loops is required to actuate a

(continued)

(continued)

\
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RASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY reactor trip because of the lower power level and the
(continued) greater margin to the design limit DNBR.

ll.b. Reactor Coolant Pumo Breaker Open (Two Loons)

In MODE 1 above the P-7 setpoint and below the P-8
setpoint, the RCP Breaker Open (Two Loops) trip must be
OPERABLE. Below the P-7 setpoint, all reactor trips on
loss of flow are automatically blocked since no
conceivable power distributions could occur that would
cause a Dr4B concern at this low power level. Above the
P-7 setpoint, the reactor trip on loss of flow in two
RCS loops is automatically enabled. Above the P-8
setpoint, a loss of flow in any one loop will actuate a
reactor trip because of the higher power level and the
reduced margin to the design limit DNBR.

12. Undervoltaae Reactor Coolant Pumm

In MODE I above the P-7 setpoint, the Undervoltage RCP
trip must be OPERABLE. Below the P-7 setpoint, all
reactor trips on loss of flow are automatically blocked
since no conceivable power distributions could occur
that would cause a DNB concern at this low power level,
Above the P-7 setpoint, the reactor trip on loss of
flow in two or more RCS loops is automatically enabled.
This function us=s the same relays as the ESFAS
Function 7.f, % dervoltage Reactor Coolant Pump (RCP)"
start of the AFW pumps.

13. Underfrecuency Reactor Coolant Pumpl

In MODE I above the P-7 setpoint, the Underfrequency
RCPs trip must be OPERABLE. Below the P-7 setpoint all
reactor trips on loss of flow are automatically blocked
since no conceivable power distributions could occur
that would cause a DNB concern at this low power level.-

Above the P-7 setpoint, the reactor trip on loss of
flow in two RCS loops is automatically enabled.

14. Steam Generator Water Level--Low low

In MODE 1 or 2, when the reactor requires a heat sink,
the SG Water Level--Low Low trip must be OPERABLE. The
normal source of water for the SGs is the Main

(continued)

(continued)
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BASES (continued) I

v
l

APPLICABILITY Feedwater System (non-safety related). The Main
(continued) Feedwater System is only in operation in MODE 1 or 2.

The AFW System is the safety-related backup source of j

water to ensure that the SGs remain the heat sink for '

the reactor. During normal startups and shutdowns, the
AFS System provides feedwcter to maintain SG level.
In MODE 3, 4, 5, or 6, the SG Water Levei--Low Low
function does not have to be OPERABLE because the Main
Feedwater System is not in operation and the reactor is
not operating or even critical. Decay heat removal is
accomplished by the AFW System in MODE 3 and by the
Residual Heat Removal (RHR) System in MODE 4, 5, or 6.

15. Steam Generator Water Level--Low. Coincident with Steam
Flow /Feedwater Flow Mismatch

in MODE 1 or 2, when the reactor requires a heat sink,
the SG Water level--Low coincident with Steam
Flow /Feedwater Flow Mismatch trip must be OPERABLE.
The normal source of water for the SGs is the Main
Feedwater System (non-safety related). The Main
Feedwater System is only in operation in MODE 1 or 2.
The AFW System is the safety-related backup source of

(j~T( water to ensure that the SGs remain the heat sink for
' the reactor. During normal startups and shutdowns, the

AFW System provides feedwater to inaintain SG level. In
MODE 3, 4, 5, or 6, the SG Water ~ Level--Low coincident
with Steam Flow /Feedwater F_ low Mismatch function does
not have to be OPERABLE because the Main Feedwater
System is not in operation and the reactor is not
operating or even critical. Decay heat removal is

. accomplished by the AFW System in MODE 3 and by the RHR
l System in MODE 4, 5, or 6.- The Main Feedwater System
( is in operation only in MODE 1 or 2 and, therefore,
'

this-trip function need only be OPERABLE in these
MODES.

16.a. Turbine Trio--Low Fluid Oil Pressure

in MODE I above the P-9 setpoint, the Turbine Trip--Low
| Fluid Oil Pressure trip must be OPERABLE. Below the
L P-9 setpoint, a turbine trip does not actuate a reactor

trip. In MODE 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6, there is no potential '

,

for a turbine trip; and the Turbine Trip--Low Fluid Oil'

Pressure trip function does not need to be OPERABLE.
,

(continued)

h) (continued)
V
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BASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY 16.b. Jurbine Trio--Turbine Ston Valve Closure
(contirued)

In MODE I above the P-9 setpoint, the Turbine
Trip--Turbine Stop Valve Closure trip must be
OPERABLE. Below the P-9 setpoint, a load rejection
can be accommodated by the Steam Dump System. In
MODE 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6, there is no potential for a
load rejection; and the Turbine Trip--Turbine Stop
Valve Closure trip function does not need to be
OPERABLE.

17. aafety In.iection Inout from Enaineerina Safety Features
Actuation Systen)

A reactor trip is initiated every time an SI signal is
present. Therefore, this trip function must be
OPERABLE in MODE 1 or 2, when the reactor is critical,
and must be shutdown in_the event of an accident. In
MODE 3, 4, 5, or 6, the reactor is not critical; and
this crip function does not need to be OPERABLE.

18. Reactor Trio System Interlocks

RTS Interlocks are provided to ensure reactor trips are
in the correct configuration for the current plant
status. They back up operator actions to ensure
protection system functions are not bypassed during
plant conditions under which the safety analysis
assumes the functions are not bypassed. Therefore, the
interlock functions do not need to be OPERABLE when the
associated reactor trip functions are outside the
applicable MODES.

18.a. Intermediate Ranae Neutron Flux. P-6

In MODE 2, when below the P-S interlock setpoint,
the P-6 interlock must be operable. Above the
P-6 interlock setpoint, the NIS Source Range
Neutron Flux reactor trip will be blocked; and
this function will no longer be necessary. In
MODE 3, 4, 5, or 6, the P-6 interlock does not
have to be OPERABLE because the NIS Source Range
is providing core protection.

(continued)

(continued)
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B 3.3.1

BASES (continued)

APPLICABILIT) 18.b. Ltw Power Reactor Trios Block. P-7
(continued)

In MODE 1, the Low Power Reactor Trips Block, P-7
interlock must be OPERABLE. The low power trips
are blocked below the P-7 setpoint and unblocked
above the P-7 setpoint. In MODE 2, 3, 4, 5, or
6, this function does not have to be OPERABLE
because the interlock performs its function when
power level drops below 10% power, which is in
MODE 1.

18.c. Power Ranae Neutron Flux. P-3

In MODE 1, when a loss of flow in one RCS loop
could result in DNB conditions, the Power Range
Neutron Flux, P-8 interlock must be OPERABLE. In
MODE 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6, this function does not
have to be OPERABLE because the core is not
producing sufficient power to be concerned aboto
DNB conditions.

IB.d. Power Range Neutron Fl u. P-9

A reactor trip is automatically ini'.iated on a
turbine trip when above the P-9 se. point to
minimize the transient on the reattor. In
MODE 1, t< hen a turbine trip could cause a load
rejection beyond the capacity of the Steam Dump
System, the Power Range Neutron Flux interlock
must be OPERABLE. In MODE 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6, this

function does not have to be OPERABLE because the
reactar is not at a power level sufficient to
have a ioad rejection beyond the capacity of the
Steam Dump System.

18.e. Power Range Neutron Flux. P-LQ

In MODE 1, when the reactor is at power, the
Power Range Neutron flux, P-10 interlock must be
OPERABLE. This function must be OPERABLE in
MODE 2 to ensure that core protection is provided
during a startup or shutdown by the Power Range
Neutron Flux--Low Setpoint and Intermediate Range
Neutron Flux reactor trips. In MODE 3, 4, 5, or
6, this function does not have to be OPERABLE

(continued';

(continued)
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B 3.3.1

BASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY because the reactor is not a power and the Source
(continued) Range Neutron flux reactor trip provides core

protection.

18.f. lurbine 1moulse Chamber Pressure. P-1)_

In MODE 1, the Turbine Impulse Chamber Pressure,
P-13 interlock must be OPERABLE when the turbine
generator is operating. The interlock function is
not required OPERABLE in MODE 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6
because the turbine generator is not operating.

19. Reactor Trio Breakers @ d

These trip functions must be OPERABLE in MODE 1 or
when the reactor is critical. in MODE 3, 4, or 5,
these RTS trip functions must be OPERABLE when the RTBs
and associated bypass breakers are in use, are closed,
and the CRD System is capable of rod withdrawal.

20. Reactor Trin 8ttak.r_Undervpitaae and Shunt Trioe

Mechanisin

These trip functions must be OPERABLE in MODE 1 or
when the reactor is critical. in H0DE 3, 4, or 5,
these RTS trip functions must be ODERABLE when the RTBs
and associated bypass breakers are in use, are closed,
and the CRD System is capable of rod withdrawal.

21. Automatic Trip _Lqgic

These trip functions must be OPERABLE in MODE 1 or 2
when the reactor is critical, In MODE 3, 4, or 5,
these RTS trip functions murt be OPERABLE when the RTDs
and associated bypass breakers are in use, are closed,
and the CRD System is capable of rod withdrawal.

A Note has been added to provide clarification that,
for this LCO, each function specified in Table 3.3.1-1 is
treated as an independent entity with an independent
Completion Time.

(continued)
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RTS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS in order for a facility to take credit for topical reports
as the basis for justifying Completion Times, topical
reports must be supported by an NRC staff Safety Evaluation
Report (SER) that establishes the acceptability of each
topical report for that facility.

A protection function channel is inoperable when it does not'

satisfy the OPERABILITY criteria for the functions channels.
These criteria are outlined for each function in the LCO
section of the Ba:es. The most common cause of channel
inoperability is outright failure or drif t of the bistable
or process module sufficient to exceed the tolerance allowed
by the plant-specific setpoint analysis. Typically the
drift is found to be small and results in a delay of
actuation (but it is still within the time period assumed in
the safety analysis) rather than a total loss of function.
This determination is generally made during the performance
of an ANALOG CHANNEL OPERATIONAL TEST, when the process
instrumentation is set up for adjustment to bring it within
specification. If the trip setpoint is less conservative
than the ALLOWABLE VALUE, the channel must be declared
inoperabic immediately and the appropriate Condition (s) from
Table 3.3.1-1 must be entered immediately.

' In the event a channel's trip set)oint is found-

nonconservative with respect to tie ALLOWABLE VALVE, or the
transmitter, instrument loop, signal processing electronics,
or bistable is found inoperable, then all affected functions
provided by that channel must be declared inoperable and the
LC0 Condition entered for the particular protection function
affected.

When the number of inoperable channels in a trip function
exceed those specified in one or other related Conditions
associated with a trip function, then the plant is outside
the safety analysis. Therefore, LC0 3.0.3 must be
immediately entered if applicable in the current MODE of
operation.

Condition A

Condition A is applicable to all RTS protection functions.
Condition A addresses the situation where one or more
required channels for one or more functions are inoperable
at the same time. The Required Action is to refer to

(continued)

(continued)
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RTS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS Table 3.3.1-1 and to take the Required Actions for the
(continued) protection functions affected. The Completion Times are

those from the referenced Conditions and Required Actions.

Condition B

Condition B applies to the Manual Reactor Trip in MODE 1
or 2. This action addresses the train orientation of the |(SSPS) for this function. With one train inoperable, the '

ino)erable train must be restored to OPERABLE status within
48 1ours. In this Condition, the remaining OPERABLE train
is adequ:te to perform the safety function. [Forthis
facility, the Completion Time of 48 hours is justified as
follows: (WCAP-10271-P-A is not applicable for this
function - Ref. 7).]

The plant must be placed in a MODE in which the requirement
does not apply if the Manual Reactor Trip function cannot be
restored to OPERABLE status in the allowed 48-hour
Completion Time. This is done by placing the plant in at
least MODE 3 in 6 additional hours (54 hours total time)
followed by opening the reactor trip breakers in 1
additional hour (55 hours total time). The 6 additional
hours to reach MODE 3 and the I hour to open the RTBs are
reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach MODE 3
and open the RTBs from full power operation in an orderly
manner and without challenging plant systems. With the RTBs
open and the plant in MODE 3, this trip function is no
longer required to be OPERABLE.

[.gndition C

Condition C applies to the following reactor trip functions
in MODE 3, 4, or 5 with the RTBs closed and the CRD System
capable of rod withdrawal:

Manual Reactor Trip;*

Reactor Trip Breakers;*

Reactor Trip Breaker Undervoltage and Shunt Trip*

Mechanisms; and

Automatic Trip Logic.+

(continued)

(continued)
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BASES (continued) k

ACTIONS This action addresses the train orientation of the (SSPS) ,)
(continued) for these functions. With one train inoperable, the

inoperable train must be restored to OPERABLE status within
48 hours, in this Condition, the remaining OPERABLE train
is adequate to perform the safety function. The plant must
be placed in a MODE in which the requirement does not apply
if the affected function (s) cannot be restored to OPERABLE
status in the allowed 48-hour Completion Time. This is done
by opening the RTBs within the next hour. The additional
hour provides sufficient time to accomplish the action in an
orderly manner. With the RTBs open, these functions are no
longer required.

(for this facility, the Ccmpletion Time of 48 hours is
justified o follows: (WCAP-10271-P-A is not applicable for
this function - Ref. 7).]
(pndition D

Condition 0 applies to the following reactor trip function:

Power Range Neutron Flux--High Setpoint.*

(oI The Nls power range detectors provide input to the CR0
System and the SG Water Level Control System and, therefore,
have a two-out-of-four trip logic. A known inoperable
channel must be restored to OPERABLE status in 4 hours or
placed in the tripped condition. This results in a partial
trip condition requiring only one-out-of-three logic for
actuation. The 6 hours allowed to place the inoperable
channel in the tripped condition is justified in
Reference 7.

In addition to placing the inoperable channel in the tripped
condition, THERMAL POWER must be reduced to s 75% of RTP
within 4 hours. Reducing the power level prevents operation
of the core with radial power distributions beyond the
desian limits. With one of the NIS power range detectors
inoperable,1/4 of the radial power distribution monitoring
capability is lost.

Therefore, the power range high trip setpoint must be
reduced to (85]% of RTP to ensure anomalous radial power
distributions cannot cause the DNBR or linear power density
SLs to be challenged in the unmonitored quadrant when the

(continued)

(continued)
\_/
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ACTIONS high power trip occurs. Four hours are allowed for a total
! (continued) of eight, to reduce the Power Range Neutron Flux--High

Setpoint.

As an alternative to the above actions, the inoperable
channel can be placed in the tripped condition within
6 hours and the QUADRANT POWER TILT RATIO (QPTR) monitored
every 12 hours as per SR 3.2.4.2, QPTR verification.
Calculating QPTR every 12 hours compensates for the lost
monitoring capability due to the inoperable NIS power range
detector and allows continued plant operation at power
levels > 75% of RTP. The 6-hour Comple' ion Time and the
12-hour frequency are consistent with LC0 3.2.4, * QUADRANT
POWER TILT RA110 (OPlR)."

If the Required Actions described above cannot be met within
the specified Completion Times, the unit must be placed in a
MODE where this function is no longer required OPERABLE. An
additional 6 hours beyond the Completion Time for Required
Action D.2.2 and Required Action D.3.1 are allowed to place
the unit in MODE 3. Six hours is a reasonable time, based
on operating experience, to reach MODE 3 from MODE 1 from
full power in an orderly faanner and without challenging
plant systems, if Required Action D.2.3 or Required
Action D.3.2 cannot be completed within their allowed
Completion Times, LCO 3.0.3 must be entered.

The Required Actions have been modified by a Note, which
allows placing the inoperable channel in the bypass
condition for up to 4 hours while performing routine
Surveillance testing of other channels and while resetting
the trip setpoints of the OPERABLE channels in Required
Action D.2.3. The 4-hour time limit is justified in
Reference 7.

C9adlLipal

Condition E applies to the following reactor trip functions:

Power Range Neutron Flux--Low Setpoint;*

Power Range Neutron Flux--f(Al);*

Overtemperature AT;*

(continued)

(continued)
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B 3.3.1 |

BASES (continued)

Overpower ATACTIONS *

(continued)
Power Range Neutron Flux--High Positive Rate; 4

+

i

Power Range Neutron Flux--High Negative Rate;
'

+
,

Pressurizer Pressure--High Setpoint;+
i

SG Water Level--Low Low; and*

SG Water Level Low coincident with Steam Flow /Feedwater-+

Flow Mismatch.
,

A'known-inoperable channel must be restored to
CPERABLE status or 31 aced in the tripped condition within
f hours. Placing tie channel in the tripped condition
results in a partial trip condition requiring only
one-out-of-two logic. for actuation of the two-out-of-three
trips and.one-out-of-three logic for actuation of the
two-out-of-four trips.L The 6 hours allowed to place the
inoperable chatnel in'the tripped condition is justified in

'

Reference 7.

If the operable channel cannot'be restored or placed in the
trip condition within,the s ecified Completion Time, the
unit must be placed in a M0)E where:these functions are not
required OPERABLE. An additional 6' hours is allowed to
place the unit in MODI 3. Six hours is?a reasonable time,
sased on operating ex9erience,Lto place the unit in MODE 3
from MODE 1 from full power i.n' an orderly manner and without
challenging plant systems..

The Required Actions have been modified by a Note which
allows placing the ino>erable channel-in the bypassed
condition for up to 4 lours while performing routine
Surveillance testing of the other channels. The 4-hour time
limit is justified in Reference 7.

Condition F

Condition F applies to the Intermediate Range Neutron Flux
trip when above the P-6 setpoint and below the P-10
setpoint. Above the P-6 setpoint and below the P-10
setpoint, the NIS intermediate range detector _ performs theo
n:onitoring functions. If THERMAL POWER is greater than the

-(continued)

(continued)
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BASES (continued)

ACTIONS P-6 setpoint but less than the P-10 setpoint, 2 hours is
(continued) allowed to either return the inoperable channels to OPERABLE

status or to reduce THERMAL POWER below the P-6 setpoint or
increase to THERMAL POWER above the P-10 setpoint. Required
Action f.3 has been modified with a clause to restrict
THERMAL POWER increases above P-10 in the event that
Required Action G.3 is active. This precludes acti0ns in
two related Conditions from being in conflict with each
other. The NIS Intermediate Range Neutron flux channels
must be OPERABLE when the po'..er level is above the
capability of the source range, P-6, and below the
capability of the power range, P-10. If THERMAL POWER is
greater than the P-10 setpoint, the NIS power range
detectors perform the monitoring and protective functions
and the intermeditte range is not required. The Completion
Times allow for a slow and controlled power adjustment above
P-10 or below P-6 take into account the redundant capability
afforded by the redundant OPERABLE channel and the low
probability of its failure during this period. This action
does not require the inoperable channel to be tripped
because the function uses one-out-of-two logic. Tripping
one channel would trip the reactor. Thus, the Required
Actions specified in this Condition are only applicable when
channel failure does not result in reactor trip.

Condition G

Condition G applies to two inoperable Intermediate Range
Neutron flux trip channels in MODE 2 above the P-6 setpoint
and below the P-10 setpoint. Required Actions specified in
this Condition are only applicable when channel failures do
not result in reactor trip. Above the P-6 setpoint and
below the P-10 setpoint, the NIS intermediate range <tetector
performs the monitoring functions. With no intermediate
range channels OPERABLE, the Required Actions are to suspend
operations involving positive reactivity additions
immediately. This will preclude any power level increase
since there are no OPERABLE Intermediate Range Neutron
Flux channels. The operator must also restore at least
one channel to OPERABLE status or reduce THEr, MAL POWER below
the P-6 setpoint within two hours. Below P-6, the Source
Range Neutron Flux channels will be able to monitor the core
power level. The Completion Time of 2 hours will allow a
slow and controlled power reduction to less than the P-6
setpoint and takes into account the low probability of

(continued)

(continued)
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BASES (continued)

ACTIONS occurrence of an event during this period that may require
(continued) the protection afforded by the NIS Intermediate Range

Neutron Flux trip.

Condition H

Condition H applies to the Intermediate Range Neutron Flux
trip when below the P-6 setpoint. Below the P-6 setpoint,
the NIS source range performs the munitoring and protective
functions, if THERMAL POWER is greater than the P-6
setpoint, the it. operable NIS intermediate range channel (s)
must be returned to OPERABLE status prior to increasing
power above the P-6 setpoint. Tha NIS intermediate range
channels must be OPERABLE when the power level is above the
capability of the source range, P-6, and below the
capability of the power range, P-10.

Condition 1

Condition I appliet to one inoperable Source Range Neutron
Flux trip channel when in MODE 2, below the P-6 setpoint,
and performing a reactor startup. With the pltnt in this

O Condition, < P-6, the NIS source range performs the
monitoring and protective functions. With one of the two
channels inoperable, operations involving positive
reactivity additions shall be sospended immediately.

This will preclude any power escalation. With or.ly one
source range channel OPERABLE, core protection is severely
reduced and any actions that add positive reactivity to the
core must be suspended immediately,

fondition J

Condition J applies to two inoperr. ole Source Range Neutron
Flux trip channels when in MODE 2, below the P-6 setpoint,
and performing a reactor startup, or in MODE 3, 4, or 5 with

I the RTBs closed and the CRD System capable of rod
withdrawal. With the plant in this Condition, < P-6, the
NIS source range performs the monitoring and protective|

functions. With both source range channels inoperable,
operations involving positive reactivity additions shall be,

suspended immediately. With no source range channels
OPERABLE, core protection is severely reduced and any
actions that add positive reactivity to the core must be

(continued)

(continued)
v
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B 3.3.1

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS suspended as quickly as possible. In addition to suspending
(continued) positive reactivity additions, the RTBs must be opened

immediately. With the RTBs open and positive reactivity
additions suspended, the core is in a relatively safe and
stable condition. With tne RTBs open, the plant enters
Condition L.

Condition K

Condition K applies to one inoperabin source range channel
in MODE 3, 4, or 5 with the RTBs closed and the CRD System
capable of rod withdrawal. With the plant in this
condition, < P-6, the NIS source range performs the
monitoring and protective functions. With one of the source
range channels inoperable 48 hours is allowed to restore it
to an OPERABLE status. If the channel cannot be returned to
an OPERABLE status, I additional hour is allowed to have the
RTBs open. In addition to opening the RTBs, all operations
involving positive reactivity additions must be suspended
within the same hour Suspension of positive reactivity
additions and opening the RTBs will preclude any power
excursion. Also, all valves that could add unbarated water
to the RCS must be closed within the same I hour as
soecified in LCO 3.9.0, "Unborated Water Source Isolation
-alves." The isolation of unborated water sources will
preclude a boron dilution accident. The allowance of
48 hours to restore the channel to OPERABLE status and the
auditional hour to open the RTBs are justified in
Reference 7. The allowance of I hour to stop positive
reactivity additions and close the unborated water source
isolation valves is based'on operating experience which
provides sufficient time to.cccomplish the Required Actions
in an orderly manner.

Condition L

Condition L applies to no OPERABLE Source Range Neutron
Flux trip channels when in MODE 3, 4, or.5 with the RTBs
open. With the plant in this condition, the NIS source
range performs the monitoring and protective functions.
With no source rang ^ channels OPERABLE, operations involving
positive reactivity additions shall be suspended
immediately. This will preclude any power escalation, in
addition to suspension of positive reactivity additions, all
valves that could add unborated water to the RCS must be

(continued)

(continued)
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BASES (continued)-

ACTIONS closed within I hour as specified in LCO 3.9.2, "Unborated
(continued) Water Source Isolation Valves." The isolation of unborated

water sources will preclude a boron dilution accident.

Also, the SHUTDOWN MARGIN must be verified within I hour and
,

once per 12 hours as per SR 3.1.1.1, SHUTDOWN MARGIN'

verification. With no source range channels OPERABLE, core
protection is severely reduced. Verifying the SHUTDOWN
MARGIN within I hour allows sufficient time to perform the
calculations and determine that the SHUTDOWN MARGIN,

requirements are met. The SilVTDOWN MARGIN.must also be
verifiad once per 12 hours thereafter to ensure that the
core recctivity has not changed. Required Action L.1
procluder any positive reactivity additions; therefore, core
reactiv.it) should not be increasing, and a 12-hour frequency
is adequate. The Completion Times of within 1 hour and once

.

per 12 hours 7are based on operating experience in performing
i the Required Actions and the knowledge that plant conditions
; willchangeslowly[

Condition ML

Condition M applies to the following reactor trip functions:O Pressurizer Pressure--Low Setpoint;*

PressurizerWaterlevel--High;],*

Reactor Coolant Flow--LowNTwo Lo6ps);e

RCPBreakerOpen(TwoLoops);e

'

Vndervoltage RCPs; and+

Vnderfrequency RCPs.+

With one channel inoperable, the inoperable channel must be
restored to OPERABLE status or placed in the tripped
condition within 6 hours. Placing the channel in the
tripped condition results in a )artial trip condition

,

requiring only one additional ciannel to initiate a reactor
trip above the P-7 setpoint and below the P-8 setpoint.
This function does not have to be OPERABLE below the
P-7 setpoint because there are no loss of flow trips below
the P-7 setpoint. The 6 hours allowed to place the channel

(continued)

(continued)
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BASES (continued)

ACTIONS in the tripped condition is justified in Reference 7. An
(continued) additional 6 hours is allowed to reduce power < P-7 if the

inoperable channel cannot be restored to OPERABLE status or
placed in trip within the specified Completion Time.

Allowance of this time interval takes into consideration the
redundant capability provided by the remaining redundant
OPERABLE channel and the low probability of occurrence of an
event during this period that may require the protection
afforded by the functions associated with Conditior; M.

The Required Actions have been modified by a Note, which
allows placing the inoperable channel in the bypassed
condition for up to 4 hours while performing routine
Surveillance testing of the other channels. The 4-hour time
limit is justified in Reference 7.

Condition N

Condition N is applicable to the Reactor Coolant Flow--Low
(Single loop) reactor trip function. With one channel
inoperable, the inoperable channel must be restored to
OPERABLE status, or the channel placed in trip, within
6 hours. If the channel cannot be restored to OPERABLE
status or the channel placed in trip within the 6 hours,
then THERMAL POWER must be reduced below the P-8 setpoint
within the next 4 hours. This places the plant in a MODE
where the LC0 is no longer applicable. This trip function
does not have to be OPERABLE below the P-8 setpoint because
other RTS trip functions provide core protection below the
P-8 setpoint. The 6 hours allowed to restore the channel to
OPERABLE status or place in trip and the 4 additional hours
allowed to reduce THERMAL POWER to below the P-6 setpoint
are justified in Reference 7.

The Required Actions have been modified by a Note which
allows placing the inoperable channel in the bypassed
condition for up to 4 hours while performing routine
Surveillance testing of the other channels. The 4-hour time
limit is justified in Reference 7.

Condition 0

Condition 0 is applicable to the RCP Breaker Open
(Single Loop) reactor trip function. There is one breaker

(continued)

(continued)
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BASES (continued)
_

ACTIONS position device per RCP breaker. With one channel
(continued) inoperable, the inoperable channel must be restored to

OPERABLE status within 6 hours. If the channel cannot be
restored to OPERABLE status within the 6 hours, then THERMAL
POWER must be reduced below the P-8 setpoint within the next
4 hours. This places the plant in a MODE where the LCO is
no longer applicable. This function does not have to be
OPERABLE below the P-8 setpoint because other RTS functions
provide core protection below the P-8 setpoint. The 6 hours
allowed to restore the channel to OPERABLE status and the
4 additional hours allowed to reduce THERMAL POWER to below
the P-8 setpoint are justified in Reference 7.

The Required Act N u have been modified by a Note which
allows placing the inoperable channel in the bypassed
condition for up to 4 hours while performing routine
Surveillance testing of the other channels. The 4-hour
time limit is justified in Reference 7.

Condition P

Condition P applies to Turbine Trip on Low Fluid Oil
Pressure or on Turbine Stop 'talve Closure. With one channelp) inoperable, the inoperable channel must be restored tot

\_/ OPERABLE status or placed in the trip condition within
6 hours. if placed in the tripped condition, this results
in a partial trip condition requiring only one additional
channel to initiate a reactor trip, if the channel cannot
be restored to OPERABLE status or placed in the trip
condition, then power must be reduced below the P-9 setpoint
within the next 4 hours. The 6 hours allowed to 31 ace the
inoperable channel in the tripped condition and tie 4 hours
allowed for reducing power are justified in Reference 7.

The Required Actions have been modified by a Note which
allows placing the inoperable channel in the bypassed
condition for up to 4 hours while performing routine
Surveillance testing of the other channels. The 4-hour time
limit is justified in Reference 7.

Condition 0

Condition Q applies to the SI Input from ESFAS reactor trip
and the RTS Automatic Trip logic in MODES 1 and 2. These
actions address the train orientation of the RTS for these

| (continued)
|
'

(continued)
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UASES (continued)

ACTIONS functions. With one train inoperable, 6 hours are allowed
(continued) to restore the train to OPERABLE status or the unit must be

placed in MODE 3 within the next 6 hours. The Completion
Time of 6 hours is reasonable, based on operating
experience, to reach MODE 3 from full power in an orderly
manner and without challenging plant systems.

(for this facility, the Completion Time of 6 hours and |

bypassing of a train for Surveillance are justified as
follows: (WCAP 10271-P-A is not applicable for this
function).]

The Required Actions have been mcJified by a Note that
allows bypassing one train up to 4 hours for Surveillance
testing, provided the other train is OPERABLE.

Condition R

Condition R applies to the RTBs in MODES I and 2. These
actions address the train orientation of the RTS for the
RTBs. With one train inoperable, I hour is allowed to
restore the train to OPERABLE status or the unit must be
placed in MODE 3 within_the next 6 hours. The Completion
Time of 6 hours is reasonable, based on operating
experience, to reach MODE 3 from full power in an orderly
manner and without challenging plant systems. The 1-hour
and 6-hour Completion Times are equal to the time allowed by
LC0 3.0.3 for shutdown actions in the event of a complete
loss of RTS function. Placing the plant in MODE 3 removes
the requirement for this particular function.

The Required Actions have been modified by a Note that
allows one channel to be bypassed for up to 2 hours for
Surveillance testing. One channel of reactor trip breakers
and RTS logic functions may be bypassed for up to 2 hours
for maintenance on undervoltage or shunt trip mechanisms
provided the other channel is OPERABLE. The 2-hour time
limit is justified in Reference 7.

; Condition S

Condition S applies to the P-6 and P-10 interlocks.
With one channel inoperable for one-out-of-two- or
two-out-of-four-coincidence logic, the associated interlock
must be verified to be in its required state for the

(continued)

(continued)
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| RTS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1

1

BASES (continued)
,

ACTIONS existing plant condition within I hour or the unit must be
j (continued) placed in MODE 3 within the next 6 hours. Verifying the i

- interlock status manually accomplishes the interlock's
function. The Completion Time of I hour is based on

i operating experience and the minimum amount of time allowed2

for manual operator actions. The Completion Time of 6 hours
! is reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach

MODE 3 from full power in an orderly manner and without
; challenging plant systems. The 1-hour and 6-hour Completion
4

Times are equal to the time allowed by LC0 3.0.3 for,

" shutdown actions in the event of a complete loss of RTSc
function.

: Condition TJ
J

ConditionLT applies to the P-7 P-8, P-9, and P-13
interlocks.: With one channel inoperable for'

one-out-of-two- or two-out-of-four-coincidence logic,
the associated interlock must be verified in its required
state for the' existing plant condition within I hour or the

unit must be placed!in liODE 2 within the next 6 hours.<

| These actions are conservative for the case where power
i level is being raised. Verifying the interlock status

manually accomplishes:theLinterlock's function. The
Completion Time of 1|hourLis based on operating experience
and the minimum amount of time allowed for manual o)erator'

actions. The Completion Time of 6: hours is reasonaale,
based on operating experience, to: reach: MODE-2 from full

~

power in an orderly manner and;without challenging plant
systems.

[ondition U

Condition V applies to the RTB Vndervoltage and Shunt Trip -

Mechanisms, or diverse trip features, in MODES I and 2.
With one of the diverse trip features ino)erable, it must be
restored to an OPERABLE status within 48 1ours or the' unit
must be placed in a MODE where the requirement does not
apply. This_ is accomplished by placing the plant in MODE 3
within the next 6 hours. The Completion Time of 6 hours is
a reasonable time, based on Operating experience, to reach
MODE 3 from full power in an orderly manner and without
challenging plant systems.- The affected breaker shall not
be bypassed d ile one of the diverse features is inoperable
except for '.he time required to perform maintenance to

,.

(continued)

(continued)
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RTS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS one of the diverse features is inoperable except for the
(continued) time required to perform maintenance to restore the breaker

to an OPERABLE status. The allowable time for performing
maintenance of the diverse features is 2 hours for the
reasons stated under Condition R.

[For this facility, the Completion Time of 48 hours is
justified as follows:)

Condition V

Condition V is applicable to each one of the RTS functions
presented in Table 3.3.1-1.

Required Action V.1 verifies that all required support
features associated with the other redundant train (s) or
channel (s) are OPERABLE within a Completion Time of 1 hour.
The specified Completion Time is sufficient for plant
operations personnel to make this determination. If
verification determines loss of functional capability,
LC0 3.0.3 must be immediately entered. However, if the
support feature LCO or RTS LC0 takes into consideration the
loss-of-function situation, then LCO 3.0.3 may not need to
be entered.

SURVEILLANCE The SRs for any particular RTS function are found in the SRs
REQUIREMENTS column of Table 3.3.1-1 for that function.

In order for a facility to take credit for topical reports
as the basis for justifying Completion Times and
Surveillance Frequencies, topical reports should be
supported by an NRC staff SER that establishes the
acceptability of each topical report for that facility.

Note that each channel of process protection supplies both
trains of the RTS. When testing Channel 1, Train A and
Train B must be examined. Similarly, Train A and Train B
must be examined when testing Channel 11, Channel 111, and
Channel IV (if applicable). The CHANNEL CAllBRATION and
ANALOG CHANNEL OPERATIONAL TESTS are performed in a manner
that is consistent with the assumptions used in analytically
calculating the required channel accuracies. For channels
that include dynamic transfer functions, e.g., lag,

(continued)
_.

(continued)
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R15 Instrumentation
B 3.3.1

DASFS (continued)
.) -. .

SVRVEILLANCE lead / lag, rate / lag, etc., the response time test may be
REQUIREMENTS performed with the transfer function set to one, with the

(continued) resulting measured response time compared to the appropriate
FSAR response time. Alternately, the response time test can
be performed with the time constants set to their nominal
value provided the required response time is analytically
calculated assuming the time constants are set at their
nominal values. The response time may be measured by a
series of overlapping tests such that the entire response
time is measured.

SR 3.3.1.1

Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 12 hours ensures ;
that gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred. A l

CHANNEL CHECK is a comparison of the parameter indicated on
'

one channel to a similar parameter on other channels. It is

based on the assumption that instrument channels monitoring
the same parameter should read a> proximately the same value.
Significant deviations between t1e two instrument channels
could be an indication of excessive instrument drift in one
of the channels or even something more serious. CHANNEL
CHECK will detect gross channel failure; thus, it is key to

O verifying that the instrumentation continues to operate
properly between each CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

Agreement criteria are determined by the plant staff based
on a combination of the channel instrument uncertainties,
including isolation, indication, and readability. If a
channel is outside the match criteria, it may be an '

indication that the transmitter or the signal processing
equipment have drifted outside its limit, if the channels
are within the match criteria, it is an indication that the

channels are OPERABLE. If the channels are normally off
scale during times when Surveillance is required, the
CHANNEL CHECK will only verify that they are off scale in
the same direction. Off-scale low current-loop channels are
verified to be reading at the bottom of the range and not
failed downscale.

The Surveillance Frequency, about once every shift, is based
on operating experience that demonstrates the rarity of
channel failure. Thus, performance of the CHANNEL CHECK,

'

guarantees that undetected overt channel failure is limited
to 12 hours. Since the proboo:! uy of two random failures

(continued),
_

O (continued)
V

i
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RTS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE in redundant channels in any 12 hour period is low, the
REQUIREMENTS CHANNEL CHECK minimizes the chance of loss of protective

(continued) function due to failure of redundant channels. The CHANNEL
CHECK supplements less formal, but more frequent, checks of
channel OPERABILITY during normal operational use of the
displays associated with the LCO required channels,

in the case of R15 trips with multiple inputs, such as the
Overtemperature AT, a CHANNEL CHECK must be performed on
all inputs.

SR 3.3.1.2

SR 3.3.1.2 is the performance of a CHANNEL CAllBRATION for
the NIS power range channels every 24 hours when greater
than 15% of RTP. The outputs of the NIS power range
channels are normalized to the results of the calorimetric.

Several Notes have been added to this SR 3.3.1.2. The first
Note indicates that the CHANNEL CAllBRATION consists only of
adjustments based on a comparison of the results of the
calorimetric with the NIS channel output. This Surveillanceis not required if < 15% of RTP. The power level must be
> 15% of RTP to obtain accurate data.1 At lower power
levels, the accuracy of calorimetric data is questionable.
A second Note indicates that the NIS channel output shall be
adjusted consistent with the calorimetric results if the
absolute difference between the NIS channel output and the
calorimetric are > 2%. A third Note: indicates that the
provision of SR 3.0.4 is not applicable for this SR 3.3.1.2.

The Frequency of every 24 hours is adequate, based on plant
operating experience, considering instrument reliability and
operating hist 0ry data for instrument drift that
demonstrates the changt in the difference between NIS and
heat balance calculated powers rarely exceeds a small
fraction of 2% in any 24-hour period.

In addition, control room operators periodically monitor
redundant indications and alarm to detect deviations in
channel outputs.

(continued)

(continued)
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I RTS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1

; BASES (continued)

'

3 SbRVEILLANCE SR 3.3.1.3
kEQUIREMENTS

(continued) SR 3.3.1.3 is the performance of a CHANNEL CAllBRATION for4

.

the NIS power range channels every 31 effective full power
1 days (EFPDs) when greater than 15% of RTP. The outputs of

the NIS power range channels are normalized to the results
of the incore detectors to ensure OPERABILITY of the Power
Range Neutron Flux f(AI) function (Function 2.c). This
Surveillance is not required when s 15% of RTP. Several
Notes have been added to this SR 3.3.1.3. The first Note
indicates that the CHANNEL CALIBRATION consists only of a
single >oint comparison of the incora to excore NIS AXIAL
FLUX DI:FERENCE (AFD) when > 15% of RTP. The power level
must be > 15% of RTP to obtain accurate data. At lower
power levels, the accuracy of the data would be
questionable. . A second Note indicates that the excore NIS

__ channel shall be recalibrated if th9 absolute difference
between the incore and excore AFD is 2 3%. A third Note
indicates that the provision of SR 3.0.4 is not applicable
for this SR 3.3.1.3.6 The Frequency of every 31 EFPDs is
adequate, based on pla'nt operating experience, considering
instrument reliability and' operating history data for

O instrument drift and that:the slow changes in neutron flux
during the fuel cycletcan'be detected at this interval.

,, - ,

SR 3.3.1.4 Y w-

SR 3.3.1.4 is the performance oftalTRIP; ACTUATING DEVICE
OPERATIONAL TEST every 31 days;on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS.
This test shall verify OPERA 81LITY by actuation of the end

e devices.

Each RTB is actuated by an undervoltage coil-and a
shunt trip coil. The system is designed so that either

.
de-energizing the undervoltage coil or energizing the shunt

' trip coil will cause the circuit breaker to open. When a
RTB is opened, either during an automatic reactor trip or by
using the manual push buttons in the control room, the
undervoltage coil is-de-energized and the shunt trip coil is
energized. This makes it impossible to determine if one of
the coils or associated circuitry is defnctive. Therefore,
during undervoltage coil testing, the shunt trip coils shall
remain de-energized, preventing their operation.

-

-Conversely, during shunt trip coil testing, the undervoltage
coils shall remain energized, preventing their operation.;

(continued)

| (continued)
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RTS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE This test ensures that every undervoltage coil and every
REQUIREMENTS shunt trip coil is capable of performing its intended

(continued) function and that no single failure of any RTB component
will prevent a reactor trip.

The RTB test shall include independent verification of the
undervoltage and shunt trip mechanisms. The bypass breaker
test shall include a local shunt trip. A Note has been
added to indicate that this test must be performed on the
bypass breaker prior to place it in service.

The frequency of 2very 31 days en a STAGGERED TEST BASIS is
justified in Reference 7.

SR 3.3. ld

SR 3.3.1.5 is the performance of an ACTUATION LOGIC TEST.
The (SSPS) is tested every 31 days on a STAGGERED TEST
BASIS, using the (semiautomatic tester). The train being
tested is placed in'the bypass condition, thus preventing
inadvertent actuation. Through the (semiautomatic tester],
all possible logic combinations, with and without applicable
permissives, are tested for each protection function. The
time allowed for the testing, 4 huurs, and the frequency of
every 31 days on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS are justified in
Reference 7.

SR 3.3.1.6

SR 3.3.1.6 is the performance of a CHANNEL CAllBRATION for
the NIS power range channcis every 92 EFPDs when > 50% of
RTP, The outputs of the NIS power range channels are
normalized to the results of the incore detectors ta ensure
OPERABILITY of the Power Range Neutron Flux f(AI) function
(Function 2.c). This Surveillance is not required when
THERMAL POWER s 50% of RTP. A Note has been added to ,

indicate that the CHANNEL CAllBRATION consists of a |

calibration of the excore NIS channels based on the incore
system results (incore-excore calibration). The power level
must be > 50% of RTP because lower power levels do not
provide results that are as accurate. A second Note has
been added to indicate that the provision SR 3.0.4 is not I

applicable to this SR 3.3.1.6. The Surveillance Frequency
of 92 EFPDs is justified in Reference 7.

(continued)
|

(continued) |
t
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RTS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1

|

/ |

( BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.1.7
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) SR 3.3.1.7 is the performance of an ANALOG CHANNEL
OPERATIONAL TEST every 92 days. This test is a periodic
check of the analog process control equipment while the
plant is at power. When the channel is placed in the test
condition, tie input to the [SSPS) is changed to the tripped I

condition, and the input from the transmitter is removed. |

This allows a test signal to be introduced into the
instrument loop. The input to the bistable can be measured, '

thus noting the accuracy of the signal conditioning of the
orocess control modules upstream. - The setpoint of the
aistable can.be determined by varying the input and,

observing |the bistable test lamp. "As-found" and "as left"-

values'for bistable trip setpoints tre recorded. Bistable
setpoints.must be found within the ALLOWABLE VALUES

-specified in'the LCO. The difference between the current
"as found" values and the previous test "as left" values

,

must be consistent with:the' drift allowance used in the
setpoint analysis. Recalibration restores OPERABILITY of an
otherwise functional component that does not meet these
criteria. However,| repeated failures of the same channel
over a relatively:small number of test intervals must be
considered as potentially indicating a deterministic failure
which cannot be corrected by recalibration. Individual
process control modules may be tested in place _using
multiple sets of test jacks, or by module removal and
verification in a calibration laboratory. If individual
modules.are checked, a verification of'the loop accuracy is
necessary to satisfy the statistical analyses assumptions.
This test Frequency of 92 days is: justified in Reference 7.

SR '3.3.1.8

SR 3.3.l.8 is the performance of an ANALOG CHANNEL,

.0PERATIONAL TEST'as described in SR 3.3.1.7, except it is
-modified by a Note that this test shall include verification-
that the P-6 and P-10 interlocks are in their required state-
for the existing plant condition. This test ensures that
the NIS source range and intermediate range channels are
OPERABLE prior to taking the reacter :ritical.

(continued)

(continued).
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RTS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1

BASES (continued)

SURVrlLLANCE LR 3.3.1 9
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) SR 3.3.1.9 is the performance of a TRIP ACTUATING DEVICE
OPERATIONAL TEST as described in SP 3.3.1.4, except that the
test is performed every 92 days instead of every 31 days and
is justified in Reference 7.

SR 3.3.1.10

CHANNEL CAllBRATION is a complete check of the instrument
channel including the detector. The test verifies that the
channel responds to a measured parameter within the
necessary range and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves
the channel adjusted to tccount for instrument drif t between
successive tests, to ensure that the instrument channel
remains operational with the setpoint within the assumptions
of the plant-specific setpoint analysis. Transmitter
"as found" and "as lef t" values are recorded and used to
verify drif t assumptions. for OPERABLE channels, CHANNEL
CAllBRATION shall find that measurement errors and bistable
setpoints errors are eithin the assumptions of the
plant-specific setpoint analysis. Measurement and setpoint
error determination and readjustment must be performed
consistent with the assumptions of the plant-specific
setpoint analysis.

Recalibration restores operability of an otherwise
functional component found to have errors larger than
assumed by the setpoint analysis. However, repeated
failures of the same channel over a relatively small number
of test intervals must be considered as potentially
indicating a deterministic failure that cannot be corrected
by recalibration.

| field transmitters may be calibrated in place, removed and
| calibrated in a laboratory, or replaced with an equivalent
| laboratory-calibrated unit.

The Surveillance Frequency is based upon the assumption of
an 18-month calibration interval in the determination of the
magnitude of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis.

This SR 3.3.1.10 is modified by a Note that this test shall
include verification that the time constants are adjusted to
the prescribed values where applicable.

(continued)

(continued)
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RTS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1

m
BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.1.11
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) SR 3.3.1.11 is the performance of a CHANNEL CAllBRATION
every 18 months. The neutron detectors may be excluded from
the CHANNEL CAllBRATION per the Note. This Surveillance is
not required for the NIS power range detectors for entry
into MODE 2 or 1, and is not required for the NIS
intermediate range detectors for entry into MODE 2, because
the plant must be in at least MODE 2 to perform the test for
the intermediate range detectors and MODE 1 for the power
range detectors. The 18-month Frequency was developed
considering it was prudent that these Surveillances only be
performed during a plant outage. This was due to the plant
conditions needed to perform the Surveillance and the
potential for un>1anned plant transients if the Surveillance
is performed wit 1 the reactor at power. Operating
experience has shown these components usually pass the
Surveillance when performed on the 18-month Frequency.

SR 3.3.1.12

SR 3.3.1.12 is the performance of a CHANNEL CAllBRATION, as
described in SR 3.3.1.10, every 18 months. This test shall

( include verification of the RCS resistance temperature
detector (RTD) bypass loop flowrate per the Note. This test
will verify the rate-lag compensation for flow from the core
to the RTDs.

CHANNEL CAllBRATION is a complete check of the instrument
channel including the detector. The test verifies the
channel responds to measured parameter with the necessary
range and accuracy. CHANNEL CAllBRATION leaves the channel
adjusted to account for instrument drift between successive
tests, to ensure that the instrument channel remains
operational with the setpoint within the assumptions of
the plant-specific setpoint analysis. Transmitter "as
found" values and "as left" values are recorded and used
to verify drif t assumptions. For OPERABLE channels,
CHANNEL CAllBRATION shall find that measurement errors and
bistable setpoint errors are within the assumptions of the
plant-specific setpoint analysis. Measurement and setpoint
error determination and readjustment must be performed
consistent with the assumptions of the plant-specific
setpoint analysis.

(continued)

(continued)g
(
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RTS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE Recalibration res'. ores the OPERABILITY of an otherwise
REQUIREMENTS functional comn:,nent foun.! to have errors larger than

(continued) assumed by the setpoint analysis. However, repeated
failures of the same channel over a relatively small number
of test intervals must be considered as potentially
indicating a deterministic failure that cannot be corrected
by recalibration.

Field transmitters may be calibrated in place, removed and
calibrated in a laboratory, or replaced with an equivalent
laboratory-calibrated unit. RTD channels may be calibrated
in slace using cross-calibration techniques, or in a test
bat 1 after removal from piping. For cross-calibration, at
least one RTD should be replaced with a newly calibrated
RTD during each refueling cycle to ensure accurate RTD
cross-calibration. This replacement RTD must be the same
model as the remaining RTDs. Using a newly calibrated RTD
as a reference assures R70 signal drift continues to remain
random rather than systematic and is within the limits
specified in the plant-specific setpoint analysis. The
replacement interval may be extended to alternate refueling
if it is demonstrated that over the extended interval, the
RTDs drift is random rather than systematic and is bounded
by the plant-specific setpoint analyses assumptions. This
determination may use results of statistical analysis of
operating data and calibration data from.similar plants
using the same model of RTD in the same environmental

|
conditions,

The Surveillance frequency is based upon the assumption ofi

l an 18-month calibration interval in the determination of the
magnitude of equipment drif t in the setpoint analysis.

SR 3.3.1.11

SR 3.3.1.13 is the performance of an ANALOG CHANNEL
OPERATIONAL TEST, which is performed every 18 months.

(for this facility, the 18-month frequency has been shown to
be acceptable through operating experience as follows:)

(continued)

(continued)
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RTS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.1.14 i

REQUIREMENTS

(continued) SR 3.3.1.14 is the performance of a Trip ACTUATING DEVICE
OPERATIONAL TEST, as described in SR 3.3.1.4, except that,

the test is performed every 18 months.

[For this facility, the Surveillance test acceptance
criteria is as follows:]

.[For this facility, the 18-month Frequency has been shown to l

be acceptable.through operating experience as follows:]

SR 3.3.1.151

SR 3.3.1.15 is the performance of a TRIP ACTUATING DEVICE
OPERATIONAL TEST, as described in SR 3.3.L 4, except that
-this test is performed prior to reactor startup. This
Surveillance is not required if it has been performed within'-
the previous 31. days |per the Note. Verification of the trip
setpoint does'not have'to be performed for this
Surveillance. Performance of this test will ensure that the
turbine trip-reactor trip functions are OPERABLE prior to
taking the reactor. critical. ..This test cannot be performed

O with the reactor at power?and must therefore be performed
prior to reactor startup. -

,

SR 3.3.1.16 - ,
, ,

~

This SR 3.3.1.16 ensures that the train actuation response
times are verified on a STAGGERED. TEST BASIS. The response
time values are provided in the FSAR and are the maximum
values assumed in the safety analyses. Individual component
response times are not modeled in the analyses.- The
analyses model the overall or total elapsed time, from the
point at which the parameter exceeds the trip setpoint value
at the sensor to the point at which the equipment reaches

, the required functional state (e.g., control and shutdown
' rods fully inserted in the reactor core). The test may be

performed in one measurement or in overlapping segnients,
with verification that all components are measured.

Each-train's response must be verified every 18 months on a
STAGGERED TEST BASIS (i.e., Train A at 18 months after
initial startup, Train B at 36 months, and then Train A

(continued)

(continued)
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RTS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE again). The 18-month Frer,uency was developed because many
REQVIREMENTS Surveillances can only be performed during a plant outage.

(continued) Response times cannot be determined during plant operation
because equipment operation is required to measure response
times. Experience has shown that these components usually
pass this surveillance when performed on the 18-month
Frequency. Therefore, the Frequency was concluded to be
acceptable from a reliability standpoint.

The SR 3.3.1.16 is modified by exempting neutron detectors
from response time testing.

_ ._.

REFERENCES 1. [ Unit Name) FSAR, Section [ ), " Engineered Safety
Features."

2. [Vnit Name) FSAR, Section [ ), " Instrumentation and
Controls."

3. (Unit Name) FSAR,-Section [ ), " Accident Analysis."

4. Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers,
IEEE-279-1971, " Criteria for Protection Systems for
Nuclear Power Generating Stations," April 5, 1972.
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6. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50.49,
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.2

m
B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

B 3.3.2 Enaineered Safety Feature Actuation System (ESFAS) Instrumentation

I

BASES
=

BACKGROUND The ESFAS initiates necessary safety systems, based upon the
values of selected unit parameters, to protect against
violating core design limits and the Reactor Coolant System
(RCS) pressure boundary, and to mitigate accidents.

The ESFAS instrumentation is segmented into three distinct
but interconnected modules as identified below-

Field transmitters or process sensors and.

instrumentation: provide a measurable electronic
signal based upon the physical characteristics of the
parameter being measured;

Signal processing equipment including analog*

protection system, Nuclear Instrumentation System,
field conta:ts, and protection channel sets: provide
signal conditioning, bistable setpoint comparison,

O; process algorithm actuation, compatible electrical
signal output to protection system devices, and
control board / control room / miscellaneous indications;

(Solid State Protection System (SSPS) including input,e

logic, and output bays: initiates the proper plant
shutdown or engineered safety feature (ESF) actuation
in accordance with the defineri logic and based upon
the bistable outputs from the signal process control
and protection system.]

Field Transmitters and Sensors

in orter to meet the design demands for redundancy and
reliab lity, more than one, and of ten as many as four, field
sensors or transmitters are used to measure plant
parameters, in many cases field transmitters and sensors
that input to the ESFAS are shared with the Reactor
Protection System (RPS). In some cases, the same channels
also provide control system inputs. To account for the
calibration tolerances and instrument drift, which are'

{ assumed to occur between calibrations, statistical

(continued)
_

(continued)
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.2

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND allowances are provided in the setpoint ALLOWABLE VALUES.
(continued) The OPERABILITY of each transmitter or sensor can be

evaluated when its "as found" calibration data are compared
against its documented acceptance criteria.

Sianal Processina Eauinment

Generally, three or four channels of process control
equipmert are used for the signal processing of plant
parameters measured by the field instruments. The process
control equipment provides signal conditioning, comparable
output signals for instruments located on the main control

board, and corr.blished by safety analyses.
'arison of measured input signals with

setpoints esta These setpoints
are defined in References 1, 2, and 3. If the measured
value of a unit parameter exceeds the predetermined
setpoint, an output from a bistable is forwarded to the
(SSFS) for decision evaluation. Channel separation is
maintained up to and through the input bays. However, not
all unit parameters require four channels of sensor
measurement and signal processing. Some unit parameters
provide input only to tie (SSPS), while others provide input
to the (SSPS), main control board, plant computer, and one
or more control systems.

Generally, if a parameter is used only for input to the
protection circuits, three channels with a two-out-of-three
logic are sufficient to provide the required reliability
redundancy. If one channel fails in a direction that would
not result in a partial function trip, the function is still
OPERABLE with a two-out-of-two logic. If one channel fails
such that a partial function trip occurs, a trip will not
occur and the function is still OPERABLE with a one-out-of-
two logic.

Generally, if a parameter is used for input to the (SSPS)
and a control function, four channels with a two-out-of-four
logic are sufficient to provide the required reliability and

| redundancy. The circuit must be able to withstand both an
, input failure to the control system, which may then require
| the protection function actuation, and a single failure in

the other channels providing the protection function
actuation. Again, a single failure will neither cause nort

prevent the protection f unction actuation.
t

(continued)

(continued)
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BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND These requir'ments are described in IEEE-279 (Ref. 4). The

(continued) actual number of channels required for each unit parameter
is specified in Reference 2.

Irjo Setooints and ALLOWABLE VALUES

The trip setpoints are the nominal values at which the
bistables are set. Any bistable is considered to be
)roperly hdjusted when the "as left" value is within the
aand for channel calibration accuracy (i.e., rack
calibration + comparator setting accuracy).

The trip setpoints used in the bistables are based on the
analytical limits stated in Ref erence 2. The selection of
these trip setpoints is such that adequate protection is
provided when all sensor and processing time delays are
taken into account. To allow for calibration tolerances,
instrumentation uncertainties, instrument drift, and severe
environment errors for those ESFAS channels that must
fccction in harsh environme* ts as defined by 10 CFP, 50.49
(Ref. 6), ALLOWABLE VALUES .pecified in Table 3.3.2-1 are
conservatively adjusted with respect to the analytical |limits. A detailed description of the methodology used to -

O calculate the trip setpoints, including their explicit
uncertainties, is provided in the [Dlant-Specific RPS/ESFAS
Setpoint Methodology Study] (Ref. 5). The actual nominal
trip setpoint entered into the bistable is normally still
more conservative than that specified by the ALLOWABLE VALVE
to account for changes in random measurement errors
detectable by an ANALOG CHANNEL OPERATIONAL TEST. One
example of such a change in measurement error is drift
during the surveillance interval. If the measured setpoint
does not exceed the ALLOWABLE VALUE, the bistable is
considered OPERABLE.

Setpoints in accordance with the ALLOWABLE VALUE ensure that
the consequences of Design Basis Accidents (DBAs) will be
accentable, providing the platt is operated from within the
LCC. at the onset of the DBA and the equipment functions as
designed.

Each channel can be tested on line to verify that the signal
processing equipment and setpoint accuracy is within the o

specified allowance requirements of Reference 2. Once a
designated channel is taken out of service for testing, a

(continued)

/O (continued)
b
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B 3.3.2

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND simulated signal is injected in place of the field
(contir.ued) instrument signal. The process equipment for the channel in

test is then tested, verified, and calibrated. SRs for the
channels are specified in the SRs section.

The ALLOWABLE VALUES listed in Table 3.3.2-1 are based upon
the methodology described in Reference 5, which incorporates
all of the known uncertainties applicable for each channel.
The magnitudes of these uncertainties are factored into the
determination of each trip setpoint. All field sensors and
signal processing equipinent for these channels are assumed
to operate within the allowances of these uncertainty

| magnitudes.

Solid State Protection System

| The SSPS equipment is usod for the decision logic processing
of signal outputs from the signal processing equipment
bistables. To meet the redundancy requirements, two trains
of SSPS, each performing the same functions, tre provided.
In the event that one train is taken out of service for
maintanance or test purposes, the second train will provide
ESF actuation for the plant. In the event that both trains
are taken out of service or placed in test, a reactor trip
will result. Each train is packaged in its own cabinet for
physical and electrical separation to satisfy separation and
independence requirements. The system has been designed to
trip in the event of a loss of power, directing the plant to
a safe shutdown condition.

The SSPS performs the decision logic for actuating ESF
equipment actuation; generates the electrical output
signals, which initiate the required actuation; and provides
the status, permissive, and annunciator output signals to
the main control room of the plant.

The bistable outputs from the signal processing equipment
are sensed by the SSPS aquipment and combined into logic

s

matrices that represent combinations indicative of various (
transients. If a required logic matM x combination is
completed, the system will send actuation signals via mastem
and slave relays to those components whose aggregate
function test serves to alleviate the condition and restore
the plant to a safe condition. Examples are given in the
section on Applicable Safety Analyses.

(continued)

(continued)
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BASES: (continued)',

BACKGROVNDL -Each train has-a built-in_ testing-device which can _

(continued) automatically test the decision logic matrix functions and
the actuation devices while-the unit is at power. -When any
one train is taken out of service for testing, the other
train _is capable of providing unit monitoring and orotection4

until the testing has been completed. The tesw ng device is
semisutomatic to minimize testing time.

The actuation of ESF components is accomplished through
master. and slave relays. The SSPS energizes the master
relays: appropriate for the condition of the plant. Each
master relay then energizes one or more slave relays, which

cthen cause actuation of the end devices. The master and
" slave relays are routinely tested to ensure operation. . The
test of the master relays energizes-the relay, which then
operates'the contacts and- applies a low voltage to the
associated: slave relays. The low voltage is not sufficient

-to actuateLthe slave relays but only demonstrates signal
path continuity. The SLAVE RELAY TEST actuates the-devices
if their operation will not interfere with continued unit
operation. "For the11atter case, actual component operation
is prevented by the SLAVE RELAY TEST circuit, and slave
relay contact operationlis:Everified by a continuity check of

- ) the circuit containing:the.- slave . relay.]-

U919

No one plant ESFAS incorporates _ all' of the functions listed
in Table 3.3.2-1. In some cases"(e.g., Containment
Pressure--High 3, Function 2.c), the table reflects several
different implementations of the same function. Typically,

|. only one of these implementations are used at any specific
pl ant. These different implementations _of the'same functiont

are denoted by not-assigning separate function-numbers to-
the different implementations.

APPLICABLE. Each of -the analyzed accidents can be detected by one or-
SAFETY ANALYSES more ESFAS functions. 0ne of the ESFAS functions is the

primary actuation signal for that accident. An'ESFAS
. function may be the primary actuation signal for more than-
one type of accident. An ESFAS function may also be ar
secondary, or backup, actuation signal for one or more other
accidents. For example, Pressurizer Pressure--Low is a

(continued)

(continued),
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.2

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE primary actuation signal for small loss-of-coolant accidents
SAFETY ANALYSES (LOCA;) and a backup actuation signal for steam line breaks

(continued) (SLBs) outside containment. Functions such as manual
initiation not specifically credited in the accident safety
analysis are qualitatively credited in the safety analysis
and the NRC staff-approved licensing basis for the plant.
These functions may provide protection for conditions which
do not require dynamic transient analysis to demonstrate
function performance. These functions may also serve as
backups to functions that were credited in the accident
analysis (Ref. 3).

The required channels of ESFAS instrumentation provide plant
protection in the event of any of the analyzed accidents.
ESFAS protective functions are as follows:

1. Safety iniection

Safety Injection (SI) provides two primary functions:

1. Primary-side water addition to ensure maintenance
or recovery of reactor vessel water level
(coverage of the active fuel for heat removal and
clad integrity, peak clad temperature < 2200*F);
and

2. Boration to ensure recovery and maintenance of
SHUTDOWN MARGIN (kg< l.0).

These functions are necessary to mitigate the effects
of high energy line breaks (HELBs) both inside and
outside of coatainment. The SI signal is also used to
initiate other functions such as:

Phase A Isolation;.

Containment Purge Isolation;.

Reactor Trip;.

Turbine Trip;.

Feedwater Isolation;.
,

| Start of motor-driven auxiliary feedwater (AFW).

pumps;

j (continued)
!
'

(continued)
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( BASES (continued)

Control room ventilation isolation; and-APPLICABLE +

Enable automatic switchover of Emorgency CoreSAFETY ANALYSES +

(continued) Cooling System (ECCS) suction to containment
sump.

These other functions ensure:

Isolation of nonessential systems through*

containment penetrations;
Trip of the turbine and reactor to limit power*

generation;
Isolation of main feedwater to limit secondary-*

side mass losses;
Start of AFW to ensure secondary-side ce'iling -*

capability;
Isolation of the control room to ensure*

habitability; and
Enabling ECCS suction from the refueling water+

storage tank:(RWST) switchover on low low RWST
level to ensure continued cooling via use of the
containment sump.

O 2. . Containment Sprav

V Containment Spray System providen 3 primary functions:

1. Lower containment pressure and temperature after
an HELB in containment;

2. Reduce the amount of radioactive iodine in the
containment atmosphere; and

3. Adjust the pH of the water in the containment
recirculation sump after a large-break LOCA.

These functions are necessary to:

Ensure the pressure boundary integrity of the*

containment structure;

Limit the release of radioactive iodine to_the*

environment in the event of a failure of the
containment structure; and
Minimize corrosion of the components and systems*

inside containment following a LOCA.

(continued)

p (continued)
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BASES (continuad)

APPLICABLE Actuation of containment spray starts the containment
SAFETY ANALYSES spray pumps and aligns the discharge of the pumps to

(continued) the containment spray nozzle headers in the upper
levels of containment. Water is initially drawn from
the RWST by the containment spray pumps and mixed with
a sodium hydroxide solution from the spray additive
tank. When the RWST reaches the low low level
setpoint, the spray pump suctions are shifted to the
containment sump if continued containment spray is
required. Containment spray is actuated manually, by
Containment Pressure--High 3 or Containment
Pressure--High High.

3. Containment Isolation

Containment Isolation provides isolation of the
containment atmosphere, and all process systems which
penetrate containment, from the environment. This
function is necessary to prevent or limit the release
of radioactivity to the environment in the event of a
large-break LOCA.

There ar two separats Containment Isolation signals,
phase A and phase B. Phase A isolation isolates all
automatically isolable process lines except
containment cooling water at a relatively low
containment pressure indicative of primary or
secondary system leaks. For these types of events,
forced circulation cooling using the reactor coolant
pumps (RCPs) and steam generators (SGs) is the
preferred (but not required) mode of decay heat
removal. Since containment cooling water is required
to support RCP operation, not isolating containment
cooling water on the low pressure phase A signal
enhances plant safety by allowing operators to use
forced RCS circulation to cool the plant. Isolating
containment cooling water on the low pressure signal
may force the use of feed-and-bleed cooling, which
could prove more difficult to control.

Phase A containment isolation is actuated by safety
injection, automatic actuation logic, or manually.
All process lines penetrating containment with the
exception of component cooling water (CCW) are

(continued)

(continued)
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B 3.3.2

l

( LBASES (continued)-

l
'

isolated. CCW is not isolated at this time to permitAPPLICABLE.. -

continued operation of-the RCPs with cooling waterSAFETY ANALYSES

(continued) flow to the thermal barrier heat exchangers and air or
oil coolers. All process lines not equipped with
remote operated isolation valves are manually closed ,

or otherwise isolated prior to reaching MODE 4.

Containment cooling water is isolated by the phase B
signal, which occurs at a relatively high containment
pressure that is -indicative of a large-break LOCA or
an SLB. For these events, the forced circulation -
using the RCPs is no-longer desirable. Isolating the

-CCW at' the higher pressure does not pose a challenge
to the/ containment boundary, because the CCW System is
a closed loop inside containment. Although some
system components do not meet all of the American
Society of; Mechanical Engineers -(ASME) Code ,

requirements applied to the containment itself, the
system is continuously pressurized to a pressure
greater than the~ phase B setpoint. Thus, routine
operationfdemonstrates'the integrity of the system
pressure boundary for, pressures exceeding the phase E'
setpoint. Furthermore,:because system pressure exceeds

:[_ the phase-B?setpoint, any system leakage prior to
'' initiation of phase B1 isolation would be into

containmert. Therefore, the. combination of CCW System
design and phase B isolation ensures the CCW System is
not a potential path for radioactive release from
containment. '

Containment Isolation isMaccomplished by either of two
switches in the control room. Either switch actuates
both trains. Note that manual actuation of phase A
containment isolation ~ also actuates Containment Purge
Isolation.

Phase B containment isolation is actuated by
,

Containment Pressure--High 3 or Containment Pressure--
High High, automatic actuation logic, or manually, asI

' previously discussed. For containment pressure to
reach a value high enough to actuate Containment
Pressure--High 3 or Containment Pressure--High High, a:

E large-break LOCA'or SLB must have occurred and
containment spray must'have been actuated. RCP
operation will no longer be required and CCW to the
RCPs is, therefore, no longer necessary. The RCPs can

(continued)

(continued)
(
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BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE be operated with seal injection flow alone and withcut
SAFETY ANALYSES CCW flow to the thermal barrier heat exchanger.

(continued)
4. Containment Purae Isolation

Containment Purge Isolation closes the containment
isolation valves in the Mini-Purge System and the
Shutdown Purge System. This action isolates the
containment atmosphere from the environment to
minimize releases of radioactivity in the event of an
accident. The Mini-Purge System may be in use during
reactor operation and the Shutdown Purge System will
be in use with the reactor shutdown.

5. Steam Line Isolatio2

Isolation of the main steam lines provides protection
in the event of an SLB inside or outside containment.
Rapid isolation of.the steam lines will limit the
steam break accident to the blowdown from one SG at
most. For an SLB upstream of the isolation valves,
inside or outside of containment, closure of the

isolation valves limits the accident to the blowdown
from only the affected SG. For-an SLB downstream of
the isolation valves,- closure of the isolation valves
terminates the accident as soon as the steam lines
depressurize. For plants that do not' have steam line
check valves, Steam Line Isolation also mitigates the
effects of a feed line break and ensures a source of
steam for the turbine-driven AfW pump during a feed
line break.

6. Turbine Trio and Feedwater Isolation

The primary functions of the Turbine Trip and
Feedwater Isolation are to prevent damage to the
turbine due to water in the steam lines and to stop
the excessive flow of feedwater into the SGs. These
functions are necessary to mitigate the effects of a
high water level in the SGs, which could result in
carryover of water into the steam lines and excessive
cooldown of the primary system. The SG high water
level is due to excessive feedwater flows.

(continued)

(continued)
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i BASES (continued)
.

APPLICABLE 7. Ayxiliary Feedwater-
SAFETY ANALYSES

(continued) The AFW System is designed to provido a secondary-side
heat sink for the reactor in the event that the Main
Feedwater System is not available. The system has two
motor-driven pumps and a turbine-driven pump, making
it available during normal plant operation, during-a -
loss of AC power, _ a loss of main feedwater, and during
a Feedwater System pipe break. The normal source of
water for the AFW System is the-condensate storage
tank (CST) (normally nonsafety-related). A low level
in the CST will automatically realign the pump
suctions to the Essential Service Water System
(safety-related). The AFW System is aligned so that
upon a pump start, flow is initiated to the respective
SGs' immediately.

8. Automatic Switchover to Containment Sumo

At the end of"the2 injection phase of a LOCA, the RWST
will be nearly empty. Continued _ cooling must be
provided by the ECCS to remove decay heat. The source
of water for;the ECCStpumps is automatically switched
to the conttinmentfrecirculation sump. The low headt

residual heat removal;(RHR) pumps [and containment
spray pumps] draw the water from the containment
recirculation sump, the RHR pumps pump the water
through the RHR heat exchanger, inject the water back
into the RCS; and supply the= cool d water to the other-
ECCS pumps. Switchover;from RWST to containment sump
must occur before the RWST empties to prevent damage-
to the RHR pumps and a loss of core cooling
capability. For similar reasons, switchover must not
occur before there is sufficient water in the
containment sump to support ESF pump suction.-
Furthermore, early switchover must not occur to ensure
sufficient borated water is injected from the RWST to
ensure the reactor remains shutdown in the
recirculation mode.

9. - Control Room Emeraency Ventilation

The control _ room must be kept habitable for the
l operators: stationed there during accident recovery and

post-accident. operations. The control room is

(continued)

(continued)
,
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BASES (continued)

APPL ~. CABLE equipped with its own ventilation system to provide a
SAFETY ANALYSES habitable environment for the operators. During

(continued) normal operation, control room ventilation is provided
by the Auxiliary Building Ventilation System. During
an accident, the control room is isolated and the
Control Room Emergency Ventilation System is put into
operation.

10. Enoineered Safety Feature Actuation System Interlocks

To allow some flexibility in unit operations, several
interlocks are included as part of the ESFAS. These
interlocks permit the operator to block some signals,
automatically enable other signals, prevent some
actions from occurring, and cause other actions to
occur. The interlock functions backup manual actions
to ensure bypassable functions are in operation under
the conditions assumed in the safety analyses. The
LC0 section discusses the basis for allowing bypass of
individual functions.

The ESFAS satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC Interim Policy
Statement.

LC0 The LC0 requires all instrumentation performing an ESFAS
function to be OPERABLE. Failure of any, instrument renders
the affected channel (s) inoperable and reduces the
reliability of the affected functions.

Only the ALLOWABLE VALUES are specified for each ESFAS trip
function in the LC0. Nominal trip setpoints are specified
in the plant-specific setpoint calculations. The nominal
setpoints are selected to ensure the setpoint measurements
by ANALOG CHANNEL OPERATIONAL TESTS do not exceed the
ALLOWABLE VALUE if the bistable is performing as required.
Operation with a trip setpoint less conservative than the
nominal trip setpoint, but within its ALLOWABLE VALUE, is
acceptable provided that operation and testing is consistent
with the assumptions of the plant-specific setpoint
calculations. Each ALLOWABLE VALUE cpecified is more
conservative than the analytical limit assumed in the
transient and accident analysis, in order to account for

(continued)

(continued)
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g)( BASES (continued),

v

LC0 instrument uncertainties sppropriate to the trip function.
(continued) These uncertainties are defined in tha plant-specific

setpoint methodology (Ref. 5).

The LC0 generally requires OPERABILITY of four or three
channels in each instrumentation function and two channels
in each logic and manual initiation function. Four OPERABLE
instrumentation channels in a two-out-of-four configuration
are required when one ESFAS channel is also used as a
control system input. This configuration accounts for the
possibility of the shared channel failing in a manner that
creates a transient which requires ESFAS action. In this
case, the ESFAS will still provide protection even with
random failure of one of the other three protection
channels. Three OPERABLE instrumentation channels in a two-
out-of-three configuration are generally required when there
is no potential for control system and protection system
interaction that could simultaneously create a need for
ESFAS initiation and' disable one ESFAS channel. The two-
out-of-three and the two-out-of-four configurations allow
one channel'to be. tripped during maintenance or testing
without causing an.ESFAS initiation. Two logic or manual

O initiation channels are required to ensure no single random
(j failure disables the ESFAS.

The ESFAS actuation channels are considered OPERABLE when:

1. All channel components necessary to provide an ESFAS
signal are functional and Mn' service;

2. Channel measurement uncertainties are known via test,
analysis, or design information to be within the
assumptions of the setpoint calculations;

3. Required surveillance testing is current and has
demonstrated performance within each surveillance
test's acceptance criteria; and

4. The associated operational bypass is not enabled
except under the conditions specified by the LC0
Applicability for the function.

The following bases for each ESFAS function identify items
above that are applicable to establish each function's
OPERABILITY.

(continued)
(3
( ) (continued)
%.-
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BASES (continued)

LCO [For this facility, the following support systems are
(continued) required OPERABLE to ensure ESFAS instrumentation

OPERABILITY:]

[For this facility, thos' reatiired support systems which,
upon their failure, do n)t require declaring the ESFAS
instrumentation inoperable anJ their justification are as
follows:]

[For this facility, the supported systems impacted by the
inoperability of the ESFAS instrumentation and the
justification of whether or not each supported system is
declared inoperable are as follows:]

The bases for the LCO on ESFAS functions are:

1. Safety In.iection

1.a. Manual Initiation

The LC0 requires one channel per train OPERABLE.
The operator can initiate SI at any tine by using
either of two switches in the control room. This
action will cause actuation of all components in
the same manner as any of the automatic actuation
signals.

The LC0 on Manual Initiation ensures the proper
amount of redundancy is maintained in the manual
ESFAS actuation circuitry to ensure the operator
has manual ESFAS initiation capability. Manual
Initiation channels are OPERABLE when they
satisfy OPERABILITY requirements 1 and 3.

Each channel consists of one push button and the
interconnecting wiring to the actuation logic
cabinet. Each push button is responsible for
initiating one train of SI. However, inadvertent
pressing of one button will cause one train of
actuation. This configuration does not allow
testing at power.

(continued)

(continued)
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( -BASES (continued)

LCO 1.b. Automatic Actuation Loaic and Actuation Relays
(continued)-

This LC0 requires two trains OPERABLE. Actuation
logic consists of all circuitry housed within the
actuation subsystems, including the initiating
relay contacts responsible for actuating the ESF
equipment. Automatic Actuation Logic and
Actuation Relays are OPERABLE-when they satisfy
OPERABILITY requirements 1 and 3.

l.c.-Containment Pressure--Hiah 1

This signal provides protection against the
i following accidents:

SLB inside containment;.

.-. LOCA; and

./ Feed line break inside containment.

~Containme6tiPressure--High 1 provides no input to
any control functions. Thus, three OPERABLE
channels,are sufficient to satisfy protective

O requirements with a two-out-of-three logic 'The
i transmitters =(d/p cells) and electronics are

located outside of_ containment with-the sensing
-line (high: pressure side of the transmitter)
located inside containment. LContainment
Pressure--High I channels'are 0PERABLE when they s

'satisfy OPERABILITY--requirements'1, 2, and 3.

.The containment pressure (transmitters are
located just outside of containment and _may be
subjected to-high radiation conditions during the
accidents which they are intended to' mitigate.
The sensor portion of the transmitters are also
exposed to the steam environment .present in the
containment following a-LOCA or HELB. Therefore,
the trip setpoint ALLOWABLE VALUE accounts _for

-measurement errors induced by these 1
environments.]

[For this facility,'the basis for ALLOWABLE VALUE
: is as follows:]

(continued)

(continued)
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BASES (continued)

LC0 1.d. Pressurizer Pressure--Low
(continued)

This signal provides protection against the
following accidents:

Inadvertent opening of an SG relief or safety+

valve;
SLB;+

A Spectrum of rod cluster control assembly*

ejection accidents (rod ejection); and
Inadvertent opening of a pressurizer relief or.

safety valve.

At some plants pressurizer pressure provides both
control and protection functions: input to the
Pressurizer Pressure Control System, reactor
trip, and SI. Tharefore, the actuation logic
must be able to withstand both an input failure
to the control system (which may then require the
protection function actuation) and a single
failure in the other channels providing the
protection function actuation. Thus four
OPERABLE channels are required to satisfy the
requirements with a 'two-out-of-four logic. For
units that have dedicated protection and control
channels, only three protection' channels are
necessary to satisfy the protective requirements.
Pressurizer Pressure--Low channels:are OPERABLE
when they satisfy OPERABILITY requirements 1, 2,
3, and 4. The transmitters are located inside
containment, with the taps in the vapor space
region of the pressurizer, and thus possibly
experiencing adverse environmental conditions
(LOCA, SLB inside containment, rod ejection).
Therefore, the trip setpoint reflects the
inclusion of both steady-state and adverse

( environmental instrument uncertainties.

(For this facility, the basis for ALLOWABLE VALVE
is as follows:]

| (continued)

(continued)
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_ BASES (continued)

LC0 1.e Steam line Presi4ra
(continued)

1.e.(1). Steam Line Pressure low--Stiggint-

Steam Line Pressure--Low provides protection
against the following accidents:

SLB;*

Feed line break; and-a

Inadvertent opening-of an SG relief or an.

SG safety valve.*

,

-Steam Line Pressure--Low provides no input to
:any control functions. Thus, three OPERABLE
channels on each steam line are' sufficient to

. satisfy the )rotective requirements with a
-two-out-of-tiree logic on each steam line.
Steam Line_ Pressure--Low setpoint channels are
OPERABLE _when they satisfy OPERABILITY

; requirements 1, 2, 3, and 4.- With the
transmitters typically located inside the
steam: tunnels,,it is possible for them to
experiencefadverse environmental conditionss

during a* secondary-side break. Therefore, the
trip setpointireflects both steady-state and
adverse environmental: instrument

= uncertainties. 7,

[ForthisfaciliO,the6asisforALLOWABLE
VALUE is as follows:]

This function is anticipatory in nature and
has a typical lead / lag ratio of 50/5. [For'

this facility, the impact of this ratio on

-channel OPERABILITY-is as_follows:]

1.e.(2). Steam Line Pressure--Hiah Differential
Pressure Between Steam Line;;

|-

|- Steam Line-High-Differential Pressure provides-

| protection against the following accidents:

SLB;-*

Feed line break; and*

(continued)z

(continued)
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.2

BASES (continued)

Inadvertent opening of an SG relief or anLC0 +

(continued) SG safety valve.

Steam Line High Differential Pressure provides
no input to any control functions. Thus three
OPERABLE channels on each steam line are
sufficient to satisfy the requirements with a
two-out-of-three logic on each steam line.
Steam Line High Differential Pressure channels
are OPERABLE when they satisfy OPERABILITY
requirements 1, 2, and 3, With the
transmitters typically located inside the
steam tunnels, it is possible for them to
experience adverse environmental conditions
during an SLB event. Therefore, the trip
setpoint reflects both steady-state and
adverse environmental instrument
uncertainties.

[For this facility, the basis for ALLOWABLE
VALUE is as follows:)

1.f. Hiah Steam Flow in Two Steam Lines Coincident
FRh Tava--Low low or Coincident With Steam Line
Pressure--Low-

| This function provides protection against the
following accidents:

SLB; and.

the inadvertent opening of an SG relief or.

an SG safety valve.

Two steam line flow channels per steam line are
,

required OPERABLE for this function. These are'

combined in a one-out-of-two logic to indicate
high steam flow in one steam line. The steam
flow transmitters provide control inputs, but the
control function cannot cause the events which
the function must protect against. Therefore,
two channels are sufficient to satisfy redundancy
requirements. The one-out-of-two configuration
allows on-line testing because trip of one high
steam flow channel is not sufficient to cause

(continued)

(continued)
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ESFA'S In'strumentation
B-3.3.2

BASESc (continued):

'LLO initiation. These channels are OPERABLE when '

(continued) they satisfy OPERABILITY requirements 1, 2, 3,and
4. [At this facility, trip does not occur unless
high steam flow exists in two steam lines for the
following reasons:]

One channel of T vg per loop and one channel of
low steam line pressure per steam line are
required OPERABLE. For each parameter the
channels for all loops or steam lines are
combined in a logic such that-two channels ;

tripped will cause-a trip for the parameter. For
example, for three loop plants, the low steam

_

;line: pressure channels are combined in two-out-
:of-three logic. Thus, the function trips on one-
- out-of-two high~ flow in any s two-out-of-three
steam lines =if there is one-out-of-one low low
Teva trip in;any two-out-of-three .RCS loops or if
mt ere s aLone-out-o -one low pressure tria inh i f
'any two-out-of-three. steam lines. Since tie
-accidentsithis event protects against cause both
low steam |line pressure and low low Tava,
provisjon'of one channel per loop or steam line

-zO
ensurestno single random failure can disable both
of _these functions, Thes team line pressures

channels provide no control inputs. The T.vo
channels provide controlfinputs, but the control
function cannot initiate events that the function
acts to mitigate. .'

'

The high steam-flow trip setpoint ALLOWABLE VALVE
for high steam flow is a linear function that

-varies with_ power level . . The .functionLis_ a AP
_.!corresponding to 44%-of full steam-flow between

-0%_ and _20% load ~to 114% of full- steam flow at
100% load. [For this facility, the load
reference.value is measured and the number of-

steam flow channels affected by an inoperable-
load 1 channel is as follows:). -The nominal ' trip .
setpoint is similarly calculated.

[For this facility, the basis for the Tava--Low
. Low ALLOWABLE VALVE is-as follows:]

-(continued)

(continued)'
'
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.2

BASES (continued)

LCO With the transmitters typically located inside
(continued) the containment, it is possible for them to

experience adverse steady-state environmental
conditions during an SLB event. Therefore, the
trip setpoint reflects both steady-state
andadverse environmental instrument
uncertainties. The Steam Line Pressure--Low
signal was discussed previously under Function
1.e.l.

2. Containment Sorav

2.a. Manual Initiation

The operator can initiate containment spray at
any time from the control room by simultaneously
turning two containment spray actuation switches
in the same train. Because an inadvertent
actuation of containment spray could have such
serious consequences, two switches must be turned
simultaneously to initiate containment spray.
There are two sets of two switches each in the
control room. Simultaneously turning the two
switches in either set will actuate containment
spray in both trains in the'same manner as the
automatic actuation signal. Two. Manual.

Initiation switches in each train-are required
OPERABLE to ensure no single failure disables the
manual initiator function. Manual" Initiation
channels are OPERABLE when''they satisfy
OPERABILITY requirements 'I and 3. Note that
Manual Initiation of containment spray also
actuates phase B containment isolation.

2.b. Automatic Actuation Loaic and Actuation Relays

Automatic actuation logic and actuation relays
consist of same features and operate in the same
manner as described for ESFAS Function 1.b.

2.c. Containment Pressure

This signal provides protection against a LOCA or
an SLB inside containment. Containment Pressure
channels are OPERABLE when they satisfy

(continued)

(continued)
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.2-

BASES -(continued)

LCO- OPERABILITY requirements 1, 2, and 3. (forthis
'(continued) facility, the basis for ALLOWABLE VALVE for the

Containment Spray function is as follows:] The
transmitters (d/p cells) are located outside of
containment with the sensing line (high pressure
side of-the transmitter) located inside
containment. The containment pressure
[ transmitters may be subjected to high radiation
conditions during the accidents which they are

.

intended to mitigate. The sensor )ortion of the'

transmitters are also exposed to tie steam
environment present in the containment following

;a?LOCA or HELB. Therefore, the trip setpoint
. ALLOWABLE VALUE accounts for the measurement

Terrors induced by the environments.] This is one-
,

of .theTonly functions that requires the bistable
output'to energize to perform its-required
-action. Itcis not desirable to have a loss cf

9: power actuate-containment spray, since the
" consequences!of an inadvertent actuation of
containment" spray..could be serious. Note that-

this function also;has the inoperable channel
.placed/in' bypass,0ather than trip to decrease the

O probabilitygofKan inadvertent actuation."

49 , e-

Two diffefent logis configurations are typically ,

used. Three and four loopiplants typically use 3

four channels in a two-out-of-four logic
configuration. This(configuration may be called
the Containment Pressure--High 3 Setpoint for
three and four loop' plants and Containment
Pressure--High High Setpoint for other plants.
Some two loop plants.use- three sets of two -
channels, each set : combined in -a one-out-of-two-
configuration, and these outputs combined so that
two-out-three sets tripped initiates containment
spray. This configuration is typically called
Containment Pressure--High 3 Setpoint. ~ Since- '

containment pressure--is not used for control,
both of.these arrangements exceed the minimum
redundancy requirements. Additional redundancy _ ,

,

| is warranted because the function is energize-to-
trip.

(continued)

(continued)
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.2

BASES (continued)

LC0 3. Containment Isolation
(continued)

3.a. Phase A Isolation

3.a.(1). Manual Initiation

Manual Phase A Containment Isolation is
accomplished by either of two switches in the
control room. Either switch actuates both
trains. Manual Initiation channels are
OPERABLE when they satisfy OPERABILITY
requirements 1 and 3. Note that manual
initiation of Phase A Containment Isolation
also actuates Containment Purge Isolation.

3,a.(2). Automatic Actuation Loaic and Actuation
ILe1.an

Automatic Actuation Logic and Actuation Relays
consist of the same features and operate in
the same manner as described for ESFAS
Function 1.b.

3.a.(3). Safety Iniection

Containment Phase A Isolation is also
initiated by all functions that initiate SI.
The Containment Phase A Isolation function
requirements for these functions are the same
as the requirements for their SI function.
Therefore, the requirements are not repeated
in Table 3.3.2-1. Instead, Function 1, SI, is
referenced for all initiating functions and
reauirements.

3.b. Phase B Isolation
,

| Phase B Isolation is accomplished by the Manual
; Initiation, Automatic Actuation Logic and

Actuation Relays, and by Containment Pressure
channels. The same channels that actuate
Containment Spray, Function 2. The Containment
Pressure trip of Phase B Isolation is energized
to trip to minimize the potential of spurious
trips that may damage the RCPs. (Currently no

(continued)

(continued)
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.2

o\
| BASES (continued)

LC0 plants using three sets of two pressure channels
(continued) for the liigh 3 function utilize Phase B

Isolation.)

4. Containment Purae Isolation

4.a. Manual Initiation

The LCO requires one channel per train OPEPABLE.
Manual Initiation channels are OPERABLE when they
satisfy OPERABILITY requirements 1 and 3. The
operator can initiate Containment Purge Isolation
at any time by using either of two switches in
the control room.

This action will cause actuation of all
components in the same manner as any of the
automatic actuation signals.

The LCO on Manual Initiation ensures the proper
amount of redundancy is maintained in the manual
ESFAS actuation circuitry to ensure the operator

o has manual ESFAS initiation capability.

Each channel consists of one push button and the
interconnecting wiring to the actuation logic
cabinet. Each push button is responsible for
initiating one train of Containment Purge
Isolation, flowever, inadvertent pressing of one
button will cause one~ train of actuation. This
configuration does not allow testing at power.

4.b. Automatic Actuation Loalc and Actuation Relays

Automatic actuation logic and actuation relays
consist of same features and operate in the same
manner as described for ESF/9 Function 1.b.

|
4.c. Safety In.iec tion

4.d. Phase A Isolation

Containment purge isolation is also initiated by
- all functions that initiate Safety Injection or

containment phase A isolation. Table 3.3.2-1

(continued)

[U')
(continued)
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.2

BASES (continued)

LC0 references Function 1, SI, and Function 3.a,
(continued) containment phase A isolation, for description of

the initiating functions and the requirements on
Required Channels, Surveillances, and ALLOWABLE
VALUES for these functions. The Applicable MODES
and conditions specified for the containment
purge isolation portion of these functions are
different and less restrictive than those for
their phase A isolation and SI roles. If one or
more of the S1 or phase A isolation functions
becomes inoperable in such a manner that only the
Containment Purge Isolation function is affected,
the Conditions applicable to their SI and phase A
isolation functions need not be entered. The
less r_estrictive Actions specified for
inoperability of the Containment Purge Isolation
functions specify sufficient compensatory
measures for this case. Function 1, SI, is
referencpd.for all initiating functions and
requirements.-

4.e. Containment Radiation

Containment Purge Isolation!is initiated by high
containment radiation. ' The' instrument channels
providing these' signals'are inputs to, but not
formally part of, the ESFAS. . LC0i3.3.7 provides
the requirements on the containment = radiation
instrumentation that initiate containment purge
isolation.

5. Steam Line Isolation

5.a. Manual Initiation

Manual initiation of Steam Line Isolation can be
accomplished from the control room. There are
two switches in the control room and either
switch can initiate action to immediately close
all main steam isolation valves (MSIVs). The LC0
requires one OPERABLE channel in each train.
Manual Initiation channels are OPERABLE when they
satisfy OPERABILITY requirements 1 and 3.

(continued)

(continued)
%
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.2

O
V BASES (continued)-

LC0 -

-5.b. Automatic Actuation Loaic and Actuation Relays

(continued)
Automatic actuation logic and actuation relays '

consist of-the same features and operate in the
same manner as described for ESFAS Function 1.b.

5.c. [qatainment-Pressure--Hiah 2

This function actuates closure of the MSIVs in
the event of a LOCA or an SLB inside containment
to maintain at least one unfaulted SG as a heat
sink for the reactor and to limit the cass and
energy release to containment. :The transmitters
,(d/p cells) are located outside containment with
thefsensing line (high pressure side of the

,

= transmitter) located inside containment. ;,

Containment Pressure--High 2 provides no input to
-any controlyfunctions. Thus, three OPERABLE
Lchannelsdare; sufficient to satisfy protective
requirementsJwith two-out-of-three 1ogic.
However for enhanced reliability, this function

-wasdesignedwithJfourchannelsandtwo-out-of-
<'' four logic. Containment Pressure--High 2

b channels' are10PERABLE"when. they satisfy
. OPERABILITY? requirements 1, 2,.and 3. (Forthisx" facility, ~the basis ~ for ALLOWABLE VALVE is as

follows:] pf
The containment pressure [ transmitters are
located just outsideFof containment and may be
subjected.to high radiation conditions during
the. accidents which they are intended to
mitigate. The sensor : portion of the: transmitters
are also ' exposed -to the steam environment _present
in the containment following a LOCA or HELB.
Therefore, the. trip setpo_ int ALLOWABLE VALUE
accounts;for-_ measurement errors ~ induced by these
environments.-]-

5.d. Steam Line Pressung

Il 5 d.(1). Steam'Line Pressure--Low Setooint

Steam Line Pressure--Low.provides closure of-
~

the-MSIVs-in the event of an-SLB to maintain

(continued)

(continued)
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.2

BASES (continued)

LCO at least one unfaulted SG as a heat sink for
(continued) the reactor and to limit the mass and energy

release to containment. This function
provides closure of the MSIVs in the event of
a feed line break to ensure a supply of steam
for the turbine-driven AFW pump. Steam Line
Pressure--Low was discussed previously under
SI function 1.e.l. (For this facility, the
basis for ALLOWABLE VALUE for the Steam Line
Isolation function is as follows:)

5.d (2). Steam Line Pressure-Neaative Rate--Hiah
Setooint

Steam Line Pressure-Negative Rate--High
provides closure of the MSIVs for an SLB, when
less than the P-ll setpoint, to maintain at
least one unfaulted SG as a heat sink for the
reactor..and to limit the mass and energy
release to containment. When the operator
manually blocks the Steam Line Pressure--Low
main steam isolation signal when less than the
P-ll setpoint, the Steam Line Pressure-
Negative Rate--High signal is automatically
enabled. Steam Line Pressure-Negative Rate--
High provides no input to any control
functions. Thus, three OPERABLE channels are
sufficient to satisfy requirements with a two-
out-of-three logic, on each steam line. Steam
Line Pressure-Negative Rate--High setpoint
channels are OPERABLE when they satisfy
0PERABILITY requirements 1, 2, 3, and 4. [For
this facility, the basis for ALLOWABLE VALUE
is as follows:]

With the transmitters typically located inside
the steam tunnels, it is possible for them to
experience adverse environmental conditions
during an SLB event. Therefore, the trip
setpoint reflects both steady-state and
adverse environmental instrument
uncertainties.

(continued)

(continued)
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.2

7s
BASES (continued)

LCO 5.e. Hiah Steam Flow in Two Steam Lines Coincident
(continued) with Teva--Low-Low or Coincident With Steam Line

Pressure--Low

This function provides closure of the MSIVs
during an SLB or inadvertent opening of an SG
relief or a safety valve to maintain at least one
unfaulted SG as a heat sink for the reactor and
to limit the mass and energy release to
containment.

This function was discussed previously as
Function 1.f. [For this facility, the basis for
the high steam line flow, Tavs--Low Low, and Steam
Line Pressure--Low All0WABLE VALUES for the Steam
Line-1 solation function is as follows:)

5.f. Hiah Steam Flow Coincident With Safety In.iection

and Coincident With Tevn--Low Low

This function provides closure of the MSIVs
during an SLB or inadvertent opening of an SGm

/ j relief or safety valve to maintain at least one
V unfaulted SG as a heat sink for the reactor and

to limit the mass and energy release to
containment.

Two steam line flow channels per steam line are
required OPERABLE for this function. These are
combined in a one-out-of-two logic to indicate
high steam flow in one steam line. The steam
flow transmitters provide control inputs, but the
control function cannot cause the events which
the function must protect against. Therefore,
two channels are sufficient to satisfy redundancy
requirements. The one-out-of-two configuration
allows on line testing because trip of one high
steam flow channel is not sufficient to cause
initiation. The High Steam Flow channels are
OPERABLE when they satisfy OPERABILITY
tequirements 1, 2, and 3.

The High Steam Flow ALLOWABLE VALUE is a AP
corresponding to 25% of full stcam flow at no-
load steam pressure.

(continued)
n

( ) (continued)
v
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.2

BASES (continued)

LC0 (for this facility, the basis for ALLOWABLE VALUE
(continued) is as follows:]

With the transmitters (d/p cells) typically
located inside the steam tunnels, it is possible
for them to experience adverse environmental
conditions during an SLB event. Therefore, the
trip setpoint reflects both steady-state and
adverse environmental instrument uncertainties.

Main steam line isolates only if the high steam
flow signal occurs coincident with an Si and low
low RCS average temperature. The main Steam Line
Isolation function requirements for the SI
functions are the same as the requirements for

-their SI fr. action. Therefore, the requirements
are not r epeated in Table 3.3.2-1. Instead
Functiori 1, SI, is referenced for all initiating
functions and requirements.

One channel .of Tevo per loop is required OPERABLE.
The T va channels for allLloops are combined in a
logic such that two channels tripped cause a trip
for the parameter. .for example, for three loop
plants, the T.va channels are combined in two-out-
of-three logic. Thus, the function trips on or.e-
out-of-two high flow in any two steam lines if
this is a one-out-of-one low low Tes trip in any
two-out-of-three RCS loops and an $1 occurs. The
accidents this function: protects against cause
reduction of Tava in the entire primary system.
Therefore, the provision of one OPERABLE channel
per loop in a two-out-of-three or two-out-of-four
configuration ensures no single random failure
disables the Teva--Low Low function. The Tava
channels provide control inputs, but the control
function cannot initiate events that the function
acts to mitigate. Therefore, additional channels
are not required to address control-protection
interaction issues.

With the cransmitters typically located inside
the containment, it is possible for them to
experience adverse environmental conditions
during an SLB event. Therefore, the trip

(continued)

(continued)
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B 3.3.2

Y BASES- (continued)
-

-

A

setpoint reflects both steady-state and adverseLC0
_

- environmental instrumental uncertainties. -[For(continued)
o this facility, the basis:for the Teve ALLOWABLE

- VALUE for the main Steam Line Isolation function
is as follows:] ,

5 g. -Hiah Hiah Steam Flow In Two Steam Lines
[,nincident With-Safety In.iection

(At this facility, the Bases for LC0 requirements !

on Function 5.g are as follows:]

,5.h. Hiah Hiah Steam Flow in Two-Steam Lines
. Coincident With T va--Low Low

,

<

- Thisifunction is:the same as Function 5.g above,
except that the Tave--Low Low confirmatory signal

Lis required. _ Operation of the Tave--Low Low
- portion of this function is described as part of ,

the. discussion of Function 5;f. The function is
slightly.less susceptible to spirious steam line
isolation (but otherwise perfor ms in:the same

".manner.:

Plants ' generally?have"only one of the
Functions '5.e, 5.f, 5.gii or 5.h. No plants have

: Function 5.f in- combination:with-either 5.g or
5 . h ~.

6. Turbine Trio'and Feedwater Isolation

This-function is: actuated by Steam Generator Water-
level--High High or:by an SI. signal. The Reactor Trip
System also -initiates a turbine trip signal whenever_ a
reactor _ trip (P-4) -is generated. .In the ever t of. SI,

'the unit-is taken-off line and__the turbine generator
must be tripped. - The MFW System is--also taken out of

L : operation 1and the AFW System is automatically started.
.

L The SI-signal was discussed previously..
|

;_ (continued)
,

-(continued)
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.2

BASES (continued)

LC0 6 a. Automatic Actuation Loaic and Actuation Relan
(continued)

Automatic Actuation Logic and Actuation Relays
consist of the same features and operate in the
same manner as described for ESFAS Function 1.b.

6 b. Steam Generator Water level--Hiah Hiah (P-14)

This signal provides protection against excessive
feedwater flow. At some plants the ESFAS SG
water level instruments provide input to the SG
Water Level Control System. Therefore, the
actuation logic must be able to withstand both an
input failure to the control system (which may
then require the protection function actuation)
and a single failure in the other channels
providing the protection function actuation.
Thus four OPERABLE channels are required to
satisfy the requirements with a two-out-of-four
logic. These channels are OPERABLE when they
satisfy OPERABILITY requirements 1, 2, and 3. For
units that have dedicated protection and control
channels, only three protection channels are
necessary to' satisfy the protective requirements.
[For this facil1ty, the-basis _for ALLOWABLE VALVE
is as follows:] The transmitters (d/p cells) are
located inside containment, however, the events
which this function protect against?cannot cause
severe environment in containment,'therefore,
the trip setpoint reflect _s ~only steady-state
instrument uncertainties.

6,c Safety In.iection

Turbine trip and isolation is also initiated by
all functions that initiate SI. The feedwater
isolation function requirements for these
functions are the same as the requirements for
their SI function. Therefore, the requirements
are not repeated in Table 3.3.2-1. Instead
Function 1, SI, is referenced for all initiating
functions and requirements.

(continued)

(continued)
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.2

O BASES (continued)
__

LC0 7. /Luxiliary feedwater
(continued)

7.a. Automatic Ardgation Lonic and Acttta. tion Relavt
[ Solid State Protgetion Systeml

Automatic actuation logic and actuation relays
consist of the same features and operate in the
same manner as descr'5ed for ESFAS Function 1.b.

7.b. Automatig_Aq110 tion Lqgic and Actuation _ Relays
(Balance of Plant ESFAS)

Automatic actuation logic and actuation relays
consist of the same features and operate in the
same manner as described for ESFAS Function 1.b.

7.c. Raam Generator Water level--Low low

SG Water Level--Low Low provides protection
against a loss of heat sink. A feedwater system
pipe break, inside or outside of containment, or
a loss of main feodwater would result in a loss
of SG water level. SG Water level--Low Low

f-
( provides input to the SG Level Control System.

Therefore, the actuation logic must be able to'

withstand both an input failure to the control
system which may then require the protective
function actuation and a single failure in the
other channels providing the protection function
actuation. Thus, four OPERABLE channels are
required to satisfy the requirements with two-
out-of-four logic. These channels are OPERABLE
when they satisf,r OPERABILITY requirements 1, 2,
and 3. For units that have dedicated protection
and control ch6nnels, only three protection
channels are necessary to satisfy the protective
requirements. [For this facility, the basis for
ALLOWABLE VALUE is as follows:) With the
transmitters (d/p cells) located inside
containment and thus possibly experiec.ing
adverse environmental conditions (ieed line
break), the trip setpoint reflect: the inclusion
of both steady-state and adverse environmental
instrument uncertainties.

(continued)
_ _.,_

(continued)
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LSFAS Instrumentation
'

B 3.3.2

BASES (continued)
__

LCO 7.d. Safety In.iection
(continued)

An Si signal starts the motor-driven and turbine-
driven AFW pumps. The AFW initiation functions
are the same as the requirements for their $1
function. Therefore, the requirements are not
repeated in Table 3.3.2-1. Instead, function 1,
SI, is referenced for all initiating f unctions
and requirem';nts.

7,e. loss of Offsite Powe.t

A loss of offsite power provides indication of a
loss of all AC power. A loss of offsite power to
the service buses will be accompanied by a loss
of reactor coolant pumping power and the
subsequent need for some method of decay heat
removal. The loss of offsite power is detected
by a voltage drop on each service bus. Loss of
power to either service bus will start the
turbine-driven AFW pumps to ensure that at least
one SG contains enough water to serve as the heat
sink for reactor decay heat and sensible heat
removal following the reactor trip. Loss of
offsite power channels are OPERABLE when they
satisfy OPERABILIIY requirements 1, 2, and 3.
[For this facility. describe relay configuration
dnd hoW trip meOl', single failure Criterion for
single-phasing events. If action of other relays
(e.g., phase differential current) is required to
ensure trip in the event of single-phasing,
discuss how OPERABILITY of these other relays
affects OPERABilliY of this function and identify
the LCO covering the other relays). [For this
facility, the basis for ALLOWABLE VALUE is as
follows:]

7 f. Unditypitaae Reactor Coolant Pur

. A loss of power on the bur,'s that progide power
8 to the RCPs provides ind ration of a pending loss
J of RCP forced flow in th' RCS. The Undervoltage
' 'Reactor Coolant Pump function senses the voltage

downstream of each RCP breaker. A los", of power
or open RCP breaker on two or more RCPs will

(continued)
,

(continued)
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.2

b
BASES (continued)g

LCO start the turbine-driven AfW pump to ensure that
(continued) at least one SG contains enough water to serve as

the heat sink for reactor decay heat and sensible
heat removal following the reactor trip.
Undervoltage RCP channels are OPERABLE when they
satisfy OPERABILITY requirements 1, 2, and 3.
(for this facility, describe the relay
configuration and how trip meets single failure
criterion for single-phasing events. If action
of other relays (e.g., phase differential
current) is required to ensure trip in the event
of single-phasing, discuss how OPERABILITY of
these other relays affects OPERABILITY of this
function and identify the LC0 covering the other
relays). (For this facility, the basis for
ALLOWABLE VALUES is as follows:]

7 g. Trio Of All MQn Feedwater Pugd

A Trip of all main feedwater pumps is an
indication of a loss of main feedwater and the
subsequent need for some method of decay heat and

O sensible heat removal to bring the reactor back
\ / to no-load temperature and pressure. A turbine-
U driven main feedwater pump is equipped with two

pressure switches on the control air line for the
speed control system. A low pressure signal from
either of these pressure switches indicates a
trip of that pump. Motor-driven main feedwater
pumps are equipped with a breaker position
sensing device. An open supply breaker indicates
that the pump is not running. Two OPERABLE
channels per pump satisfy redundancy requirements
with one-out-of-two taken twice logic. These
channels are OPERABLE when they satisfy
OPERABILITY requirements 1, 2, and 3. A trip of
all main feedwater pumps starts the motor-driven
and turbine-driven AFW pumps to ensure that at
least one SG is available with water to act as
the heat sink for the reactor. (For this
facility, the basis for the ALLOWABLE VALUE is as
follows:)

(continued)

(continued)
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BASES (continued)

LCO 7.h. Auxiliary Feedwater Pumn Suction Transfer on
(continued) htij.qn Pressure--Low

A low pressure on the AFW pump suction protects
the AFW pumps against a loss of the normal supply
of water for the pumps, the CST. Two pressure
switches are located on the AFW pump suction line
from the CST. A low pressure sensed by any one
of the switches will cause the emergency supply
of water for both pumps to be aligned or cause
the AfW pumps to stop until the emergency source
of water is aligned. Essential service water
(safety grade) is then lined up to supply the AfW
pumps to ensure an adequate supply of water for
the AFW System to maintain at least one of the
SGs as the heat sink for reactor decay heat and
sensible heat removal. AfW Pump Suction
Pressure--Low channels are OPERABLE when they
satisfy OPERABILITY requirements 1, 2, and 3.
(for this facility, the basis for ALLOWABLE VALUE
is as follows: Since the detectors are located
in area not afPected by HEL8s or high radiation,
they will not experience any adverse
environmental conditions and the trip setpoint
reflects only steady-state instrument

. uncertainties.

8. Auto _matic Switchover to Containment Sumo

8.a. httILmqtiLAltaa. tion loaic and Act&gtion Relays

Automatic actuation logic and actuation relays
consist of the same features and operate in the
same manne' as described for ESFAS Function 1.b.

8.b. Befuelina Water Storace Tank (RWST) Level--Low
Low Cointijent_Wjth Safetv Iniection

8.c. RWST Level--Low Lg_w Coincident With Safely
in.ipction and Coincident With Containment Sumn
Level-High

During the injection phase of a LOCA, the RWST is
the source of water for all ECCS pumps. A low
low level in the RWST coincident with an S1

(continued)

(continued)
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BASES (continued)

LCO signal provides protection against a loss of
(continued) water for the ECCS pumps and indicates the end of

the injection phase of the LOCA. The RWST is
equipped with four level transmitters. These
transmitters provide no control functions,
therefore, a two-out-of-four logic is adequate to
initiate the protective function actuation.
Although only three channels would be suf ficient,
a fourth channel has been added for increased
reliability. These channels are OPERABLE when
they satisfy OPERABillTY requirements 1, 2, and
3. The RWST--Low Low setpoint ALLOWABLE VALUE
has both upper and lower limits. The lower limit
is selected to ensure switchover occurs before
the RWST empties to prevent ECCS pump damage.
The upper limit is selected to ensure enough
borated water is injected to ensure the reactor

remains shutdown. The high limit also ensures
adequate water inventory in the containment sump
to provide ECCS pump suction. The transmitters
are located in an area not affected by HELBs or
post-accident high radiation, thus, they will not

O experience any adverse environmental conditions
and the trip setpoint reflects only steady-state
instrument uncertainties.

Automatic switchover occurs only if the RWST low
low level signal is coincident with 51. This
prevents accidental switchover during normal
operation. Accidental switchover could damage
ECCS pumps if they are attempting to take suction
from an empty pump. The automatic switchover
function requirements for the S1 functions are
the same as the requirements for their S1
function. Therefore, the requirements are not
repeated in Table 3.3.2-1. Instead, function 1,
51, is referenced for all initiating functions
and requirements.

In some plants, additional protection from
spurious switchover is provided by requiring a
Containment Sump Level--High signal as well as
RWST Level--Low Low and St.

(continued)

(continued)
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B 3.3.2

BASES (continued)

LC0 During the injection phase of a LOCA, the RWSi is
(continued) the source of water for all ECCS pumps. As the

RWST empties, the water from the RWST and the
water from the RCS and accumulators will
accumulate inside containment via the break. To
ensure that there is sufficient water available
in containment to support the recirculation phase
of the accident, a Containment Sump Level--High
signal must be present, in addition to the SI
signal and the RWST Level--Low Low signal, to
transfer the suctions of the RHR pumps to the
containment sump. The containment sump is
equipped with four level transmitters. These
transmitters provide no control functions,
therefore, a two-out-of-four logic is adequate to
initiate the protective function actuation.
Although only three channels would be sufficient,
a fourth channel has been added for increased
reliability. The containment sump level trip
ALLOWABLE VALVE is selected to ensure enough
borated water is injected to ensure the reactor
remains shutdown. The high limit also ensures
adequate water inventory in the containment sump
to provide ECCS pump suction. The transmitters
are located inside containment, and thus possibly
experience adverse environmental conditions.
Therefore, the trip setpoint reflects the
inclusion of both steady-state and environmental
instrument uncertainties.

Plants only have one of the functions 8.b or 8.c.

9. Control Room Emersency Ventilation

Control room isolation consists of automatically
positioning the appropriate dampers to isolate the
Control Room Emergency Ventilation System from the
Auxiliary Building Ventilation System.

9.a. tianqal Initiation

The control room operator can manually initiate
control room emergency ventilation in both trains
at any time by turning either of two switches in

(continued)
'

(continued)
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I

BASES (continued)

LCO the control room. Manual Initiation channels are
(continued) OPERABLE when they satisfy OPERABILITY

requirements 1 and 3.

9.b. Automatic Actuation loaic and Actuation Relays

Automatic actuation logic and actuation relays
consist of same features and operate in the same
manner as described for ESFAS Function 1.b.

9.c. Phase A Isolation

Control room emergency ventilation initiation is
also initiated by all functions that initiate
containment phase A isolation. The control room
emergency ventilation initiation function
requirements for these functions are the same as
the requirements for their containment phase A
isolation function. Therefore, the requirements
are not repeated in Table 3.3.2-1. Instead
Function 3.a. containment phase A isolation, is
referenced for all initiating functions and
requirements.

9.d. Control Room Atmosohere and Air intake Radiation

Control room emergency ventilation is initiated
by high control room air intake radiation. The
instrument channels providing these signals are
inputs to, but Tt formally part of, the ESFAS.
LC0 3.3.7 provides the requirements on the
Control room air intake instrumentation that-
activates Contra Room Emergency Ventilation.

10. Engine _gred Safety Feature Actuation System Interlocks

To allow some fle>:ibility in unit operations, several
interlocks are included as part of the ESFAS. These
interlocks permit the operator to block some signals,
automatically enable other signals, prevent some
actions from occurring, and cause other actions to
occur.

(continued)

(continued)|
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BASES (continued)

LCO 10.a. Reactor Trin. P-4
(continued)

The P-4 interlock is enabled when either reactor
trip breakers and its associated bypass breaker
are open. Once the P-4 interlock is enabled,
automatic SI initiation is blocked after a ( )
second time delay. This function allows
operators to take manual control of SI systems
after the initial phase of injection is complete.
Once Si is blocked, automatic actuation of Si
cannot occur until the reactor trip breakers have
been manually closed. P-4 interlock channels are
OPERABLE when they satisfy OPERABILITY
requirements 1 and 3. The functions of the P-4
interlock are:

Trip the main turbine;*

lsolate with coincident low Tavo;+

Prevent reactuation of Si af ter a manual reset*

of51;
Transfer the steam dump from the load*

rejection controller to the plant trip
controller; and
Prevent opening of the main feedwater+

isolation valves if they were closed on Si or
SG Water level--High High.

[For this facility:

Identify which of the above functions are*

safety relatad and considered a part of the
ESFAS;

Identify LC0 addressing any steam dump*

controls considered to be ESF;

Provide basis for required number of channels;*

and

Describe whether changes in reset time delay+

setpoint can affect function OPERABILITY.]

The reactor trip breaker position switches that
provide input to the P-4 interlock only function
to energize or de-energize or open or

(continued)

(continued)
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BASES (continued)

LCO close contacts. Therefore, this function has
(continued) no adjustable trip setpoint with which to

associate an ALLOWABLE VALUE.

10.b. Pressurizer Pressure. P-11

The P-ll interlock permits a normal unit cooldown
and depressurization without actuation of Sl or
main steam line isolation. P-ll Interlock
channels are OPERABLE when they satisfy
OPERABILITY requirements 1, 2, and 3. With two-
out-of-three pressurizer pressure channels
(discussed previously) less than the P-ll
setpoint, the operator can manually block the
pressurizer pressure--Low and Steam Line
Pressure--Low Si signals and the Steam Line
Pressure--Low steam line isolation signal

i (previously discussed). When the Steam Line
Pressure--Low steam line isolation signal is
manually blocked, a main steam isolation signal
on Steam Line Pressure-Negative Rate--High is
enabled. This provides protection for an SLB by

/ closure of the main steam isolation valves. With
two-out-of-three pressurizer pressure channels
2 P-ll set >oint, the Pressurizer Pressure--Low
and Steam .ine Pressure--Low SI signals and the
Steam Line Pressure--Low steam line isolation
signal are automatically enabled. The operator
can also enable these trips by use of the
respective manual reset buttons. When the Steam
Line Pressure--Low steam line isolation signal is
enabled, the main steam isolation on Steam Line
Pressure-Negative Rate--High is disabled. The
trip setpoint reflects only steady-state
instrument uncertainties. (for this facility,

the basis for the ALLOWABLE VALUE is as follows:]

10.c. Teve-low low. P-12

On increasing reactor coolant tem)erature, the P-
j 12 inter 1cck reinstates Sl on Higi Steam Flow

Coincid'nt With Steam Line Pressure--Low or,

Coincident With T ve--Low Low. P-12 Interlock
channels are OPERABLE when they satisfy
OPERABILITY requirements 1, 2, and 3.

(continued)
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BASES (continued)

LCO On an increasing temperature, the P-12 interlock
(continued) also provides an arming signal to the Steam Dump

System. On decreasing reactor coolant
_

temperature, the P-12 interlock allows the
operator to manually block Si on High Steam Flow
Coincident With Steam Line Pressure--Low or
Coincident with Teve--Low low. On a decreasing
temperature, the P-12 interlock also removes the
arming signal to the Steam Dump System to prevent
an excessive cooldown of the RCS due to a
malfunctioning Steam Dump System. Since T.ve is
used as an indication of bulk RCS temperature,
this function meets redundancy requirements with
one OPERABLE channel in each loop. In three loop
plants these channels are used in two-out-of-

| three logic, in four loop plants they are used
in two-out-of-four logic. (For this facility,

the basis for the ALLOWABLE VALUE is as follows:]

10.d. Steam Generator Water Level--Hiah Hia l
| P-14

The P-14 interlock is actuated when level in any.

'

SG exceeds the high high setpoint and performs
the following functions as part of Function 6:

Trips the main turbine;*

Trips the main feedwater pumps;*

Initiates feedwatar isolation; and*

Shuts the main feedwater regulating valves and*

the bypass feedwater regulating valves.

The main feedwater pumps are tripped, feedwater
isolation is actuated, and the main and bypass
feedwater regulating valves are closed to prevent
any further addition <_f water to the SGs. The
main turbine is tripped to prevent carryover of
excessive moisture to the turbine, which would
damage the turbine. This function has previously
been discussed as Function 6.b.

|

(continued)
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BASES (continued)d -

APPLICABIL11Y 1. Safety In.iection

1.a. Manual Initiation

1.b. Automatic Actuation Loaic and Actuation Relay 1

Manual and automatic initiation of Si must be
OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, and 3. In these MODES
there is sufficient energy in the primary and
secondary systems to warrant automatic initiation
of ESF systems. Manual Initiation is also
required in MODE 4 even though automatic
actuation is not required. In this MODE,
adequate time is available to manually actuate
required components in the event of a DBA, but
because of the large number of components
actuated on a Si, actuation is simplified by the
use of the manual actuation push buttons.
Automatic actuation logic and actuation relays
must be OPERABLE in MODE 4 to support system
level manual initiation.

These functions are not required to be OPERABLE,

i in MODES 5 and 6 because there is adequate time
for the operator to evaluate plant conditions and
respond by manually starting individual systems,
pumps, and other equipment to mitigate the
consequences of an abnormal condition or
accident. Plant pressure and temperature are
very low and many ESF components are
administrative 1y locked out or otherwise
prevented from actuating to prevent inadvertent
overpressurization of plant systems.

l.c. Containment Pressure--Hiah 1

Containment Pressure--High 1 must be OPERABLE in
MODES 1, 2 and 3 when there is sufficient enerqy
in the primary and secondary systems to
pressurize the containment following a pipe
break, in MODES 4, 5, and 6, there is
insufficient energy in the primary or secondary

| systems to pressurize the containment.
|
l (continued)

(continued)
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BASES (continued)

APPLIC.J1LITY 1.d. Pressurizer Pressure--Low
(continued)

This function must be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2 and
3 (above P-ll) to mitigate the consequences of a
high energy line rupture inside containment.
This signal may be manually blocked by the
operator below the P-ll setpoint. Automatic Si
actuation below this pressure is then performed
by the Containment Pressure--High 1 signal.

This function is not required to be OPERABLE in
MODE 3 below the P-ll setpoint. Other ESF
functions are used to detect accident conditions
and actuate the ESF systems in this MODE. In
MODES 4, 5 and 6, this function is not needed for
accident detection and mitigation.

l.e. Steam Line Pressure

1.e.(1). Steam Line Pretsure low Setooint

Steam Line Pressure--Low must be OPERABLE in
MODES 1, 2, and 3 (above P-ll) when a
secondary-side break or st.uck open valve could
result in the rapid depressurization of the
steam lines. This signal may be manually
blocked by the operator below the P-ll
setpoint. Below P-ll, feed line. break is not
a concern, inside containment SLB will be
terminated by automatic'S! actuation via
Containment Pressure--High 1, and outside
containment SLB will be terminated by the
Steam Line Pressure-Negative Rate--High signal
for steam line isolation. This function is
not required to be OPERAP' E in MODES 4, 5, or
6, because there is insufficient energy in the
secondary side of the plant to cause an
accident.

l.e.(2). Hiah Differential Pressure between
Steam lines

Steam line high differential pressure must be
OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, and 3 when a

(continued)

(continued) e
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l

h BASES (continued) I

APPLICABILITY secondary-side break or stuck open valve could'

(continued) result in the rapid depressurization of the l

steam line(s). This function is not required ,

'to be OPERABLE in MODES 4, 5, or 6, because
theret is not sufficient energy in the
secondary side of the plant to cause an
accident.

1.f. Hiah Steam Flow in Two Steam lines Coincident
With Teva--Low low or Coincident With Ste_am Line
Eressure--Low

inis function must be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, and
3 (above P-12) when a secondary-side break or
stuck open valve could result in the rapid
depressurization of the steam line(s). This
signal may be manually blocked by the operator

-when below the P-12 setpoint. Above P-12, this
function.is automatically unblocked. (Atthis
facility, the function is not required to be
OPERABLE below P-12 for the following reasons:)
This fenction is not required to be OPERABLE in'

c MODES 4, 5, or 64 because there is insufficient
( energy in the secondary side of the plant to

cause an accident.

2. .CADDinment Sorav

2.a. Manual Initiation

2.b. Aylp.natic Actuation Loaic and Actuation Relays

Manual and automatic initiation of containment
spray must be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, and 3.
When there is a potential for an accident to
occur and sufficiert energy in the primary or
secondary systems to pose a threat to containment
integrity due to overpressure conditions, manual
initiation is also required in MODE 4 even though
automatic actuation is not required. In this

.

MODE, adequate time is available to manually
actuate required components in the event of a
DBA, but because of the large number of
components actuated on a containment spray,
actuation is simpitfied by the use of the manual

(continued)

(continued)
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BASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY c:tuation push buttons. Automatic actuation
(continued) logic and actuation relays must be OPERABLE in

MODE 4 to support system level manual initiation.
In MODES 5 and 6, there is insufficient energy in
the primary and secondary systems to result in
containment overpressure, in MODES 5 and 6,
there is also adequate time for the operators to
evaluate unit conditions and respond to mitigate
the consequences of abnormal conditions by
manually starting individual components.

2.c. Containment Pressure

Containment Pressure--(High 3) [High High) must
be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, and 3 when there is
sufficient energy in the primary and secondary
sides to pressurize the containment following a
pipe break. In MODES 4, 5, and 6, there is
insufficient energy in the primary and secondary
sides to pressurize the containment and reach the
Containment Pressure--[High 3) and (High High)
setpoints.

3. Egntainment Isolation

3.a. Phase A Isolaiion

3.a.(1). Manual initiation.

3.a.(2). Automatic Actcation loaic and Actuation
Relays

Manual and automatic initiation of Phase A
Containmer t Isolation must be OPERABLE in
MODES 1, 2, and 3, when there is a potential
for an accident to occur. Manual initiation
is also required in MODE 4 even though
automatic actuation is not required. In this
MODE, adequate time is available to manually
actuate required components in the event of a
DBA, but because of the large number of
components actuated on a phase A containment
isolation, actuation is simplified by the use
of the manual actuation push buttons.
Automatic actuation logic and actuation relays

(continued)

(continued)
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B 3.3.2

l BASES (continued) 1L

APPLICABILITY must be OPERABLE in MODE 4 to support system
(continued) level manual initiation, in MODES 5 and 6,

there is insufficient energy in the primary or
secondary systedts to pressurize the
containment to require phase A containment
isolation. There will also be adequate time
for the operator to evaluate unit conditions
and manually actuate individual isolation
valves in response to abnormal or accident
conditions.

3 b. Phase B Isolation

3.b (1). Manual initiation

3.b.(2). Automatic Actuation Loaic and Actuation
Relityi

ManualaAdautomaticinitiationofPhaseB
contaiheent isolation must be OPERABLE in
MODES.1, 2, and 3 when there is a potential
-for:an; accident to occur. Manual initiation

is also required in MODE 4 even thoughO automatic actuation >is not required, in the
MODE adequate time'is,available to manually
actuate' required components in the event of a
DBA, but because of the'large number of-
components actuated on'atphase B containment
isolation, actuation is simalified by the use
of the manual actuation pus, buttons.
Automatic actuation logic and actuation relays
must be OPERABLE in MODE 4 to support system
level manual initiation. in MODES 5 and 6,
there is insufficient energy in the primary or
secondary systems to pressurize the
containment to require phase B containment
isolation. There will also be adequate time
for the operator to evaluate unit conditions
.and manually actuate individual isolation
valves in response to' abnormal or accident
conditions.

'

_(continued)

(continued)
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BASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY 3 b.(3). Containment Pressure
(continued)

The bases for containment pressure MODE.

applicability is as discussed for function 2.c
above.

4. Containment Purae Isolation

Containment purge manual isolation, automatic logic,
and input functions are required OPERABLE in MODES 1,
2, 3, 4 and during CORE ALTERATIONS or movement of
fuel assemblies within containment with irradiated
fuel in containment. Under these conditions the
potential exists for an accident which could release
fission-product radioactivity into containment,
therefore, the containment purge and exhaust isolation
must be OPERABLE in these MODES. For Function 4.c,
51, OPERABILITY in MODE 4 is required only to ensure
system level manual Si also isolates the containment
purge valves.

5. Steam Line Isolation

5.a. Manual Initiation

5.b. Automatic Actuation Loaic and Actuation Relays

Manual and automatic initiation ~of' steam line
isolation must be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, and 3
when there is sufficient energy in the RCS and
SGs to have an SLB or other accident resulting in
the release of significant quantities of energy
to cause a cooldown of the primary system.
Although it is possible to close all MSIVs in
MODES 2 and 3, the Steam Line Isolation function
remains OPERABLE in these MODES to ensure that
the MSIVs can be immediately closed if
inadvertently open. In MODES 4, 5, and 6, there
is insufficient energy in the RCS and SGs to
experience an SLB or other accident releasing
significant quantities of energy.

(continued)

(continued)
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BASES (continued)>

APPLICABILITY 5.c. fontainment Pressure--Hioh 2
(continued)

Containment Pressure--High 2 must be OPERABLE in
MODES 1, 2, and 3 when there is sufficient energy
in the primary and secondary side to pressurize
the containment following a pipe break. There
would be a significant increase in the
containment pressure, thus allowing detection and
closure of the MSIVs. Although it is possible to
close all MSIVs in MODES 2 and 3, the Steam Line
Isolation function remains OPERABLE in these
MODES to ensure that the MSIVs can be immediately
closed if inadvertently open. In MODES 4, 5, and
6, there is not enough energy in the primary and
secondary sides to pressurize the containment to
the Containment Pressure--High 2 setpoint.

5 d. Steam Line Pressure

5.d.(1). Steam Line Pressure--Low Setnoint

Steam Line Pressure--Low function must be
OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, and 3 (above P-ll)pI when a secondary-side break or stuck opentd valve could result in the rapid
depressurization of the steam lines. This
signal may be manually blocked by the operator
below the P-ll setpoint. Below P-11, an
inside containment SLB will be terminated by
automatic actuation via Containment Pressure--
High 2, and stuck valve transients and outside
containment steam line breaks will be
terminated by the Steam Line Pressure-Negative
Rate--High signal for Steam Line Isolation.
Although it is possible to close all MSIVs in
MODES 2 and 3, the Steam Line Isolation
function remains OPERABLE in these MODES to
ensure that the MSIVs can be immediately
closed if inadvertently open. This function
is not required to be OPERABLE in MODES 4, 5
and 6, because there is insufficient energy in
the secondary side of the unit to have an
accident.

(continued)

(continued)
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BASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY 5.d.(2). Steam Line Pressure-Neaative Rale--H.ich
(continued) Setooint

Steam Line Pressure-Negative Rate--High must
be OPERABLE in MODE 3, when less than the P-11
setpoint, when a secondary-side break or stuck
open valve could result in the rapid
depressurization of the steam line(s). In
MODES I and 2, and in MODE 3 when above the
P-ll setpoint, this signal is automatically
disabled and the Steam Line Pressure--Low
signal is automatically enabled. Although it
is possible to close all MSIVs in MODES 2 and
3, the Steam Line Isolation function remains
OPERABLE in these MODES to ensure that the
MSIVs can be immediately closed if
inadvertently open, in MODES 4, 5, and 6,
there is insufficient energy in the primary
and secondary sides to have an SLB or other
accident resulting in a release of significant
quantities of energy causing a cooldown of the
RCS.

5.e. Hiah Steam Flow in Two Steam Lines Coincidsni
With Teva--Low Low or Coincident With Steam Line
Pressure Low

This function must be OPERABLE in MODES 1 and 2,
and in MODE 3, when above P-12 setpoints, when a
secondary-side break or stuck open valve could
result in the rapid depressurization of the steam
lines. (At this facility, OPERABILITY below P-12
is not required for the following reasons:).
Although it is possible to close all MSIVs in
MODES 2 and 3, the Steam Line Isolation function
remains OPERABLE in these MODES to ensure that
the MSIVs can be immediately closed if
inadvertently open. This function is not
required to be OPERABLE in MODES 4, 5, and 6,
because there is insufficient energy in the
secondary side of the unit to have an accident.

(centinued)

(continued)
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.2

BASES (continued)V -

APPLICABILITY 5.f. Binh_Sleam flow Coincident with Safety In.iect ion
(continued) Coincident With Tun--Low _,Lqw

This function must be OPERABLE in MODES 1 and 2,
and in MODE 3 when above P-12 setpoints, when a
secondary-side break or stuck open valve could
result in the rapid depressurization of the steam
lines. [At this facility, OPERABILITY below P-12
is not required for the following reasons).
Although it is possible to close all MSIVs in ;

MODES 2 and 3, the Steam Line Isolation function
remains OPERABLE in these MODES to ensure that
the MSIVs can be immediately closed if
inadvertently open. This function is not
required to be OPERABLE in MODES 4, 5, and 6,
because there is insufficient energy in the
secondary side of the unit to have an accident. !

1

5.g. Hiah Hiah Steam flow in Two Steam Lines
Coincident-With Safety Iniection

This function must be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2,
(~~s and 3 when a secondary-side break or stuck open

(' valve could result in the rapid depressurization
of the steam lines. Although it is possible to
close all MSIVs in' MODES 2 and 3, the Steam Line
Isolation function remains,0PERABLE in these
MODES to ensure that the MSIVs can be immediately
closed if inadvertently open. This function is
not required to be.0PERABLE in MODES 4, 5, and 6,
because there is irisufficient energy in the
secondary side of the unit to have an accident.

5.h. Diah Steam Flow in Two Steam lines Coincident
With Two--Low Low

This function must be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, and
in MODE 3, when above P-12 setpoints, when a
secondary-side break or stuck open valve could
result in the rapid depressurization of the steam
lines. (At this facility, OPERABILITY below P-12
is not required-for the following reasons:).
Although it is possible to close all MSIVs in|

MODES 2 and 3, the Steam Line Isolation function
remains OPERABLE in these MODES to ensure that

I (continued)

(continued)
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.2

BASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY the MSIVs can be immediately closed if
(continued) inadvertently open. This function is not

required to be OPERABLE in MODES 4, 5, and 6,
because there is insufficient energy in the
secondary side of the unit to have an accident.

6. Turbine Trio and Feedwater Isolation

6.a. Automatic Actstion loaic and Actuation Relays

6.b. Steam Generator Water level--Hiah Hiah (P-14)

6.c. Hafety Iniection

These functions must be OPERABLE in MODES I and 2
when the Main Feedwater System is in operation
and the turbine generator may be in operation.
In MODES 3, 4, 5, and 6, the Main feedwater
System and the turbine generator are not in
service and this function is not required to be
OPERABLE.

7. euxiliary Feedwater.

7 a. Automatic Actuation Loaic and Actuation Relays
(Solid State Protection System)

7.b. Automatic Actuation loaic and Actuation Relays

IFalance of Plant ESFAS)

7.c. Sigam Generator Water level--Low Low

7 d. Safety Iniection

7.e. Loss of Offsite Power

These functions must be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2,
and 3 to ensure that the SGs remain the heat sink
for the reactor. SG Water Level--Low Low in any
operating SG will cause the motor-driven AFW
pumps to start. The system is aligned so that
upon a start of the pump, water immediately
begins to flow to the SGs. SG Water level--Low
Low in any two operating SGs will cause the
turbine-driven pump to start. This function does

(continued)

(continued)
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B 3.3.2

BASES (continued)
_

APPLICABILITY not have to be OPERABLE in MODES 5 and 6 because
(continued) there is not enough heat being generated in the

reactor to require the SGs as a heat sink. In
MODE 4, AFW actuation does not need to be
OPERABLE because either AFW or RHR will already
be in operation to remove decay heat.

7.f. MDiervoltaae React.qr__(priant Pumo

7,g. Trio of All Main Feedwater Pumos

This function must be OPERABLE in MODES 1 and 2.
This ensures that at least one SG is provided
with water to serve as the heat sink to remove
reactor decay heat and sensible heat in the event
of an accident, in MODES 3, 4, 5, the RCPs and
main feedwater pumps may be normally shutdown and
thus neither pump trip is indicative of a
condition requiring automatic AFS initiation.

7.h. Auxiliary Feedwater Pumo Suction Transfer on
Suction Pressure--low

/O
V This function must be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, and

3 to ensure a safety-grade supply of water for
the AFS to maintaire the SGs as the heat sink for
the reactor. This function-does not have to be
OPERABLE in MODES 5 and 6, because there is not
enough heat being generated in the reactor to
require the SGs at.a heat sink. In MODE-4, AFW
actuation does not need to be OPERABLE because
either AFW or RHR will already be in operation to
remove decay heat.

8. Automatic Switchover to Containment Sumo

8.a. Automatic Actuation Loaic and Actuation Relays

8.b. RWST Level--Low Low Coincident With Safety
In.iection

(continued)

(continued)
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.2

BASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY 8.c. RWST Level--Low low Coincident With Safety
(continued) In.iection and Coincident With Containment Sumo

Level--Hiah

These functions must be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2,
3, and 4 when there is a potential for a LOCA to
occur, to ensure a continued supply of water for
the ECCS pumps. This function is not required to
be OPERABLE in MODES S and 6, because there is
adecuate time for the o)erator to evaluate unit
concitions and respond )y manually starting
systems, pumps, and other equipment to mitigate
the consequences of an abnormal condition or
accident. Plant pressure and temperature are
very low and many ESF components are
administratively locked out or otherwise
prevented from actuating to prevent inadvertent
overpressurization of unit systems.

9. Control Room Emeroency Ventilation

9.a. tianual Initiation

9.b. Automatic Actuation-Loaic and Actuation Relays

These Control Room Emergency Ventilation
functions must be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, 3, 4,
and in all MODES during CORE ALTERATIONS and
movement of irradiated fuel ~ or loads over-

irradiated fuel to ensure a habitable environment
for the control room operators.

9.c. Phase A isolatio_n

Phase A isolation actuates control room emergency
ventilation. Phase A isolation was discussed
previously.

9 d. Control Room Atmoschere and Air Jntake Radiation

The requirements for radiation monitors are
located in LC0 3.3.7, " Radiation Monitors."

(continued)

(continued)
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.2

;

BASES (continued)

1

APPLICABILITY 10. Enaineered Safety feature Actuation System Interlocks
(continued)

10.a. Reactor Trio. P-4

This function must be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, and
3 when the reactor may be critical or approaching 1

'

criticality. This function _does not have to be
OPERABLE in MODES 4, 5. or 6, because the main4

turbine, the Main Feedwater System, and the Steam
Dump System are not in operation.

a

10.ti. Pressurizer Pressure. P-11"

,Thissfunction must be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, and
_3 to, allow an orderly cooldown and
depressurization of the unit without the
actuation of SI or main steam isolation. This

: sfunction does not have to be OPERABLE in MODE 4,
.

5, or 6,?because plant pressure must already be
below:the P-11 setpoint for the requirements of
the heatuptand cooldown curves to be met.

10.c. T va--Low Low.= P-12-

Thisfhnction'must_be"0PERABLEinMODES1,-2,and
3 when a secondary-side' break or stuck open valve
could result in the rapid'depressurization of the
steam lines. This function;does not have to be
OPERABLE in MODES 4i-5,' or.6, because there is

'

r
insufficient energyrin the secondary side of the
unit to have an accident.

10.d. Steam Generator Water Level--Hiah Hiah. P-14

This function must be OPERABLE in MODES 1 and 2
when the turbine generator and the Main feedwater
System may be in operation. This function does
not have to be OPERABLE in MODE 3, 4, 5. or 6,
because the turbine generator and the Main-
Feedwater System are not in service.

A Note has been added in the Applicability to provide '

clarification that for this LCO, each function
specified in Table 3.3.2-1 shall be treated as an

(continued)

(continued)
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.2

BASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY independent entity with an independent Completion
(continued) Time.

ACTIONS in order for a facility to take credit for topical reports
for the basis for justifying Completion Times, topical
reports should be supported by an NRC staff Safety
Evaluation Report (SER) that establishes the acceptability
of each topical report for that facility.

A channel is inoperable when it does not satisfy the
OPERABILITY criteria for the function's channels. These
criteria are outlined, for each function, in the LC0 section
of the Bases. The most frequent occurrence to render a
protection function inoperable is the determination that a
bistable or process module has drifted sufficiently to
exceed the ALLOWABLE VALUE. Typically, the drift is found
to be small and results in a delay of actuation rather than
a total loss of function. This determination is generally
made during the performance of an ANALOG CHANNEL OPERATIONAL
TEST, when the process instrumentation is set up for
adjustment to bring it within s)ecification. If the trip
setpoint is less conservative t1an the ALLOWABLE VALVE, the
channel must be declared inoperable innediately and the
appropriate Condition from Table 3.3.2-1 should be entered.

In the event a channel's trip setpoint is found
nonconservative with respet.t to the ALLOWABLE VALUE, or the
transmitter, 3 rack module, or ant [SSPS] module is found
inoperable, then the function which that channel provides
must be declared inoperable and the LC0 Condition entered
for the particular protection function affected. When the
Required Channels are specified only on a per steam line,
per loop, per SG, etc., basis, then the Condition may be
entered separately for each steam line, loop, SG, etc., as
appropriate.

When the number of inoperable channels in a trip function
exceed those specified in one or other related Conditions
associated with a trip function, then the plant is outside
the safety analysis. Therefore, LCO 3.0.3 should be
immediately entered if applicable in the current MODE of
operation.

,

|

(continued)

(continued)

|
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B 3.3.2

p
BASES (continued)

ACTIONS Condition A
(continued)

Condition A is applicable to all EST AS protection functions.
Condition A addresses the situation where one or more
channels for one or more functions, are inoperabic at the
same time. The Required Action is to refer to Table 3.3.2-1

*

and to take the Required Actions for the protection
functions affected. The Completion Times are those from the
referenced Conditions and Required Actions.

Condition B

Condition B is applicable to manual initiation of:

Safety injection;*

Containment Spray;*

Phase A isolation; and*

phase B Isolation.+

This action addresses the train orientation of the [SSPS)
for the functions listed above, if a train is inoperable,
48 hours is allowed to return it to an OPERABLE status.

Os
-

Note that for containment spray and phase B isolation,
"failure of one or both channels-in one train render the

train inoperable. Condition B, therefore, encompasses both
situations. If the train cannot be restored to OPERABLE
status, the plant must be placed in a MODE in which the LCO
does not apply. This is done by placing the plant in at
least MODE 3 within an additional 6 hours (54 hours total
time) and in MODE 5 within an additional 36 hours (84 hours
total time). The Completion Times are reasonable, based on
operating experience, to reach the required MODES from full
power in an orderly manner and without challenging plant
systems.

(for this facility, the Completion Time of 48 hours is
justified as follows: Note: (WCAP-10271-P-A is not
applicable for this function-Ref. 7)].

Condition C

Condition C is applicable to the automatic actuation logic
and actuation relays for the following functions:

Safety injection;*
,

(ccntinued)

(continued)
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B 3.3.2

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS Containment Spray;+

(continued) Phase A Isolation;+

Phase B Isolation; and*

Automatic Switchover to Containment Sump.+

This action addresses the train orientation of the (SSPS]
and the master and slave relays. If one train is
inoperabic, 6 hours are allowed to restore the train to
OPERABLE status. The specified Completion Time is
reasonable considering that there is another train OPERABLE
and the low probability of an event occurring during this
interval. If the train cannot be restored to OPERABLE
status, the plant must be placed in a MODE in which the LCO
does not apply. This is done by placing the plant in at
least MODE 3 within an additional 6 hours (12 hours total
time) and in MODE 5 within an additional 36 hours (42 hours
total time). The Completion Times are reasonable, based on
operating experience, to reach the required MODE from full
power in an orderly manner and without challenging plant
systems.

The Required Actions are modified by a Note which allows one
train to be bypassed for up to 4 hours for surveillance
testing, provided the other train is OPERABLE. This
allowance is based unon the reliability >nalysis assumption
of Reference 7 that 4 hours is the average time required to
perform channel surveillance,

ondition_Q

Condition D is applicable to:

Containment Pressure--High 1;*

Pressurizer Pressure--Low (four loop plants);*

Pressurizer Pressure--Low (two, three, and four loop*

plants);
Steam Line Pressure--Low Setpoints;*

Steam Line Differential Pressure--High;*

High Steam Flow in Two Steam Lines Coincident With+

Tavo--Low Low or Coincident With Steam Line Pressure--
Low;
Containment Pressure--High 2;*

| Steam Line Pressure-Negative Rate--High Setpoints;+

High Steam Flow Coincident With Safety injectionl +

Coincident With Teve--Low Low;

| (continued)

(continued)
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.2

BASES (continued)

High High Steam Flow Coincident With Safety injection;ACTIONS .

High Steam Flow in Two Steam Lines Coincident With(continued) .

T.vo--Low Low, 28 Coincident With Steam Line Pressure
Low;
SG Water Level--Low Low (four loop plants); and.

SG Water level--Low Low (two, three and.

four loop plants).

If one channel is inoperable, 6 hours are allowed to rntore
channel to OPERABLE status or to place it in the tripped
position. Generally this Condition applies to functions
that operate on two-out-of-three logic. Therefore, failure
of one channel places the function in a two-out-of-two
configuration. One channel must be tripped to place the
function.in a one-out-of-three configuration that satisfies
redundancy requirements.

At some plants, both pressurizer pressure and SG water level
provide inputs to control and protection functions.
Pressurizer pressure-inputs to pressurizer pressure control.
SG water level inputs to SG level control. It is therefore
necessary to be able to sustain two simultaneous channel

/^\ failures, one for the initiating failure, which necessitates
(#/ protection system actuation, and one for the protection

system in order to satisfy the redundancy and control-
protection independence requirements. When one channel
fails it must be placed in trip in order to create an
effective one-out-of-three logic'necessary to satisfy this
requirement.

~

The Containment Pressure--High 2 signals provide no input to
control systems and therefore, two-out-of-three logic would
normally be acceptable. However, these channels feed
energize-to-trip bistables that actuate containment spray.

i Therefore, to provide enhanced reliability and avoid the
need to trip a containment spray channel in the event of a
single failure, the Containment Pressure--High 2 function
has been designed with two-out-of-four logic. If placed in
the tripped condition where one-out-of-two or one-out-of-
three logic will result in actuation.

Failure to restore the inoperable channel to OPERABLE status
or place it in the tripped condition within 6 hours requires
the unit be placed in MODE 3 within the following 6 hours
and MODE 4 within the next 6 hours.

(continued)

(continued)
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BASES (continued)

|

ACTIONS The time allowed to reach MODES 3 and 4 from MODE 1 is
(continued) reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the

required MODE from full power in an orderly manner and
without challenging plant systems. In MODE 4, these
functions are no longer required OPERABLE. The Required
Actions are modified by a Note which allows the inoperable
channel to be bypassed for up to 4 hours for surveillance
testing of other channels. The 6 hours allowed to restore
channel to OPERABLE status or to place the inoperable
channel in the tripped condition and the 4 hours allowed for
testing is justified in Reference 7.

f.nadition E

Condition E is applicable to.

Containment Spray Containment Pressure--High 3 (two,*

three, and four loop plants);
Containment Pressure Containment Pressure--High Highe

setpoint;
Containment Phaso B ! solation Containment Pressure--*

High 3; and
Containment Phase B.lsolation Containment Pressure--.

High High.

None of these signals has input to a control function, thus
two-out-of-three logic is acceptabic protective
requirements. However, a two-out-of-three design would
required tripping a failed channel. This is undesirable,
because a single failure would then cause spurious
containment spray initiation. Spurious spray actuation is
undesirable because of the cleanup problems presented.
Therefore, 'hese channels are designed with two-out-of-four
logic so that a failed channel may be bypassed rather than
tripped. If one channel '' inoperable, the Required Action
allows 6 hours to resto annel to OPERABLE condition.
Note that one channel me. 1e bypassed an:t still satisfy
single failure criterion. Furthermore, w;th one channel
bypassed, a single instrumentation channel failure will not
spuriously initiate containment spray.

In order to avoid the inadvertent actuation of containment
spray and phase B containment isolation, the inoperable
channel should not be placed in the tripped position,
instead it is bypassed. Restoring the channel to OPERABLE

(continued)

(continued)
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' B 3.3.2

BASES (continued)
\

ACTIONS status or placing the inoperable channel in the bypass
(continued) condition within 6 hours is sufficient to assure that the

function remains OPERABLE and minimizes the time that the
fun: tion may be in a partial trip condition (assuming the
inoperable channel has failed high), ar.d is further
justified based on the low probability of an event occurring
during this interval. Failure to restore che inoperable
channel to OPERABLE status or place it in the bypassed
condition within 6 hours requires the unit be placed in
MODE 3 within the following 6 hours and MODE 4 within the
next 6 hours. The time allowed is reasonable, based on
operating experience, to reach the required MODE from full
power in an orderly manner and without challenging plant
systems. In MODE 4, these functions are no longer required
OPERABLE.

Tha Required Actions are modified b. 2 Note which allows one
additional channel to be bypassed for up to 4 hcurs for
surveillance testing. Placing a second channel il the
bypass condition for up to 4 hours for testing purpotes is
acceptable based on the results of Reference 7.

Conditions F. G. H. and 1

'v Conditions F, G, H, and I are applicable to the containment
purge isolation function and address the train orientation
of the [SSPS] and the master and slave relays for this
function. Conditions F and G are applicable in MODES 1, 2,
3, and 4. Condition H and I are applicable in any MODE when
any containment purge or exhaust penetration is open during
movement of fuel assemblies in containment, with irradiated
fuel in containment, or during CC:G. ALTERATIONS.

If a train is inoperable, operation may continue as long as
the Containment Purge System supply and exhaust valves are
placed and maintained in the closed positics within 4 hours.
The specified Completion Time is reasonable considering that
there is another train OPERABLE and the low probability of
an event occurring during this interval. If two trains are
inoperable, the valves must be placed and maintained 11 the
closed position within 1 hour. This action ' complishes the
purpose of the actuation function. Once lves are
closed, this condition may continue for an .. definite period
of time. If for some reason the valves cannot be closed
within the allowed time, the unit must be placed in MODE 3

(continued)

[] (continued)
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.2

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS within the next 6 hours and MODE 5 within the following
(cont'wed) 36 hours. The time allowed is reasonable, based on

operating experience, to reach the required MODE from full
power in an orderly manner and without challenging plant
systems. During movement of fuel assemblies within
containment, with irradiated fuel in containment and any
containment purge or exhaust penetration open, or during
CORE ALTERATIONS, with any purge or exhaust penetration
open, these activities must be suspended if the purge and
exhaust penetrations cannot be isolated. Suspending these
activities minimizes the risk of an accident that could
require mitigation by the Purge Isolation System.

[gndition_J

Condition J is applicable to:
,

Manual Initiation of Steam Line Isolation;*

Loss of Offsite Power **

Auxiliary Feedwater Pump Suction Transfer on Suction*

Pressure--Low; and
P-4 Interlock..

For the Manual Initiation and the P-4 Interlock functions
.i this action addresses the train orientation of the (SSPS]% for these functions. For the loss of Offsite Pcuer functionl#4 this action recognizes the lack of manual trip provision for

@- a failed channel. For the AFW System pump suction transfer
v channels, this action recognizes that placing a failed

' channel in trip during operation is-not necessarily a
conservative action. Spurious trip of this function cc11d
align the AFW System to a source that is not immediately
capable of supporting pump suction. If a train or channel
is inoperable, 48 hours is allowed to return it to an
OPERABLE stetus. If the function cannot be returned to an
OPERABLE status, the unit must be placed in MODE 3 within
the next 6 hours and MODE 4 within the following 6 hours-
The time allowed is reasonable, based on operating
experience, to reach the required MODE from full power ,

orderly manner and without challenging plant systems. In
MODE 4, the plant does not have any analyzed transients or
condition: which require the explicit use of the protection
functions notes above.

(continued)

(continued)
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.2

O l BASES (continued)(V -

ACTIONS [For this facility, the Completion Time of 48 hours is
(continued) ^ustified as follows: (WCAP-10271-P-A is not applicable for

:his function-Ref. 7))..

Condition K

Condition K is applicable to the automatic actuation logic
and actuation relays for the Steam Line Isolation and AFW
actuation functions.

This action addresses the train orientation of the (SSPS]
and the master and slave relays for these functions. If one
train is inoperable, 6 hours are allowed to restore the
train to OPERABLE status. The Completion Time for restoring
a train to OPERABLE status is reasonable considering that
there is another train OPERABLE and the low probability of
an event occurring during this interval. If the train
cannot be returned to an OPERABLE status, the unit must be
placed in MODE 3 within the next 6 hours and MODE 4 within
the following 6 hours. The time allowed is reasonable,
based on operating experience, to reach the required MODE
from full power in an orderly manner and without challengina
plant systems. Placing the unit in MODE 4 removes all(q requirements for OPERABILITY of the protection channels and
actuation functions. In this MODE, the unit does not have
analyzed transients or conditions which require the explicit
use of the protection functions noted above. The Required
Actions are modified by a Note which allows one train to be
bypassed for up to 4 hours for surveillance testing provided
the other train is OPERABLE. This allowance is based upon
the reliability analysis (Ref. 7) assumption that 4 hours is
the average time required to perform channel surveillance.

Condition L

' tion L is applicable to the automatic actuation logic'

actuation releys for the Turbine Trip and Feedwaternc

4solatton function.

This action addresses the train orientation of the (SSPS)
and the muter and slave relays for this function. If one
train is inoperable, 6 hours are allowed to restore the
train to OPERABLE status or the unit must be placed in
MODE 3 within the next 6 hours. The Completion Time for
restoring a train to OPERABLE status is reasonable

(continued),

[] (continued)
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BASES (continued)

ACTIONS considering that there is another train OPERABLE and the low
(continued) probability of an event occurring during this interval. The !,

| Completion Time of 6 hours is reasonable, based on operating
I experience and normal cooldown rates, to reach MODE 3 f rom |

| MODE 1 in an orderly manner and without challenging plant
systems. These functions are no longer required in MODE 3.
Placing the unit in MODE 3 removes all requirements for,

1 OPERABILITY of the protection channels and actuation
functions. In this MODE, the unit does not have analyzed
transients or conditions which require the explicit use of
the protection functions noted above. The Required Actions,

| are modified by a Note which allows one train to be bypassed
I for up to 4 hours for surveillance testing provided the

other train is OPERABLE. This allowance is based upon the
reliability analysis (Ref. 7) assumption that 4 hours is the
average time required to perform channel surveillance.

Condition M

Condition M is applicable to:

| SG Water Level--High High (P-14) (two, three, and four.

loop plants), and
.

!

Undervoltage Reactor Coolant Pump. -
+

If one channel is inoperable, 6 h'ours are allowed to restore
i one channel to OPERABLE status or to place it in the wipped
I condition. If placed in the tripped condition, the function
! is then in a partial trip condition-where one-out-of-two or

one-out-of-three logic will result in actuation. Failure to
restore the inoperable channel to OPERABLE status or place

| it in the tripped condition within 6 hours requires the unit
| be placed in MODE 3 within the following 6 hours. The time
i allowed is reasonable, based on operating experience and
' normal cooldown rates, to reach MODE 3 from MODE 1 in an

orderly manner and without challenging plant systems. In
MODE 3, these functions are no longer required OPERABLE.,

| The Required Actions are modified by a Note that allows the
| inoperable channel to be bypassed for up to 4 hours for

surveillance testing of other channels. The 6 hours allowed
to place the inoperable channel in the tripped condition and
the 4 hours allowed for a second channel to be in the

|- bypassed condition for testing are justified in Reference 7.
1

| (continued)
__.

(continued)
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(g) BASES (continued)
v

ACTIONS Condition N
(continued)

Condition N is applicable to the AFW pump start on trip of
all Main Feedwater pumps Thir ation addresses the train
orientationofthe(SSPS)fortheauto-startfunctionofthe
AFW System on loss of all main feedwater pumps. The
OPERABILITY of the AFW System must be assured by allowing
automatic start of the AFW System pumps. If a train or
channel is inoperable, 48 hours are allowed to return it to
an OPERABLE status, if the function cannot be returned to
an OPERABLE status, 6 hours are allowed to place the unit in
MODE 3. The Completion Time of 6 hours is reasonable, based
on operating experience and normal cooldown rates, to reach
MODE 3 from MODE 1 in an orderly manner and without
challenging plant systems. In MODE 3, the unit does not
have any analyzed transients or conditions which require the
explicit use of the protection function noted above. The
allowance of 48 hours to return the train to an OPERABLE
status and 6 hours to reach MODE 3 is justified in
Reference 7.

Condition 0
/*

Condition 0 is applicable to:

RWST Level--Low low Coincident with Safety injection;*

and
RWST Level--Low Low Coincident with Safety injection.

and Coincident with Containment Sump Level--High.

RWST Level--Low Low Coincident With Safety Injection and
Coincident With Containment Sump Level--High provides
actuation of switchover to the containment sump. Note that
this function requires the bistables to energize to perform
their required action. The failure of up to two channels
will not prevent the operation of this function. However,
placing a failed channel in the tripped condition could
result in the premature switchover to the sump, prior to the
injection of the minimum volume from the RWST. Placing the
inoperable channel in bypass results in a two-out-of-three
logic configuration, which satisfies the requirement to
allow another failure without disabling actuation of the
switchover when required. Restoring the channel to OPERABLE
status or placing the inoperable channel in the bypass
condition within 6 hours is sufficient to assure that the

(continued)
m
i T (continued)
V
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.2

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS function remains OPERABLE and minimizes the time that the
(continued) function may be in a partial trip condition (assuming the

inoperable channel has failed high). If the channel cannot
be returned to OPERABLE status or placed in the bypass
condition within 6 hours, the plant must be placed in MODE 3
within the following 6 hours and MODE 5 within the next
30 hours. The Completion Times of 6 and 30 hours are
reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the
required MODE from full power in an orderly manner and
without challenging plant systems. In MODE 5, the unit does
not have any analyzed transients or conditions which require
the explicit use of the protection functions noted above. '

The Required Actions are modified by a Note that allows
placing a second channel in the bypass condition for up to
4 hours for surveillance testing. The total of 12 hours to
reach MODE 3 and 4 hours for a second channel to by bypassed
is acceptable based on the results of Reference 7.

Conditions P. O. and R

Conditions P, Q, and R are applicable to manual and
automatic actuation of control room emergency ventilation.

This atston addresses the train orientation of the (SSPS)for this function. Condition P applies to the failure of a
single train in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4. If one train is
inoperable, 7 days are permitted to restore it to OPERABLE
status. The 7-day Completion Time is.the same as is allowed
if one train of the mechanical portion of the system is
inoperable. The basis for this time is the same as provided
in the Control Room Emergency Ventilation System LCO. If
the train cannot be restored to OPERABLE status, the plant
must be placed in MODE 3 within the following 6 hours and
MODE 5 within the next 30 hours. The Completion Times are
reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the
required MODE from full power in an orderly manner and
without challenging plant systems.

Condition Q applies to the failure of one train during CORE
ALTERATIONS and when moving irradiated fuel. If one train
is inoperable, 7 days are permitted to restore it to
OPERABLE status or place one OPERABLE Control Room Emergency
Filtration System (CREFS) train in emergency filtration
mode. If neither the ESFAS ins',rumentation train nor CREFS

(continued)

(continued)
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B 3.3.2

BASEh (continued)

ACTIONS- train can be restored to OPERABLE status or placed in
-(continued) operation respectively, CORE. ALTERATIONS, positive

reactivity additions, and movement of irradiated fuel-must
be suspended immediately following the 7 days allowed
Completion Time. The justification of the 7-day Completion
Time is the same as discussed above for Condition P. ,

Condition R applies to the failure of two trains during CORE
ALTERATIONS and when moving irradiated fuel. If two trains !

are inoperable, Required Actions are immediately taken to ,

restore one ESFAS Instrumentation train to OPERABLE status,
or place one OPERABLE CREFS train in emergency filtration
mode,-or CORE ALTERATIONS, positive. reactivity additions,
and movement of irradiated: fuel -are immediately suspended.
The Required Actions for Conditions Q and R have been
modified by.a= Note specifying that'CREFS be placed manually
-in the emergency filtration mode, if the auto-swapover
emergency filtration is inoperable.

Condition _S

Condition S is applicable to the P-11 and P-12 interlocks.

-With pressurizer pressure above the P-11 setpont, the
.

Pressurizer Pressure--Low and Steam Line Pressure--Low (only
in MODE 3) SI- and Steam Line Pressure--Low steam line-
isolation signals are automatically enabled with pressurizer
pressure below P-ll' setpoint, .and the< operator can manually
block the Pressurizer Pressure--Low'and Steam Line
Pressure--Low SISs and the Steam Line Pressure Low steam
line isolation signal. Additionally, below P-11 setpoint,
the Steam Line Pressure-Negative. Rate--High-provides closure

'of the MSIVs for an SLB, to maintain at least one unfaulted
SG as a heat sink for-the reactor and-to limit the mass and-
energy release to-containment. With _ Tave above the P-12
'setpoint,.Sl on High Steam Flow Coincident With Either Steam
Line Pressure--Low or -Tevo--Low Low is also reinstated.
With one channel inoperable, the' operator must verify that
the ' interlock is in the required state for the existing-
plant conditions. This action manually accomplishes the
function of the interlock. Determination-must be made
within 1 hour. (For this facility, the repetition of action
is accomplished after MODE changes as follows:] The 1-hour
Completion Time is equal to the time allowed by LCO 3.0.3 to-
initiate shutdown actions in the event of a complete loss of

(continued)

(continued)iO
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BASES (continued)

ACTIONS ESFAS function. If the determination that the interlock is
(continued) not in the required state for the existing conditions, the

unit must be placed in MODE 3 within the next 6 hours and
MODE 4 within the following 6 hours. The time allowed is
reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the
required MODE from full power in an orderly manner and
without challenging plant systems. Placing the plant in
MODE 4 removes all requirements for OPERABILITY of these
interlocks.

Condition T

Condition T is applicable to the P-14 interlock.

The actions for Condition T are identical to those for
Condition S except that the P-14 interlock is not required
to be OPERABLE in MODE. Therefore, shutdown to MODE 3
within 7 hours is required if interlock status cannot be
verified within I hour. The Completion Times are
reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the
required MODE from full power in an orderly manner and
without challenging plant systems.

Condition U

Condition U is applicable to each one of the ESFAS functions
presented in Table 3.3.2-1.

Required Action U.1 verifies that the Required Actions have
been initiated for those supported systems declared
inoperable because of the inoperability of the support
channel (s) or train (s) within a Completion Time of I hour.
The specified Completion Time is sufficient for plant
operations personnel to make this determination.

Required Action U.1 ensures that those identified Required
Actions associated with supported systems impacted by the
inoperability of channel (s) or train (s) associated with each
ESFAS function have been initiated. This can be
accomplished by entering the supported systems' LCOs
independently or as a group of Required Actions that need to
be initiated every time Condition U is entered. [For this
facility, the identified supported systems' Required Actions
associated with each ESFAS function are as follows:]

(continued)

(continued)
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( BASES (continued)

ACTIONS Required Action U.2 verifies that all required support or
(continued) supported features associated with the other redundant

train (s) er channel (s) are OPERABLE within a Completion Time
of I hour. The specified Completion Time is sufficient for
plant operations personnel to make this determination. If

verification determines loss of functional capability,
LC0 3.0.3 should be immediately entered. However, if the
support or supported feature LC0 takes into consideration
the loss of function situation, then LCO 3.0.3 may not need
to be entered.

SURVEILLANCE The SRs for any particular ESFAS function are found in
REQUIREMENTS the SRs column of Table 3.3.2-1.

Note that each channel of process protection supplies both
trains of the ESFAS. When testing channel I, train A and
train B must be examined. Similarly, train A and train B
must be examined when testing channel II, channel III, and
channel IV (if applicable). The CHANNEL CAllBRATION and
ANALOG CHANNEL OPERATIONAL TESTS are performed in a manner

p' that is consistent with the assumptions used in analytically
g calculating the required channel accuracies. For channels

that include dynamic transfer functions (e.g., lag,
lead / lag, rate / lag, etc.), the response time test may be
performed with the transfer functions set to one with the
resulting measured response time compared to the appropriate
FSAR response time. Alternately, the response time test can
be performed with the time constants set to their nominal
value provided the required response time is analytically
calculated assuming the time constants are set at their
nominal values. The response time may be measured by a
series of overlapping tests such that the entire response
time is measured.

In order for a facility to take credit for topical reports
for the basis for justifying Surveillance Frequencies,
topical reports should be supported by an NRC staff SER that
establishes the acceptability of each topical report for
that facility.

(continued)

(continued)

(3
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BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3_l d
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once ever 12 hours ensures
that a gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred. A
CHANNEL CHECK is a comparison of the parameter indicated on
one channel to a similar Jarameter on other channels, it is

based on the assumption tlat instrument channels monitoring
the same parameter should read approximately the same value.
Significant deviations between the two instrument channels
could be an indication of excessive instrument drift in one
of the channels or even something more serious. CHANNEL
CHECK will detect gross channel failure, thus it is key to
verifying the instrumentation continues to operate properly
between each CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

Agreement criteria are determined by the plant staff, based
on a combination of the channel instrument uncertainties,
including isolation, indication, and reliability. If a
channel is outside the match criteria, it may be an
indication that the transmitter or the signal processing
equipment has drifted outside its limit, if the channels
are within the match criteria, it is an indication that the

channels are OPERABLE. If the channels are normally off
scale during times when surveillance is required, the
CHANNEL CHECK will only verify that they are off scale in
the same direction. Off-scale low current-loop channels are
verified to be reading at the bottom of the range and not
failed downscale.

The Surveillance Frequency, about once every shift, is based
on operating experience that demonstrates the rarity of
channel failure. Thus, performance of the CHANNEL CHECK
guarantees that undetected overt channel failure is limited
to 12 hours. Since the probability of two random failures
in redundant channels in any 12-hour period is extremely
low, the CHANNEL CHECK minimizes the chance of loss of
protective function due to failure of redundant channels.
The CHANNEL CHECK supplements less formal, but more
frequent, checks of channel OPERABILITY during normal
operational use of the displays associated with the LC0
required channels.

In the case of functions that trip on a combination of
several measurements, high steam line flow for example, the
CHANNEL CHECK must be performed on each input.

(continsed).

(continued)
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BASES- (continued):

SURVEILLANCE- -SR 3. 3. 2.jt
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) SR 3.3.2.2 is the performance of an ACTUATION LOGIC TEST.
The [SSPS) is tested every-31 days on a STAGGERED TEST:
BASIS, using the-(semiautomatic tester). The continuity
check does not have to be performed-for this. Surveillance as
-indicated by Note in the SR. (For this-facility, the basis
for excluding continuity test and the SR accomplishing this
are as follows:]: The train being tested is placed in the
bypass condition, thus preventing inadvertent actuation.

, all possible logic
Through the_(semiautomatic tester)licable permissive, arecombinations, with and without app
. tested for each protection function, in addition, the

: master relay coil is pulse tested for continuity. This
verifies that- the logic modules are OPERABLE and there is -an
intact voltage signal path to the master relay coils. The
time allowed for the testing (4 hours) and the Surveilluce
ivequency are justified in Reference 7.'

5,5 3~3.2 1.

SR 3.3.2.3 is the performance-of~an ACTUATION LOGIC TEST as
described in SR_3.3.2.2, except that the continuity checkO -

~MUST be_ performed for SR 3.3.2.3. (For this facility,-the
,

p continuity check constitutes of the following:] : This test
is also performed every 31 days on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS.u

L
The surveillance. interval and the. time; allowed for the -

- testing (4 hours) are justified in Reference 7.

SR 3.3.2,4
,

1

SR 3.3,2,4 is the performance.of a MASTER RELAY TEST. . The
. MASTER RELAY TEST .is the energizing of the master relay,
verifying contact operation and a low voltage continuity
check of the slave relay coil. Upon-master relay contact
operation, a low voltage is injected -to the-slave relay
coil. This voltage is insufficient to pick up the slave-

- relay,- but large enough to demonstrate signal path
continuity. This test is performed every 31 days on a.
STAGGERED TEST BASIS. :The time allowed for. the testing
(4 hours) and the surveillance interval are justified in
Reference 7.

|- (continued)

(continued),

-
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BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.2:5
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) SR 3.3.2.5 is the performance of an ANALOG CHANNEL
OPERATIONAL TEST. This test is a periodic check of the
analog process control equipment while the unit is at power.
When the channel is placed in the test condition, the input
to the (SSPS] is changed to the tripped condition and the
input from the transmitter is removed. This allows a test
signal to be introduced into the instrument loop. The input
to the bistable can be measured, thus noting the accuracy of
the signal conditioning of the process control modules
upstream. The trip setpoint of the bistable can be
determined by varying the input and observing the bistable
test lamp. "As found" and "as left" values for bistable
trip setpoint are recorded. Bistable setpoints must be
found within the ALLOWABLE VALUES specified in the LC0. The
difference between the current "as found" and the previous
test "as left" values must be consistent with the drift
allowance used in the setpoint analysis. Recalibration
restores OPERABILITY of a otherwise functional component
that does not meet these criteria. However, repeated
failures of the same channel over a relatively small number
of test intervals must be considered as potentially
indicating a deterministic failure which cannot be corrected
by recalibration. Individual process control modules may be
tested in place using multiple sets of test jacks, or by
module removal and verification in a calibration
laboratory. If individual modules are checked, a
verification of the loop accuracy is necessary to satisfy
the statistical analyses assumptions. This test is
performed every 92 days and is justified in Reference 7.

SR 3.3.2.6

SR 3.3.2.6 is the performance of a SLAVE RELAY TEST. The
SLAVE RELAY TEST is the energizing of the slave relays.
Contact operation is verified in one of two ways. Actuation
equipment which may be operated in the design mitigation
MODE is either allowed to function or is placed in a
condition where the relay contact operation can be verified
without operation of the equipment. Actuation equipment
which may not be operated in the design mitigation MODE is
prevented from operation by the slave relay test circuit.
For this latter case, contact operation is verified by a
continuity check of the circuit containing the slave relay.

(continued)

(continued)
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(
t BASES (continued)\ _

SURVEILLANCE This test is performed every 92 days. The time allowed for
REQUIREMENTS the testing (4 hours) and the Surveillance frequency are

(continued) justified in Reference 7.

SR 3.3.2.7

SR 3.3.2.7 is the performance of a TRIP ACTUATING DEVICE
OPERATIONAL TEST. This test is a check of the loss of
Offsita Power and Undervoltage Reactor Coolant Pump
functions. Each function is tested up to, and including,
the master transfer relay coils.

The test also includes trip devices that provide actuation
signals directly to the (SSPS). For these tests, the relay
trip setpoints are verified and adjusted as necessary. The
Frequency is justified in Reference 7.

SR 3.3.2.8

SR 3.3.2.8 is the performance of a TRIP ACTVATING DEVICE
OPERATIONAL TEST. This test is a check of the Manual
Actuation functions and is performed every [18] months.

- Each Manual Actuation function is tested up to, and
- (n including, the master relay coils. In some instances, theV) test includes actuation of the end device (i.e., pump

starts, valve cycles, etc).

The test also includes trip devices that provide actuation!

| signals directly to the [SSPS), bypassing the analog process
| control equipment. For these tests, the relay trip
| setpoints are verified and adjusted as necessary. The

Frequency is justified in Reference 7."

SR 3.3.2.9

SR 3.3.2.9 is the performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION.
CHANNEL CAllBRATION is a complete check of the instrutent
channel including the detector. The test verifies the
channel responds to measured parameter with the necessary
range and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the channel
adjusted to account for instrument drift between successive
tests to ensure that the instrument channel remains
operational with the setpoint within the assumptions of the
plant-specific setpoint analysis. Transmitter "as found"
and "as left" values are recorded and used to verify drif t
assumptions. For OPERABLE channels, CHANNEL CALIBRATION

(continued)

(continued)
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BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE shall find that measurement errors and bistable setpoints
REQUIREMENTS errors are within the assumptions of the plant-specific

(continued) setpoint analysis. Measurement and setpoint error
determination and readjustment must be performed consistent
with the assumptions of the plant-specific setpoint
analysis.

Recalibration restores 00ERABILITY of an otherwise
functional component found to have errors larger than
assumed by the setpoint analysis. However, repeated
failures of the same channel over a relatively small number
of test intervals must be considered as potentially
indicating a deterministic failure which cannot be corrected
by recalibration.

Field transmitters may be calibrated in place, removed and
calibrated in a laboratory, or replaced with an equivalent
laboratory-calibrated unit. Resistance temperature detector
(RTD) channels may be calibrated in place using cross-
calibration techniques, or in a test bath af ter removal from
piping. For cross-calibration, at least one
RTD should be replaced with a newly calibrated RTD during
each refueling cycle to ensure accurate RTD cross-
calibration. This replacement RID must be the same model as
the remaining RTDs. Using a newly calibrated RID as a
reference assures RTD signal drift continues to remain
random rather than systematic, and is within the limits
specified in the plant setpoint analysis. The replacement
interval may be extended to alternate refueling if it is
demonstrated that over the extended interval, the RID's
drift is random rather than systematic and is bounded by the
plant-specific setpoint analyses assumptions. This
determination may use results of statistical analysis of
operating data and calibrating data from similar plants
using the same model of RTD in the same environmental
conditions.

The Surveillance Frequency is based upon the assumption of
18-month calibration interval in the determnation ofaii

the magnitude of equipment drif t in the setpoint analysis.

This SR is modified by a Note that this test should include
| verification that the time constants are adjusted to the

prescribed values where applicable.
|
'

(continued)

(continued)
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( BASES (continued)
U

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.2.10
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) This SR ensures that the ESF SYSTEM RESPONSE TIMES are
verified on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS. The response time
values are provided in the FSAR and are the maximum values
assumed in the safety analyses. Individual component
response times are not modeled in the analyses.

The analyses model the overall or total elapsed time, from
the point at which the parameter exceeds the trip setpoint
value at the sensor, to the point at which the equipment in
both trains reaches the required functional state (e.g.,
pumps at rated discharge pressure, valves in full open or
closed position). (Response time testing acceptance
criteria for this facility are contained in the following

document:]

The test may be performed in one measurement or overlapping
segments, with verification that all components are
measured.

The 18-month Frequency was developed because many
surveillances can only be performed during a plant outage.

$ Response time tests are conducted on an 18-month STAGGERED
\ TEST BASIS. This results in the interval between successive

tes" of a given channel of n times 18 months, where n is
the .-ber of channels in the function. Testing of the
final actuation devices, which make up the bulk of the
response time, is included in the testing of each channel.
Therefore, staggered testing. results in response time
verification of these devices every 18 months. The 18-month
Frequency is based upon plant operating experience, which
shows that random failures of instrumentation components

| causing serious response time degradation, but not channel
i failure, arc infrequent occurrences. Response times cannot

be determined at power since equipment operation is
required.

This SR is modified with a Note indicating that the
provisions of SR 3.0.4 are not applicable for the turbine-
driven AFW pump. (At this facility, SR 3.0.4 is not
applicable to this function for the following reasons:]

|

(continued)

(continued)
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BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.2.11
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) SR 3.3.2.11 is the performance of a TRIP ACTUATING DEVICE
OPERATIONAL TEST as described in SR 3.3.2.8, except that it
is performed for the P-4 Reactor Trip Interlock, and the
Frequency is once per reactor trip breaker cycle. This
Frequency is based upon operating experience that undetected
failure of the P-4 interlock sometimes occurs when the
reactor trip breaker is cycled.

REFERENCES 1. (Unit Name) Updated FSAR, Section [ ], "[ Engineered
Safety Features]."

2. (Unit Name] Updated FSAR, Section [ ],
"[ Instrumentation and Controls)."

3. [ Unit Name] Updated FSAR, Section [ ], "[ Accident
Analysis]."

4. Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers,
IEEE-279-1971, " Criteria for Protection Systems for
Nuclear Power Generating Stations," April 5,1972.

5. (Unit Name), "[ Plant-Specific RPS/ESFAS Setpoint
Methodology Study.]"

6. Code of Federal Regulations, Title 10, Part 50.49,
" Environmental Qualification of Electrical Equipment
important to Safety for Nuclear Power Plants."

7. WCAP-10271-P-A, Supplement 2, Rev.1, " Evaluation of
Surveillance Frequencies and Out of Service Times for
the Reactor Protection Instrumentation System," dated
June 1990.

8. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50,
Appendix A, " General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power
Plants."
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!v) B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

B 3.3.3 Post-Accident Monitorina (PAM) Instrumentation

BASES

BACKGROUND Indications of plant variables are required by the control
room operating personnel during accident situations to:

Provide information required to permit the operator to+

take preplanned manual actions to accomplish safe
plant shutdown;

Determine whether the Reactor Trip System, engineered*

safety feature systems, manually initiated safety
systems, and other systems important to safety are
performing their intended functions (i.e., reactivity
control, core cooling, maintaining Reactor Coolant
System (RCS) integrity and maintaining containment
OPERABIt.ITY);

Provide information to the operators that will enable*

them to determine the likelihood of a gross breach
f'] of the barriers to -radioactivity release
('~) (i.e., fuel cladding, reactor coolant pressure

boundary, and containment) and. to determine if a gross
breach of a barrier has occurred; and

~

Provide information regarding the, release of.

radioactive materials to allow for early indication of
the need to initiate action r - :essary to protect the
public and to estimate the magnitude of any impending
threat.

At the start of an accident, it may be difficult for the
operator to determine immediately what accident has occurred
or is occurring and, therefore, to determine the appropriate
response. For this reason reactor trip and certain other
safety actions (e.g., emergency core cooling actuation,
containment isolation, or depressurization) have been
designed to be performed automatically during the initial
stages of an accident. Instrumentation is also provided to
indicate information about plant variables required to
enable the operation of manually initiated safety systems
and other appropriate operator actions involving systems
important to safety.

(continued)
em >

(v) (continued)
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B 3.3.3

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND Independent of the above tasks, it is important that
(continued) operators be informed if the barriers to prevent the release

of radioactive materials are being challenged. Therefore,
PAM instrument ranges are selected so that the instrument
will always be on scale. Instruments that are not part of i
the PAM System may provide limited backup capability, but
they may not have the necessary range to track the course of
the accident; consequently, multiple instruments with
overlapping ranges may be necessary, it is essential that
degraded conditions and their magnitude be identified so the
o)erators can take actions that are available to mitigate
t1e consequences, it is not intended that operators be
encourageo to prematurely circumvent systems important to
safety, but that they be adequately informed in order that
unplanned actions can be taken when necessary.

Examples of serious events that could threaten safety if
conditions degrade are loss-of-coolant accidents (LOCAs),
overpressure transients, anticipated operational occurrences
that become accidents such as anticipated transients without
scram, and reactivity excursions that result in releases of
radioactive materials. Such events require that the
operators understand, within a short time period, the
ability of the barriers to limit radioactivity release
(i.e., that they understand the potential for breach of a
barrier or whether an actual breach of a barrier has
occurred because of an accident in progress).

It is essential that the required instrumentation be capable
of surviving the accident environment in which it is located
for the length of time its function is required. It is,
therefore, either designed to withstand the accident
environment or to be protected by a local protected
environment.

Variables for accident monitoring are selected to provide
the essential information needed by the operator to
determine if the plant safety functions are beir.g performed.
The availability of such instrumentation is important so
that responses to corrective actions can be observed and the
need for, and magnitude of, further actions can be
determined.

These essential instruments are identified by plant-specific
documents (Ref.1) addressing the recommendations of

(continued)

(continued)
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PAM Instrumentation
B 3.3.3

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND Regulatory Guide 1.97 (Ref. 2) as required by Supplement 1
-(continued) to NUREG-0737 (Ref. 3).

The instrument channels required to be OPERABLE by this
LC0 equate te two classes.of parameters identified during
plant-specific implementation of Regulatory Guide 1.97 as
Type A variables and Category 1 variables.

Type A variables are included in this LC0 because they
provide the primary information required to permit.the
control room operator to take specific manually controlled
actions for which no automatic control is provided and that
are required:for safety systems to accomplish their safety
functions 7:for< Design Basis Accidents (DBAs). Primary
information isiinformation that is essential -for the direct
accomplishment of the speified safety functions; it does
not include those variables that are associated with
contingency. actions that may also be_ identified in written
procedures._ Becauseithe list of Type A variables widely_
differs between plants; Table 3.3.3-1 contains no examples
of Type A variables,;except for those that may also be
Category 1.

-Category 1 variables are the key, variables deemed risk
significant becausetthey are,needed to:

_ Determine whether other systemst mportant to safetyi.

are performing their intendedsfunctions;

Provide information to the operators that will enable.

them to determine the likelihood of a gross breach of
the barriers to radioactivity release; and

Provide information regarding the. release of+

radioactive materials- to allow for early -indication of
-the need to initiate action necessary-to protect the
public and to estimate the magn'itude of any impending
threat.

These key variables are identified by plant-specific
Regulatory Guide 1.97 analyses. These analyses identified
the plant-specific Type A variables and provided
justification for deviating from the NRC-proposed list of
Category 1 variables.

(continued)

(continued)
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PAM Instrumentation
B 3.3.3

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND Table 3.3.3-1 provides a list of variables typical of those
(continued) identified by plant-specific Regulatory Guide 1.97 analysis.

[ Table 3.3.3-1 in plant-specific Technical Specifications
should list all Type A and Category 1 variables identified
by the plant-specific Regulatory Guide 1.97 analysis, as
amended by the NRC's Safety Evaluation Report (SER).)

Type A and Category 1 variables are required to meet
Regulatory Guide 1.97 Category 1 (Ref. 2) design and
qualification requirements for seismic and environmental
qualification, single-failare criterion, utilization of
emergency standby power, immediately accessible display,
continuous readout, and recording of display.

Listed below are discussions of the specified instrument
functions listed in Table 3.3.3-1. These discussions are
intended as examples of what should be provided for each
function when the plant-specific list is prepared.

1, 2. Power Ranag_and Source Ranae Neutron Flux
|

| Power Range and Source Range Neutron Flux indication
is provided to verify reactor shutdown. The two
ranges are necessary to cover the full range of flux
that may occur post accident. [For this facility, the
Power and Source Range Neutron Flux channels consist
of the following:]

3, 4. Reactor Coolant System Hot and Cold Lea Temnerature

Reactor Coolant System Hot and Cold Leg Temperatures
are Category 1 variables provided for verification of
core cooling and long-term surveillance.

Reactor outlet temperature inputs to the RPS are
provided by two fast-response resistance elements and
associated transmitters in each loop. The channels
provide indication over a range of 32*F to 700*F.

5. Reactor Coolant System Pressure (Wide Ranae)

RCS wide-range pressure is a Category 1 variable
provided for verification of core cooling and RCS
integrity long-term surveillance.

1
'

(continued)

| (continued)
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PAM Instrumentation
B 3.3.3

BASES (continued)'

BACKGROUND Wide-range RCS loop pressure is measured by pressure
(continued) -transmitters with a span of 0-3000 psig. The pressure

transmitters are located inside of containment.
Redundant monitoring capability is provided by two
trains of instrumentation. Control room indications
are provided through the inadequate core cooling (ICC)
plasma display. The ICC plasma display is the primary
indication used by the operator during an accident.

< Therefore, the accident monitoring specification deals
s)ecifically with thi portion of the instrument
ciannel.

In some plants, RCS pressure is a Type A variable
because the operator uses this indication to monitor ,

ithe cooldown of the RCS following a steam generator
.(SG) tube rupture or_small-break LOCA. Operator
actions to maintain a controlled cooldown, such as
adjusting SG pressure or level, would use this
indication. .Furthermore, RCS pressure is one factor
that may be~usedtin decisions to terminate reactor
coolant pump operation.

6. Reactor Vessel- Water Level-

\O Reactor Vessel Water Level is provided for
verification and long-term surveillance of core
cooling. )<

The Reactor Vessel Level- Monitoring System provides a
direct measurement of the collapsed liquid level above

- the fuel alignment plate. The collapsed level-
-

represents the amount of liquid. mass which is in the
reactor vessel above the-core. Measurement of the
collapsed water level'is selected because it is a--

,

|i direct-indication of the water inventory.

The collapsed level is obtained over the- same
temperature and pressure range as the saturation
measurements, thereby encompassing all operating and
accident conditions.where it must function. Also, it
functions during the recovery interval.- Therefore, it
is designed to-survive the high steam temperature,
which may occur during the preceding core recovery
interval.

_.

1

L (continued)

(continued)
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PAM Instrumentation-
B 3.3.3

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND The level range extends from the top of the vessel
(continued) down to the top of the fuel alignment plate. The

response time is short enough to track the level
during small-break i.0CA events. The resolution is '

sufficient to show the initial level drop, the key
locations near the hot-leg elevation, and the lowest
levels just above the alignment plate. This provides
the operator with adequate indication to track the
progression of the accident and to detect the
consequences of its mitigating actions or the
functionality of automatic equipment.

A Heated Junction Thermocouple System measures reactor
coolant liquid inventory with discrete heated junction
thermocouple sensors located at different levels with
a separator tube ranging from the top of the core to
the reactor vessel head. The basic principle of
system operation is the detection of a temperature
difference between adjacent heated and unheated
thermocouples.

The heated junction thermocouple sensor consists of a
chromel-alumel thermocouple surrounded by a resistance
wire heater (or heated junction) and another
chromel-alumel thermocouple (or unheated junction)
positioned 4-1/2 inches above the heater. In a fluid
with relatively good heat transfer properties, the
temperature difference between the adjacent
thermocouples is very small. In a fluid with
relatively poor heat transfer properties, the
temperature difference between the thermocouples is
large.

Two design features ensure proper operation under all
thermal-hydraulic conditions. First, each heated
junction thermocouple is shielded to avoid overcooling
due to direct water contact during two-phase fluid
conditions. The heated junction thermocouple with the
splash shield is referred to as the heated junction
thermocouple sensor. Second, each string of heated
junction thermocouple sensors is enclosea in a
separator tube that separates them from the turbulent
liquid and vapor phases that surround the heated
junction thermocouple during a reactor coolant
inventory transient.

(continued)

(continued)
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PAM Instrumentation

f
B 3.3.3

,N

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND The separator tube creates a collapsed liquid level
(continued) that the heated junction thermocouple senscrs measure,

lhls collapsed liquid kvel is directly related to the
average liquid fractin. of the fluid in the reactor
head volume above the fuel alignment plate. This mode
of direct in-vessel sensing reduces spurious effects
due to pressure, fluid properties, and
nonhomogeneities of the fluid medium. The string of
heated junction thermocouple sensors and the separator
tube is referred to as the heated junction
thermocouple instrument. The Heated Junction
Thermocouple System is composed of two channels of
heated junction thermocouple instruments. Each heated
junction thermocouple instrument is manufactured into
a probe assembly. The probe assembly in:ludes eight
heated junction thermocouple sensors, a seal plug, and
electrical connectors. The eight heated junction
thermocouple sensors are electrically independent and
are located at eight levels from the reactor vessel
head to:the-fuel-alignment plate.

7. Containment Sumo Water level (Wide Ranae)
m
f Containment Sump Water Level is provided for
' verification and long-term Surveillance of RCS

integrity. [For this facility, Containment Sump Water
Level instrumentation consists;.of.the following:)

8. Containment Pressu,e (Wide Ranoe)

Containment Pressure (Wide Range) is provided for
verification of RCS and containment OPERABILITY. [For
this facility, Containment Pressure instrumentation
consists of the following:]

9. Containment Isolation Valve Position

Containment Isolation Valve Position is provided for
| verification of Containment OPERABILITY. (For this
| facility, Containment Isolation Valve Position
; consists of the following:]
i
| (continued)

I (continued)

,m

,w
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PAM Instrumentation
B 3.3.3

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND 10. Containment Area Radiation (Hiah Ranae)
(continued)

Containment Area Radiation is provided to monitor for
the potential of significant radiation releases and to
provide release assessment for use by operators in
determining the need to invoke site emergency plans.
[For this facility, Containment Area Radiation
instrumentation consists of the following:]

11. Containment Hydroaen Concentration

Containment Hydrogen Concentration is provided to,

detect high hydrogen concentration conditions wnich
represent a potential for containment breach. This
variable is also important in verifying the adequacy
of mitigating actions.

[For this facility, containment hydrogen
instrumentation consists of the following:]

12. Pressurizer level

Pressurizer water level is used to determine whether
to terminate safety injection, if still in nrogress,
or to re-initiate safety injection ~if it has been
stopped. Knowledge of pressurizer water level is also
used to verify the plant conditions necessary to
establish natural circulation in the RCS and to verify
that the plant is maintained in-a safe shutdown
condition. [For this facility, Pressurizer Level
instrumentation consists of the following:]

13. Steam Generator Water level

Steam Generator Water level is provided to monitor
operation of decay heat removal via the SGs. The
Category 1 indication of SG level is the extended
startup range level instrumentation. The extended
startup range level covers a span of 6 to 394 inches
above the lower tubesheet. The measured differential
pressure is displayed in inches of water at 68*F.

(continued)

(continued)
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PAM Instrumentation
B 3.3.3

7

) BASES (continued)
a

BACKGROUND Temperature compensation of this indication is
(continued) performed manually by the operator. Redundant

monitoring capability is provided by two trains of
performed manually by the operator. Redundant

.

monitoring capability is provided by two trains of( instrumentation. The uncompensated level signal is )
input to the plant computer, a control room indicator,
and the Emergency Feedwater Control System.

At some plants, operator action is based on the
control room indication of SG level. The RCS response
during a design basis small break LOCA is dependent on
the break size. For a certain range of break sizes,
the boiler-condenser moCe of heat transfer is
necessary to remove decay heat. Extended startup
range level is a Type A variable because the operator
must manually raise and control SG level to establish
boiler-condenser heat transfer. Operator action is
initiated on a loss of subcooled margin. Feedwater
flow is increased until the indicated extended startup
range level reaches the boiler-condenser setpoint.

[] 14. Condensate Storace Tank Level

\'') Condensate Storage Tank (CST) Level is provided to
ensure water supply for auxiliary feedwater (AFW).
The CST provides the assured safety grade water supply
for the AFW System. The CST' consists of two identical ,

tanks connected by a common outlet header. Inventory
is monitored by a 0 to 144 inch level indication for
eacn tank. Condensate Storage Tank Level is displayed
on a control room indicator, strip chart recorder, and
plant computer. In addition, a control room
annunciator alarms on low level.

At some plants, Condensate Storage Tank Level is
considered a Type A variable because the control room
meter and annunciator are considered the primary
indication used by the operator.

The DBAs which require AFW are the loss of electric
power, steam line break (SLB), and small-break LOCA.
The CST is the initial source of water for the AFW
System. However, as the CST is depleted, manual

(continued)

(continued)
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PAM Instrumentation )B 3.3.3

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND operator action is necessary to replenish the
(continued) CST or align suction to the AFW pumps from thc

hotwell,

15, 16, 17, 18. Core Exit Temperature

Core Exit Temperature is provided for verification and
long-ter, surveillance of core cooling.

An evaluation was made of the minimum number of valid
core exit thermocouples necessary for ICC detection.
The evaluation determined the reduced complement of
core exit thermocouples necessary to detect initial
core recovery and trend the ensuing core heatup. The
evaluations account for core nonuniformities including
incore effects of the radial decay power distribution
and excore effects of condensate runbeck in the hot
legs and nonuniform inlet temperatures. Based on
these evaluations, adequate or ICC detecMon is
assured with two valid core exit the"mmoles per
quadrant.

The design of the:Incore Instrumentacion . tems

includes a Type K -(chromel-alumel) thermocouple within
each of the 56 incore instruments detector assemblies.
The junction of each thermocouple isLlocated a few
inches above the fuel assembly inside:a structure
which supports and shields the incore instrument
detector assembly string from flow forces in the
outlet plenum region. These core exit thermocouples
monitor the temperature of the reactor coolant as it
exits the fuel assemblies.

The core exit thermocouples have a usable temperature
range from 32*F to up to 2300*F, altbough accuracy is
reduced at temperatures above 1800*F.

19. Auxiliary Feedwater Flow

Auxiliary Feedwater Flow is provided to monitor
operation of decay heat removal via the SGs.

The Auxiliary Flow Water Flow to each SG h determined
from a differential pressure measurement calibrated
for a range of 0-1200 gpm. Redundant monitoring

2:

(continued)

(continued)
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PAM Instrumentation
B 3.3.3

p BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND capability is provided by two independent trains of
(continued) instrumentation for each SG. Each differential

pressure transmitter provides an input to a control
room indicator and the plant computer. Since the.
primary. indication used by the operator during an
accident is the control room indicator, the accident
monitoring specification deals specifically with this
portion.of the instrument channel.

At some plants, Auxiliary Feedwater Flow is a Type A
variable because operator action is required to
throttle flow during an SLB accident in order to
prevent (the AFW pumps from operating in runout,

~ conditions. AFW flow is also used by the operator to
verify that the AFW System is delivering the correct 3

' flow to- each SG. However, the primary indir ition used
by the operator to ensure an adequate invent wy is
SG level.

APPLICABLE The PAM instrument'ation ensures the OPERABILITY of
iRegulatory Guide;1.97 Type:. Aiand Category 1 variables so

. O
SAFETY ANALYSES.

5 that the control? room cperating. staff can:
5~ a

~

Perform the ding 60 sis "requirfd to support preplanned.-

actions for the primary success; path of Design Basis
Accidents (DBAs); y Vj
Take' the specified, pre pl$nned, manually controlleds.

actions, for which no automatic control is provided,
that are required for safety systems to accomplish
their safety function;

Detarmine whether systems-important to safety are*

performing their-intended fonctions;

~ Deternine the likelihood of a 1ross breach of the.
,

barriers t0 radioactivity rsle4se;
o

Determine if a gross breach of a barrier has- occurred;' .
,

'

and

. ' Initiate hetion necessary to protect the public and to
p estimate the magnitude of any impending threat.

(continued);
'

(continued)
.
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PAM Instrumentation
B 3.3.3

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE These functions support the requirements of 10 CFR 50,
SAFETY ANALYSES Appendix A, GDC 13 and GDC 19 (Ref. 4). The plant-specific

(continued) Regulatory Guide 1.97 analysis documents the process that
identified Type A and Category 1 variables.

PAM instrumentation that meets the definition of Type A in
Regulatory Guide 1.97 satisfies the requirements of
Criterion 3 of the NRC Interim Policy Statement. Category 1
PAM instrumentation must be retained in Technical
Specifications (TS) because they are intended to assist
operators in minimizing the consequences of accidents.
Therefore, Category 1 variables are important in reducing
public risk.

LC0 The PAM instrumentation LC0 provides the requirement of
Type A and Category 1 monitors which provide information
required by the room operators to:

Permit the operator to take pre-planned manual actions.

to accomplish safe plant shutdown;

Determine whether other systems important to safety*

are performing their intended functions;

Provide information to the operators that will enable.

them to determine the likelihood of a gross breach of
the barriers to radioactivity release and to determine
if a gross breach of a barrier has occurred; and

Provide information regarding the release of.

radioactive materials to allow for early indication of
the need to initiate action necessary to protect the
public to estimate the magnitude of any impending
threat.

TL channels are required to be OPERABLE for most functions.
Two OPERABLE channels ensure no single failure prevents the

; operators from being presented the information necessary for
'

them to determine the safety status of the plant and to
bring the plant to and maintain it in a safe condition
following that accident. This includes failures within

(continued)

(conti~nued)
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PAM Instrumentation
B 3.3.3

O
(] BASES (continued)

LCO either the PAM instrumentation, it/ auxiliary supporting
(continued) features, or its power sources concurrent with the f ailures

that are a condition of or result from a specific accident,

hrthermore, provision of two channels allows a CHANNEL
CHECK during the post-accident phase to confirm the validity
of displayed information. More lan two channels may be
required at some plants if the Regulatory Guide 1.97
analysis determined that 'silure of one accident monitoring
channel results in information ambiguity (that is, the
redundant displays disagree) that could lead operators to
defeat or #211 to accomplish a required safety function.

This might also be accomplished by providing an independent
channel to monitor a different variable that bears a known
relationship to the multiple channels (addition of a diverse
channel),

in Tcble 3.3.3-1 the exceptions to the two-channel
requirement are Core Exit Temperatures, loop- and SG-related
variables, and Containment Isolation Valve Position.

h[D
Two OPERABLE channels of Core Exit Temperature are required
for each channel in each quadrcnt to provide indication of
radial distrit,ution of the coolhnt temperature rise across
representative regions of the core. Power distribution
symmetry was consider d in determining the specific number
and locations provided for dhgnosis of local core problems.
Therefore, two randomly selected thermocouples are not
sufficient to meet the two thermocouples per channel
requirement in any qeadrant. The two thermocouples in each
channel must meet the aditional requirement tint one is
located near the center of the core and the other near the
core perimeter, such that the p31r of Core Exit Temperatures
indicate the radial temperature gradient across their core
quadrant. Plant-specific evaluations in response to
item II.F.2 of ?) REG-0737 should have identified the
thermocouple pairings that satisfy these requirements. Two
sets of two thermocouples ensures a single failure will not
disable the ability to determine the radial temperature
gradient.

(continued)

(continued)

A
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PAM Instrumentation
B 3.3.3

BASES (continued)

LC0 for loop- and SG-related variables, the required information
(continued) is individual loop temperature and individual SG 1evel. In

these cases, two channels are required OPERABLE for each
loop of the 3G to redundantly provide the necessary
information.

|
'

In the case of Containment Isolation Valve Position, the
important information is the status of the contt.1nment
penetrations. The LC0 requires one position indicator for
each active containment isolation valve. This is sufficient
to redundantly verify the isolation status of each isolable
penetration either via indicated status of the active valve
and prior knowledge of passive valve or system boundary
status. If a normally active containment isolation valve is
known to be closed and deactivated, position indication is
iot needed to determine status. Therefore, the position
indication for valves in this state is not required to be
OPERABLE.

A PAM channel is OPERABLE when:

All channel components necessary to provide the.

required indication are functional;

Channel measurement uncertainties are known (via test,*

analysis, or design inform: tion) to be sufficiently
small such that measure;nent and indication errars will
not mislead operators 1,40 actions that would
challenge plant safety limits;.and

Required Surveillance testing is current and has+

demonstrated performance within each Surveillance
test's acceptance criteria.

LCO Table 3.3.3-1 is for illustration purposes only.
Plant-specific TS tables will list all Type A and Category 1
variables identified by the plant's Regulatory Guide 1.97
analysis as amended by the NRC's plant-specific SER.

[For this facility, the following support systems are
required to be OPERABLE to ensure PAM instrumentation
OPERABILITY:)

(continued)

(continued)
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PAM instrumentation
B 3.3.3

BASES (continued)

LCO [For this facility, those required support systems which,
(continued) upon their failure, do not require declaring the PAM

instrumentation inoperable, and their justification, are as
follows:)

APPLICABILITY The PAM instrumentation LC0 is applicable in MODES 1, 2,
and 3. 1hese variables are related to the diagnosis and
proplanned actions reqvtred to mitigate DBAs. The
applicable DBAs are assumed to occur in MODES 1, 2, and 3.
In MODES 4, 5, and 6, plant conditions are such that the
likelihood of an event that would require PAM
instrumentation is low; therefore, the PAM instrumentation
is not required to be OPERABLE in these MODES.

A Note has been added to indicate that the provisions of
LC0 3.0.4 are not applicable to the functio.s contained in
the LCO. A second Note provides clarification that, for
this LCO, each function specified in Table 3.3.3-1 is
treated as an independent entity with an independent
Completion Time.

ACTIONS ConditionA

When one required channel in one or more functions is
inoperable, each inoperable channel must be restored to
OPERABLE status within 30 days. In some channels it may
be possible to have one PAM channel inoperable, but still
have all required channels OPERABLE. For example, some
plants have four equivalent channels available to perform
certain PAM functions. In these cases the failure of a
one or two of the channels leaves at least two channels
OPERABLE to meet the LC0 requirements. Therefore, for
this example, Condition A need not be entered unless three
channels fail. The 30-day Completion Time is based on
operating experience and takes into account the remiining
0PERABLE channel and the low probability of an event
requiring PAM instrumentation during this interval.

(continued)

(continued)
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PAM Instrumeatation
B 3.3.3

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS [pndition B
|

(continued)
With two required channels inoperable in one or more
functions, at least one channel in each function should be
restored to OPERABLE status within 7 riays. The Comaletion
Time of 7 days is based on the relat ely low probaaility of
an event requiring PAM instrument ope.'ation and the
availability of alternate means to obtain the required
information. Continuous operation with two required
channels inoperable is not acceptable because the alternate
indications :1ay not fully meet all performance qualification
requirements applied to the PAM instrumentation. Therefore,
requiring restoration of at least one inoperable channel
limits tlie risk that the PAM function will be in a degraded
condition should an accident occur.

Eqnd.Dion_C

Required Action C.1 directs the cperator to follow the
directions give.n in Table 3,3,3-1 for entering either
Condition D or E immediately.

Londition D

for the majority of functions in lable 3.3.3-1, if the
Required Actions and associated Completion Times of
Condition A or B are not met, the plant must be placed in a
MODE in which the LCO requirements are not applicable. This
is done by placing the plant in MODE 3 within 6 hours and
MODE 4 within 12 hours. The Completion Times are
reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the
required MODES from full power in an orderly manner and
without challenging plant systems.

Condition E

At this fac.'ity, alternate means of monitoring (Reactor
Vessel Water Level and Containment Area Radiation) have been
developed and tested. These alternate means may be
temporarily installed if the normal PAM channel (s) cannot be
restored to OPERABLE status within the allotted time. If

these alternate means are invoked, the Required Action is
not to shut down the plant but rather to follow the
directions of Specification S.9.2.c., "Special Reports," in

} the Administrative Controls section of the TS. The report

(continued)

(continued)
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PAM Instrumentation
B 3.3.3

i BASES (continued)

AC110NS provided to the NRC should discuss the alternate means
(continued) invoked, describe the degree to which the alternate means

are equivalent to the installed PAM channels, justify the
areas in which they are not equivalent, and provide a
schedule for restoring the normal PAM channels.

(At this facility, the alternate monitoring provisions
consist of the following:]

SVRVEILLANCE The following SRs apply to each PAM instrumentation function
REQUIREMENTS in Table 3.3.3-1:

SR 3.3.3.1

Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 31 days ensures
that a gross instrumentation failure has not occurred. A
CHANNEL CHECK is a comparison of the parameter indicated on
one channel to a similar parameter on other channels. It is
based on the assumption t1at instrument channels monitoring
the same parameter should read approximately tM same value.
Significant deviations between t1e two instrument channels

( could be an indication of excessive instrument c' rift in one
of the channels or of. something even more serious. CHANNEL
CHECK will detect gross char.nel failure; thus, it is key to
verifying the instrumentation continues to operate properly
between each CHANNEL CAllBRATION, The high radiation
instrumentation should be compared to similar plant
instruments located throughout the plant, if the radiation
monitor employs keep-alive sources or check sources operable
from the control room, the CHANNEt CHECK should also note
the detector's response to these sources.

Agreement criteria are determined by the plant staff, based;

on a combination of the channel instrument uncertainties,
including isolation, indication, and readability. If a
channel is outside the match criteria, it may be an
indication that the transmitter or the signal-)rocessing
equipment has drifted outside its limit. If tie channels
are within the match criteria, it is an indication that the
channels are OPERABLE. If the channels are normally off
scale during times when Surveillance is required, the

(continued)

(continued)
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PAM Instrumentation
B 3.3.3

BASES (continued)

SVRVEILLANCE CHANNEL CHECK will verify only that they are off scale in
REQUIREMENTS the same direction. Off-scale low current-loop channels

(continued) are verified to be reading at the bottom of the range and
not failed downscale.

The Surveillance frequency of 31 days is based on plant
operating experience with regard to channel OPERABILITY and
drift, which demonstrates that failure of more than one
channel of a given function in any 31-day interval is a rare
event. The CHANNEL CHECK supplements less formal, but more
frequent, checks of channel OPERABILITY during normal
operational use of those displays associated with the
required channels of this LCO.

SR 3.3.3.2

A CHANNEL CAllBRATION is performed every 18 months, or
approximately at every refueling. CHANNEL CAllBRATION is a
complete check of the instrument channel including the
detector. The test verifies that the channel responds to
measured parameter with the necessary range and accuracy.

Transmitter "as found" and "as left" values are recorded and
used to verify drift assumptions. Field transmitters may be
calibrated in place, removed and calibrated in a laboratory,
or replaced with an equivalent, laboratory-calibrated unit.

Resistance temperature detector (RTD) channels may be
calibrated in place using cross-calibration techniques, or
in a test bath after removal from piping. For
cross-calibration, at least one RTD should be replaced with
a newly calibrated RTD during each refueling cycle to ensure
accurate RTD cross-calibration. This replacement RfD must
be the same model as the remaining RTDs. Using a newly
calibrated RTD as a reference ensures RTD signal drift
continues to remain random rather than systematic and is
within the limits specified in the plant setpoint analysis.
The replacement interval may be extended to an alternate
refueling if it is demonstrated that over the extended
interval, the RTD's drift is random rather than systematic.
This determination may use results of statistical analysis
of operating data and calibrating data from similar plants
using the same model of RTD in the same environmental
conditions.

(continued)

(continued)
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PAM Instrumentation
B 3.3.3

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE The Surveillance frequency is based on the assumption of
REQUIREMENTS an 18-month calibrating interval in the determination of the

(continued) magnitude of equipment drif t.

-

REFERENCES 1. (Plant-specific document (e.g., FSAR, NRC Regulatory
Guide 1.97 SER letter).)

2. Regulatory Guide 1.97, " Instrumentation for
Light-Water Cooled Nuclear Power Plants to Assess
Plant and Environs Conditions During and following an
Accident," U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

3. NUREG-0737, Supplement 1, " Clarification of
TM1 Action Plan Requirements," U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission.

4. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50,
Appendix A, " General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power
Plants."

D
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Remote Shutdown System
B 3.3.4

b B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION
V

B 3.3.4 Remote Shutdown System

BASES
.

BACKGROUND The Remote Shutdown System provides the control room
operator with sufficient instrumentation and controls to
place and maintain the facility in a safe shutdown condition
from a location other than the control room. This
capability is necessary to protect against the possibility
that the control room becomes inaccessible or a fire
destroying all equipment in one facility fire area disables
critical control room instruments or controls. A safe
shutdown condition is defined as MODE 3. With the facility
in MODE 3, the Auxiliary Feedwater (AFW) System and the
steam generator (SG) safety valves or the SG atmospheric
dump valves (ADVs) can be used to remove core decay heat and
meet all safety requirements. The long-term supply of water
for the AFW System and the ability to borate the Reactor
Coolant System (RCS) from outside the control room allows
extended operation in MODE 3.

in the event that the control room becomes inaccessible, or
(O'j a fire disables critical control _ or display functions in the

control room, the operators can establish control at the
remote shutdown panel, and place and maintain the facility
in MODE 3. Not all controls and the necessary transfer
switches are located at the remote shutdown panel. Some
controls and transfer switches will have to be operated
locally at the switchgear, motor control panels, or other
local stations. The facility automatically reaches MODE 3
following a facility shutdown and can be maintained safely
in MODE 3 for an extended period of time.

The OPERABILITY of the remote shutdown control and
instrumentation functions ensures there is sufficient
information available on selected plant parameters to place

i and maintain the plant in MODE 3 should the control room
become inaccessible or critical control room displays or
controls become unavailable.

APPLICABLE The Remote Shutdown System is required to provide equipment
SAFETY ANALYSES at appropriate locations outside the control room with a

| (continued)

) (continued)
v
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Remote Shutdoen System
B 3.3.4

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE capability to promptly shut down and maintain the plant in a
SAFETY ANALYSES safe condition in MODE 3.

(continued)
Furthermore, in the event of a fire in any one plant fire
area, the Remote Shutdown System is designed to ensure one
train of systems necessary to achieve and maintain MODE 3
conditions from either the control room or emergency control
station (s) is OPERABLE. The criteria governing the design
of the Remote Shutdown System are 10 CFR 50, Appendix A,
GDC 19 (Ref.1) and 10 CFR 50, Appendix R (Ref. 2).

Specific system requirements are presented in Reference 1
and the NRC staff-approved plant-specific fire protection
topical report.

The Remote Shutdown System is considered an important
contributor to the reduction of plant risk to accidents and
as such it has been retained in the Technical Specifications
as indicated in the NRC Interim Policy Statement.

LCO The Remote Shutdown System LCO provides the requirements
for the OPERABILITY of the instrumentation and controls
necessary to place and maintain the plant in MODE 3
from a location other than the control room. The
instrumentation and control, typically required are listed
in Table B 3.3.4-1. For Remote Shutdown System channels
that support only the functions required by 10 CFR 50,
Appendix R, one division is required to be OPERABLE.

For channels that fulfill GDC 19 requirements, the number of
OPERABLE channels required depends upon the plant licensing
basis as de:cribed in the NRC plant-specific Safety
Evaluation Report (SER). Generally, two divisions are
required OPERABLE. However, only one channel per a given
function is required if the plant has justified such a
design, and NRC's SER accepted the justification. The
controls, instrumentation, and transfer switches are
required for:

Core reactivity control (initial and long term);*

RCS pressure control;*

(continued)

(continued)
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Remote Shutdown System
B 3.3.4

BASES (continued)

Decay heat removal via the AfW System and the SGLCO +

(continued) afety valves or SG ADVs;

RCS inventory control via charging flow; and*

Safety support systems for the above functions,+

including service water, component cooling water, and
onsite power, including the diesel generators.

A division of a Remote Shutdown System is OPERABLE if all
instrument and control channels needed to support the
function are OPERABLE in that division. In some cases,
Table B 3.3.4-1 may indicate that tic required information
or control capability is available from several alternate
sources, in these cases, the function is OPERABLE as long
as one channel of any of the alternate information or
control sources is OPERABLE.

Remote shutdown instrumentation channels are OPERABLE when:

All channel components necessary to provide the*

required indication are functional,

Channel measurement uncertainties are known (via test,*

analysis, or design information) to be sufficiently
small such that measurement and indication errors will
not mislead remote shutdown operators into actions
that would challenge plant safety limits or prevent
prompt entry into MODE 3; and

Required surveillance testing is current and has+

demonstrated performance within each surveillance
test's acceptance criteria.

Remote shutdown controls are OPERABLE when:

All channel components, including transfer switches*

necessary to provide remote shutdown control, are
functional; and

j

Required surveillance testing is current and hast +

demonstrated performance within each surveillance
| test's acceptance criteria.

(continued)
-

(continued)
|
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Remote Shutdown System
B 3.3.4

BASES (continued)

LCO The remote shutdown equipment covered by this LCO does not
(continued) need to be in operation to be considered OPERABLE. This LCO

is intended to ensure the equipment will be OPERABLE if
plant conditions require that the Remote Shutdown System be
placed in operation.

For this facility, a Remote Shutdown System division
is considered OPERABLE when all the plant-specific
instrumentation, controls, transfer switches, and support
systems listed in Table B 3.3.4-1, are OPERABLE.

[For this facility, the following support systems are
required to be OPERABLE to ensure Remote Shutdown System
OPERABILITY:]

[For this facility, those required support systems which,
upon their failure, do not result in the Remote Shutdown
System being declared inoperable, and their justification,
are as follows:)

APPLICABILITY The Remote Shutdown System LC0 is applicable in MODES 1, 2,
and 3. This is required so that the facility can be placed
and maintained in MODE 3 for an extended period of time from
a location other than the control room.

This LCO is not applicable in MODE 4, 5, or 6. In these
MODES, the facility is already subtritical and in a
condition of reduced RCS energy. Under these conditions,
considerable time is available to restore necessary
instrument control functions if control room instruments or
controls become unavailable.

A Note has been added to indicate that LC0 3.0.4 does not
apply to the Remote Shutdown System. This exception to
LCO 3.0.4 allows normal startup during the period when the
Remote Shutdown System is inoperable. Normal startup may
proceed while in Condition A because the just;fication for
Condition A Required Action and Completion Time are equally
applicable to startup conditions as to continued operation
in MODE 1 or 2. Furthermore, Remote Shutdown System
equipment can generally be repaired during operation without
significant risk of spurious trip.

(continued)
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Remote Shutdown System
B 3.3.4

[ BASES (continued)

e ACTIONS Condition A

Condition A addresses the situation where one or more
divisions of any required function (s) or channel (s) of a
function of the Remote Shutdown System is inoperable. This
includes any function listed in Table B 3.3.4-1, as well as
the control and transfer switches.

When a division includes a function that only requires a
channel to be OPERABLE, the failure of the single channel
constitutes the failure of the function, and, as a
consequence, the division becomes inoperable.

The Required Action is to restore the divisions to OPERABLE
status within 30 days. The Completion time is based on
operating experience and takes into account the remaining
OPERABLE division and the low probability of an event that
would require evacuation of the control room.

A Note has been added to provide clarification that for this
LCO, each (Division) is treated as an independent entity
with an independent Completion Time.

O
Condition B

'

If the inoperable function cannot be restored to OPERABLE
status in 30 days: the prudent action is to place the plant
in a MODE in which the LC0 requirements are not applicable.
This is done by placing the plant in at least MODE 3 within
6 hours and in MODE 4 within 12 hours. The allowed
Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating
experience, to reach the required MODE from full power in an
orderly manner and without challenging plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.4.1
REQUIREMENTS

Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 31 days ensures
that a gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred. A
CHANNEL CHECK is a comparison of the parameter indicated on
one channel to a similar parameter on other channels. It is
based on the assumption that instrument channels monitoring
the same parameter should read approximately the same value.

(continued)

o (continued)
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Remote Shutdown System
B 3.3.4

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE Significant deviations between the two instrument channels
REQUIREMENTS could be an indication of excessive instrument drift i:

-
(continued) one of the channels or of even something more serious.

CHANNEL CHECK will detect gross channel failure; thus, it is
key to verifying that the instrumentation continues to
operate properly between each CHANNEL CAllBRATION. Remote
Shutdown System instrumentation should be compared to
similar plant instruments located in the control room.
Agreement criteria are determined by the plant staff based;

on a combination of the channel instrument uncertainties,
including isolation, indication, and readability. If a
channel is outside the match criteria, it may be an
indication that the transmitter or the signal-processing
equipment has drifted outside its limit. If the channels
are Within the match criteria, it is an indication that the
channels are OPERABLE. If the channels are normally off
scale during times when Surveillance is required, the!

CHANNEL CHECK will verify only that they are off scale in
the same direction. Off-scale low current-loop channels are
verified to be reading at the bottom of the range and not
failed downscale.-

F The Surveillance Frequency of 31 days is based on operating
LC experience related to channel OPERABillTY and drift, which-

demonstrates that failure of more than one channel of a
given function in any 31-day interval is a rare event. The
CHANNEL CHECK supplements less formal, but more frequent,
checks of channels, which occur during normal operational
use of the displays associated with this LCO's required
channels.

-

SR 3.3.4.2

SR 3.3.4.2 verifies that each required Remote Shutdown
System transfer switch and control circuit perform their
intended functions. This verification is performed from the
remote shutdown panel and locally, as appropriate. This

| will ensure that if the control room becomes inaccessible,
-

the unit can be placed and maintained in MODE 3 from the
remote shutdown panel and the local control stations. The
18-month Frequency was developed considering it is prudent
that these surveillances be performed only during a facility
outage. This is due to the plant conditions needed to
perform the surveillance and the potential for unplanned
transients if the surveillance is performed with the reactor

(continued)

(continued)
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Remote Shutdown System
B 3.3.4

( BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE at power. Operating experience demonstrates that remote
REQUIREMENTS shutdown control channels usually pass the surveillance test

(continued) when performed on the 18-month Frequency.

SR 3.3.4.1

CHANNEL CAllBRATION is a complete check of the instrument
channel, including the detector. The test verifies that the
channel responds to measured parameters with the necessary
range and accuracy.

Transmitter "as found" and "as lef t" values are recorded and
used to verify drift assumptions. Field transmitters may be
calibrated in place, removed and calibrated in a laboratory,
or replaced with an equivalent laboratory-calibrated unit.

Resistance temperature detector (RTD) channels may be
calibrated in place using cross-calibration techniques,
or in a test bath after removal from piping. For
cross-calibration, at least one RTD should be replaced with
a newly calibrated RTD during each refueling cycle to ensure
accurate RTD cross-calibration. This replacement RTD must

O be the same model as the remaining RTDs. Using a newly

V calibrated RTD as a reference assures RTD signal drif t
continues to remain random rather than systematic and is
within the limits specified in the plant setpoint analysis.
The replacement interval may be extended to an alternate
refueling if it is demonstrated that over the extended
interval the RTD's drift is random rather than systematic.
This determination may use results of statistical analysis
of operating data and calibration data from similar plants
using the same model of RTD under the same environmental
conditions.

The Surveillance frequency is based upon the assumption of
an 18-month calibration interval in the determination of the
magnitude of equipment drif t in the setpoint analysis.

SR 3.3.4.4

SR 3.3.4.4 is the performance of a TRIP ACTUATING DP!!CE
OPERATIONAL TEST every 18 months. This test should verify
the OPERABILITY of the reactor trip breakers (RTBs) open and

j closed indication on the remote shutdown panel, by actuating
' the RTBs. The Surveillance frequency of 18 months was

(continued)

(continued)U
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B 3.3.4

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE chosen because the RTBs cannot be exercised while the
REQUIREMENTS facility is at power. Operating experience has shown that

(continued) these components usually pass the surveillance test when
performed at an 18-month Frequency. Therefore, the
Frequency was concluded to be acceptable from a reliability
standpoint.

REFERENCES 1. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50,
Appendix A, " General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power
Plants."

2. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50,
Appendix R, " Fire Protection Program for Nuclear Power
Facilities Operating Prior to January 1, 1979."

. . . _ _ _ , _ _ . _
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1 Remote Shutdown System
B 3.3.4-

Table B 3.3.4-1 (page 1 of 2)
s Remote Shutdown System Instrumentation and Controls

i FUNCTION / INSTRUMENT LOCATION RE0VIRED
'

OR CONTROL PARAMETER NUMBER OF DIVISIONS

..................................-NOTE---------------------------------------;

This table is for illustration purposes only. It does not attempt to

encompass every function used at every plant, but does contain tie types of
functions commonly found.t

.................... .........................................................

1. Reactivity Control

a. Source Range (1)
Neutron Flux

b. Reactor Trip Breaker (1 por trip breaker)
Position

c. Manual Reactor Trip (4)

2. Reactor Coolant System (RCS) Pressure Control

a. Pressurizer Pressure (1)
QB
RCS Wide Range Pressure

b. Pressurizer Power-Operated (1,controlsmust
Relief Valve (PORV) Control and be for PORV &
Block Valve Control block valves on

sameline)

3. Decay Heat Removal via Steam Generators

a. Reactor Coolant [1 per loop)
Hot leg Temperature

b. Reactor Coolant (1 per loop)
Cold leg Temperature

c. Auxiliary feedwater Controls (1)
Condensate Storage Tank Level

(continued)
_

(continued)
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Remote Shutdown System
B 3.3.4

Table B 3.3.4-1 (page 2 of 2)
Remote Shutdown System Instrumentation and Controls

FUNCTION / INSTRUMENT LOCATION REQUIRED
OR CONTROL PARAMETER NUMBER Of OlVISIONS

d. Steam Generator (SG) Pressure [1 per SG)

e. Steam Generator Level [1 per SG]
DB
Auxiliary feedwater flow

4. Reactor Coolant System Inventory Control

a. Pressurizer level [1]

b. Charging Pump Controls [1]
, , _ _ _ _ . _ . _ . _

_

O

-

\
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I BDPS

B 3.3.5

1 - B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

B 3.3.5 Boron Dilution Protection System (BDPS)'

:-
"

BASES
:

;

i BACKGROUND The primary purpose of the BDPS is to mitigate the
; consequences of the inadvertent addition of unborated
: primary-grade water into the Reactor Coolant System (RCS)
j when tf.e reactor is in a shutdown condition, i.e.,
; . MODES (2), 3, 4, and 5.

; The BDPS utilizes the two channels of source-range
instrumentation. Each source-range channel provides a
signal to both trains of BDPS. A plant computer is used to
continuously record the counts per minute provided by these
signals. At the'end of each minute, an algorithm is used to
compare the-counts-per-minute value (flux rate) at any given

1

time with the counts-per-minute value for each of the prior1

nine 1-minute flux rates. If-the flux rate at any given
minute is' greater than or equal to'twice the flux rate at
any of the prior nine'l-minute intervals, the BDPS provides
a signal to initiate mitigating actions.-

'

Upon detection of a flux-doubling by either source-range
instrurrientation train,ean alarm is sounded to alert the
operator and valve movement'is-automatically initiated to
terminate the dilution and start boration. Valves which
isolate the refueling water storage' tank (RWST) are opened
to supply 2000 ppm borated water to the suction of the
charging pumps, and valves which isolate the Chemical- and
Volume Control System (CVCS) are closed to terminate the
dilution.

1

The trip setpoints used in the bistables are based on the
analytical limits discussed in Reference 1. . The selection
of.these actuation setpoints is such that adequate
protection is provided when all sentor and processing time
delays are taken into account. -To allow for calibntion
tolerances, instrumentation uncertainties, instrument drift,
and severe environment errors for those BDPS components
which must function in harsh environments as defined in
10 CFR 50.49 (Ref. 4), Al.LOWABLE VALVES are conservatively-,

adjusted with respect-to the analytical limits. (Forthis-'

facility the methodology used to calculate the actuation
setpoints, including their explicit uncertainties, is as

(continued)

(continued)
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BDPS
B 3.3.5

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND follows:] The actual nominal actuation setpoint entered
(continued) into the bistable is normally still more conservative than

the ALLOWABLE VALUE, to account for changes in random
measurement errors detectable by a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST.
One example of such a change in measurement error is drift
during the Surveillance Frequency. If the measured setpoint
does not exceed the ALLOWABLE VALUE, the bistable is
considered OPERABLE. Setpoints in accordance with the
ALLOWABLE VALVE will assure that Safety Limits (SLs) are not
violated during inadvertent boron dilution events, and the
consequences of the events will be acceptable, providing the
plant is operated from within the LCOs at the onset of the
event, and the equipment functions as designed, allowing for
a single random active-component failure.

APPLICABLE The BDPS senses abnormal increases in source-range
SAFETY ANALYSES counts-per-minute (flux rate) and actuates CVCS and RWST

valves to mitigate the-consequences of an inadvertent boron
dilution event as described in Reference 1. The criteria
governing the design and operation of the BDPS is presented
in 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, Section III (Ref. 3). Accident
analyses rely on automatic BDPS actuation t mitigate the
consequences of inadvertent boron dilution events. [For
this facility, the capability for manual actuation of BDPS
is as follows:]

The BOPS satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC Interim Policy
Statement.

LCO The LC0 requires all instrumentation performing a BDPS
function to be OPERABLE. Failure of any instrument renders
the affected channel (s) inoperable and reduces the
reliability of the affected system functions. The specific
criteria for determining channel OPERABILITY are discussed
below:

1. A BDPS function will be initiated when necessary; and !

(continued)

(continued)
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BDPS

B 3.3.5

/\

(U) BASES (continued)
-

LCO 2. Sufficient radundancy is maintained to permit a
(continued) channel to be out of service for testing or

maintenance.

The ALLOWABLE VALUES specified ensure that violation of any
SLs does not occur and that the consequences of inadvertent
boron dilution events will be acceptable. The ALLOWABLE
VALUES are contained in SR 3.3.5.2.

[for this facility, the provisions of the design for
bypasses and interlocks are as follows:)

Only the ALLOWABLE VALUES are specified for the BDPS
actuation function in the LCO. Nominal trip setpJints are
specified in the plant-specific setpoint calculations. The
nominal'setpoints are selected to ensure the setpoint
measured by ANALOG CHANNEL OPERATIONAL TESTS do not exceed
the ALLOWADLE VALVE if the bistable is performing as
required. Operation with a trip setpoint less conservative
than the nominal- trip setpoint, but within its ALLOWABLE
VALUE, is acceptable provided that operation is consistent
with the assumptions of the plant-specific setpoint

O calculations. Each ALLOWABL E VALUE specified is more
i

(d conservative than the analytical. limit assumed in the safety
analysis in order to account.for instrumentation
uncertainties appropriate to the trip function. The
uncertainties are defined in the plant-specific setpoint
methodology.

The limit on the number of BDPS channels that must be
OPERABLE exists to ensure that a single failure in one
channel will not result in loss of the ability to
automatically actuate the required system components.

The following BDPS actuation channels are considered
OPERABLE when:

1. All channel components necessary to provide a BDPS
actuation signal are functional and in service;

2. Channel measurement uncertainties are known via test,
analysis, or design information to be within the
assumptions of the setpoint calculations; and

i

(continued)

(continued)
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B 3.3.5

BASES (continued)

LCO 3. Required surveillance testing is current and has
(continued) demonstrated performance within each surveillance

test's acceptance criteria.

(Plant-specific Technical Specifications will include a
discussion of operational bypasses and blocks if applicable
and add the following statement: The associated operational
bypass or block is not enabled except under the conditions
specified by the LC0 Applicability for the function.)

The BDPS LCO provides the requirements for OPERABillTY cf
the instrumentation and controls which operate to mitio
the consequences of a boron dilution event. Two redt-
trains are required to provide protection against i
failuro.

Because the BDPS utilizes the source-range instrume,
as its detection system, the OPERABILITY of the detecutn
system is also part of the OPERABILITY of the Reactor Trip
System. The flux doubling algorithm, the alarms, and
signals to the various valves all must be OPERABLE for r*
train in the system to be_ considered OPERABLE.

(For this facility, the following support systems are
required to be OPERABLE to ensure BDPS OPERABILITY:]

[For this facility, those required support systems whn.h,
upon their failure, do not require declaring the BDPS
inoperable and their justification are as follows:)

[For this facility, the supported systems impacted by the
'inoperability of the BDPS and the justification of whether
or not each supported system is declared inoperable are as
follows:)

APPLICABILITY The BDPS must be OPERABLE in MODES (2), 3, 4, and 5 as the
safety analysis identifies this system as the primary means
to mitigate an inadvertent boron dilution of the RCS.

The BDPS OPERABILITY requirements are not applicable in
MODES 1 [and 2], because an inadvertent boron dilution would
be terminated by a source-range trip, a trip on the Power

(continued)

(continued)
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BOPS

B 3.3.5
,

BASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY Range Neutron Flux--High (low setpoint nominally 25% RTP),
(continued) or Overtemperature AT.

In MODE 6, a dilution event is precluded by locked valves
that isolate the RCS from the potential source of unborattJ
water (LCO 3.9.2, "Unborated Wate* Source isolation
Valves)."

The Applicability is modified by a Note that allows the
flux-doubling signal to be blocked during startup in MODES 2
and 3. Blocking the flux-doubling signal is acceptable
during startup while in MODE 3, provided the reactor trip
breakers are closed with the intent to withdraw rods for
startup.

ACTIONS A protection function channel is inoperable when it does not
satisfy the OPERABILITY criteria for the channel's function.
These criteria are outlined for each function in the LC0
section of the Basos. The most common cause of channel
inoperability is outright failure or drift of the bistable
or process module sufficient-to exceed the tolerance allowed

O by the plant-specific setpoint analysis. Typically, the
drift is found to be small and results in a delay of
actuation rather than a total loss of function.
Determination of setpoint drift is generally made during the
performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST when the process
instrument is set up for adjustment to bring it to within
specification. If the trip setpoint is less conservative
than the ALLOWABLE VALUE, the channel must be declared
inoperable immediately, and the appropriate Conditions from
( ) must be entered immediately.

In the event a channel's trip setpoint is found non-
conservative with respect to the ALLOWABLE VALUE, or the
transmitter, instrument 1oop, signal processing electronics,
or BDPS bistable is found inoperable, then the function
which that channel provides must be declared inoperable and
the LCO Condition entered for the particular protection
function affected,

j (continued)

(continued)
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BDPS

B 3.3.5

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS Condition A
(continued)

With one train of BDPS OPERABLE, Required Action A.1
requires that the inoperable train must be restored to
OPERABLE status within 72 hours. In this condition, the
remaining BDPS train is adequate to provide protection. The
72-hour Completion Time is based on the BDPS function and is
consistent with Engineered Safety feature System Completion
Times for loss of one redundant train. Also, the remaining
OPERABLE train provides continuous indication of core power
status to the operator, has an alarm function, and sends a
signal to both trains of BDPS to assure system actuation.

Condition _D

With two trains inoperable, or the Required Action and
associated Completion Time of Condition A not met, the
initial action (Required Action B.1) is to suspend all
actions involving positivo reactivity additions immediately.
This includes withdrawal of control or shutdown rods and
intentional boron dilution. A Completion Time of I hour is
provided to restore one train to OPERABLE s'stus. The
justification for the 1-hour Completion Time is presented
under Required Action B.3.1.

As an alternate to restoring one train to'0PERABLE status
(Required Action B.2), Required Action B.?.1 requires valves
(Reauired Actir,n A.2 of LC0 3.9.2) listed in LC0 3.9.2 to be
secured to prevent the flow of unborated water into the RCS.
Once it is recognized that tuo trains of the BDPS are
inoperable, the operators will be aware of the possibility
of a boron dilution, and the 1-hour Completion Time is
adequate to complete the requirements of LC0 3.9.2.

Required Action B.3.2 accompanies Required Action B.3.1 to
verify the SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM) within 1 hour and once per
12 hours thereafter. This backup action is intended to
confirm that no unintended boron dilution has occurred while
the BDPS was inoperable, and that the required SDM has been
maintained. The specified Completion Time takes into
consideration sufficient time for the initial determination
of SDM, and other information available in the control room
related to SDM.

(continued)

(continued)
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BDPS;-
i B 3.3.5
L. 1

BASES (continued) *

l

| ACTIONS Condition C
j- (continued)
; Required Action C.1 verifies that the Required Actions have Jbeen initiated for those supported systems declared i
,

inoserable because of the inoperability of the support train4

wit 11n a Completion Time of 1 hour. The specifieda

Completion Time is sufficient for plant operations personnel
to make this determination.

Required Action C.1 ensures that those identified Required
Actions associated with supported systems im) acted by the
inoperability of a train associated with eac1 BDPS-function
have been initiated. This can-be accomplished by entering
the supported systems' LCOs or independently as a group of

-

Required Actions needed to be initiated every time Condition
C is entered. [For this facility, the identified supported,

systems' Required Actions associated with each BDPS function
are as follows:);

;
Required Action C.2 verifies that all required support or'

-

supported features associated with the other redundant,

trains are OPERABLE within a Completion Time of I hour. The
specified Completion Time is sufficient for plant operations;
personnel to make this' determination. If verification 1

,

deterr9nes loss of functional capability, LCO 3.0.3 must be
immediately entered. However, if'the support or supported
feature LC0 takes into consideration-the loss-of-function
situation, then LCO 3.0.3 may not need to be entered.

.

L SURVEILLANCE The BDPS functions are subject to an ANALOG CHANNEL
REQUIREMENTS OPERATIONAL TEST and a CHANNEL CAllBRATION.g

SR 3.3.5.1
o

^

-SR 3.3.5.1 requires the performance of an ANALOG CHANNEL,

OPERATIONAL TEST eve"y 92 days, to. ensure that each train of
the BDPS.and associated trip setpoints are fully

, operational. This test shall include verification that the
boron dilution. alarm setpoint is equal to or less than an
increase of twice the count rate within a 10-minute period.
The Surveillance Frequency of 92 days is consistent with the <

requirements for source-ran9e channels in Reference 2.
'

(continued)

(continued)
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BDPS

B 3.3.5
,

BASES (continued)

SURVEllLANCE "As found" and "as left" values for bistable trip setpoints
REQUIREMENTS are recorded. Bistable setpoints must be found within the

(continued) ALLOWABLE VALUES specified in the LCO. The difference
between the current "as found" and the previous "as left"
values must be consistent with the drift allowance used in
the setpoint analysis. Recalibration restores OPERABILI1Y
of an otherwise functional component that does not meet
thesc criteria. However, repeated failures of the same
channel over a relatively small number of test intervals ;
must be considered as potentially indicating a deterministic nfailure which cannot be corrected by recalibration, y
SR 3.3.5.2

SR 3.3.5.2 is the performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION every
18 months. CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the
instrument channel including the detector. The test
verifies the channel responds to the measured parameter with <

the necessary range and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION
leaves the channel adjusted to account for instrument drif t
between successive tests, to ensure that the instrument
channel remains operational with the setpoint within the
assumptions of the plant-specific setpoint analysis.
Transmitter "as found" and "as left" values are recorded and
used to verify drift assumptions. For OPERABLE channels,
CHANNEL CALIBRATION shall find that measurement errors and
bistable setpoints errors are within the assumptions of the
plant-specific setpoint analysis. Measurement and setpoint
error determination and readjustment must be performed
consistent with the assumptions of the plant-specific
setpoint analysis. For BDPS, the CHANNEL CAllBRATION shall
include verification that on a simulated or actual boron
dilution flux-doubling signal the centrifugal charging pump
suction valves from the RWST open, and the normal CVCS
volume control tank discharge valves close in the required
closure time of 5 20 seconds.

Recalibration restores operability of an otherwise|

functional component found to have errors larger than'

assumed by the setpoint analysis. However, repeated
failures of the same channel over a relatively small number
of test intervals must be considered as potentially
indicating a deterministic failure which cannot be corrected
by recalibration.

(continued).-

(continued)
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BDPS

B 3.3.5

A
( ) BASES (continued)

_

SURVEILLANCE Field transmitters may be calibrated in place, removed and
REQUIREMENTS calibrated in a laboratory, or replaced with an equivalent

(continued) laboratory-calibrated unit.

The Surveillance Frequency is based on the assumption of an
18-month calibration interval in the determination of the
magnitude of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis.

._

REFERENCES 1. [ Unit Name] FSAR, Section [15), "[ Title)."

2. WCAP-10271-P-A, Supplement 2, Revision 1, " Evaluation
of Surveillance Frequencies and Out of Service Times
for the Reactor Protection Instrumentation System,"
June 1990.

3. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50,
Appendix A, " General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power
Plants."

4. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50.49,
/' " Environmental Qualification of Electric Equipment

'( Important to Safety for Nuclear Power Plants."

- - - - ~ . _ _ .
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Miscellaneou. Safeguards Actuations

B 3.D.6

f B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

B 3.3.6 Hiscellaneous Safeauards Actualiant

BASES

BACKGROUND The cetuation instrumentation included in this LC0 initiates
safety systems that perform support functions for engineered
safety features (ESFs) or arv required to minimize
radioactive release during an accident, but are not
otherwise included in LC0 3.3.2, " Engineered Safety Feature
Actuation System (ESfAS) Instrumentation." hecifically
included are those non-Nuclear Steam Supply System (non,
NSS$) functions which because of differences in purpose,
design, or operating requirements are not included in
LC0 3.3.2. Details of this LCO are for illustration only.
Individual plants shall Eclude tF9se functions and LC0
requirements applicable to them. The actuation
instrumentation of this LCO may include signals from the
[ Solid State Protection System (SSPS)] or from plant
instrumentation unrelated to the [SSPS).

1. [teraency Q1esel Generator Loss of Power Star.1

The emergency diesel generators (EDGs) provide a
source of emergency power when offsite power is either
unavailable or is insufficiently stable to allcw safe
plant operation. Undervoltage protection will
generate a loss of power start"(LOPS) in the event a
loss of voltage or degraded voltage condition occurs
in the switchy:rd. There are two LOPS, one for each
4.16 kV vital bus.

Four un'aervoltage relays with [ inverse time)
characteristics are provided on each 4160 Class lE
instrument bus for the purpose of detecting a
sustained undervoltage condition or a
loss-of-aus voltage. The relays are combinod in a
[two-out-of-four) logic to generate an LOPS if the
voltage is below 75% for a shcrt time or below 90% for
a long time. The. LOPS-initiated actions are described
in Reference 1.

tcontinue1)

(continued)
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Miscellaneous Safeguards Actuations
B 3.3.6

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND Trio Setooints and A L'jVR LE VALUES
(continued)

The trip setpoints usad it, the bistables are based on the
analytical limits presented e Reference 2. The selection
of these trip setpoints is such that adequate protection is

[ provided when all sensor and processing time delays are'
taken into account. To allow ft.r 'alibration tolerances,
instrumentation uncertainties,and instrument drift,
ALLOWABLE VALUES specified in Tal,le. 3.3.6-1 are

._ conservatively adjusted with respr.ct to the analytical
limits. A detailed description of tht methodology used to
calculate the trip setpoints, including their explicit

- uncertainties, is provided in Reference 1.

E* actual nominal trip setpoint entered into the bistable
is aormally still more conservative than that required by

! the plant-specific setpoint calculatis ms. If the measured
setpoint does not exceed the documente. surveillance test
acceptance criteria, the bistable is etn ered OPERABLE.

--

Setpoints in accordance with the ALLOWAME NUE will assure
that Safety Limits (SLs
operational occurrences)(A00s) and that the m equences ofare not violated dortig anticipated-

accidents will be acce) table, providing the pim is
* aerated from within tie LCOs at the onset of W. M0 .>r

.

s

s cident, and the equipment functions as dulgneo,

h undervoltage protection scheme hat been desier o to
pv atect the plant from spurious trips caused by the off:) e
power source. This is made pos',1ble by the [ inverse
voltage-time] characteristics of the relays used. A
complete loss of offsite power will result in ap9roximately
a (1]-second delay in LOPS actuation. The EDG ttarts and is
available to accept loads within a [10)-second time interval
on Engineereo Safety Feature Actuation System (ESFAS) or
LOPS. Emert,ency p. ar is established within the maximum
tirie delay assumet .or each event analyzed in the accident
analysis (Ref. 2).

S:nce there are four protective channels in a two-out-of-
foto trip logic for cach division of the 4160 V powerE

-
supp i 90 single failure will cause or prevent protective
systen a: N tion. This arrangement meets IEEE-279-1971
criteria (.Nf. 4).

(continued)_

(continued)
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Miscellaneous Safeguards Actuations
B 3.3.6

/

( BA5ES (continued)

BACKGR0'JND 2. Fuel _Buildina Air Cleanuo Actuation System
(continued)

The Fuel Building Air Cleanup System (FBACS) ensures
that radioactive materials in the fuel building
atmosphere following a fuel handling accident or a
loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) are filtered and
adsorbed prior to exhausting to the environment. The
system is described in the Bases for LC0 3.7.15, "F'lel
Building Air Cleanup System (FBACS)." The system
initiates filtered ventilation of the fuel buildini
automatically followli, receipt of a high radiatiot
signal (gaseous or particulate) or a safety injectim
(SI) signal. Initiation may also be performed
manually as needed from the main control room. "

LC0 ?.3.6 contains requirements only for the logic _

that actuates fuel building air cleanup. LC0 3.3.2,
"ESFAS Instrumentation," and LC0 3.3.7, " Radiation
Monitoring Instr mentation," provide LC0 requirements
on the measurement channels that input to this logic.

~

[At this facility, the Fuel Building Air Cleanup
System Actuation logic and trip activation devices

Q functions as follows:]
\v/ __

APPLICABLE 1. Emeraency Diesel Generator loss'of Powar Start
SAFETY ANALYSES

The EDG LOPS is required for the ESFAS to function in
any accident with a loss of offsite power. Accident
analyses credit the loading of the EDG based on the
loss of offsite power during a LOCA. The actual EDG
start has historically been associated with the ESFAS
actuation. The diesel loading has been included in
the delay time associated with each safety system
component requiring EDG-supplied power following a
loss of offsite power. The analysis assumes a non-
mechanistic EDG loading, which does not explicitly
account for each individual component of loss-of-power
detection and subsequent actions. (At this facility,
the total actuation time for the limiting systems is
as follows:] This delay time includes contributions
from the EDG start, EDG loading, and SI System
component actuation. The response of the EDG to a
loss of power must be demonstrated to fall within this

(continued)
m

[V] (continued)
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Miscellaneous Safeguards Actut.

BASES (continued) c

APPLICABLE analysis response time when including the
aAFETY ANALYSES contributions of all portions of the delay.

(continued)
The required channels of LOPS, in conjunction with the
ESF Systems powered from the EDGs, provide plant
protection in the event of any of the analyzed

.

;

accidents discussed in Reference 2, in which a loss of
offsite power is assumed. EDG LOPS channels are
required to meet the redundancy and testability
requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 21
(Ref 3).

The delay times assumed in the safety analysis for the
ESf equipment include the 10-second EDG start delay,
:nd the appropriate sequencing delay, if applicable.
The response of the EDG to a loss of power must be

) demonstrated to fall within this analysis response
time. The response times for ESFAS-actuated equipment
in LC0 3.3.2 include the appropriate EDG loading and
sequencing delay.

2. Fuel Building Air Cleanuo Actuation System

[At this facility, hi h radiation provides protection
for the following acc dents:-]

The OPERABillTY of the fuel Building Air Cleanup
Actuation System is necessary to meet the assumptions
of the safety analyses and provide a filtered exhaust
path from the fuel building within limits of 10 CFR
100.

The miscellaneous safeguards actuations satisfy
Criterion 3 of the NRC Interim Policy Statement.

LC0 The EDG LOPS and Fuel Building Air Cleanup Actuation Systems
are OPERABLE when the following operational criteria are
met:

All channel automatic and manual initiation logic and*

components necessary to provide functional capability
are in service;

'

(continued)

(continued)
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Hiscellaneous Safeguards Actuations<

| B 3.3.6

m
( BASES (continued)

Channel measurement uncertainties are known via test,LC0 -

(continued) analysis, or design infonnation to be within the
assumptions of the setpoint calculations; and

Required surveillance testing is current and has.

demonstrated performance within each surveillance
test's criteria.

1. Emeroency Diesel Generator 'ans_qf Power Statt

The LC0 for the LOPS requires that four channels per
bus of each LOPS instrumentation function be OPERABLE
in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4. The LOPS instrumentation
supports safety systems associated with the ESFAS. In
MODES 5 and 6, the channels must be OPERABLE whenever
the associated EDG i; required to be OPERABLE to
ensure that the automatic start of the ED6 is
available when needed.

Loss of LOPS function could result in the delay of
safety systems initiation when required. This could
lead to violation of the SLs during certain A00s, or

O unacceptable consequences during accidents. During

() the loss of offsite power, which is an A00, the EDG
powers the motor-driven auxiliary feedwater pumps.
Failure of these pumps to start would leave only one
turbine-driven pump, as well as an increased potential
for a loss of decay-heat removal through the secondary
system.

Only ALLOWABLE VALUES are specified for each function
in the t.CO. Nominal trip setpoints are specified in
the plant-specific setpoint calculations. The nominal
setpoints are selected to ensure that the setpoint
measured by the ANALOG CHANNEL OPERATIONAL TESTS does
not exceed the ALLOWABLE VALUE if the bistable is
performing as required. Operation with a trip
setpoint less conservative than tt e nominal trip
setpoint, but within the ALLOWABLE VALUE, is
acceptable provided that operation and testing is
consistent with the assumptions of the plant-specific
setpoint calculation. Each ALLOWABLE VALUE specified
is more conservative than the analytical limit assumed
in the transient and accident analysts in order to
account for instrument uncertainties appropriate to

(continued)
n
( (continued)
g
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Miscellaneous Safeguards Actuations
B 3.3.6

BASES (continued)

LC0 the trip function. These uncertainties are defined in
1

(continued) the plant-specific setpoint methodology (Ref. 6).

[At this facility, relay configuration is as followr,:)
[At this facility, the trip meets single-failure
criterion for single-phasing events as follows:)

[At this facility, the time-delay setpoint is
controlled as follows:)

[At this. facility, the basis for ALLOWABLE VALVE is as
follows:]

2. Egel Buildino Air Cleantm.Jctuation System

One channel per train (two trains) of the fuel
Building Air Cleanup Actuation System must be OPERABLE
in MODES 1, 2; 3, and 4-and during movement of
irradiated fuel within the fuel building. This
ensures no single failure will disable both trains.

No ALLOWABLE VALUE is associated with the automatic
actuation logic or manual' initiation functions.
Automatic initiation on high radiation is covered by
LC0 3.3.7. ,

[For this facility, the following support systems are
required to be OPERABLE to ensure EDG LOPS and fuel
Building Air Cleanup Actuation System OPERABILITY:]

[For this facility, those required support systems
which, upon their failure, do not require declaring
the EDG LOPS and Fuel Building Air Cleanup Actuation
System inoperable and their justification are as
follows:]

[For this facility, the supported systems impacted by
the inoperability of the EDG LOPS and Fuel Building
Air Cleanup Actuation System and the justification of
whether or not each supported system is declared
inoperable are as follows:]

(continued)
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Miscellaneous Safeguards Actuations
B 3.3.6

-BASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY The EDG LOPS actuation function is~ required in MODES 1, 2,
3, and 4 because ESF functions are designed to provide
protection in these MODES. k+4ation in MODES 5 or 6 is
required whenever the required EDG must be OPERABLE, so that
it can perform its function on a loss of power or degraded
power to the vital bus.

The manual and automatic Fuel Building Air Cleanup Actuation
System trains MUST be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 and
when moving irradiated fuel in the fuel building to ensure
the Fuel = Building Air Cleanup Actuation System operates to
remove-fission products associated with leakage after a LOCA

. or- a- fuel-handling accident.

A Note has been added to provide clarification that for this
LCO,'each function in Table 3.3.6-1 is treated as an
independent' entity with an independent Completion Time.

ACTIONS A protection function! channel is inoperable when it does not
satisfy the OPERABILITY criteria for the channel's function.
These criteria are' outlined-In the LC0 section of the Bases,

i The most frequent 2 occurrence to; render a protection function
A inoperable is the determination that a bistable.or process

module has drifted sufficiently to' exceed the ALLOWABLE
VALUE. Typically,- the drift is smalU and results in a delay
of actuation rather than a total? loss of function. This
determination is generally madeiduring the performance of an
ANALOG CHANNEL OPERATIONAL TEST, when the process
instrumentation is set up for adjustment to bring it within
specification. If the trip setpoint is less conservative
than the ALLOWABLE VALVE, the channel must be declared
inoperable immediately and the appropriate Condition from
Table 3.3.6-1 must be entered.

'

In the event a channel's trip setpoint-is found non--

conservative with respect to'the ALLOWABLE VALVE, or the
transmitter, a rack module, or-an [SSPS] module is found,

inoperable, then the function that channel provides must be!

declared inoperable and the LC0 Condition entered for the-
particular. protection function affected.

(continued)

(continued)
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Miscellaneous Safeguards Actuations
B 3.3.6

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS When the required channels are specified on a per bus or per
(continued) train basis, then the Condition may be entered separately

for each bus or train as appropriate.

[.ondition A

Condition A is applicable to all protection functions.-

Condition A addresses the situation where one or more
channels for one or more functions are inoperable at the
same time. The Required Action is to refer to Table 3.3.6-1
and to take the Required Actions for the protection
functions affected. The Completion Times are those from the
referenced Conditions and Required Actions.

Condition B

Condition B applies to the EDG LOPS function with one
loss-of-voltage or degraded voltage channel inoperable.

A Note is added to allow bypassing a channel for up to
4 hours for surveillance testing of other channels. This
allowance is made where bypassing the channel does not cause
an actuation and where at least two other channels are
monitoring that parameter. (For,this facility, the 4-hour
bypass is justified as follows:)-

B.l. B.2.1. and B.2.2

Restoring channel OPERABILITY (Required Action B.1) is the
preferred action because it restores full functional
capability of the LOPS. The 1-hour Completion Time is
reasonable to evaluate and take action to correct a degraded
condition in an orderly manner and takes into account the
low probability of an event requiring LOPS occurring during
this interval.

If the channel cannot be restored to OPERABLE status, in
compliance with Required Action B.1, Required Action B.2.1
requires that the channel shall be tripped within I hour.
Otherwise, the affected EDG must be declared inoperable in
accordance with Required Action D.l. The justification for
Completion Time is the same as that for Required Action B.l.
With a channel in trip, the LOPS logic becomes one-out-of-
three.

(continued)

(continued)
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Miscellaneous safeguards Actuations
B 3.3.6

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS Required Action B.1 requires the single inoperable
(antinued) loss-of-voltage or degraded voltage trip channel in a single

bus to be restored to OPER/BLE status or Required
Action B.2.1-requires the inoperable channel to be placed in
trip within I hour. With a enannel in trip the LOPS
channels are configured to provide a one-out-of-three logic
to initiate a trip of the incoming offsite power. In trip,
one- additional valid actuation will cause an LOPS signal on
the bus. The 1-hour Completion Time is justifled on the
same basis as for Required Action B.l.

Required Action B.2.2 provides a Completion Time of prior to
:the next TRIP ACTUATING DEVICE OPERATIONAL TEST a time
period which could be as long as 31 days. Restoring the
channel before=the next TRIP ACTUATING DEVICE OPERATIONAL
TEST should allow ample time to repair most failures with
the LOPS which is still capable of performing its design
function given an' additional failure.

Condition'C

Condition C applies when more than one undervoltage or more
-

e than one degraded voltage channel in a single bus is
I inoperable.

~ Restoring one channel to OPERABLE status (Required
Action C.1) is the preferred action. J The 1-hour Completion
Time should allow ample time to: repair, most failures and
takes into account the low probability of an event requiring

'

LOPS occurring during-this-interval.

Condition D

Condition D applies to each of the EDG LOPS functions _when
the Required. Actions and associated-Completion Times of
Conditions B or C are not-met.

The affected diesel ~ generator is required to be declared
inoperable and the actions specified in LC0 3.8.1, "AC
Sources-0perating" or 3.8.2, "AC Sources-Shutdown" are
required immediately. Also, other supported systems-
affected by LOPS channel inoperability are declared
inoperable and the_ corresponding-LCOs entered. -[For this:-
facility, the- supported systems impacted by LOPS channel
inoperability are-as follows:]-

(continued)

(continued)
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Miscellaneous Safeguards Actuations
B 3.3.6

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS Condition E
(continued)

Condition E is applicable to the manual initiation and
automatic actuation logic and actuation relays for the Fuel
Building Air Cleanup Actuation System (FBACS). These
Required Actions address the train orientation of the
actuation system and include master and slave relays as
applicable. If one train is inoperable, 7 days are allowed
to restore the train to OPERABLE status. The Completion
Time of 7 days is consistent with the Completion time
specified in LC0 3.7.15, " Fuel Building Air Cleanup System
(FBACS)." For one filter train inoperable. If the channel
cannot be restored to OPERABLE status, the plant must be
placed-in MODE 3 within the following 6 hours and MODE 5
within the next 30 hours. Six hours and 30 hours are
reasonable, based on orarating experience and normal
cooldown rates, to reach MODES 3 and 5 from MODE 1 in an
orderly manner and without: challenging plant systems. The
justification for this Completion Time is the same as
provided in Bases B 3.7.15,-" Fuel Building Air Cleanup
System (FBACS)." if the train cannot be restored to
OPERABLE status, the plant should be placed in MODE 3 within
the following 6 hours and in MODE 5 within the next
30 hours. Six hours and 30 hours are reasonable times,
based on operating experience and normal cooldown rates, to
reach MODES 3 and 5 from full power in an orderly manner and
without challenging plant systems.

| Condition F
| .

.

i Condition F represents a loss of the FBACS automatic
initiation function in MODE 5 or 6 when moving irradiated
fuel or loads over irradiated fuel in the fuel building.

Restoring at least one train to OPERABLE status (Required
Action F.1) is the preferred action. If one channel is
inoperable, 7 days are permitted to restore it to OPERABLE
status or place one OPERABLE FBACS train in operatiom If

the channel cannot be restored to OPERABLE status and an
FBACS train cannot be placed in operation movement of
irradiated fuel must be suspended immediately following the
7-day allowed Completion Time. The justification of the
7-day Completion Time is the same as discussed above for
Condition F.

(continued)

(continued)
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Miscellaneous Safeguards Actuations
B 3.3.6

(s
BASES (continued)

ACTIONS If two trains become inoperable I hour is allowed to restore
(continued) the train to OPERABLE status or place one FBACS train in

service. Required Action F.1 restores system function, but
not single-failure tolerance. Completion of Required
Action F.1 returns the system to the configuration described
by Condition E. Required Action F.2 places the FBACS in the
configuration that would be achieved by logic actuation.
Therefore, after completion of Required Action F.2, logic
OPERABillTY is unnecessary. The Completion Time of 1 hour
is based upon the relative improbability of an event
requiring actuation during that time. During this interval,

( the FBACS may still be actuated by manual operation of
individual components. One hour is contistent with the time
allowed by LCO 3.0.3 for loss of function.

Condition G

Condition G applies to the failure of two channels during
CORE ALTERATIONS an when moving irradiated fuel.

If two channels are inoperable, Required Actions are
immediately taken to restore one channel to OPERABLE status,

(N or place one OPERABLE FBACS train in operation, or movement
( ) of irradiated fuel and movement of loads over irradiated
v fuel in the fuel building are suspended.

Condition H

Condition H is applicable to each one of the miscellaneous
safeguards actuations functions presented in Table 3.3.6-1.

Required Action H.1 verifies that the Required Actions have
been initiated for those supported systems declared
inoperable because of the inoperability of the support
channel (s) or train (s) within a Completion Time of I hour.
The specified Completion Time is sufficient for plant
operations personnel to make this determination.

Required Action H.1 ensures that thosa identified Required
Actions associated with supported systems impacted by the
inoperability of channel (s) or trains (s) associated with
each miscellaneous safeguards actuations function have been
initiated. This can be accomplished by entering the.

supported systems LCOs or independently as a group of
Required Actions needed to be initiated every time

(continued)

[) (continued)
m)
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Miscellar eous Safeguards Actuations
B 3.3.6

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS Condition H is entered. (For this facility, the identified

(continued) supported systems Required Actions associated with each
,

miscellaneous safeguard actuations function are as follows:] |
!

Required Action H.2 verifies that all required support or l
'supported features associated with the other redundant

train (s) or channel (s) are OPERABLE within a Completion Time
of 1 hour. The specified Completion Time is sufficient for
plant oper4tions personnel to make this determination. If

verification determines loss of functional capability,
LCO 3.0.3 must be immediately entered. However, if the
support or supported feature LC0 takes into consideration
the loss of function situation, then LC0 3.0.3 may not need
to be entered.

SURVEILLANCE The SRs for any particular actuation function are
REQUIREMENTS found in the SR column of Table 3.3.6-1 for that function.

SR 3.3.6d

Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 12 hours ensures
that a gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred. A
CHANNEL CHECK is a comparison of the indicated parameter on
one channel to a similar parameter on other channels. It is

based on the assumption that instrument channels monitoring
the same parameter should read approximately the same value.
Significant deviations between the two instrument channels
could be an indication of excessiveLinstrument drift in ene
of the channels or something even more serious. CHANNEL

| CHECK will detect gross channel failure, thus it is key to
verifying the instrumentation continues to operate properly
between each CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

| Agreement criteria are determined by the plant staff based
on a combination of the channel instrument uncertainties,
including isolation, indication, and readability. If a
channel is outside the match criteria, it may be an
indication that the transmitter or the sigral processing
equipment has drifted outside its limit. If the channels

: are within the match criteria, it is an indication that the

| channels are OPERABLE. If the channels are normally off
scale during times when Surveillance is required, the

(continued)

| (continued)
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Miscellaneous Safeguards Actuations
B 3.3.6

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE CHANNEL CHECK will only verify that they are off scale in
REQUIREMENTS the same direction. Off-scale low current-loop channels are

(continued) verified to be reading at the bottom of the range and not
failed downscale.

The Surveillance Frequency, about once every shift, is based
on operating experience that demonstrates the rarity of
channel failure. Thus, performance of the CHANNEL CHECK --

guarantees that undetected overt channel failure is limited
to 12 hours. Since the probability of two random failures
in redundant channels in any 12-hour period is extremely
low, the CHANNEL CHECK minimizes the chance of loss of
protective function due to failure of redundant channels.
The CHANNEL CHECK supplements less formal, but more frequent
checks of channel operability during normal operational use
of the displays associated with this LC0 required channels.

SR 3.3.6.2
'

SR 3.3.6.2 is the performance of a TRIP ACTUATING DEVICE
OPERATIONAL TEST. This test is performed every 31 days.
These check trip devices that provide actuation signals
directly, bypassing the analog process control equipment.9 For these tests,'the relay trip snpoints are verified ant
adjusted as necessary.. [For this facility, the 31-day
Frequency is justified as follows:)

SR 3.3.6.3

SR 3.3.6.3 is the performance of an ACTUATION LOGIC TEST.
The actuation logic is tested every 31 days on a STAGGERED
TEST BASIS, using the semiautomatic tester if appropriate.
The train being tested is placed in the bypass condition,
thus preventing inadvertent actuation. All possible logic
combinations, with and without applicable permissive, are
tested for each protection function, in addition, the

master relay coil is pulse tested for continuity. This
verifies that the logic modules are OPERABLE and there is a
complete voltage signal path to the master relay coils.
[For this facility, the Surveillance Frequency is justified
as follows:]

(continued)

(continued)
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Miscellaneous Safeguards Actuations
B 3.3.6

BASES (continued)

SVRVEILLANCE SR 3.3.64
REQUIREMENTS

(contined) SR 3.3.6.4 is the performance of a MASTER RELAY TEST. The
MASTER RELAY TEST is the energizing of the master relay,
verifying contact operation and a low-voltage continuity
check of the slave relay coil. Upon master relay contact
operation, a low voltage is injected to the slave relay
coil. This voltage is insufficient to pick up the slave
relay, but large enough to demonstrate signal path
continuity. This test is performed every 31 days on a
STAGGERED TEST BASIS. (For this facility, the Surveillance
Frequency is justified as follows:)

SR 3.3.6.5

SR 3.3.6.5 is the performance of a SLAVE RELAY TEST. The
SLAVE RELAY TEST is the energizing of the slave relays.
Contact operation is verified in one of two ways. Actuation
equipment that may be operated in the design mitigation mode
is either allowed to function or is placed in a condition
where the relay contact operation can be verified without
operation of equipment. Actuation equipment that may not be
operated in the design mitigation mode is prevented from
operation by the SLAVE RELAY TEST circuit. For this latter
case, contact operation is ver1(led by a continuity check of
the circuit containing the slave relay. This tcst is
performed every 92 days. (For this facility, the
Surveillance Frequency is justified as follows:)

SR 3.3.6.6

CHANNEL CAllBRATION is a complete check of the instrument
channel including the detector. The ten verifies the
channel responds to measured parameter with the necessary
range and accuracy. CHANNEL CAllBRATION leaves the channel
adjusted to account for instrument drift between successive
tests, to ensure that the instrument channel remains
operational with the setpoint within the assumptions of the
plant-specific setpoint analysis. Detector "as found" and
"as left" values are recorded and used to verify drift
assumptions. For OPERABLE channels, CHANNEL CALIBRATION
shall find that measurement errors and bistable setpoint
errors are within the assumptions of the plant-specific
setpoint analysis. Measurement and setpoint error

(continued)

(continued)
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Miscellaneous Safeguards Actuations
B 3.3.6

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE determination and readjustment must be performed consistent
REQUIREMENTS with the assumptions of the plant-specific setpoint

(continued) analysis.

Recalibration restores OPERABILITY of an otherwise
functional component found to have errors larger than
assumed by the setpoint analysis. However, repeated
failures of the same channel over a relatively small number
of test intervals must be considered as potentially
indicating a deterministic failure which cannot be corrected
by recalibration.

The Surveillance Frequency is based upon the assumption of
an 18-month calibration interval in the determination of the
magnitude of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis.

The setpoints to a loss-of-voltage and a degraded-voltage
condition shall be tested. The degraded voltage test shall
include a single-point verification that the trip occurs
within the required delay time, as shown in Figure 3.3.3-1.
[For this facility, the Surveillance Frequency is justified
as follows:]

SR 3,3.6.7

SR 3.3.6.7 is the performance of a TRIP ACTUATING DEVICE
OPERATIONAL TEST. This test is a check of the manual
actuation functions and is performed every 18 months. Each
manual actuation function is tested up to, and including,
the master relay coils. In some instances, the test
includes actuation of the end device (e.g., pump starts,
valve cycles). [For this facility, the Surveillance
Frequency is justified as follows:]

REFERENCES 1. [ Unit Name] FSAR, Section (8.3], "[ Title)."

2. [ Unit Name] FSAR, Section [ ), "[ Title) ."

3. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50,
Appendix A, " General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power
Plants."

(continued)

(continued)
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Miscellaneous Safeguards Actuations
B 3.3.6

BASES (continued)

REFERENCES 4. Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers,
(continued) IEEE-279-1971, " Criteria for Protection Systems for

Nuclear Power Generating Stations," April 5, 1972

S. (Unit Name] FSAR, Section (7), "[ Instrumentation and
Controls)."

6. "[ Plant-Specific RPS/ESFAS Setpoint Methodology
Study.]"

o

.

O
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Radiation Monitoring instrumentation
B 3,3.7

fN -B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION:

B 3.3.7 Radiation Monitorina Instrumentation

BASES
-

BACKGROUND The radiation monitoring instrumentation serves to detect
high radiation conditions and, via LC0 3.3.2, " Engine 'ed
Safety Feature Actuation System (ESFAS)" and LCO 3.3.6,
. Miscellaneous Safeguards Actuations" logics initiates"

action to mitigate high radiation conditions. Radiation- 4

monitoring--instrumentation covers three radiation monitoring
functional ~ units:~ containment purge isolation, control room
emergency ventilation, and fuel building air cleanup.

t

'l . - Containment Purae Isolation--Radiation-Hiah

Four-radiation monitoring channels are provided as
input to the ESfAS-Containment Purge Isolation
function (LCO.3.3.2, " Engineered Safety Feature
Actuation-System (ESFAS)," Function'4). . The four
channels mencure' containment radiation at two
locations. One channel is a containment area gamma
monitor,_-and:the other three measure radiation in a
sample of the containment purge exhaust. The three
_ purge exhaust radiation detectors are of three
different types:' gaseous, particulate, and iodine
monitors._-Since the purgo-exhaust monitors constitute
a sampling system various components such as sample

-line= valves, sample line heaters, sample pumps, and
filter motors are required'to support monitor

'0PERABILITY, Because the four monitors provide
~different radiation measurements, they are not

,

considered redundant to each other.

A high-radiation-signal from any one of the four
channels initiates containment norge isolation, which
closes containment isolation-> alves in the Mini-Perge- 7

System--and the. Shutdown _ Purge System. _The Mini-Purge
System may be in use during reactor _ operation and-the
. Shutdown Purge System will be in use with the reactor

_

shutdown. Each of the purge systems has-inner and
: outer containment isolation valves in its supply and-
exhaust ducts. 'These systems are described in the
Bases for LC0 3.6.0, " Containment Isolation Valves."
The Containment Purge Isolation Radiation monitoring

(continued)

p (continued)
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Radiation Monitoring Instrumentatloa
B 3.3.7

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND instrumentation isolates the containment atmosphere
(continued) from the environment to minimize releases of

radioactivity in the event of an accident.
Containment PIrge Isolation also initiates on an
automatic Safety Injection (SI) function through ti.
Containment Phase A lsolation function or by manual
actuation of Phase A Isolation. The Bases for
LC0 3.3.2, " Engineered Safety Feature Actuation System
(ESFAS) Instrumentation," discuss these other modes of
initiation.

2. [qntrol Room Emeroency Ventilation--Radiation Hiah

During normal operation, the Auxiliary Building
Ventilation System provides control roor ventilation.
The radiation monitoring instrumentation required by
LC0 3.3.7 redundantly monitors levels of radiation in
the control rocm air and the air entering the control
room from the unfiltered outside air intake. A high-
radiation signal from either detector actuates the
ESFAS control room emergency ventilation logic
(LCO 3.3,2, " Engineered Safety Feature Actuation
System Instrumentation," function 9) to initiate
isolation of the control room and start both trains of
the Control Room Emergency Filtration System. This
system is described in the Bases for LC0 3.7.12,
" Control Room Emergency Filtration System (CREFS)."

Control room emergency ventilation may also ve
actuated manually and by containment Phase A

| isolation. LC0 3.3.2, " Engineered Safety Feature
| Actuation System (ESFAS) Instrumentation," identifies

the requirements for these other initiation signals.'

! 3. Fuel Buildina Air Cleanuo System--Radiation Hioh

| High gaseous and particulate radiation monitored by
I either of two monitors provides Fuel Building Air

Cleanup System (FBACS) initiation. Each FBACS train
| is initiated by high radiation detected by a channel

dedicated to that train. There are a total of two
| channels, one for each train. Each channel contains a

gaseous and particulate monitor. The monitorsi

activate the FBACS logic required by LC0 3.3.6,
" Miscellaneous safeguards Actuation." High radiation

(continued)

(continued)
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Radiation Monitoring Instrumentation
B 3.3.7

(c] BASES (continued)
V

BACKGROUND detected by any monitor (or sa SI signal from the
(continued) ESFAS) initiates fuel building isolation and starts

the FBACS. These actions function to prevent
exfiltration of contaminated air by initiating
filtered ventilation, which imposes a negative
pressure on the fuel building. The Bases for
LC0 3.7.15, " Fuel Building Air Cleanup System
(FBACS)," describe the FBACS. Since the radiation
monitors constitute a sampling system, various
components such as sample line valves, sample line
heaters, sample pumps, and filter motors are required
to support monitor OPERABILITY.

The trip setpoints used in the bistables are based are based
on the analytical limits stated in Reference 3. The
selection of these trip setpoints is such that adequate
protection is provided when all sensor and processing time
delays are taken into account. To allow for calibration
tolerances, instrumentation uncertainties, and instrument
drift, All0WABLE VALUES specified in Table 3.3.1 are
conservatively adjusted with respect to the analytical
limits. A detailed description of the methodology used to
calculate the trip setpoints, including their explicit
uncertainties, is provided in the Plant Protection System

V Selection of Trip Setpoint. Values (Ref. 4). The nominal
trip setpoint entered into the bistable is normally still
more conservative than that specified by the ALLOWABLE
VALUE, to account for changes in random measurement errors
detectable by a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. One example of
such a change in measurement-error is drift during the
Surveillance Frequency, if the measured setpoint does not
exceed the ALLOWABLE VALUE, the bistable is considered
OPERABLE.

Setpoints in accordance with the ALLOWABLE VALUE will assure
that the consequences of Design Basis Accidents (DBA) will
be acceptable, providing the plant is operated from within
the LCOs at the onset of the anticipated operational
occurrence (A00) or DBA, and the equipment functions as
designed.

Note that in LC0 3.3.7 the ALLOWABLE VALUES of Table 3.3.7-1
are the LSSS. These ALLOWABLE VALUES are established to
prevent violation of the Safety Limits during normal plant
operation and A00s.

(continued)

p (continued)
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Radiation Monitoring Instrumentation
B 3.3.7

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND The ALLOWABLE VALUES listed in Table 3.3.7-1 are based on
(continued) the methodology described in Reference 2, which incorporates

all of the known uncertainties applicable for each channel.
The magnitudes of these uncertainties are factored into the
determination of each trip setpoint. All field sensors and
signal processing equipment for these channels are assumed
to operate within the allowances of these uncertainty
magnitudes.

Each channel of the process control equipment can be tested
on line to verify that the signal or setpoint accuracy is
within the specified allowance requirements. Once a
designated channel is taken out of service for testing, a
simulated-signal is injected in place of the field
instrument signal. 'The process equipment for the channel in
test is then tested, verified, and calibrated.

APPLICABLE 1. Containment Purae isolation--Radiation Hiah
SAFETY ANALYSES

The safety analyses assume that the containment
remains intact with penetrations unnecessary for core
cooling isolated early in the event, approximately
60 seconds. The isolation of the ? urge valves has not
been analyzed mechanistically in tio dose
calculations, although its rapid isolation is assumed.
The containment purge isolation radiation monitors act
as backup to the SI signal to ensure closing of the
purge and exhaust valves. They are also the primary
means for automatically isolating containment in the
event of a fuel-handling accident during shutdown.
Containment isolation in turn ensures meeting the
containment leakage-rate assumptions of the safety
analyses, and that the calculated accidental offsite
radiological doses are below 10 CFR 100 (Ref. 1)
limits. OPERABILITY of the containment purge
isolation radiation monitors and the purge isolation

I logic is necessary to comply with 10 CFR 50,
Appendix A, GDC 54 (Ref. 2).

| 2. Control Room Emeraency Ventilation--Radiation Hian

The Control Room Emergency Ventilation--Radiation High
| monitor acts to terminate the supply of unfiltered

(continued)

(continued)
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Radiation Monitoring Instrumentation
B 3.3.7

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE outside air to the control room and to actuate the
SAFETY ANALYSES Emergency Filtration System. These actions are

(continued) necessary to ensure the control room is kept habitable
for the operators stationed there during accident
recovery and post-accident operations. Operation of
these monitors is necessary to minimize radiation
exposure of control room personnel and to ensure any
exposure throughout the duration of any of the
postulated accidents does not exceeds the limits set
by 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 19 (Ref. 2).

3. Fuel Buildina Air Cleanuo System--Radiation Hiah

The FBACS ensures that radioactive materials in the
fuel building atmosphere following a fuel-handling
accident or a loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) are
filtered and adsorbed prior to being exhausted to the
environment. This action reduces the radioactive
content in the fuel building exhaust following a LOCA
or fuel-handling accident so that offsite doses remain
within the limits specified in 10 CFR 100 (Ref.1).

The radiation monitoring instrumentation satisfies
Criterion 3 of the NRC Interim Policy Statement.

LC0 The LC0 requirements ensure that the radiation monitoring
instrumentation necessary to initiate Containment Purge
Isolation, Control Room Emergency ventilation, and fuel
Buildirg Air Cleanup remain OPERABLE.

The radiation monitoring instrumentation is OPERABLE when:

All channel components necessary to provide an*

initiation signal on a high-radiation signal are
functional and in service. For sampling systems,
OPERABILITY requires correct valve lineups, sample
pump operation, and filter motor operation as well as
detector OPERABILITY if these supporting features are
necessary for trip to occur under the conditions
assumed by the safety analyses or setpoint analysis;

(continued)

(continued)
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Radiation Monitoring Instrumentation
B 3.3.7

BASES (continued)

LC0 Channel measurement uncertainties are known (via test,.

(continued) analysis, or design information) to be within the
assumptions of the setpoint calculations; and

Required surveillance testing is current and has+

demonstrated performance within the surveillance test
acceptance criteria.

Only the ALLOWABLE VALUES are specified for each trip
function in the LCO. Nominal trip setpoints are specified
in the plant-specific setpoint calculations. The nominal
setpoints are selected to ensure the setpoint measured by
the ANALOG CHANNEL OPERATIONAL TESTS do not exceed the
ALLOWABLE VALVE if the bistable is performing as required.
Operation with a trip setpoint less conservative than the
nominal trip setpoint, but within its ALLOWABLE VALVE, is
acceptable provided that operation and testing are
consistent with the assumptions of the plant-specific
setpoint calculations. Each ALLOWABLE VALVE specified is
more conservative than the analytical limit assumed in the
transient and accident analysis in order to account for
instrument uncertainties appropriate to the trip function.
These uncertainties are defined and a: counted for in the
plant-specific setpoint analysis and 8.he offsite dose
calculation manual.

1. Containment Purae Isolation--Radiation Hiah

[At this facility, one operable channel for each
function is sufficient for the following reasons:)

[At this facility, the basis for the ALLOWABLE VALVE
is as follows:)

2. Control Room Emeroency Ventilation--Radiation Hiah

[At this facility, the basis for the ALLOWABLE VALVE
is as follows:)

3. Fuel Buildina Air Cleanuo System--Radiation Hiah

[At this facility, the basis for the ALLOWABLE VALUE
is as follows:]

(continued)

(continued)
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Radiation Monitoring Instrumentation.
B 3.3.7

i

BASES (continued)' -

LC0 [For this facility, the following support systems are -|
(continued) required to be OPERABLE to ensure radiation monitoring ;

instrumentation OPERABILITY:]

[For this facility, those required support systems which,
upon their failure, do not declare the radiation monitoring
instrumentation inoperable and their justification are as ,

follows:) <

[For this~ facility, the supported systems-impacted by the
1noperability of the radiation monitoring instrumentation ;
and the.-justification of whether or not each supported
system -is _ declared inoperable are as follows:)

,

APPLICABILITY 1.. Containment Purae is.Q.lation--Radiation Hioh

The' purge isolation on high radiatio'n is required to i

be OPERABLE:whenever the reactor building purge valves :

are open' in M00ES-1, 2, 3, and 4. _ Outside of these
MODES, _the pt.rge isolation must be OPERABLE whenever
CORE ALTERATIONS or movement of _ irradiated fuel isO taking Race. These latter conditions are those under
which tie potential. for, fuelf damage, and thus
radiation release,-is the-greate_st. While in MODES 5 *

,

and 6 without fuel. handling _intprogress, the Purge
_

Valve Isolation System need not be 0PERABLE since the-
potential. for radioactive releases is: minimized and

. operator action.is sufficient to ensure post-accident
offsite doses are maintained within the limits of
10'CFR 100. In MODES. 5 and -6. the purge . valves. are
needed in preparation- for entry. This capability is
required to minimize doses for personnel entering the-
building.

2.- CRDfrol Room Emeraency Ventilation--Radiation Hlah

The Con _troliRoom Emergency Ventilation--Radiation High
is required to be OPERABLE in MODES 1,:2, 3, and 4-to; *

protect operators- from potential fission-product
release resulting from a LOCA or, steam generator _ tube,

rupture _ The high-radiation function .must also_ be
-0PERABIE in any: MODE during CORE' ALTERATIONS, movement

~

(continued)

(continued)
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Radiation Monitoring Instrumentation
B 3.3.7

BASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY of loads over fuel, or movement of fuel to ensure
(continued) automatic initiation of the CREFS is OPERABLE when the

potential for a fuel-handling accident exists. These
are the conditions under which the potential for fuel
damage, and thus radiation release, is the greatest
and for which there may be a need to isolate the
control room to ensure a habitable environment for
operators. While in MODES 5 and 6 without fuel
handling in progress, the high radiation
instrumentation need not be OPERABLE since the
potential for radioactive releases is minimized and
manual operator action is sufficient to prevent doses
from exceeding the limits of 10 CFR 50, Appendix A,
GDC 19,

3. Fuel Buildino Air Cleanuo System--Radiation Hioh

High-radiation initiation of the FBACS is required in
MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 to remove fission products caused
by post-LOCA Emergency Core Cooling System leakage in
the fuel building. The high-radiation function must
also be OPERABLE in any MODE during movement of loads
over fuel or during movement of fuel in the fuel
building to ensure automatic initiation of the FBACS
when the potential for a fuel-handling accident
exists. While in MODES 5 and 6 without fuel handling
in progress, the high-radiation instrumentation need
not be OPERABLE since the potential'for. radioactive
reina,es is minimized and manual operator action is
sufficient to prevent offsite dose limits from being
exceeded,

A Note has been added to provide clarification that for this
LCO, each function specified in Table 3.3.7-1 is treated as
an independent entity with an independent Completion Time.

ACTIONS A protection function channel is inoperable when it does not
s&tisfy the OPERABILITY criteria for the channel's function.
These criteria are outlined for each function in the LCO
section of the bases. The most common cause of channel
inoperability is outright failure or drift of the bistable
or process module sufficient to exceed the tolerance allowed
by the plant-specific setpoint analysis. Typically, the

(continued)

(continued)
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Radiation Monitoring Instrumentation
B 3.3.7-

BASES- (continued).

ACTIONS drift is found to be cmall and results in a delay of
(continued) actuation rather than a total loss of function. This

determination is generally made during the performance of an
ANALOG CHANNEL OPERATIONAL TEST, when the process
instrumentation is set up for adjustment to bring it within
specification, if the trip setpoint is less conservative,

than the ALLOWABLE VALVE, the channel must be declared
inoperable immediately and the appropriate Condition from
Table 3.3.7-1 must be entered. In the event that a channel
trip setpoint is found non-conservative with respect to the
ALLOWABLE VALUE, .or the required sampling equipment is found
inoperable, then all affected functions provided by that

-channel must be declared inoperable and the LC0 Condition
: entered.for the,particular protective fm etion affected.

. hen:the number'of inoperable channels in a trip functionW4

exceeds those-specified in one or other related Conditions
associated with the same trip function, then the plant is
outside ofcthe safety' analysis. Therefore, LC0 3.0.3 is.
immediately.; entered,7_f applicable.1

' Condition A N
,

-Condition A is applicablef to all1 radiation monitoring, .

instrumentation protectionifunctions. Condition A addresses.

the situation where one or 'more channels for one or more
functions are inoperable at-the:same tic.e. The Required'

Action-is to refer to Table 3.3.7-1fand:~to-take the Required
Actions for the protection functions -affected. The-
Completion Times are those from'the referenced Conditions
and Required Actions.

Condition 8

Condition B is applicable to the containment purge isolation
radiation monitor channels in MODES 1, 2, 3, and. 4. Sincei

the-four containment radiation monitors measure different
li parameters, failure of a . single channel may result in loss

of the radiation monitoring function for certain events.
!
' - B.1. B.2. B.3.1. and B.3.2

Required Action B.1, restoring channel to OPERABLE status,i

b is the preferred action as-it completely restores the
' Containment Purge Isolation--Radiation High function, t

(continued)-

0 (continued)
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| Radiation Monitoring Instrumentation
| B 3.3.7

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS If the inoperable channel cannot be restored, operation may
(continued) continue as long as the Containment Purge System supply and

exhaust valves are maintained in the closed position as
required by Required Action B.2. This action accomplishes
the safety function of the Containment Purge Isolation--
Radiation High function. The 1-hour Completion Time is
reasonable considering the time reauired to isolate the
penetration and recognizes the fact that Condition B
addresses,-in the limit, a simultaneous loss of all four
radiation monitoring channels. In MODES 1, 2, and 3
automatic purge isolation is also provided by a safety
injection signal required by LC0 3.3.2, " Engineered Safety
Feature Actuation System (ESFAS) Instrumentation."

Required Action B.3.1 and Required Action B.3.2 provide an
alternative in the event that neither Required Action B.1
nor B.2 can be met within the associated Completion Times.
In this case, the plant must be placed in a MODE in which
the LC0 does not apply. This-is done by placing the plant
in at least MODE 3 within the following 6 hours and in
MODE 5 within the following 36 hours. The times allowed to
reach MODES 3 and 5 from MODE I are reasonable, based on
operating experience, to reach the required MODES from full
power in an orderly manner and without challenging plant
systems.

Condition C

Condition C is applicable to the containment purge isolation
radiation monitor channels during movement of irradiated
fuel within containment or during CORE ALTERATIONS. Since
the four containment radiation monitors measure different
parameters, failure of a single channel may result in loss
of the radiation monitoring function fcr certain events. I

LL__( . 2. C . 3.1. and C . 3. 2

Required Action C.1, restoring channel to OPERABLE status,
is the preferred action as it completely restores the
Containment Purge Isolation--Radiation High function. If

the inoperable channel cannot be restored, operation
maycontinue as long as the Containment Purge System supply
and exhaust valves are maintained in the closed position as
required by Required Action C.2. This action accomplishes

(continued)

(continued)
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Radiation Monitoring Instrumentation
B 3.3.7

p)g BASES (continued)
*

L
ACTIONS the safety function of the Containment Purge Isolation--

(continued) Radiation High function.

Required Action C.3.1 and Required Action C.3.2 provide an
alternative in the event that neither Requ! red Action C.1
nor Required Action C.2 can be met within tne associated
Completion Times, in this case, CORE ALTERATIONS and
movement of fuel assemblies within Containment are
suspended.

The requirement to complete these actions immediately
recognizes the fact that the high-radiation signal is the
only function that automatically isolates containment in

-response to radiation release in the event of a
fuel-handling accident. Furthermore, Condition C represents
a range of Conditions from failure of the monitcr for a
single parameter to failure of all four radiation monitoring
channels.

Condition D. Condition E. and Condition F

Condition D, Condition E, and Condition F are applicable to
_

the CREVS radiation monitor channels.

V Condition 0 applies to'the. failure of a single channel in
MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4. -If one channeleis inoperable, 7 days is
allowed to restore it to OPERABLE status. The 7-day
Completion Time is the same that; allowed if one channel of
the mechanical portion of the-system is inoperable. The
basis for this time is the same as provided in LC0 3.7.12
" Control Room Emergency Filtration System (CREFS)." If the
channel cannot be restored to OPERABLE status, the plant
must be placed in MODE 3 within the following 6 hours and in
MODE 5 within the next 30 hours. The times allowed to reach
MODES 3 and 5 from MODE I are reasonable, based on operating
experience, to reach the required MODES from full power in
an orderly manner and without challenging plant systems.

Condition E applies to the failure of one channel during
CORE ALTERATIONS and when moving irradiated fuel. If one
channel is inoperable, 7 days is allowed to restore it to
OPERABLE status or place one OPERABLE Control Room Emergency
Filtration System (CREFS) train in emergency filtration
mode. If neither the radiation monitoring instrumentation
channel nor the CREFS trair, can be restored to OPERABLE

(continued)

/ (continued)
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Radiation Monitoring Instrumentetion
B 3.3.7

BASES (contiimed)
-

.

ACTIONS status or placed in operation respectively, CORE
(continued) ALTERATIONS, positive reactivity additions, and movement of

irradiated fuel must be suspended immediately following the
7-day allowed Completion Time. The justification of the
7-day Completion Time is the same as discussed above for
Condition D.

Note that in certain circumstances, such as fuel handling in
the fuel building during power operation, both Condition 0
and Condition E may be applicable in the event of a single
chatiisl failure.

Condition F applies to the failure of two channels during
CORE ALTERATIONS and when moving irradiated fuel. If two
char.nels are inoperable, Required Actions are immediately
taken to restore one radiatiun monitoring instrumentation
channel to OPERABLE status, or place one OPERABLE CREFS
channel in the emergency filtration mode, or immediately
suspend CORE ALTERATIONS, positive reactivity additions, and
movement of irradiated fuel.

Condition E and Condition F have been modified by a Note,
which specifies that the CREFS be placed manually in the
emergency filtration mode, if the auto-swapover emergency
filtration is inoperable.

Condition G. Condi_ tion H. and Conditiqa,J

Condition G, Condition H, and Condition I are applicable to
the radiation monitoring instrutnentation for the FBACS.

Condition G applies to the failure of a single channel in
MODE 1. 2, 3, or 4. If one channel is inoperable, 7 days
'are permitted to restore it to OPERA'8LE status. The 7-day
Completion Time is the same as that allowed if one channel
of the mechanical portion of the system is inoperable. The
justification for this Completion Time is the same as
provided in Bases B 3.7.15 " Fuel Building Air Cleanup
System (FBACS)." If,the channel.cannot be restored to

,

| OPERABLE status, the plant must be placed in MODE 3 within
the following 6 hours and in MODE 5 within the next

! 30 hours.
|
l (continued)

(continued)
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Radiation Monitoring irstrumentatinn
B 3 . 3 . ,'

.

BASES (continued)
V

ACTIONS The times allowed are reasonable, based on operating
(continued) experience, to reacn MOOLS 3 and 5, from full power it, an

orderly manner and without challenging plant systems

Condition H applies to the failure of one channel during
movement of Dradiated fuel or loads over irradated fuel in
the fuel building. If one channel is inoperable, 7 d6ys are
permitted to restore it to OPERABLE status, or place one
OPERABLE FBACS train M. ope'stion, or suspend movement of.

irradiated fuel or loads over irradiated fuel in the fuel
building. The justification of the 7-day Completion Time is
the same as that provided above for Cor.dition G.

Note that in certein circumstances, such as fuel handling in
the fuel building during power operation, both Condition G
and Condition H may be applicable in the event of a single
channel failure;

Condition l' applies to the failure of two channe?s during
movement of trradia10d fuel or loads over irradiated fuel in
the fuel building. The Required Actions are to restore
immediately one channel to OPERABLE status, or suspend
immediately movement of irradiated fuel or loads cverm

(O)
irradiated fuel in the fuel building.

ConRtiq[LJ

Condition J is applicable to each ore of the radiation
monitoring functions presented in Table 3.3.7-1.

El and J.2
Required Action J.1 verifies that the Required Actions have
been initiated for those. supported systems declared
inoperable because of the inoperability of the scoport
channel (s) within a Completion Time of I hour. The
specified Completion Time is sufficient for plant aperations
personnel to make this determination.

Required Action J.1 onsures that those identified fequired
Actions associated with supported systems impacted by the
inoperability of channel (s) associated with each radiation
monitoring instrumentation function have been initiated.
This can be accomplished by entering the supported systems'

(continued)
L

-

|' (continued)
! [7%
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bdiation Monitoring Instrumentation
B 3.3.7

EME5 Gerh wd)

6C1195 .C0; independe.,tly or as a group of Required Actions that
_

scont h d) ned to be initiated every time Condition J is entered.

Nor this facility, the identified supported systems
Required Actions associated with esch radiation monitoring
function are as follows:)

Required Action J.2 verifies that all required support or
supported features associated with the other redundant :

,

channel (s) are OPERABLE within a Ccmpletion Time of I hour.
@The specified Completion Time is sufficient for plant

operations personnel to make this determination. If
verification determines loss of functional capability, "

LC0 3.0.3 must be immediately entered. However, if the
:;upp9rt or supported -feature LC0 takes into couNoration e

the loss-of-function situation, thes LC0 3.0.3 e,; urt need
H to be entered.
.

SURVOLLA G TLe SRs for any particular radiatiCA indditaring fc ction are
REQUIREMENTS found in the SR coliimn of Table 3.3.?-l for that function.

g

,

SR 3 . 3 . 7.J

Pecformaace of the CHANNEL CHECK for theiradiation
monitoring instruh.entetion once ccey 12 hours ensures that
a grosf, failure of *.nstrumentation has_not occurred. A
CHANNEL CHECX is a ccrparison of the parameter indicated on
one channel to a similar parametercon other channels. It is

,

based on the assumption that instrument channels monitoring
the same parameter should read approximately the same value.
Significant deviations between the two instrument channels
could be an indication of excessive instrument drift in one'-

cf the channels or of something even more serious.
Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK helps to ensure that the
Instruraentatl,-on continues to cperate properly between each
CHANHR CAllBRAi10N. The high-radiation instrumentation
should be campared to similar plant instruments located
tinroughout the plar t H the radiation monitor employs
Leep-alive sources 9r : heck sources operable from the
control room, the CHANNI.L CHECK should also note the
detector's response to thest sources.

'
>

(continued)- - .. - - - - -

.

(continued)
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Radiation Monitoring Instrumentation'

B 3.3.7

p BASES (continued)
i
N

SUPVEILLANCE Agreement criteria are determined by the plant staff based
REQUIREMENTS on a combination of the channel instrument uncertainties,

(continued) including isolation, indication, and readability. If a
channel is outside the match criteria, it may be an
indication that the transmitter or the siiful processing
equipment has drifted outside its limit, if the channels
are within the match criteria, it is an indication that the
channels are OPERABLE. The Surveillance frequency, about
once every shift, is based on operating expericoce that
demonstrates the rarity of channel failure. Thus,
SR 3.3.7.1 er.sures that loss of function will be identified
within 12 hours. [At this faility, administrative controls
and design features (e.g., down-scale alarms) that
immediately alert operators to loss of the Containment Purge
isolation--Radiation High function are as follows:] [For
this facility the CHANNEL CHECK verification of sample
system alignment and operation for gaseous, particulate, and
iodine monitors constitutes the following:]

S1_3. 3 . 7. 2

An ANALOG CHANNEL OPERATIONAL TEST helps ensure that the
chancels can perform their intended functions and is

O required to be performed once every 31 days. This test
V verifles the capability of the instrumentation to provide

the reactor building isolation. (For this facility, the
ANALOG CHANNEL OPERATIONAL 1EST consists of the following:]
[For this facility the 31-day Frequency is justified as
follows:)

SA 3.3.7.3

Performance of a CHANNEL CAllBRATION every 18 months ensures
that the instrument channel remains operational with the
correct setpoint. The calibration is a complete check of
the instrumentation and detector.

This test is a complete check of the process control
instrument loop and the transmitter. Transmitter "as found"
and "as left" values are recorded and used to verify drift
assumptions, lho radiation monitor may be calibrated in
place or on a bench using test equipment, or it may be
replaced by an equivalent, laboratory-calibrated unit. For
OPERABLE channels, CHANNEL CAllBRATION shall find that
measurement errors and bistable setpoint errors are within
the assumptions of the plant-specific setpoint analysis.

(cor.tinued)
e

( (continued)
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Radiction Monitoring Instrumentation
B 3.3.7

BASES (continued)i
~

\

i

EURVEILLANCE Recalibration restores operability of an otherwise
REQUIREMENTS functional component that does not meet these criteria.

(continued) However, repeated failures of the same channel over a
relatively small number of test intervals must be considered
as potentially indicating a deterministic failure that
cannot be corrected by recalibration.

Completion of this test results in the channel being
properly adjusted and expected to remain within the "as
f ound" tolerance assumed by the setpoint analysis until the
next scheduled surveillance. Measurement and setpoint error
detz mination and readjustment must be p rformed cond stent
with the assumptions of the plant-specific setpoint
analysis.

The Surveillance frequency is based upon the assumption of ,

an 18-month calibratian in.erval in the determination of the |ragnitude of equipment drif t ,n the utpoint analysis.
{

._

REFERE! ICES 1. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 100.11, 4

" Determination of Exclusion Area, low Population Zone, I

and Population Center Distance," 1973.

2. Title 10 Code of federal Regulations, Part 50, 4

Appendix A " General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power
Plants."

3. [ Unit Name) FSAR, Section (), "[ Accident Analysis]."

4, (Unit Name] " Plant Protection System Selection of . rip |

Sctpoint Values." '

==m = n - m = m m - m m - m mm
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! Acronyms

APPENDIX A
'

Og Acronyms

.

I
__

1

! The following acronyms are used, but not defined, in the Standard Technical
Specifications: ;

AC alternating current
CFR Code of Federal Regulations-

'

DC direct current
FSAR Final Safety Analysis Report'

LCO Limiting Conditien for Operation ;

! SR Surveillance Requirement
GDC Genera 1 Design Criteria or General Design Criterion

;

The following acronyms'are used,|with definitions, in the Standard Technical
Specifications:,

'

ACOT ANALOC CHANNEL DPERATIONAL TEST
ADS Automatic Depressurization System,

ADV atmospheric duma valve
AFD AXIAL FLUX DIFF:RENCEi

O AFW auxiliary fs'adwater b .

AIRP air intde,tracirculation, Land purification.

ALARA as low as reasonably achteibGla
ANS American Nuclear Society %
ANSI American National Standards Institute
A00 anticipated operational occurrence,
A0T allowed outage time gir
APD axial power distribution ?
APLHGR average planar linear. heat generation rate
APRM average power range monitor
APSR axial power shaping rod-
AR0' all rods out
ARC auxiliary relay cabinets

L ARS- Air Return System
ARTS Anticipatory Reactor Trip System
ASGT asymmetric steam generator transient
ASGTPTF asymmetric steam generator transient protective trip

function
ASI axial shape index
ASME American Society of Mechanical Engineers

(continued)

:
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Acronyms

| APPENDIX A (continued)

ASTM American Society for Testing Materials
ATWS anticipated transient without scram
ATWS-RPT anticipated transient without scram recirculation pump

trip
AVV atmospheric vent valve

BAST boric acid storage tank
BAT boric acid tank
BDPS Boron Dilution Protection System
BIST boron. injection surge tank
Bli bor: 4 injection tank
B0C beginning of cycle
BOP balance of plant
BPWS banked position withdrawal sequence
BWST borated water stcrage tank
B1P Branch Technical Position

CAO containment atmosphero dilution
CAOC constant axial offset control
CAS Chemical Addition System
CCAS containment cooling actuation signal
CCGC containment combustible gas control
CCW compcNnt coolingynter
CEA control element assembly _
CEAC control element assembly ~ cal.culator -
CEDM control element drive mechanist
CFT core flood tank
CIAS containment isolation actuation signal
COLR CORE OPERATING LIMITS REPORT
COLSS Core Operating Limits Supervisory System
CPC core protection calculator
CPR critical power ratio
CRA control rod assembly
CRD control rod drive
CRDA control rod drop accident
CRDM control rod drive mechanism
CREHVAC Control Room Emergency Air Temperature Control System
CREFS Control Room Emergency Filtration System
CREVS Control Room Emergency Ventilation System
CRFAS Control Room fresh Air System
CS core spray
CSAS containment spray actuation signal

(continuad)
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Acronyu

| APPENDIX A (continued)
_

.

'

CST condensate storage tank
| CVCS Chemical and Volume Control System
:

DBA Design Basis Accident
DBE Design Basis Event
DF decontamination factor

4

DG diesel-generator"

DIV drywell isolation valve
DNB departure from nucleate boiling
DNBR departure from nucleate boiling ratio
00P f' diocyt1 phthalate
DPlV drywell purge isolation valve

,

DRPI digital rod position indicator
'

Q'

EAB exclusion area boundary
-ECCS (.F.mergency Core Cooling System
ECW -essential 3 chilled water
ECP estimated critical position
EDG emergency diosal; generator
EFAS Emergency |Feedwater Actuation System
EFIC emergency"feedwater initiation and control
EFCV excess flow: check valve $
EFPDs- effectivefullpower;daysh

effective full powerfyears;%gEFPYs
emergency feedwater "n hs'

EFW
EHC electro-hydraulic control ;%
E0C end of cycle- gD
EOC-RPT- end of_ cycle recirculation., pump tkip
ESF engineered safety feature V
ESFAS Engineered Safety Feature * Actuation System
ESW essential service water '
EVS Emergency Ventilation System-'

FBACS Fuel Building Air Cleanup System,

FCV flow control valve
FHAVS_ Fuel Handling Area Ventilation System'

FSPVS Fuel Storage Pool Ventilation System
FRC- fractional relief capacity-
FR- Federal Register *

FTC fuel temperature coefficient-
,
'

FWLB feedwater line break
,

| (continued)

.
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Acronyms

APPEHD17 A (continued)

HCS Hydrogen Control System; Hydrazine Control System
HCU hydraulic control unit
HIS Hydrogen Ignition System
HELB high energy line break
HEPA high efficiency particulate air
HMS Hydrogen Mixing System
HPCI high pressure coolant injection
HPCS high pressure core spray
HPl high pressure injection
ilPSI high pressure safety injection
HPSP high power setpoint
HVAC heating, ventilation, and air conditioning
HZP hot zero power

ICS Iodine Cleanup System
IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers
IGSCC intergranular stress corrosion cracking
IRM intermediate range monitor
ISLH inservice leak and hydrostatic
ITC isothermal temperature coefficient

K-relay control relay

LCS Leakage v,atrol System
LEFM linear clastic fracture mechanics
LER Licensee Event Report
LHGR linear heat generation rate
LHR linear hea; rate

LLS low-low set
LOCA loss-of-coolant accident
LOCV loss of condenser vacuum

j LOMFW loss of main feedwater
| LOP loss of power
! LOPS loss of power start
| LOVS loss of voltage start

8.PC I low pressure coolant injection
LPCS low pressure core spray
LPD local power density
LPI low pressure injection
LPRM local power range monitor
LPSI low pressure safety injection
LPSP low power setpoint

|

|
|

(continued)
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Acronyms

1

APPENDIX A (continued) ,

(
LPZ low population zone
LSSS limiting safety system settings
LTA lead test assembly
LTOP low temperature overpressure protection

MAPLliGR maximum average planar linear heat generation rate
MAPFAC MAPLHGR factor ;

MAPFAC, MAPLHCR factor, flow-dependent component
MAPfAC MAPLHGR factor, power-dependent component

#
MCPR minimum critical power ratio
MCR main control room

main control room environmental controlMCREC '

MF1 minimum flow interlock
MFIV main feedwater isolation valve
MFLPD maximum; fraction of -limiting power density.

MFRV mainifeedwater regulation valve
! MfW ' main'feedwater

MG motor-generator
M0C middle of cycle ,'

MSIS mainisteam , isolation signal
MSIV. main' steam; isolation valve .

MSLB. main steam.line break
MSSV main steam safety valveh
MTC moderator t y rature coefficient .

c e>

w. . % em
NDT nil-ductility temperatur'e ljt
NDTT nil-ductility transition temperature
NI nuclear instrument W |~ %
NIS Nuclear -Instrumentation, System ,

NMS Neutron Monitoring System" -

NPSH net positive suction hesd
NSSS Nuclear. Steam Supply System

0DCM Offsite Dose Calculation Manual ,
OPDRV operation with a potential for draining the reactor

vessel
OTSG once-through steam generator

; PCCCC .

post-accident monitoringPAM~

primary containment combustible gas control
PCI primary containment iso % tion

(continued)

-
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Acronyms

APPENDIX A (continued)

PCIV primary containment isolation valve
PCHRS Primary Containment Hydrogen Recombiner System
PCP Process Control Program
PCPV primary containment purge valve
PCT peak cladding temperature
PDil power dependent insertion limit
PDL power distribution limit
PF position factor
PIP position indication probe
PIV pressure isolation valve
PORV power-operated relief valve
PPS Plant Protective System
PRA probabilistic risk assessment
PREACS Pump Room Exhaust Air Cleanup System; Penetration Room

Exhaust Air Cicanup System
PSW plant service water
P/T pressure and temperature
PTE PHYSICS TEST exception
PTLR PRESSilRE AND TEMPERATURE LIMITS REPORT

,

QA quality assurance
QPT quadrant power tilt
QPTR QUADRANT POWER TILT RATIO
QS quench spray ,

,

,

RACS Rod Action Control System
RA0C relaxed axial offset control ^

r t

RAS recirculation actuation signal MRB reactor building
,

..

RBM rod block monitor 64
RCCA rod cluster control assembly
RCIC reactor core isolation cooling
RCIS Rod Control and Information System
RCP re.ctor coolant pump
RCPB reactor coolant pressure boundary
RCS Reactor Coolant System
REA rod ejection accident
RHR residual heat removal
RhRSW residual heat removal service water
RMCS Reactor Manual Control System
RPB reactor pressure boundaries
RPC rod pattern controller
RPCB reactor power cutback

,

(continued)
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|

Acronyms

APPENDIX A (continued)

V RJIS Rod Position Information System '

'

RPS Reactor Protection System
RPV reactor pressure vessel

i RS recirculation spray
RT reference temperature
RTm nil-ductility reference temperature
RTCB reactor trip circuit breaker
RTD resistance temperature detector
RTH reactor trip nicdule
RTP . RATED THERMAL POWER ;.

;Reactot Trip SystemRis -

RWCU reactor water cleanup
, ,

RWE rod withdrawal error
RWL %' . rod withdrawal limiter
RWM . fred worth minimizer ,

RWP w Radiation Work Permit
RWST refueling (water storage tank
RWT ; refueling water tank

'
i 5:

SAFDL spekhied.acc tblefueldesignlimits
SBCS Steain Bypass ontrol System

1

SB0 station' )lackout? -

SBVS Shield Building'Ventilh, tion System

Os
SCAT spray chemical'additteh4 tank
SCI secondary containmentaisolation
SCR silicon controlled rectifierb
SDV scram discharge"volumeV %h
SDM SHUTDOWN MARGIN g! $
SER Safety Evaluation Report dW Sp
SFRCS- Steam and Feedwater Ruptu T Control System
SG steam generator 9/#
SGTR steam generator tube rupture
SGTS Standby Gas Treatment System
Si safety injection
SIAS safety injection actuation signal
SIS safety injection signal
SIT safety injection tank
SJAE steam Jet air ejector

i

SL Safety Limit
SLB steam line break
SLC standby liquid control
SLCS Standby Liquid Control System
SPMS- Suppression Pool Makeup System
SRM source range monitor

1

(continued)
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Acronyms

APPENDIX A (continued)

S/RV safety / relief valve
S/RVDL safety / relief valve discharge line
SSPS Solid State Protection System
SSW standby service water
SWS Service Water System
STE special test exception
STS Standard Technical Specifications

TAD 0T TRIP ACTUATING DEVICE OPERATIONAL TEST
TCV turbine control valve
TIP transversing incore probe
TLD thermoluminescent dosimeter
TM/LP thermal margin / low pressure
TS Technical Specifications
TSV turbine stop valve

VHS Vltimate Heat Sink

VCT volume controittank'
VFTP Ventilation Filtsr Testing Program
VHPT variable high power trip
v/o volume percent- .

VS vendor specific ,

s

ZPMB zero power mode bypass ,

.

e

l

1
i
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Commission Policy Statement on Technical Specification Improvements for Nuclear
Power Reactors, dated February 6, i987. The new STS will be used as bases for
individual nuclear power plant, c .iers to develop imprt>ved plant-specific
technical specifications. The NRC staff is issuing this draf t new STS f" a
30 working-day comment period. Following the comment period, the NRC r '

will analyze comments received, finalize the new STS, and issue them ft ,
plant-specific implementation. This report contains three volumes. Volume
1 contains the Specifications for all sections of the new STS. Volume
2 contains the Bases for Sections 2.0 - 3.3 of the new STS and Volume 3
contains the Bases for Sections 3.4 - 3.9 of the new STS.
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